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Therapeutic working alliance has emerged as one of the most commonly cited 
measures of clinical outcomes (Samstag, 2006). Much empirical work continues to be 
generated that validates the applicability of the measure and relies on its demonstrated utility 
for capturing important aspects of the clinical relationship that predict success in therapy. For 
example, the quality of the therapeutic relationship has been found to be more important to 
variations in clinical outcomes than any other therapy variable, including modality of therapy 
and theoretical orientation of the clinician (Horvath, 2001; Miller, Hubble, & Duncan, 1997; 
Wampold, 2001).  
This study explores the influence of adult attachment patterns on working alliance, 
presumed to share with the alliance construct several important conceptual elements such as 
bond. Although attachment in adults has been shown to have a strong relationship to working 
alliance, there is not complete convergence between the two concepts (Reis & Grenyer, 
2004). It was expected that client perceptions of the therapy process itself may have a strong 
influence on working alliance as well, and may explain elements of the working alliance not 
accounted for by attachment. The relative weight of adult attachment and perceptions of 
therapy process were explored in regard to therapy outcome. In particular, supportive and 
confrontational behaviors by therapists are presumed to have relevance to both adult 
attachment patterns, measured using the Adult Attachment Questionnaire (ASQ; Feeney, 
Noller, & Hanrahan, 1994) and working alliance, measured using the Working Alliance 
Inventory--Short Form (WAI-S; Tracey & Kokotovic, 1989). To measure such a relationship, 
a scale of therapist support and confrontation was developed using principal components 
analysis, the Therapist Behavior Items (TBI), based on the therapist intentions work of Hill 
and O’Grady (1985). An established measure of session quality, the Session Evaluation 
Questionnaire (SEQ; Stiles, 1980; Stiles & Snow, 1984) was used for convergent validation 
of the concepts in the new scale.  
Hierarchical regression analyses showed that therapist behaviors of support were 
significant predictors of working alliance when controlling for demographics and other 




II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Attachment 
Attachment Theory 
 Attachment theory as developed by John Bowlby (1958) and expanded by Mary 
Ainsworth and Mary Main (Main & Goldwyn, 1998), Cindy Hazan and Philip Shaver (1987), 
and Kim Bartholomew (1990), among others, builds upon diverse fields such as control 
systems theory, evolutionary biology, developmental psychology, and cognitive science 
(Bowlby, 1969/1982). The theory centers on the understanding that certain “attachment 
behavioral systems” ensure the safety and security (physical, psychological, and emotional) 
of an infant beginning in the second half of the first year of life. These behavioral systems are 
understood to consist of sets of interchangeable, functionally equivalent behaviors (goal-
directed and goal-corrected behaviors that have the same predictable outcome or effect, such 
as the obtaining of food or care). The behavioral systems that have been conceptualized 
include those responsible for feeding, reproduction, caregiving, attachment, exploration, 
sociability, and fear or wariness. These behavioral control systems help to ensure the survival 
of the infant through the meeting of basic safety, security, and nurturance needs, much the 
same way that physiological control systems, such as internal temperature regulation systems 
in living organisms, function to seek and maintain physiological conditions needed for 
survival (Cassidy, 1999). 
Bowlby (1969/1982) proposed that these behavioral systems evolved in our species in 
response to survival pressures in the “environment of evolutionary adaptedness,” the 
“primeval natural environment of man” that “presented the difficulties and hazards that acted 
as selective agents during the evolution of the behavioral equipment that still is man’s today” 
(p. 59). Our species, according to Bowlby, adapted to a specific environment with instinctive 
behavioral systems to attain specific survival outcomes. In this environment, individual 
infants who could have their physical and emotional needs met by caretakers (through 
engagement of proximity-seeking behaviors) would be more likely to pass their genes on to a 
future generation, and parents who were able to successfully respond to these proximity-
seeking cues were also more likely to have their offspring survive.  
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This perspective fits into modern evolutionary theory of inclusive fitness, which 
focuses on adaptations that would increase the overall survivability of the genes of an 
individual, by social processes that include the protection and nurturance of one’s offspring 
and/or kin that share some of one’s genes (Simpson, 1999). Modern evolutionary 
perspectives have focused not only on the harsh physical environments in which human 
ancestors struggled for survival, but also the close, tribal, kin-intensive social environments 
that may have molded our attachment responses (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1989). Cross-cultural 
research on caregiving patterns in contemporary hunter-gatherer groups have provided 
insight into how attachment responses may have functioned in the social environment of 
evolutionary adaptedness, and cross-cultural examinations have uncovered species-general 
patterns of attachment responses, such as the tendency of almost all infants to go through a 
similar sequence of behaviors (protest, despair, and detachment) when separated from their 
primary caregiver (Simpson, 1999; van IJzendoorn & Sagi, 1999). Bowlby argued that the 
emotional adaptations of attachment responses have not outgrown their survival purposes in 
the present environment, and are still functional for the protection of children, who are 
vulnerable to a wide range of dangers, a perspective which continues to receive empirical 
validation as more understanding is gained of the mechanisms and functions of attachment 
behaviors (Belsky, 1999). 
The patterns of behavior understood as behavioral systems operate in the context of a 
complex network of “affectional bonds,” among which is the close attachment of infant to 
caregiver. Ainsworth (1967) defined these bonds as relatively persistent dyadic ties, in which 
the dyadic partner has importance as a unique, non-interchangeable individual. A daughter 
desiring the comfort of her mother, for example, would not derive the same comfort from 
another person attempting to comfort her. The relational context of affectional bonds is 
characterized as emotionally significant, and members of the dyad desire contact with one 
another, which varies according to the age of the dyad members and other individual and 
environmental factors. Ainsworth (1989) also emphasized that when an affectional bond is 
present, an individual shows distress when involuntarily separated from the dyadic partner, 
such as when an infant is separated from a caregiver. The individual also seeks security and 
comfort in the relationship where the affectional bond is present.  
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Early empirical roots for Bowlby’s attachment concepts came from his own work 
(1951) with institutionalized children, exploring the effects of institutional living on 
development. Later work by Lorenz (1952/1997) added to evidence of environmental 
impacts on early development. Lorenz observed an innate need in newly hatched jackdaws 
and ducks to follow the figure of first contact, presumably the caretaker. The work of Harlow 
(1958) and Harlow and Harlow (1965) with rhesus monkeys raised in isolation from 
caretakers also provided a basis for attachment theory, but was reportedly motivated by 
Bowlby’s 1951 report. The Harlows identified distinct affectional systems or bonds, with 
each having distinctive outcomes or functions, such as infant behaviors oriented toward 
obtaining tactile contact comfort (even in the absence of a living caretaker) and the role of 
these in the formation of social behavior. Bowlby applied the work of Lorenz and the 
Harlows to the behavioral systems organized around human survival outcomes.  
Attachment Behavioral System 
The attachment behavioral system, which is of most interest for this discussion, is an 
organized set of attachment behaviors within the individual that respond to internal and 
external cues for an optimum equilibrium of proximity and contact with one or more 
caregivers. These behaviors change over time (for example, locomotion behaviors, important 
to proximity-seeking behavioral systems, change as an infant gains the ability to walk) but 
remain stable in their goal of obtaining proximity and maintaining contact with a caregiver. 
The patterns of behavior that make up the attachment behavioral system are understood as 
flexible goal-directed behaviors, so that an infant seeking contact from a caregiver may 
change behaviors, from simply looking at the caregiver, to actively reaching for the 
caregiver, to using vocalizations to call for the caregiver, in response to the conditions of 
specific situations. Bowlby (1969/1982) used the analogy of a thermostat that turns an air 
conditioning unit on or off in response to measurements of temperature in a room to illustrate 
the proximity-seeking behaviors’ engagement in response to distance from the caregiver and 
other cues, such as the presence of strangeness or other threats in the environment, and also 
their disengagement when sufficient proximity to the caregiver is achieved. Bowlby 
differentiated the on/off states of a mechanical thermostat from the continual activation of 
attachment behavioral systems, which function more similarly to biological homeostatic 
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systems such as those that regulate the internal body temperature of an organism (Cassidy, 
1999). 
Other Behavioral Systems 
Attachment and exploratory behavioral systems. The attachment behavioral system 
responds to cues in the environment and the individual, including feedback from other 
behavioral systems. Bowlby discussed the survival functions of the exploratory behavioral 
system, which provides the infant with information about the environment and facilitates 
development by engaging the child in cognitive challenges and relational interaction. This 
behavioral system has a complementary and inverse relationship with the attachment 
behavioral system, meaning that when a child’s curiosity is engaged, proximity-seeking and 
contact-maintaining behaviors are reduced. Likewise, when perceived hazards or strangeness 
are present—for example, the infant is fatigued or ill, or separated from the attachment 
figure—the exploratory system may be inhibited and exploration thus diminishes and play 
declines in favor of attachment behaviors.  
The attachment and exploratory behavioral systems are intertwined with the fear or 
wariness system, which Bowlby described as having the biological function of protection. 
The presence (or absence, in the case of the caregiver) of certain stimuli triggers a fear or 
wariness response that is understood as increasing an individual’s chances for survival, and 
thus reproduction. Bowlby (1973) characterized these as natural cues to danger rather than as 
inherently dangerous—cues such as darkness, quick movements, loud noises, or being alone. 
The availability of an attachment figure and the presence of caregiving responses can reduce 
the behaviors of the fear or wariness system, and surrogates such as a comfort object that the 
infant has given security associations can also reduce attachment responses to a frightening 
stimulus.  
The importance of these concepts for therapy is clear—greater client exploration 
(greater depth of a session) is desirable for most therapists (Stiles, Gordon, & Lani, 2002), 
and understanding the mechanisms by which exploration is encouraged or discouraged in 
attachment relationships (if the therapeutic relationship can be termed as such) would add to 
our understanding of what elements lead to favorable outcomes in therapy. If infant 
attachment research has application to adult behaviors, exploration would presumably be 
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inhibited when a client perceives a threat, such as an act from the therapist that the client 
interprets as hostile, and would presumably be disinhibited for the client when threats are 
reduced, such as in the presence of an atmosphere of support. 
Sociable behavioral system. Bowlby wrote less about the sociable and caregiving 
systems than he did about systems specifically involving attachment, fear, and loss, but other 
researchers have detailed further how these systems interact with attachment behaviors to 
meet the developmental and survival needs of the infant. The sociable system is defined as 
the survival-based tendency for our species to be sociable with others (including seeking the 
company of other species for meeting social needs, such as pets). The protection afforded by 
social grouping is believed to have led to the selection of tendencies for sociability to be 
selected for in the evolutionary process. In addition, greater opportunities for mating, 
increased capacity for obtaining food, shelter, and warmth, and of course the greater 
opportunities for cognitive and emotional development within the context of social 
relationships provide reproductive advantages for those individuals who are predisposed to 
seek social interaction with groups of peers, not just with specific attachment figures to 
whom they are bonded emotionally (Cassidy, 1999).  
Caregiving behavioral system. The caregiving behavioral system (Cassidy, 1999; 
George & Solomon, 1999) has reciprocal ties to the attachment behavioral system with 
adaptive functions to protect one’s young and ensures his/her reproductive fitness. Internal 
and external cues that a parent perceives as stressful, frightening or threatening work to 
activate the caregiving system, which includes a set of interchangeable behaviors that can be 
utilized by the caregiver to achieve goals such as retrieval, proximity, carrying, following, 
signaling, and comforting. The child may give the caregiver cues that signal the activation of 
the caregiving system, or the caregiver may respond to other environmental or internal 
factors. Emotion plays an important role in this system, as it does in other behavioral 
systems, providing valuable information for both the activation and disengagement of the 
caregiving responses. The caregiving behavioral system must have some flexibility, allowing 
for corrections in the means to obtaining caregiving goals in response to changes in the 
environment and the growing competence of the child. The presence of caregiving behaviors 
not only functions to protect a child from immediate threats, but also to prepare the child for 
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adapting to future threats through socialization and the acquisition of emotional and cognitive 
competence.  
The application of these behavioral systems to the realm of therapy would emphasize 
the role of therapist caregiving (i.e., attentive behaviors, responsive behaviors, support 
toward desired goals) in fostering competence and greater independence for clients. Though 
not usually characterized as a nurturing or pseudo-parental relationship, the therapy 
relationship shares with parent-child caregiving several features that make many attachment 
principles applicable: features such as emotional content, an imbalance of power, an 
imbalance of ethical responsibility, and a purpose directed unequally toward the development 
of one party of the dyad, rather than both parties (American Association for Marriage and 
Family Therapy, 2001). Like effective and successful parenting, sound therapeutic practices 
center around the client(s) and his/her/their appropriate needs and growth, rather than the 
needs of the therapist.  
Caregiving behaviors can be overdone (both John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth 
referred to overprotective mothers among humans and primates), for example with undue 
retrieval behaviors when an infant has the competence to venture out but is discouraged from 
leaving the caretaker’s control. Ainsworth (1967) observed that in most mother-infant dyads, 
increasing competence of the child (as a result of the adequate engagement of attachment 
systems) occurred together with increasing encouragement of independence by the caretaker. 
Infants who were closely attached and ventured away from their caretaker were observed to 
express their attachment by keeping track of their caretaker, glancing occasionally at the 
caretaker, and returning to the caretaker from time to time either to seek reassurance or 
comfort, or to share in the delights of exploration (Ainsworth, 1967). Ainsworth coined the 
concept of the child’s “use of the mother as a secure base” (p. 345) to describe this observed 
behavior, where the caretaker’s awareness of the child’s continued proximity and contact 
needs although trying out greater independence, provides a return point that offers security 
and comfort.  
Ainsworth noted how optimally close attachment in early infancy contributes to 
greater exploratory freedom in later infancy, rather than clinginess. Thus, connectedness 
provides the basis for greater security. Bowlby noted how children who developed greater 
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self-reliance did not fit stereotypes of the independent individual, having acquired “a 
capacity to rely trustingly on others when occasion demands and to know on whom it is 
appropriate to rely” (1973, p. 359). Here, Bowlby’s application of independent stereotypes 
refer to the counter-dependent (e.g., fiercely independent) individual. Attachment research 
has revealed that although such an individual may appear secure and confident, s/he has 
anxiety or fearfulness about closeness that reveal underlying attachment insecurity. As will 
be discussed further, this finding led to models of adult attachment that were sensitive to 
insecurity masked as self-reliance (cf., “dismissing” attachment in Bartholomew’s model, 
1990, and “relationships as secondary” attitudes in Feeney, Noller, and Hanrahan’s model, 
1994).  
Internal Working Model 
One of the fundamental assumptions of attachment theory is that experiences of 
interaction in attachment relationships, especially with the primary caregiver but also with 
other relationships of significance, accumulate as the development of internal working 
models, or representations of the expected responses of attachment figures (Bowlby, 1973, 
1988). These complex mental representations of the world are theorized to aid an individual’s 
chances of survival. Evolutional advantages are presumed to have promoted a species-wide 
ability for constructing and utilizing mental abstractions of experienced phenomena, with 
which a person may summarize a range of complex relationship and behaviors from the 
person’s past experience, and evaluate potential situations and responses to them. These 
internal representations, when adaptive to the experience of the individual, allow a person to 
better predict complex phenomena which are important to the person’s survival, such as the 
behaviors of attachment figures, or the person’s reproductive potential, such as the means to 
obtain a mate (Bretherton & Munholland, 1999).  
Bowlby theorized that infants’ models of self and others hinge on the quality and 
content of their internal working models. These internal working models guide infants’ 
behaviors in relation to others, especially attachment figures, and are carried forward into 
subsequent relationships. The development of a secure base (and a secure internal working 
model) assumes that the activation and deactivation of the attachment behavioral system 
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occurs in an environment where the infant’s safety, security, and nurturance needs will be 
consistently and regularly met (Berman & Sperling, 1994).  
The mechanism for this development is the meeting of the child’s basic needs. 
Ideally, when a child has a need, the child expresses the need. When the need is met by the 
caretaker, the child internalizes the understanding that the caretaker can be trusted to meet 
the child’s basic needs, and trust is built that can encourage future interactions that also 
satisfy the child’s needs. This cycle of need/expressed need/met need/learning to trust is key 
to the infant’s development of a secure internal representation of self and others. Many 
factors outside the immediate caretaker-infant dyad can affect this attachment cycle, 
including the caretaker’s developmental history, personality, social network, marital 
relations, and work demands, and the child’s temperament and developmental history 
(Belsky & Isabella, 1988).  
Bowlby emphasized that use of attachment-oriented behaviors is the result of 
evolutionary processes that ensured the survival of individual genes—that humans are 
biologically predisposed to attempt to engage caretakers in this cycle, even if caretakers do 
not respond adequately to the child’s cues for proximity and care (Bowlby, 1969/1982). 
Sustained interactions that disrupt this cycle of trust do not lead to a lack of attachment; 
children will develop an attachment response to caregiving even when care is inadequate 
(Bowlby, 1988). Bowlby and Ainsworth documented numerous cases where attachment was 
less than optimal (Ainsworth, 1967; Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 1978; Bowlby, 
1969/1982, 1973, 1980). Rather than describing these cases as exhibiting “less” attachment, 
they used the terms “secure” and “insecure”—the distinctions among attachments being 
distinctions of quality rather than of strength, amount, or presence. Recent popularization of 
the term “unattached” (cf. Thomas, 2000) for children with extreme attachments is therefore 
inappropriate (see the section on Attachment and Therapy). 
Patterns of Attachment Responses 
Systematic observation and classification of caregiver-child interaction was advanced 
through Mary Ainsworth’s development of a structured method called the Strange Situation 
(Ainsworth et al., 1978). The observation system included separation of a volunteer caregiver 
(usually a mother) from her child (usually one year or less in age) in an unfamiliar location, 
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interaction with a stranger, opportunity for exploration with the caregiver absent, reunion 
with the caregiver, and opportunity for exploration with the caregiver present. Subsequent 
research has validated this method for uncovering infant attachment responses. Most infants 
in every known culture, for example, have been found to pass through a seemingly innate, 
universal sequence of emotional and behavioral reactions following separation from the 
primary caregiver: protest, despair, and detachment, suggesting a biological and evolutionary 
basis for these responses (Simpson, 1999). 
The child’s behavioral responses to these circumstances and interactions with parents, 
especially at the reunion and subsequent exploration phases, were scored by Ainsworth and 
her colleagues on six behavioral variables that categorized typical attachment behaviors: 
proximity and contact seeking, contact maintaining, resistance, avoidance, search, and 
distance interaction. These behaviors were observed as organized into recognizable and 
replicable patterns, with children exhibiting similar behaviors with the same caretaker across 
multiple interactions. Ainsworth and her colleagues (1978) labeled normative patterns of 
attachment behavior as secure attachment responses and non-normative behavioral patterns 
in the Strange Situation as insecure attachment responses (with subcategories avoidant and 
ambivalent; later Main & Solomon, 1990, added a third insecure category (disorganized) for 
children who lacked a coherent coping response). These patterns of early attachment were 
theorized to continue as relatively stable patterns of behavior with attachment figures.  
The impact of Ainsworth’s development of the Strange Situation on attachment 
research should not be understated. It provided the theory with a crisp methodology that 
moved attachment theory beyond case study exploration to more empirical validation with 
normative populations. What resulted is a flowering of attachment research and the greater 
acceptance of attachment theory as a legitimate framework in developmental psychology and 
other fields (Berman & Sperling, 1994; Cassidy, 1999). 
Adult Attachment Research 
Although the focus in much of Bowlby’s and Ainsworth’s research centered on the 
child-parent attachment, other attachment patterns have been identified, such as the 
attachment behavioral systems associated with sibling kinship pairs, friendship pairs, and 
sexual pairs (Marvin & Britner, 1999). Bowlby theorized in his early work that attachment 
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behavior plays a vital role throughout the life cycle, yet it was not until the 1980s that 
researchers began to investigate adult attachment (Feeney, 1999). Since this period, a broad 
number of measurement instruments and classification systems have been developed for the 
study of adult attachment, multiplied by “a steady stream of variants and extensions 
(Brennan, Clark, & Shaver, 1998, p. 46),” resulting in measurement and conceptual diversity 
that could require a complete volume to exhaustively review. Within this diversity, two main 
traditions have been identified (Bartholomew & Shaver, 1998; Simpson & Rholes, 1998): (a) 
the nuclear family tradition exemplified by the Adult Attachment Interview (AAI) of George, 
Kaplan, and Main (1985, sometimes referred to as the “Main” tradition after the principal 
researcher of the AAI team), and (b) the peer/romantic partner tradition exemplified by the 
work of Hazan and Shaver (1987) and Bartholomew (1990). Although many other measures 
influenced and contributed to these traditions, this review focuses on these three historically 
influential measures and their attendant classification systems, before discussing empirical 
efforts to integrate diverse adult attachment measures. 
 
Table 1: AAI  Classifications 
Adult Attachment Pattern  Description   
Secure/autonomous  Characterized by ease and objectivity in discussing 
attachment memories, and valuing of attachment 
memories. 
Dismissing Characterized by devaluation of attachment experiences 
and difficulty with remembering specific attachment 
memories. 
Preoccupied Incoherent, grammatically entangled, excessively long 
responses, characterized by angry, passive, or fearful 
behaviors marking a preoccupation with attachment 
experiences. 
Unresolved/disorganized A style which fits with one of the other three except in 
discussions of loss or abuse, when the individual shows 
a striking loss of self-monitoring or reasoning. 
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The Nuclear Family Tradition 
In the nuclear family tradition, the representative measure has the distinction of being 
the first to measure adult attachment. This was developed by George, Kaplan, and Main 
(1985), whose Adult Attachment Interview (AAI) provided a qualitative method for 
examining a participant’s memories of parent-child relationships, and the participant’s 
subjective evaluation of the later effects of these experiences on adult personality. The 
interview is used to differentiate between four distinct attachment styles for adults: 
“secure/autonomous,” “dismissing,” “preoccupied,” and “unresolved/disorganized” (see 
Table 1).  
Research comparing interviews of parents using the AAI and observational 
classification of their children using Ainsworth’s Strange Situation has found correspondence 
between the parents’ and their children’s attachment classifications (Main & Goldwyn, 
1998). The validity of the AAI has been bolstered by its demonstrated capacity to predict 
interviewees’ children’s attachment classifications in the Strange Situation based on the 
interviewee’s state of mind with regard to attachment has given the AAI a strong claim of 
validity (Pederson, Gleason, Moran, & Bento, 1998; van IJzendoorn, 1995). Although the 
construct measured by the AAI does not correspond exactly to the target constructs of the 
peer/romantic partner measures, Shaver, Belsky, and Brennan (2000) have reported overlap 
between the two traditions, particularly in the area of comfort with depending on others in 
attachment relationships and comfort with being an attachment figure in relationships. 
Although this measure of adult attachment provides a rich and valid picture of adult 
attachment, other quantitative measures of adult attachment received more attention and use 
from researchers. As noted by Bartholomew and Shaver (1998, p. 28), researchers from the 
“clinical/developmental subculture” have tended to favor the AAI, although researchers from 
the “personality/social subculture have not taken the time to master the interview 
techniques.” In contrast to later measures of adult attachment that focused on romantic 
relationships, the AAI was unique for a time in its attention to attachment as a feature of 
adult relationships in general, including the convergence between childhood experiences with 
parents and later adult functioning, also described as nuclear family attachment. 
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Table 2: Hazan and Shaver’s (1987) Descriptions of Three Attachment Styles and 
Corresponding Love Styles 
Attachment Stylea    Love Styleb  
Secure      Eros (passionate love), Agape (selfless love) 
“I find it relatively easy to get close to others and am comfortable depending on them and 
having them depend on me. I don’t often worry about being abandoned or about someone 
getting too close to me.”c 
 
Avoidant     Ludus (game-playing love)          
“I am somewhat uncomfortable being close to others; I find it difficult to trust them 
completely, difficult to allow myself to depend on them. I am nervous when anyone gets too 
close, and often, love partners want me to be more intimate than I feel comfortable being.”c 
 
Ambivalent     Mania (possessive love) 
“I find that others are reluctant to get as close as I would like. I often worry that my partner 
doesn’t really love me or won’t want to stay with me. I want to merge completely with 
another person, and this desire sometimes scares people away.”c 
 
aHazan & Shaver (1987). 
bLee (1973, 1988), Sternberg (1986). 
cHazan & Shaver (1987), p. 515. 
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The Peer/Romantic Partner Tradition 
Within the peer/romantic partner tradition, Hazan and Shaver’s (1987) study on 
romantic love, followed closely by two additional papers (Shaver & Hazan, 1988; Shaver, 
Hazan, & Bradshaw, 1988), provided the seminal framework for later developments in 
quantitative approaches to adult attachment. These authors introduced a three-item, forced 
choice measure of adult romantic attachment style, in which respondents picked the 
paragraph-long narrative that best described their style of romantic functioning (see Table 2).  
Hazan and Shaver argued that adult romantic relationships are characterized by 
affectional bonds that involve complex socioemotional processes, and that the lasting impact 
of differences in early social experiences, most particularly parent-child relationships, can be 
observed in adult relationship styles. They proposed that the major classifications of infant 
attachment responses also manifest in adult romantic attachment, namely “secure,” 
“avoidant,” and “ambivalent.” Hazan and Shaver conceptually linked these attachment styles 
to existing theoretical work on romantic love, integrating the concepts with Lee’s (1973, 
1988) and Sternberg’s (1986) typologies of love (Table 2).  
These conceptual links between romantic attachment and love types were validated 
empirically by Levy and Davis (1988), who found support for Hazan and Shaver’s 
formulation of romantic attachment styles corresponding with classifications in Lee’s love 
styles. Levy and Davis also found that all three components of love in Sternberg’s model 
(intimacy, passion, and commitment) correlated positively to secure attachment and 
negatively to avoidant and ambivalent romantic styles, supporting Hazan and Shaver’s 
assertion that secure attachment represents healthy adult romantic functioning. Feeney and 
Noller (1990) further examined Hazan and Shaver’s adult attachment styles, exploring their 
correspondence with 16 love scales derived using factor analysis of a broad range of psycho-
social measures, including self-esteem, love styles, and anxious love. Feeney and Noller’s 
work both validated and enriched Hazan and Shaver’s theoretical analysis, lending support to 
the three-group attachment styles model although challenging the characterization of 
“avoidant” attachment as uniquely anxious—self-conscious anxiety in dealing with one’s 
partner was also found present in persons who described their romantic attachment style as 
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ambivalent. Thus, Hazan and Shaver’s three categories have sometimes referred to as 
“secure,” “anxious-avoidant,” and “anxious-ambivalent.” 
Although Hazan and Shaver’s (1987) measure of adult romantic attachment enjoyed 
immediate popularity for its simplicity and ease in administration, the clear limitations of the 
forced-choice format and simplistic representations of relationship processes led necessarily 
to additional research that broke the three items into component concepts for respondents to 
rate (Brennan, Clark, & Shaver, 1998; Feeney, Noller, & Callan, 1994; Feeney, Noller, & 
Hanrahan, 1994; Simpson, Rholes, & Nelligan, 1992). In reporting their findings, researchers 
engaged in this endeavor of enriching the Hazan and Shaver question pool voiced a 
preference for attachment representations that quantify patterns within a continuum rather 
than as distinct categories or groups showing little or no internal variation. This trend toward 
continuous measures has continued in adult attachment research. Exemplary of this trend,  
 
Table 3: Bartholomew’s (1990) Dual-Axis Model of Adult Attachmenta 
  MODEL OF SELF 







Able to form interdependent 
relationships; comfortable with both 
separateness and connection; greater 
ease of emotional self-regulation 
 
PREOCCUPIED 
Ambivalent about relationships; 
higher levels of anxiety regarding 
relationships; overly dependent; 


















Dismisses importance of 
attachment; aloof from intimacy; 
often mistaken as secure due to 




Low view of self and high 
dependence on others, coupled 
with negative expectations of 
social interactions; avoidant of 
attachment 
aAdapted from Bartholomew (1990). 
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Brennan, Clark, and Shaver (1998) described the best fit for attachment patterns in their 
study as two factors, “comfort with closeness” and “anxiety over relationships,” creating a 
model of attachment patterns within a two-plane continuum that allowed for comparability 
with previous categorical models although providing richer descriptions of individuals’ 
attachment responses. 
Bartholomew’s work (1990) also provides a noteworthy two-dimensional model of 
attachment style, derived theoretically from Bowlby’s claim that working models of self and 
others influence an individual’s attachment responses. By examining whether respondents’ 
models of self and others were positive or negative, and high or low in dependence, 
Bartholomew distinguished between four types of adult attachment: “secure,” “preoccupied,” 
“dismissing,” and “fearful” (Table 3). 
In addition to a self-report measure, Bartholomew and Horowitz, (1991) developed 
interview schedules to assess respondents’ attachment style. Comparisons with the typologies 
of Hazan and Shaver and the AAI show a high correspondence between secure types for the 
three models. It is noteworthy that Bartholomew’s “dismissing” style overlaps with a subset 
of the secure and avoidant groups of Hazan and Shaver, suggesting that Bartholomew’s 
typology may have identified a type of insecure attachment that sometimes masks itself as 
secure, by emphasizing independence, confidence and achievement although minimizing the 
importance of attachment experiences and closeness in relationships.  
The theoretical elegance of Bartholomew’s model, with its derivation of four 
attachment types based on a conceptualization of attachment patterns as rooted in models of 
self and others, and its ability to demonstrate methodological convergence on the same 
phenomena when studied with self-report measures or semi-structured interviews 
(Bartholomew & Shaver, 1998; Crowell, Treboux, & Waters, 1999), have made the model a 
popular point of reference for new directions in adult attachment research.  
Convergence in the Two Traditions 
The field of adult attachment research has seen a multiplication of measures and 
typologies describing the processes of adult relationships, of which the AAI, Hazan and 
Shaver, and Bartholomew models are prominent among a diverse mix. Further investigations 
of adult attachment patterns have continued to expand the volume and complexity of 
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frameworks for understanding these relationship processes. Although adult attachment 
measures differ on the labels used to describe these behaviors, a contrast between secure and 
insecure attachment responses characterize most measurement efforts, and researchers have 
consistently used the “secure” attachment label to describe normative adult relationship 
behaviors. Despite these commonalities, many differences exist between measures of adult 
attachment and between the two traditions of adult attachment research which have been 
difficult to overcome.  
As summarized by Bartholomew and Shaver (1998), these difficulties begin with a 
lack of cross-tradition familiarity among subcultures of attachment researchers, which can 
lead to the discounting of measures that diverge greatly from a researcher’s familiar 
conceptual territory. Other impediments to comparison between measures include marked 
differences between classification systems (i.e., “cannot classify” and “dismissing” from the 
AAI have no corresponding categories in some self-report measures), problems with 
applying a measure created for one domain of relationships to a domain for which it was not 
designed, and lack of statistical power in many studies that may lead to false acceptance of 
the null hypothesis, finding no correspondence where there may have been some. Despite 
these differences and difficulties, strong interest continues among researchers to bridge the 
gaps between attachment measures. Not all of these efforts are cross-traditional (i.e., between 
the nuclear family and romantic adult traditions), but even within-tradition efforts are 
complicated by similar difficulties, such as overcoming measurement differences when 
bringing together the three- and four-group classifications of Hazan and Shaver (1987) and 
Bartholomew (1990).  
Multi-Item Measure of Adult Romantic Attachment (MIMAR). Attempts to quantify 
correspondence between these models and amalgamate their conceptual qualities have 
resulted in the development of broader and richer measures of adult attachment, which have 
favored multidimensional representation over categorical models. One such effort by 
Brennan, Clark, and Shaver (1998), yielded the Multi-Item Measure of Adult Romantic 
Attachment (MIMAR). Using 60 subscales from attachment measures, the researchers found 
that correlations between the subscales were highly patterned, with the 62% either highly 
(greater than .50) or minimally (lower than .20) correlated, suggesting that a few underlying 
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factors held in common by the various measures could be identified. Factor analysis 
identified two clearly defined factors among the 60 subscales, labeled as Anxiety and 
Avoidance, which were used to create two higher-order scales. Within these, four factors 
were identified which distinctly resembled Bartholomew’s 4-cluster descriptions of secure, 
fearful, dismissing, and preoccupied categories of attachment responses. When a three-factor 
model was sought statistically, the two avoidant clusters collapsed into one, creating a very 
rough fit with Hazan and Shaver’s three-cluster model.  
In evaluating these models, Brennan, Clark, and Shaver (1998) pointedly avoided 
discussions of whether one model is a better fit or better represents the “reality” of how adult 
attachment organizes itself, a somewhat dangerous philosophical minefield littered with 
problems of ontogeny and reification. Instead of coming down with a two-, three-, four-, or 
more-category model, in which the factors represent all-or-nothing categories (the 
perspective that dominated adult attachment research for the first decade), they chose to take 
a dimensional approach. This means that they focused on scores within the two-plane 
continuum of Anxiety and Avoidance, allowing for hundreds of possible attachment patterns 
within that two-dimensional space, in agreement with perspectives on attachment patterns 
promoted by Fraley and Waller (1998).  
The resulting scales of Anxiety and Avoidance created by Brennan et al. (1998) 
represent a vast improvement over the single-item measures that pioneered adult romantic 
attachment research, representing concepts found in nearly every measure of adult romantic 
attachment available at the time of their research. Their work that lead to the creation of the 
MIMAR indicates that a measure with a large, comprehensive item pool can both summarize 
existing scales and offer greater precision than the multitude of scales used previously.  
Attachment Style Questionnaire (ASQ). Another, perhaps more ambitious attempt to 
find convergence in adult attachment measures, undertaken by Feeney, Noller, and Hanrahan 
(1994), took on the difficult task of developing a measure based on concepts found in 
existing measures from the adult romantic attachment tradition and the nuclear family 
tradition, and applying them to a more general population not necessarily involved in a 
romantic relationship (including young adolescents and adults who may never have had a 
romantic relationship). In developing items for the instrument, Feeney, Noller, and Hanrahan 
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Table 4: Constructs Used in the Development of the Attachment Style Questionnairea 
 Positive view of self Negative view of self 
 
Positive view of other 
Self-esteem 






Desire for approval 




Negative view of other 
Avoidance of intimacy 
Lack of trust 





Lack of trust 
Interpersonal anxiety 
Desire for contact and 
intimacy 
Need for approval 
Aloneness 
Anger/hostility 
aFeeney, Noller, & Hanrahan (1994), p. 133. 
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used concepts from across the spectrum of attachment theory, including infant attachment 
and three- and four-group models of adult attachment. The resulting 65 items used constructs 
represented in Table 4. These 65 items were given to 470 young adults, and the items were 
reduced in number using a principal components analysis, resulting in the removal of items 
with low commonalities. 
Additional principal-components analysis with orthogonal rotation on the reduced set 
of 40 items resulted in three-, four-, and five-factor solutions for the item set. The three-
factor solution, which could be labeled as representing Security, Avoidance, and Anxiety, 
yielded factors reminiscent of Hazan and Shaver’s (1987) three constructs, and accounted for 
35.7% of the total variance. The four-factor solution did not yield itself well to 
interpretability, and was not reported. The five-factor solution accounted for a greater portion 
of the total variance, 43.3%, and yielded factors the authors determined would best fit the 
descriptors “confidence” (in self and others, eight items), “discomfort with closeness” (ten 
items), “need for approval” (seven items), “preoccupation with relationships” (eight items), 
and “relationships as secondary” (to achievement, seven items). These five factors became 
the basis for five scales comprising the Attachment Styles Questionnaire (ASQ, see 
Appendix E). 
Additional cluster analyses showed the five-cluster solutions to be more stable than 
three- and four-cluster solutions, although a stable two-cluster solution clearly produced 
secure and insecure groups. The findings of Feeney et al. (1994) point to a strong and stable 
distinction between security and insecurity in adult attachment measures, and the ability to 
divide insecure individuals into many numbers of types or groups. More important than this 
group-level differentiation, however, measures such as the ASQ point to underlying 
dimensions within attachment (in this case labeled as “discomfort” and “anxiety”) within 
which a multitude of attachment responses may be represented. The development of 
continuous scales such as those in the ASQ allow for greater sensitivity in understanding the 
mental models of diverse individuals—for example the finding of Feeney et al. that some 
individuals whom Bartholomew’s (1990) model would categorize as “fearful,” score high on 
the four scales of insecurity in the ASQ. The ability to explore fine distinctions within 
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attachment responses gives strong appeal to these types of broadly derived attachment 
measures.  
Current Directions in Adult Attachment Research 
Some of the current directions in adult attachment research include investigations in 
how non-confirmatory experiences are metabolized and integrated within the framework of 
internal working models. Internal working models constitute representations of an 
individual’s sense of self and others based on previous experiences in relationships (and 
especially early experiences with caregivers) that persist as malleable-yet-mostly-stable and 
guide an individual’s future interactions, especially at the level of expectations and 
interpretations (Levitt, 1991; Simpson & Rholes, 1998; Thompson, 1999). Internal working 
models tend to become somewhat tautological, persisting across time due to their role in the 
selection of confirmatory experiences. Yet internal working models do not completely 
discriminate against the integration of non-confirmatory or contradictory experiences, and a 
steady accumulation of these would have transformative value for the internal working 
models.  
Simpson, Rholes, Campbell, and Wilson (2003) have examined how the dramatic 
influence of highly meaningful experiences, such as the transition to parenthood, can serve to 
shift internal working models in adults if the events strongly confirm or contradict an 
individual’s attachment orientation. Key variables in determining how an individual’s 
internal working model may shift in response to this stressful life event include the degree to 
which first-time parents seek and give support to one another, and their perceptions of the 
support or emotional availability of their spouse, which could provide confirmatory or non-
confirmatory data for their internal working models of self and others in attachment 
relationships. Understanding how attachment responses change across time has clinical 
implications for caregivers seeking to improve the quality of life for individuals whose 
attachment responses have become maladaptive.  
Other fertile ground for research includes an examination of the complexity of an 
individual’s various internal working models across multiple domains, and how these 
divergent models interact when experiences cross over relationship domains. Berlin and 
Cassidy (1999) describe research on attachment patterns in relationships between caregivers, 
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between adults and their parents, and with therapists and providers of social support. 
Attachment patterns are not strictly compartmentalized between domains, but rather have 
been shown to influence one another. For example, a person may have internal working 
models of peer friendship, within which are another set of expectations and interpretations 
that apply especially to coworkers, and another set that apply to “best friend,” the latter of 
which may include surprising overlaps with some of the individual’s experiential filters for 
romantic attachments. The work on adult attachment appears both diverse and promising, 
with applications across the lifecycle and across all domains of adult experience. As already 
noted, relationships of social support, such as a therapist-patient relationship, can be 
characterized as an attachment relationship. This application of attachment theory has 
exciting possibilities for mental and relational health practitioners, with the possibility of 
strengthening the transformative power of therapeutic relationships. 
Attachment and Therapy 
Given the importance of attachment to adult relationships, the relative recency of its 
investigation in the context of psychotherapy is surprising, especially since John Bowlby 
developed attachment theory to understand and help emotionally disturbed patients and 
families in his work as a clinician (Slade, 1999). The study of attachment naturally begs the 
question of what to do when attachment responses become maladaptive or disordered, and a 
growing body of research and clinical work addresses this very issue.  
The inclusion of reactive attachment disorder (RAD) in the third edition of the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III) and later editions and 
revisions, helped to fuel clinical interest in attachment (Zeanah, 1996). As a result of poor 
attachment, individuals having RAD show impaired social development, an inability to 
follow normative patterns for relationship formation, and often display pathological social 
behaviors (Wilson, 2001). Although the disorder may result from extreme deficits in care in 
infancy, including abuse and/or neglect, other less extreme circumstances can also result in 
attachment disruption, such as frequent or traumatic changes in primary caregivers (to 
include adoption and foster care), prolonged hospitalizations or institutionalization, and 
untreated painful medical problems (Kay Hall & Geher, 2003).  
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Building on the conceptualization of romantic relationships as attachment 
relationships, Susan Johnson (2004) and colleagues have developed an approach to 
counseling for couples that incorporates an orientation toward attachment security as a 
framework for improving couple relationship functioning. In summarizing the goals of the 
approach, Johnson identifies attachment security as the key to interpersonal well-being: 
The first goal of therapy is to access and reprocess the emotional responses 
underlying each partner’s often narrow and rigidly held interactional position, thereby 
facilitating a shift in these positions toward responsiveness, the building blocks of 
secure bonds. The second goal of therapy is to create new interactional events that 
redefine the relationship as a source of security and comfort for each of the partners 
(2004, p. 10). 
Although much work has been done on the use of attachment theory and research in 
therapy (Byng-Hall, 1999; Eidman & Caffrey, 2003; Johnson & Whiffen, 2003), relatively 
little research has investigated the impact of adult attachment patterns on the therapeutic 
relationship itself. Research on the importance of attachment for relationships throughout the 
life cycle suggests that attachment patterns would affect therapeutic relationships, which, like 
attachment relationships, involve exploration and engage clients’ fundamental models of self 
and other. Although limited research has examined client attachment patterns in the context 
of the therapeutic relationship, there is evidence that attachment patterns do affect this 
relationship (Porter, 2003). One way that the working relationship between client and 
therapist has been operationalized is as a “working alliance.” 
Working Alliance 
Historical Background 
 Working alliance has been used as an analytic construct since the first half of the 20th 
century (Sterba, 1934; Zetzel, 1956), but was not investigated empirically until more recently 
(Alexander & Luborsky, 1986; Crits-Christoph, Alexander, Margolis, & Cohen, 1983; 
Horvath & Greenberg, 1986). Although some early theorizing about working alliance grew 
from attention to transference in psychoanalysis (Zetzel, 1956), Rogers also suggested that 
certain qualities in the therapeutic relationship may provide the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for change (Rogers, 1951; Rogers, Gendlin, Kiesler, & Traux, 1967).  
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Bordin (1979) moved working alliance out of any particular theoretical camp and 
described a pantheoretical model of the concept. Whereas earlier descriptions, such as by 
Zetzel (1956), had emphasized transference (the client’s identification with the therapist) and 
had focused primarily on either client or therapist contributions to the alliance, Bordin’s 
model looked at the dyadic interaction of both client and therapist, and brought attention to 
the importance of goal and task components of the alliance (Tichenor, 1989; Tichenor & Hill, 
1989).  
Bordin’s Pantheoretical Model of Working Alliance 
 According to Bordin’s (1979) pantheoretical model, working alliance consists of 
client-therapist agreement on goals, assignment of tasks, and development of bonds. For 
Bordin, one of the necessary precursors of therapeutic change is agreement on therapeutic 
goals. In individual therapy, where the focus is on individual change, this may take the form 
of mutual acknowledgement that the client’s problems stem from his or her own way of 
thinking, feeling, or acting, and that therapy will seek to examine, modify, or ameliorate 
these factors. Goals in couple and family therapy are more complex, but share a mutual 
agreement between therapist and client(s) regarding what needs to change. 
The second precursor of change is agreement on the tasks of therapy, to include a 
mutually agreed understanding of the roles that therapist and client will play in therapy. 
Examples would be the client’s roles of self-disclosing and completing homework 
assignments, and the therapist’s roles of listening and setting appropriate limits for the 
therapeutic relationship.  
The third element of Bordin’s model is the development of bonds. This may be 
characterized as the development of liking and trust between therapist and client, and 
includes dispositional elements of the client’s readiness to collaborate, as well as affective 
elements of the emotional quality of the therapeutic relationship. 
Working Alliance Research 
Although some researchers dismissed working alliance as largely an issue of 
transference (Brenner, 1979), Bordin’s (1979) model helped legitimate working alliance by 
providing a broader and more specific operationalization of the concept, thus aiding 
measurement and empirical validation (Tichenor & Hill, 1989). The construct is now largely 
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recognized as a legitimate aspect of therapeutic process (Horvath, 2000), with well-
documented connections to therapeutic outcome (Horvath & Bedi, 2002; Horvath & 
Symonds, 1991; Knobloch-Fedders, Pinsof, & Mann, 2004; Martin, Garske, & Davis, 2000). 
In  reviews of the growing body of working alliance research, working alliance was found to 
have consistent and moderate relation to outcome, regardless of the type of treatment, length 
of treatment, the variables used to represent outcome, and whether the research was 
published (Horvath & Symonds, 1991; Martin, Garske, & Davis, 2000). Recently, working 
alliance has been critiqued as a construct that has outlived its usefulness (Safran & Muran, 
2006), but the construct continues to foster fruitful new avenues for investigation into the 
purposes, processes, and outcomes of a broad range of psychotherapies. 
Working Alliance and Attachment 
Conceptual Similarities of Working Alliance and Attachment 
The task and goal dimensions of Bordin’s (1979) model have been shown to have 
greater predictive value for therapy outcome than the bond dimension (Horvath & 
Greenberg, 1989), and factor analytic research has suggested that these load together as a 
factor separate from the bond dimension (Andrusyna, Tang, DeRubeis, & Luborsky, 2001). 
This differentiation between the affective and work dimensions of the therapeutic 
relationship has importance for investigations of attachment patterns in relation to working 
alliance.  
The behavioral focus of the task and goal dimensions of working alliance has 
parallels with the behavioral focus of infant-caregiver attachment research. Just as Bordin 
conceptualized working alliance as more complex than bonding alone, Bowlby’s work on 
attachment went beyond an affective bond between caregiver and child. For Bowlby and 
Ainsworth, although evidence for attachment is partially found in the strength of an affective 
connection, to infer the existence of an attachment, researchers primarily looked at the 
engagement of behavioral systems with specific tasks and goals (Cassidy, 1999; Schuengel & 
van IJzendoorn, 2001). Dispositional aspects of the bond dimension of working alliance, i.e. 
the client’s readiness to engage in a collaborative relationship, may also have parallels with 
attachment concepts; just as the early attachments have importance for the formation of later 
relationships (Feeney, 1999).  
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Research Involving Adult Attachment and Working Alliance 
Research on the relationship between attachment and working alliance is sparse and 
contradictory, with much of the results still unpublished. Some studies (Kanninen, Salo, & 
Panamäki, 2000; Reis & Grenyer, 2004; Smiley, 1999) have found no connection between 
the two variables, though these studies used limited samples. The expected relationship 
between secure attachment of clients and stronger working alliance was found in some 
studies (Epps, 2000; Justitz, 2002; Kivlighan, Patton, & Foote, 1998; Parish & Eagle, 2003; 
Sauer, Lopez & Gormley, 2003), though some remain unpublished (Cortez-Ison, 1998; Ji, 
2002). Other studies found unexpected associations between the two variables (Tyrell, 
Dozier, Teague, & Fallot, 1999), with insecurity or factors associated with insecurity, related 
to higher working alliance scores, though some of these are also unpublished (Lewis, 1995). 
Additional Variables of Interest 
Demographic Variables 
Given the uncertainty of these findings, it would be important to look for additional 
variables that may help to elucidate the connection between attachment patterns and working 
alliance, or that might confound the relationship between the two phenomena (and needed to 
be controlled for in statistical analyses).  
Given the enduring quality of demographic variables such as gender, these were 
expected to affect adult attachment, and in turn working alliance. Mallinckrodt, Coble, and 
Gantt (1995) found that gender played an important role in the association between early 
parental bonding and working alliance. Other demographic variables of interest were the 
SES, age, and relationship status of the client, and therapy variables such as the gender of 
therapist and therapy modality. An examination of too many demographic variables would 
diminish the statistical power of a study, therefore it is necessary to limit the number of these 
variables that were included for analysis. Given how little is known about the relationship 
between adult attachment and working alliance, it would be desirable to include as many 
demographic variables as sample size permitted, for the sake of exploration.  
Depth and Smoothness of the Session  
The theoretical connection between attachment and working alliance can be 
broadened to include client perceptions to therapist behaviors. A client’s willingness to form 
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a therapeutic relationship may be affected by the client’s perceptions in the therapeutic 
context, which in turn are expected to have a relationship to the client’s attachment patterns. 
Therefore, it was seen as necessary in the present study to identify other therapeutic variables 
that could impact working alliance and be affected by adult attachment. 
Although few published studies have examined mediating variables between 
attachment and working alliance (or looked at attachment as a mediating variable between 
working alliance and other therapy variables), some promising variables may help to 
illuminate possible relationships between attachment and working alliance. Porter (2003), 
although unpublished, offered an interesting hypothesis about client exploration in therapy as 
a mediator between attachment and working alliance. This would suggest that the correlation 
between attachment and working alliance would diminish significantly when controlling for 
client exploration. The session evaluation questionnaire (SEQ; Stiles, 1980; Stiles & Snow, 
1984) has a depth scale which has been theorized to measure how deep the session was—or 
in other words, how much exploration was present. 
Recalling infant-caregiver attachment basics, activation of the exploratory behavioral 
system is facilitated by the presence of a secure base, an attachment figure with whom the 
infant “touches base” for reassurance before, during, and after exploration. For adults, 
engagement of the exploratory behavioral system would not necessitate the immediate 
presence of the primary attachment figure, but rather an internal representation of secure 
attachment with attachment figures (Berman & Sperling, 1994). In therapy, a client’s ability 
to engage in exploration would impact her or his ability to form an agreement on therapeutic 
goals and tasks, elements of the working alliance. It could therefore be expected that client 
exploration in therapy could have relation to both adult attachment and working alliance.  
Client perceptions may play an important role in determining how attachment 
predicts working alliance in therapy. Clients’ reports of the smoothness of a session may give 
an indication of how safe the client perceived the session to be, whereas the depth of the 
session may indicate how much exploration the client engaged in during the session. Both of 
these factors would be expected to be influenced by attachment patterns and to affect a 
client’s formation of a therapeutic alliance with the therapist (Porter, 2003). 
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Client Perceptions of Therapist Behaviors 
In addition to the quality (smoothness or depth) of the session, clients’ perceptions of 
other occurrences in the session may mediate a relationship between attachment and working 
alliance. Negative occurrences such as verbal cut-offs and criticism in supervision sessions 
were found by Ramos-Sanchez et al. (2002) to result in a poorer working alliance. Similar 
phenomena may be found in therapeutic relationships. Therapist behaviors may have 
importance in understanding the connection between attachment and working alliance, as a 
client’s response to them (as measured by working alliance) could be affected by her or his 
attachment security.  
Self-disclosure, for example, can play an important role in the formation of 
relationships. Some findings on comfort with intimacy in adult relationships have suggested 
that persons with a pattern of avoidance or fearfulness in relationships may view self-
disclosure by others as threatening (Feeney, 1999; Liotti, 2002). When a therapist self-
discloses, this may increase the strength of the working alliance for more secure or 
preoccupied clients, who tend to be more comfortable with intimacy; but this may have an 
adverse effect on the bond dimension of the working alliance for more avoidant or fearful 
clients. The goal and task dimensions, which have less relation to affective aspects of the 
therapeutic relationship, may be unaffected by therapist self-disclosure. This example 
illustrates how therapist behaviors may be expected to mediate a relationship between 
dimensions of attachment and working alliance.  
Research has looked at therapist response modes as a precursor to client reactions and 
behaviors (Hill, 1992). In the Hill Therapy Process model (Hill, 1992), therapist response 
modes “refer to the grammatical structure of the therapist’s verbal response” (732). In 
focusing on spoken communication, however, the Hill model may miss some events in 
therapy that are not defined verbally. The Hill model includes a list of nine nominal, non-
mutually exclusive therapist intentions that are theorized to direct therapist verbal responses 
(Hill, Helms, Spiegel, & Tichenor, 1988). This list of therapist intentions, developed by Hill 
and O’Grady (1985), has been used to examine clients’ responses to therapists’ interventions 
and intentions (Hill et al., 1988). Kivlighan (1990) reported a connection between working 
alliance and three of the therapist intentions suggested by Hill and O’Grady (1985). Although 
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neither the intentions measure nor the therapist response mode measure looks specifically at 
therapist behavior, therapist intentions, which Hill theorize to underlie therapist responses, 
may direct researchers to categories of therapist responses that are more broadly defined. In 
other words, the Hill intentions list may be adapted to develop a measure of therapist 
behaviors, which would be expected to mediate the relationship between client patterns of 
adult attachment and client reports of working alliance in therapy. 
Some items in the Restructure area represented stronger and more socially aversive 
behaviors. It was assumed in the construction of these items that the act of a therapist 
challenging or confronting a client sometimes may be taken as an alliance breach. By this it 
is meant that clients may not always take a confrontation as consistent with the type of 
therapy they wish to receive. Although some confrontational therapeutic styles may be 
helpful and necessary for some clients, not all will be viewed by clients as increasing the 
goal, bond, or task dimensions of the therapeutic alliance. Indeed, confronting or challenging 
by a therapist may lead some clients to view the alliance as broken and even to discontinue 
therapy. 
Purpose of Study 
 The purpose of this study was to predict client reports of working alliance using a 
hierarchical model including adult attachment patterns, client reports of therapist behaviors, 
and client perceptions of the quality of the session. Two non-exhaustive factors of therapist 
behavior, support and challenge/confront, were expected to have predictive value for 
working alliance. Development of a scale capturing these factors was undertaken.  
Given the importance of attachment for adult relationships and the importance of the 
therapeutic relationship for therapy outcomes, this study is expected to yield useful results for 
both researchers seeking to understand these variables and practitioners seeking to improve 
therapy processes and outcomes. It is expected that a greater understanding of the 
relationships between these variables may assist therapists in modifying therapy processes to 
facilitate stronger working alliances with clients. This study has been designed with practical 
utility in mind, with the purpose of benefiting clients, therapists, and society in general.  
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Statement of Research Questions 
Based on previous research, the following questions were explored regarding the prediction 
of working alliance scores: 
A. Therapist behaviors have distinct underlying concepts that separate into stable 
components. 
1. Behaviors representing therapist support of clients are identifiable and share a 
common underlying component. 
2. Behaviors representing therapist challenging/confronting are identifiable and 
share a common underlying components. 
3. The two components are distinct from one another. 
B. Demographics variables moderately contribute to working alliance. 
1. Primary demographic variables (acquired at birth) such as race and gender of 
client have moderate to small relationships with predictor variables and 
working alliance. 
2. Secondary demographic variables (acquired after birth and prior to therapy) 
such as age of client, income, and relationship status have moderate to small 
relationships with predictor variables and working alliance. 
3. Clinical demographic variables (describing therapy itself) such as therapy 
modality, sex of therapist, and number of sessions have moderate to small 
relationships with predictor variables and working alliance. 
4. Study variables (functions of inclusion in the study) such as the postmark date 
of the questionnaire have little to no relationship with predictor variables and 
working alliance. 
5. Controlling for these demographics variables will not eliminate the value of 
the following variables for predicting working alliance: adult attachment 
patterns, therapist behaviors, and quality of session. 
C. Adult attachment patterns predict working alliance. 
1. Greater attachment security is associated with stronger working alliance. 
2. Greater discomfort with closeness is associated with weaker working alliance. 
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3. Greater need for approval is associated with weaker working alliance. 
4. Greater preoccupation with relationships is associated with weaker working 
alliance. 
5. Stronger attitudes that relationships are of secondary importance is associated 
with weaker working alliance. 
6. Adult attachment patterns predict working alliance even after controlling for 
demographics, therapist behaviors, and the quality of the session. 
D. Client perceptions of the quality of the session predict working alliance. 
1. Greater smoothness of session is associated with stronger working alliance. 
2. Greater depth of session is associated with stronger working alliance. 
3. Quality of session predicts working alliance even after controlling for 
demographics, adult attachment patterns, and therapist behaviors. 
E. Client reports of therapist behaviors predict working alliance. 
1. Therapist support is associated with stronger working alliance. 
2. Therapist confrontation is associated with weaker working alliance. 
3. Therapist behaviors predict working alliance even after controlling for 
demographics, adult attachment patterns, and the quality of the session. 
F. Working alliance is predicted by the following model: adult attachment patterns, 
client reports of therapist behaviors, and the client perceptions of the quality of the 
session. 
1. The causal priority of the variables in the model predicting working alliance is 
understood as being: primary demographics (gender, race), adult attachment, 
secondary demographics (age, income, and relationship status), clinical 
demographics (therapy modality, gender of therapist, number of sessions), 




The participants for this study were 100 clients of therapy who were predominantly 
white, middle-aged, middle-class, and living in the Midwest. Clients receiving therapy 
services from 20 therapists were recruited to assist with the study in a non-independent 
sample. These therapists practiced predominantly in the state of Iowa (83.3% of therapists 
whose clients returned questionnaires) and were recruited using a convenience sample (see 
Procedure, below). Participants were the eligible clients who agreed to participate from 
among the current client caseloads of the assisting therapists. To be eligible, clients needed to 
(a) be 18 years of age or older, (b) not have previously completed a questionnaire for the 
same study, (c) be willing to complete a questionnaire soon after participating in a session of 
therapy, and (d) complete one session of counseling or therapy just prior to completing the 
questionnaire; the number of sessions completed before the immediate session did not affect 
the eligibility of participants. 
Sample description 
The convenience sample of 100 clients was a non-independent sample, given that 
clients were nested among eleven therapists. Of the initial 100 returned questionnaires, one 
was thrown out due to a pervasive pattern of unanswered items (45 items of the TBI and the 
entire demographics section were left blank). The remaining sample of 99 participants is not 
representative of the nation, or representative of the state of Iowa. Although recruitment 
efforts included a variety of therapists, the sample of the participants was never intended to 
accurately represent a particular population. The demographics are examined in greater detail 
in the Results section. The sample was predominantly white (98.0%), skewed toward female 
clients (72.7%), and mostly contained persons in committed relationships (76.8%). 
Clients mostly saw male therapists (76.8%), and had a mean number of 15.81 
sessions completed prior to completing the questionnaire. Approximately half (n = 50) of all 
participants had received some individual therapy, and 48 of the 99 (48.5%) had only 
relational therapy. The average city size for the clinics where clients received therapy was 
approximately 42,930 citizens. For purposes of preserving confidentiality, data on the clients’ 
reasons for seeking therapy were not collected.  
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Procedure 
Recruitment of Research Sites 
The researcher contacted sites to assist in the study using three convenience samples: 
(a) therapists listed on an email address list provided by a professional association, (b) 
therapists who were personal acquaintances of the researcher, and (c) therapists contacted at 
a professional conference. All three of these samples had some degree of overlap with one 
another.  
Although individual therapists were contacted for participation, in many cases these 
therapists oversaw an entire agency, or were part of an agency that was recruited as a whole. 
For example, one therapist who agreed to have her site participate in the study, but who later 
withdrew (from sample three) would have brought at least two other therapists with her into 
the study. Ultimately only one multi-therapist site participated in the study; it consisted of 
two therapists, one male and one female. Because questionnaire data included the sex of the 
therapist, it was possible to analyze data not just by site, but also by therapist. Both the terms 
“therapists” and “sites” have been used as variables differentiating one location from 
another. For ease of clarification, locations of data collection are usually referred to as 
“sites,” except where referring to individual therapists is more accurate (such as in describing 
recruitment efforts, since it is not possible to determine how many sites were contacted at the 
professional conference, where some attendees hailed from more than one site, and other 
attendees hailed from the same site as other attendees). 
In the first sample, therapists were recruited via email who had an email address 
listed in their membership contact information with the American Association of Marriage 
and Family Therapists (AAMFT) and who practiced in the selected Midwestern state (Iowa). 
In this sample, taken in December of 2005, 34 therapists were solicited to assist in the 
research with an informational email; of this sample eleven responded, and five agreed to 
assist with the research. Tables 5 and Table 6 detail the breakdown of responses from these 
three recruitment efforts. In this sample, the percentage of sites contacted who eventually 
agreed to participate in the study was 14.7%.  
In the second sample of sites, therapists who were personally known to the author 
were recruited via phone calls and face-to-face contact between January 2006 and July 2006.  
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Table 5: Therapist Responses to Recruitment, by Sample 
 Sample  
 1 2 3 Totala 
Therapists      
     Contacted 34 16 120b 169 
     Respondingc 11 15 36 49 
     Participating  5  9  7  19  
     %d 14.7 56.3 5.8 11.2 
Questionnaires      
     Sent 110 108 139 357 
     Returned 52  26  26  100  
     %e 47.2 24.0 18.7 28.0 
aDue to overlap between the three samples, the total number of therapists contacted contains at least 
15 therapists that were counted more than once, which could inflate the number contacted by 15 to 
30. Due to the imprecision of records kept, it is possible to only estimate the amount of overlap. The 
total numbers given for therapists responding and participating contain two that responded in more 
than one sample; these are each counted only once for each categorical count.  
bThe number listed is the number of conference attendees; although it cannot be safely assumed that 
all attendees saw the recruitment materials, it is impossible to know precisely how many participants 
were contacted.  
cTherapists responding to recruitment efforts; for Sample 3 these are the number of conference 
attendees who spoke with the author and/or took a flyer about the study. 
dPercentage of therapists contacted that agreed to participate. 
ePercentage of questionnaires sent that were returned. One case was omitted in the final database due 
to a pervasive pattern of missing data. With the case omitted, the response rate for Sample 1 




Table 6: Breakdown of Responses to Recruitment, by Site 
    Questionnaires 
Site Sample Therapist Sex City Size Accepted Returned %a 
0b 1 
3 






1 1 M 50,000 18 7  38.9 
2 1 M 10,000 10 0   
3 1 F 50,000 12 8  66.7 
4 2 F 50,000 10 0  
5 2 F 10,000 7 1  14.3 
6 2 F 10,000 10 1  10.0 
7 2 M 200,000 15 0  
8 2 F 50,000 8 0  
9 3 F 200,000 12 0  
10c 2 
3 






11 2 M 50,000 40 18  45.0 
12 2 F 90,000 12 5  41.7 
13 2 F 70,000 4 1  25.0 
14 3 F 10,000 5 0  
15 3 F 30,000 10 0  
16 3 M 40,000 23 3  13.0 
17 3 F 40,000 5 0  
18 3 M 120,000 8 3  37.5 
Total  63.1% female  357 100  28.0 
aPercentage of questionnaires distributed that were returned.  
bSite 0 had two therapists participating in the study, one male and one female. The site participated in 
both Samples 1 and 3. 
cSite 10 agreed to participate in both Samples 2 and 3. 
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Most of these sites (ten of the sixteen contacted) were located in the state of Iowa and lived 
within a 30-mile radius of the author. The remainder hailed from a diverse list of locations 
outside Iowa: Kentucky (1), Minnesota (1), North Dakota (1), Texas (1), and Utah (2). All 
but one of the sites in this sample responded to the initial contact. Seven of the Iowa 
therapists and both of the Utah therapists agreed to participate in the study (56.3% success in 
recruiting). 
Sample Three consisted of therapists attending the 2006 Iowa Association of 
Marriage and Family Therapists (IAMFT) Conference in Newton, Iowa (March 24, 2006). 
The therapists attending were recruited via face-to-face contact with the author, and with an 
informational poster and fliers located at the entrance of the main conference hall. It is 
estimated that most conference attendees (n = 120) at least saw the poster and/or were aware 
that recruitment for a research project was being conducted at the conference. Of these 120 
conference attendees, 36 either took fliers or spoke with the researcher, or both. A total of 
eight sites at the conference agreed to participate in the study. 
The Research Packets 
Distribution of the Packets 
At the time of initial contact, the therapists were given a letter requesting their 
participation in the study (see Appendix A, Letter to Research Sites). This letter described the 
research procedure, explained the purpose of the study, and offered contact information for 
receiving answers to any questions the therapists may have had. Therapists that agreed to 
participate were sent questionnaires to distribute and an additional informational letter for 
each therapist at the site (see Appendix B, Letter to Therapists). 
The actual research packets, often referred to here as questionnaire packets, contained 
three items in a large 8 ½”x11” white paper envelope (described below). Across the front of 
the large envelope was handwritten (diagonally), “Thank you for returning promptly” in blue 
or black ink, in a size roughly equal to a 14-point font. 
Contents of the Research Packets 
Letter of introduction. The first item in each questionnaire packet was a letter of 
introduction for the study. This is reproduced in Appendix C (Letter of Introduction and 
Informed Consent Document). This letter described the study in accordance with the human 
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subjects Institutional Review Board (IRB) requirements at the degree-granting institution of 
the primary researcher, and contained all the elements needed for informed consent. In the 
IRB application process for approval of the study, it was determined that participants would 
not need to sign an informed consent form, as this would provide the only opportunity in the 
study for their privacy to be compromised, and given the fact that the population (clients 
receiving therapy) was sensitive to issues of confidentiality, IRB judged that it would be in 
the interests of the participants to not require their signatures. 
Nine-page research instrument. As has been mentioned, the first page of the 
questionnaire had a site identifier code in the upper right-hand corner (a plainly visible one- 
or two-digit number), but there was no personally identifying information gathered in the 
study. The layout of the questionnaire was landscape (horizontal), the font, size, and margins 
were all standard (Times New Roman, 12-point, 1” and 1 ½”). The measures were placed in 
the following order: Attachment Style Questionnaire (ASQ), Session Evaluation 
Questionnaire (SEQ), Working Alliance Inventory (WAI), Therapist Behavior Items (TBI), 
and demographics (see the section on Measures for further explication; copies of the primary 
measures are provided in Appendices D through H).  
The order of measures was chosen with the purpose of getting something difficult 
finished at the beginning (the ASQ asks some difficult questions about personal emotional 
issues), giving participants some respite in the middle (the second and third measures are the 
shortest and least difficult), and to save other difficult questions for the end (the TBI was 
long and a few questions, such as the ones about confronting and challenging behaviors, were 
expected to provide some difficulty for clients; these were spread out in the TBI and two 
were saved for the last page of the measure). The arguably most sensitive question in the 
entire questionnaire, income, was saved for the top of the last page. Still, only 88 of the 100 
returned questionnaires had this item complete, and this item had the lowest response rate of 
all items on the research instrument. 
 Self-addressed stamped envelope. The envelopes were printed on an inkjet printer and 
used Arial font, with 12-point for the destination address and 10-point for the return address. 
The envelope had the researcher’s home address (but no name) as the return address, and his 
work address, with his name and credentials, as the destination address. It was hoped that if 
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any problems arose in postal transit, the letters would at least be returned to sender. No 
envelopes were ever delivered to the researcher’s home address, despite some postal system 
difficulties with a number of envelopes (see the section on The “Postage Due” Phenomenon, 
below).  
A small number of the envelopes were mistakenly printed upside down, and it is 
unclear whether this affected their return rate (numbers of upside-down envelopes were not 
tracked, but they were small for both production and receipt). In the first wave of research 
packet distribution (n = 162), the researcher used his word processing software’s automated 
function that allowed printing of a “delivery point barcode” on the envelopes (corresponding 
with the destination zip code), immediately below the destination address. As a precaution, 
this practice was discontinued when a questionnaire came back in a participant-provided 
envelope. The researcher had not anticipated a problem with the barcode and received no 
direct evidence that the barcode provided any concerns to the participants. But given the 
possibility that the barcode may have appeared to have been a tracking code to at least one 
participant, its use was discontinued. The self-addressed envelopes all received a first-class 
stamp given Dillman’s (1978) evidence that actual stamps improve rates of return over 
metered postage. 
Prior to distributing any research packets, the researcher checked the combined 
weight of a questionnaire and envelope, and found them to be under the one-ounce weight 
limit for first class postage (about 0.9 ounces). It was not known how much weight 
participants’ pen or pencil marks might add to the questionnaires, but the researcher hoped 
the difference would not be substantial.  
Confusingly, although three participants returned both their questionnaires and 
introductory letters with their first-class postage envelopes, none of these three envelopes 
came back marked “postage due” (even though the additional sheet of paper should have 
raised the total weight over 1.0 ounces). Although a procedure was mentioned in the 
introductory letter for returning the letter separately from their questionnaire if they desired 
to sign it as an informed consent document, participants were not instructed to return them 
together (in order to protect the confidentiality of participants). The three participants who 
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returned their introductory letters did not sign them, so the return of these three letters was 
not for the purpose of returning a signed informed consent letter. 
Collection of Data 
Time Frame 
At the time of recruitment, therapists were asked to estimate the number of clients 
seen at their locations for therapy in a regular two-week period. The researcher then provided 
them with research packets to distribute to clients, usually equal in number to about 80% of 
the therapists’ two-week caseload. It was assumed by the researcher that a percentage of 
clients, perhaps 20% or more, might decline to participate in the study. Several of the 
therapists also anticipated this pattern, and reduced their requested number accordingly (i.e., 
“We see about 20 clients every two weeks, but why don’t you just send me 15”). Despite this 
effort to fit the number of packets distributed to a realistic estimate of the two-week needs of 
the site, many therapists distributed packets for three weeks or more before all packets had 
been distributed.  
Procedure at Therapy Sites 
Research Plan 
The procedure for data collection relied on therapists for recruitment of research 
participants. At the time of recruitment, the primary researcher requested that therapists ask 
their clients to participate in the study at the beginning of the session and provide clients with 
a written description of the study, in order to give the client a window of time between the 
point of the initial request to participate, and receipt of the research packet. This window of 
time was designed to provide an opportunity for the client to think about the request and opt 
out of the study if desired. In following this procedure, therapists provided clients with both a 
verbal description of the purpose of the study and information about what data would be 
collected, and a written version of this information in the form of the introductory letter. 
Clients who elected to participate in the study were given a research packet by their 
therapists at the end of the counseling session. Participants were not required to complete the 
questionnaire before leaving the site, but were encouraged to complete it as soon as possible.  
It was planned that data collection would take place for a period of two to four weeks 
at each research site, with therapists distributing  research packets to clients until their supply 
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had been exhausted, and excluding clients who had already participated in the study. Only 
two research sites (one with multiple therapists, the other having only one) participated in 
two samples (or waves) of the study, and in both cases the waves of packets were distributed 
with three months or more separating the two waves.  
Therapists were instructed to exclude clients who had previously participated in the 
study, who were under 18 years of age, or who would not be able to complete the 
questionnaire soon after receiving a session of therapy/counseling. Clients who were not able 
to participate in the study, or who chose not to, during the first week of collection for each 
site, would have been given a second opportunity to participate later, if they had another 
session although data collection was still ongoing, and if they became interested in 
participating. 
Consent Process 
Therapists were the only individuals involved in the study who had actual contact 
with volunteer participants. As has been described, before the therapy session, therapists 
provided clients with (from the primary researcher) a letter of introduction containing a 
written description of the purpose of the study, information about what data will be collected, 
and all the elements of informed consent.  
Each potential participant was asked whether she/he wanted to sign an informed 
consent document, which could link the participant's identity to the study and possibly result 
in a break of confidentiality. If participants chose to do so, they would be instructed to sign 
the letter of introduction, which contained all the elements of informed consent, and return it 
separately from their questionnaire. Otherwise, participants would keep their letters of 
introduction and no documentation would link their identities to the study. Clients who 
elected to participate were given the questionnaire (by their therapist) to fill out after their 
counseling session had ended. Participants were instructed to complete the questionnaire as 
soon as possible after ending their therapy session and mail their completed questionnaire in 
the provided envelope. To protect the confidentiality of participants, the therapists did not 
receive completed questionnaires; participants put these in the mail on their own.  
The primary researcher obtained a waiver of documentation of consent from the 
human subjects Institutional Review Board (IRB) for this study, in order to protect the 
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confidentiality of the participants insofar as possible. The informed consent document, if 
required, would have been the only documentation linking subjects to the research study and 
could possibly have lead to a breach of confidentiality for participants. It was expected (and 
events confirmed this, since none were received) that most participants would elect to decline 
the option of documented consent if given the choice, but an alternative was be provided for 
those who might choose to give their identity through signing an informed consent document. 
Therapists were also asked to inform clients that participation was completely 
voluntary, that it would not affect their ability to receive therapy services, that their responses 
would be completely anonymous, and that no personally identifying information would be 
collected from participants (the letter of introduction also contained this information). 
Participants were instructed to not add any identifying information to their research materials 
(e.g., don't write your name on the questionnaire, don't write a return address on the return 
envelope).  
The researcher asked therapists to inform clients that they were free to not complete 
the questionnaire after agreeing to participate in the study and later (the letter of introduction 
also mentioned this option for opting out), and that they were under no obligation to answer 
any of the questionnaire items that made them feel uncomfortable. A small number of 
incomplete questionnaires were returned; the procedure for handling missing data is outlined 
in the Data Analysis section. 
Procedure for Data Receipt and Recording 
Questionnaires were received at the primary researcher’s site of employment, a 
private school, via regular first-class mail services provided by the U.S. Postal Service. The 
researcher had a mailbox in a faculty lounge area of the private school, which he checked 
two to four times per week.  
Upon receiving returned questionnaires, the primary researcher took these to his 
home and entered the data into an electronic database (an SPSS file) secured on a password-
protected, firewalled computer, with a regularly updated virus and spyware/adware 
protection software program (McAfee Enterprise, provided by Iowa State University). The 
primary researcher was the only person who used the computer on which the data was stored. 
The questionnaires themselves were kept in a locked filing cabinet until the last one was 
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received in late November 2006, when they were destroyed as per the research procedure 
detailed in the IRB proposal. As has been mentioned, the questionnaires contained no 
individually identifying information of participants and could have been saved indefinitely, 
but the researcher used a secure electronic file, locked filing cabinet, and destroyed the forms 
before December 10, 2006 (as committed to in the human subjects approval application 
submitted to the IRB) in order to comply with IRB requirements.  
Four non-personally identifying variables were recorded regarding each questionnaire 
which contained data not provided by participants. One was the postmarked date (but not the 
postmarked city) on the envelope in which the questionnaire arrived to the researcher. This 
piece of information helped to identify the sample number for questionnaires that arrived 
from research sites that participated in two samples of the study (n = 2). The distribution of 
postmark dates in the sample (see Figure 1) did not follow a normal distribution and reflects 
two characteristics of the study:  
1. The data were collected in waves (these waves corresponded more closely to the printing 
run than to the sample number), identified by three distinct “humps” in the 
distribution. 
2. The data sometimes arrived in a trickle, with questionnaires arriving from some sites long 
after other sites in the same wave had finished data collection. 
Postmark dates were recorded in the format of ddd, such that the first day of January 2006 
would be recorded as 001, and two days earlier (December 30, 2005) would be -001. The 
postmark dates ranged from -010 (December 21, 2005) to 312 (November 8, 2006). 
The second identifier in the database not provided by the participants was the size of 
the city in which the therapy site was located. These numbers were rounded to the nearest 
10,000 citizens in order to obscure the identities of the cities. These data were used to create 
a continuous variable for analyzing whether site location affected the participant responses, 
since the site location identifier (on the questionnaire) was categorical and non-hierarchical. 
However, the data distribution of this variable was so irregular that it could not be used 
reliably in the analyses (see the section on Data Analysis). 
The third non-participant-provided data for a variable was the sample number, which 
was added to the database based on the site identifier and postmark date of the questionnaires  
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Figure 1: Distribution of Postmark Dates for Questionnaires 
































(only two sites were involved in more than one sample, but their participation was separated 
by several months, making the sample number easy to identify). 
The last data that were added to the database were the printing run number of the 
questionnaire and whether or not questionnaires were trimmed by the researcher (to reduce 
postal weight). Both data were also identified using site number and postmark date of 
questionnaires. These data may have future use in demystifying the “postage due” 
phenomenon that occurred during data collection (see the section below, under Questionnaire 
Return Rates). 
Questionnaire Return Rates 
Missing Data and Participant Fatigue 
The overall rate of return for research packets was 28.0% (see Tables 5 and 6). Return 
rates were tracked using a site code handwritten in the upper right-hand corner of the first 
page of each questionnaire; this was mentioned in the introductory letter that was included in 
each questionnaire packet. Although the success rate for recruitment of sites was highest for 
Sample 2 (56.3%; see Table 5), the actual return rate of questionnaires was highest for 
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Sample One. The five sites in Sample One accepted 110 research packets; 47.2% of these (n 
= 52) were returned in the self-addressed, stamped envelopes provided by the researcher. It 
should be noted that Site Zero provided the great majority (n = 37; 71.1%) of these returned 
questionnaires in Sample One. Samples Two and Three had a combined average rate of 
return of 21.1, and each had 26 packets returned (out of 108 packets distributed for Sample 
Two, and 139 packets distributed for Sample Three). These numbers include the one packet 
that was later thrown out due to a pervasive pattern of missing data (resulting in an overall 
total of 100 rather than 99 participants). 
For most sites, no statistics were collected on the rate at which clients accepted the 
invitation to participate in the study. One site (Site Ten) voluntarily kept track of this rate, 
reporting back to the researcher that only one client declined to accept a packet. This site 
reported that it distributed all ten of its research packets, but only four were received by the 
researcher, a return rate of 40.0%. From this anecdotal case, it would seem that the lower-
than-expected rate of return for questionnaires could not be entirely attributed to failure at the 
site level. One questionnaire (the one thrown out due to a pervasive pattern of missing data) 
may provide some clue. The last several of pages of this questionnaire were simply left 
blank. Given the great length of the questionnaire (nine pages), it seems possible that this 
participant, and some others who did not mail their questionnaires, may have been daunted 
by the size of the research instrument. This factor is referred to as participant fatigue, and it 
seems reasonable to judge that it may have affected the overall rate of return. 
Participant fatigue may have contributed to the low rate of returned questionnaires in 
some cases, but it probably does not completely explain the return rate for the study. Nor 
does the researcher have any reliable data on this phenomenon with regard to the present 
study.  
Follow-up with Sites Regarding Distribution 
After distributing the initial batch (or printing run) of 162 questionnaires to sites, the 
researcher saw an immediate response from sites Zero, One, and Three. But with no 
responses from the other sites, it became clear that a pattern of follow-up contacts would be 
needed to coax a higher rate of return for the study.  
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Four weeks after mailing or hand-delivering the research packets to the sites, the 
researcher contacted the sites to follow-up with the therapists. At this time, four sites 
(numbers Four, Five, Seven, and Eight) admitted to having forgotten to distribute the 
questionnaires to their clients, and promised to do so. The others reported having already 
begun distribution. One therapist (Site Two) reported that he had distributed most of his 
packets and would continue to do so, but no packets were ever received by the researcher 
from this site (which could add some credibility to the participant fatigue hypothesis).  
At roughly eight weeks after the initial distribution of packets to the sites, the 
researcher contacted sites from whom no questionnaires had yet been received, and gave 
them a reminder about offering the packets to their clients. Two of the sites (Seven and 
Eight) again stated that they had not begun giving packets to their clients. Site Seven 
promised to begin, whereas Site Eight stated that it might not be able to, although 
apologizing for not getting out the questionnaires. The remainder of the sites stated that they 
had already started questionnaire distribution.  
Three months after the initial distribution of packets to sites, the therapist at Site 
Seven claimed to have passed on all of her research packets to clients. Site Eight, by contrast, 
did not return the researcher’s phone calls. In these two cases, the primary researcher has 
doubts about whether the packets were actually distributed.  
A similar pattern of follow-up was used with the second and third printing, which 
were mostly distributed to the second and third samples of sites (though some questionnaires 
from the first printing were also distributed to these samples; see Table 7, The “Postage 
Due” Phenomenon, for the exact distribution of printing runs). One site among these sites 
also initially reported that its packets had not yet been distributed (and promised to do so), 
but the others in the sample reported that they had begun distribution. It was at this time that 
the “postage due” phenomenon was discovered by the researcher, which will be discussed in 
the next section. Among sites receiving packets from the second and third printing, only one 
never reported that their questionnaires had all been distributed.  
The “Postage Due” Phenomenon 
It appears from the follow-up contacts with therapists that a break-down at the site 
level may have played a factor in the lower-than-expected rate of return for the study, but it 
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does not explain the most perplexing pattern, the extreme difference between the 52.9% 
return rate for the first 70 questionnaires distributed by Site Zero in Sample One, and the 
17.6% return rate for the subsequent 68 questionnaires the same site distributed in Sample 
Three. The site was contacted to see if all questionnaires were distributed in both samples, 
and the site reported that they indeed had been distributed. Six questionnaires returned from 
this sample (Three) may provide a clue. These arrived in the mail marked “postage due,” 
which had to be paid by the researcher upon receipt of the envelopes. Three other envelopes 
containing questionnaires arrived marked “postage due,” but with the additional postage 
already paid. This phenomenon alerted the researcher to the possibility that perhaps some 
questionnaires had been lost in the postal system due to a lack of sufficient postage.  
The researcher took two of these marked envelopes and four seemingly identical 
unmailed envelopes (containing a folded questionnaire) to the local post office to be 
weighed. The scale at the post office indicated that both of the two envelopes marked 
“postage due”—and one of the unmailed envelopes—weighed 1.01 ounces (thus requiring 
additional postage), and that the remaining three unmailed envelopes weighed .99 ounces—
despite the fact that all had been printed with the same number of sheets of paper. One 
explanation for the weight difference could be different brands of paper or staples; this 
mystery was never resolved.  
Through lengthy discussions with two postal workers and one post office supervisor, 
the researcher received repeated assurances that insufficient postage should not prevent a 
piece of mail from being delivered. According to the three post office employees questioned, 
the U.S. Postal System has a policy of delivering mail marked “postage due.” According to 
the postal workers, in some anomalous cases a mail carrier will personally pay for the 
postage due rather than having the recipient pay it (this happened in a handful of cases in this 
study). But the regular procedure of the U.S. Postal Service is to have the recipient of the 
mail pay the lacking postage.  
The postal system employees invited the researcher to call post offices in the cities-
of-origin for the envelopes to see if any had been waylaid at the point of origin, but expressed 
doubt about whether such an inquiry would be fruitful (since keeping mail at the point of 
origin for lack of postage is contrary to established policy). The researcher did make two  
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Table 7: The “Postage Due” and Upside-Down Pages Phenomena 
   Packets 











1 1 1 18 7 38.9% 
3 1 1 12 8 66.7% 
5 2 1 7 1 14.3% 











11 2 3 40 18 45.0% 
12 2 3 12 5 41.7% 
13 2 3 4 1 25.0% 
16 3 2 23 3 13.0% 
18 3 2 8 3 37.5% 
Totals   286 100 35.0% 
Summary 
  Packets 





“postage due,” upside-down 










aSites with none of their questionnaires returned by participants were not listed. 
bIssues related to response rate. See text for explanations. 
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inquiries (one of these was directed to the U.S. Post Office serviced by Site Zero), and 
received word that no mail had been stopped there (nor ever was) on its way to another 
location, due to a “postage due” issue. 
Not completely reassured, the researcher sought a way to avoid a “postage due” 
problem in future distributions of research packets. Rather than pay extra postage, the 
researcher trimmed 1/8 inch off the edge of all questionnaires that he subsequently 
mailed,and weighed a handful of test envelopes—each stuffed with a trimmed 
questionnaire—to verify that they were well under the 1-ounce limit afforded by a first class 
postage stamp. The resulting weight ranged between 0.93 and 0.95 ounces (with postage 
affixed) for five different envelopes containing trimmed questionnaires. 
Unfortunately, this phenomenon of “postage due” was not discovered until after 
distribution of almost all packets for Sample Three and the majority of those for Sample 
Two. Table 7 examines the differences in the rate of return for the remaining packets 
distributed (with the trimmed questionnaires), and the rate of return for other packets 
distributed from the same printing (Samples Two and Three) before the discovery of the 
“postage due” problem.  
As Table 7 illustrates, the author printed the questionnaires in three large printing 
runs. In comparing the three printings in the table, sites from which no questionnaires were 
returned have been excluded due to the uncertainty regarding whether any questionnaires 
were given to clients by these sites at all. The first printing did not have any questionnaires 
returned that were marked “postage due”; only the second printing experienced this 
phenomenon. The first two printings were done at an independent local printing shop, and the 
third at a location in a national franchise chain; this is mentioned to illustrate that differences 
in printers probably do not account for the phenomenon, but differences in paper brands used 
(a more likely occurence at a small locally-owned store) could still be a possible factor. It 
was not until after the entire second printing had been distributed to therapists that the 
“postage due” phenomenon was discovered. When the third printing was mailed out, all 
questionnaires in the printing were trimmed to reduce the questionnaires’ weight.  
After excluding sites with a zero return rate, the rate of return for the first printing 
(which did not experience the “postage due” phenomenon and is assumed to have been under 
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the 1-ounce weight limit for a first-class postage stamp) was 47.1%. This may be compared 
to 19.2% return rate of questionnaires in the second printing (that contained a percentage of 
overweight envelopes), and 38.2% of questionnaires returned from the trimmed third printing 
that were all underweight. The resolution of the “postage due” question is not important 
enough at this time to run a proper regression (this would involve creating dummy cases for 
the number of unreturned questionnaires for each site, and creating three additional variables 
for all cases: printing (1, 2, 3), trimmed (no, yes), and returned (no, yes). Still, it would seem 
that the phenomenon may have had a small effect on the return rate of questionnaires, despite 
the assurances of the U.S. Postal Service employees, leaving a fascinating statistical question 
for future investigation. 
The Upside-Down Pages Phenomenon 
 One final hypothesis about the mix of factors which may have lead to a lower-than-
expected rate of return for the study also involves the second printing run, but involves page 
orientation rather than page weight. In the second printing run, a misunderstanding with the 
printer resulted in the back (reverse) side of each page in the questionnaire being printed 
upside-down.  
Rather than reprint the entire run, the researcher trusted that participants would easily 
reorient themselves when turning over each page, and that this printing mistake would not 
interfere with response rates. The researcher was so oblivious to the effect that this mistake 
may have had on the rate of return that he did not suspect a problem arising from the page 
orientation even when entering the data from the questionnaires into the database, which 
often saw the researcher getting lost between pages two and three or six and seven, and 
having to relearn the trick to navigating through the pages correctly with each session of data 
entry.  
One questionnaire from this printing run came back with an entire page left blank 
(page three), an occurrence which may have resulted from the same confusion that the 
researcher experienced during data entry. Unfortunately, the researcher neglected to print 
“over” (or some similar instruction) at the bottom of each page. Whether or not some 
respondents may have given up in frustration and thrown away their questionnaires due to 
The Upside-Down Pages Phenomenon is only a matter of conjecture. It is imagined that 
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although Dillman (1978) has not addressed the issue, there is little doubt that if he had 
systematically studied the effect of miss-oriented pages on survey return rates that he would 
have advised all survey researchers to avoid this occurrence whenever possible. 
Measures 
Demographics and Therapy Information Items 
 To measure any influence of demographic variables on therapy-related variables, the 
questionnaire included eight demographic items: age, sex, race, in a committed relationship 
(yes/no), annual income, sex of therapist, number of sessions completed, and therapy 
modality. The format and content of these questions is detailed in Appendix D. 
Attachment Style Questionnaire (ASQ) 
The ASQ (Feeney et al., 1994) is a broad-based self-report measure developed to 
clarify the dimensions underlying adult attachment, regardless of the adult age of respondents 
or their experience with adult romantic relationships. It was chosen for inclusion in the study 
(to the exclusion of other attachment measures) based on the broad application of its results 
and its lack of limitation to romantic relationships. The 40 items of the measure are scored 
using a six-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “totally disagree” to 6 = “totally agree.” 
Appendix E contains the ASQ items, with items identified by scale. 
The 40 items of the ASQ target the respondent’s views of self and other, and are 
conceptually compatible with Bartholomew’s (1990) and Hazan and Shaver’s (1987) 
understandings of attachment. The constructs related to negative and positive perceptions of 
self and other include self-esteem, healthy dependence, interpersonal anxiety, preoccupation 
with relationships, and anger/hostility.  
Part of the purpose of Feeney et al.’s development of this measure was empirical 
validation of Hazan and Shaver’s use of a three-group model of attachment (with groups 
representing security, anxiety, and avoidance). In addition to looking for a three-group 
model, they also tested whether principal components analysis would yield four- or five-
group models. Principal components analysis of the questions yielded a three-factor solution 
accounting for 35.7% of the total variance, with factors corresponding with Hazan and 
Shaver’s (1987) dimensions of Security, Anxiety, and Avoidance. The authors do not report 
data on the four-factor model, but state that the five-factor solution, which corresponded 
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somewhat with Bartholomew’s (1980) 4-dimension model, accounted for 43.3% of the total 
variance. The five factors in the final model were labeled by Feeney et al. as Confidence, 
Discomfort with Closeness, Need for Approval, Preoccupation with Relationships, and 
Relationships as Secondary. Feeney et al. reported that in examining the relationship between 
the three- and five-factor solutions, security corresponds with the confidence factor, anxiety 
splits into need for approval and preoccupation with relationships, and avoidance splits into 
discomfort with closeness and relationships as secondary. The five-factor model was used in 
the current study due to its greater specificity in identifying the factors underlying 
attachment. 
Both internal consistency, measured with Cronbach’s alpha, and test-retest reliability 
were calculated by Feeney et al. (1994) using a sample of college-age young adults. 
Cronbach's alphas were calculated with 470 participants. Alphas showed high levels of 
internal consistency for the five subscales: Confidence, .80; Discomfort with Closeness, .84; 
Need for Approval, .79; Preoccupation with Relationships, 76; and Relationships as 
Secondary, .76. Test-retest reliability coefficients were tested over a 10-week period with 
295 of the participants. For the five factors, the coefficients were: Confidence, .74; 
Discomfort with Closeness, .74; Need for Approval, .74; Preoccupation with Relationships, 
,72; and Relationships as Secondary, .67. The authors reported that these all represented 
acceptable levels of stability, but the test-retest coefficient for Relationships as Secondary 
was marginal to unacceptable. The three scales in the three-factor solution also showed 
adequate reliability with adolescent subjects who had little experience with romantic 
relationships, with alpha coefficients between .85 and .74. 
To assess validity, Feeney et al. (1994) asked their sample of 295 college age young 
adults to complete either Hazan and Shaver’s (1987) 3-item forced choice measure of 
attachment style or to provide Likert ratings of the Hazan and Shaver attachment 
descriptions. The Likert ratings showed strong to moderate correlations in the expected 
directions with the corresponding scales in the three-factor solution of the ASQ. In the five-
factor solution, individual scales correlated with one another in theoretically predicted 
directions, and Likert ratings of the Hazan and Shaver prototype attachment descriptions 
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showed strong correlations with related scales in the ASQ. These correlations support the 
validity of the ASQ scales in measuring other constructs of attachment.  
Session Evaluation Questionnaire (SEQ) 
The Session Evaluation Questionnaire (SEQ; Stiles, 1980; Stiles & Snow, 1984) is a 
12-item self-report measure that assesses the immediate perception of a psychotherapy 
session using two subscales, Session Depth (the depth or value of the session) and Session 
Smoothness (a third subscale tapping the constructs of Positivity and Arousal, with 12 
adjective pairs describing the client’s post-session mood, was omitted). Respondents rate 
adjective items with a 7-point bipolar semantic differential format, reporting how they 
currently (post-session) feel about the session. Appendix F shows the SEQ items for the 
Smoothness and Depth subscales. The Session Depth subscale of the SEQ assesses the 
clients’ perceptions of the value or power of the session. Session Smoothness subscale 
assesses the clients’ perceptions of the session’s relaxation, comfort, and pleasantness.  
The measure went through several iterations; the form used in the current research is 
Form 3 (Stiles & Snow, 1984), following the observation of Gelso et al. (2005) that this 
form, with the Positivity and Arousal subscale omitted, has received greater empirical 
support and has been more widely used. Earlier and later versions (four forms were reported) 
varied primarily in the choice of adjective pairs used in the subscales. Reynolds, Stiles, 
Barkham, Shapiro, Hardy, and Rees (1996) acknowledge that attempts to remedy issues of 
skewness and kurtosis were a motivation for changes in the content of the SEQ; these issues 
were not completely eliminated with the fourth iteration of the form, and certainly would be 
expected in results derived from Form 3 (as used in the present study). 
Cronbach’s alphas for the scales show moderate to high levels of internal consistency, 
with alphas ranging from .78 to .91 (Stiles & Snow, 1984). Stiles and Snow also conducted 
factor analytic studies that showed support for the two-factor construct validity of the 
measure.  
Working Alliance Inventory—Short Form (WAI-S) 
 The Working Alliance Inventory—Short Form (WAI-S; Tracey & Kokotovic, 1989) 
is a 12-item condensed version of the 36-item self-report instrument designed to assess the 
strength of the alliance between counselor and client (WAI; Horvath & Greenberg, 1989). 
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The WAI and its variants have become the most frequently used therapeutic alliance scales 
(Horvath, 1994; Tracey & Kokotovic, 1989). The condensed form of the measure has similar 
psychometric properties to the original measure, with four items representing each of three 
dimensions: (a) mutual agreement on goals of the change process, (b) agreement on the tasks 
of each of the partners, and (c) the bonds required to sustain the endeavor. Each item is 
followed by a seven-point Likert scale on which respondents indicate the degree to which a 
particular statement accurately reflects their experience, from 1 (never) to 7 (always). 
Appendix G contains the items in the WAI-S. Reliability and validity for the WAI and WAI-
S are both excellent (internal consistency estimates for the WAI-S are .93). Some research 
(Horvath & Greenberg, 1989; Kokotovic & Tracey, 1990) has indicated that a composite 
score on the WAI correlates significantly with outcome and may be a more reliable measure 
than the individual dimensions, with the Task and Goal dimensions having greater predictive 
value for therapy outcome than the Bond dimension alone. 
 It is common practice to report overall totals for the 12 items, with scores ranging 
from 12 to 84. In the present study, scores for the three dimensions and for the overall scale 
are usually reported as average scores (total divided by number answered, with average 
scores ranging from 1 to 7), so that the format and range of scores will be closer to that of 
other measures used in the study, to facilitate greater ease of comparison. 
Therapist Behavior Items (TBI) 
Theoretical Grounding: Therapist Intentions 
To assess therapist behaviors, items were developed by the author that addressed 
areas of observable therapist behaviors, based on descriptions originally identified by Hill 
and O’Grady (1985). Although Hill and O’Grady’s list of nineteen “therapist intentions” was 
originally compiled to address questions of motivation, the constructs were designed to target 
observable actions, rather than private, unobservable internal processes. In this light, they 
have provided a useful starting point for identifying important behaviors of therapists.  
This list of nineteen areas of intentions was further refined by Hill, Helms, Spiegel, 
and Tichenor (1988) into seven areas of therapist behavior by fusing some related areas and 
eliminating others that were difficult to measure (catharsis, relationship, and self-control); 
sixteen of the nineteen intentions identified by Hill and O’Grady have been grouped as 
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subheadings by Hill et al. under seven headings. In Appendix H the headings and 
subheadings are listed along with the 56 items that comprise the Hill and O’Grady-based 
measure used in the present study. These categories of therapist intentions were used as a 
framework for organizing items produced by the primary researcher.  
Early Measure Development 
Prior to encountering the work of Hill and O’Grady, the author began writing 
questions that would target therapist behaviors of interest to the author, particularly around 
the concepts of confrontation, challenge, self-disclosure, and collaboration. The framework 
of Hill et al. (1988) helped focus this early effort and provide a theoretical background for 
choosing which areas of therapist behaviors to target.  
It became clear at the early stage of identifying a theoretical framework for the 
questions that the goal of the questions would not be to provide an exhaustive list of therapist 
behaviors, nor even of all important therapist behaviors, by whatever definition. Although 
tantalizing, such an effort is beyond the scope of this study. Rather, areas of theoretical 
interest were chosen that would be expected to relate to attachment concepts of security and 
distance. Specifically, the author theorized that some therapist behaviors affect the generation 
of security or distance between therapist and client, that clients’ perception of and response 
to these behaviors would be moderated by their attachment patterns, and that together, these 
would have predictive value for the therapist-client working alliance. The goal of creating the 
therapist behaviors questions was to access the behaviors that would provide useful 
information about attachment-related processes in therapy. 
Before arriving at this theoretical focus, however, the author expanded his early list of 
sixteen items into more than 60. In doing so, he drew upon his clinical experience with 
managed mental health care, in which specific, measurable behaviors are targeted for 
inclusion in clinical writings (i.e., treatment plans, casenotes, case summaries, and reports). 
The exigencies imposed by working within such a system attuned the author to certain 
behaviors that supervisors and managed care reviewers had expected him to include in 
clinical paperwork; the author attempted to reflect these expectations in the items he 
generated. Creating these 60 items should be understood as an exercise in brainstorming; 
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there steps of editing and refining that went into this brainstorming stage, in addition to the 
later changes that the items would undergo.  
Construct Validity 
After deciding to focus on the therapist behaviors outlined by Hill et al. (1988), their 
framework was used to improve the concept validity of the items produced by earlier 
brainstorming. As these items were fitted into the theoretical framework provided by Hill et 
al., some items were easily recognized as fitting into one of their categories, although others 
inhabited theoretical gray areas that did not fit the framework and were considered for 
exclusion. In a few cases, it was found that not enough items had been generated that filled a 
subcategory of the seven areas of therapist behaviors (or Intentions List, in their language) 
identified by Hill et al., and wrote new items to fill these gaps. The resulting Therapist 
Behavior Items have at least one question under each of the seven headings identified by Hill 
et al. (1988). The Hill et al. (1988) list is a refining of the 19-item list by Hill and O’Grady 
(1985): three of the sections were eliminated (catharsis, relationship, and self-control), and 
the others were lumped together into related categories. The author agreed with Hill et al. in 
deciding not to use these three categories, as they were found to be more problematic than 
other areas when engaging in the process of writing questions.  
The author developed the Therapist Behavior Items derived from the Intentions List 
with input from two AAMFT-Approved Supervisors on faculty at a major research university 
(Iowa State University). Although going through the process of writing and refining 
questions, one goal that the author continually addressed with these advisors was that of 
understandability for a lay audience. The author grappled with the task of translating research 
concepts, such as confrontation and challenging by therapists, into lay terminology that most 
clients would be able to understand. Many early questions were written as examples in 
researchers’ terms, of what concepts were hoped the final questions would capture, with the 
intention that they could later be unpacked conceptually and distilled into layperson-friendly 
items. Much of the faculty advisors’ assistance in early phases of the question writing 
included brainstorming synonyms for research concepts, giving feedback on the 
understandability of prototypical items, and giving encouragement and advice to help keep 
the project focused. After the list had been converted into items that the author and his 
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advisors believed a client could understand, it was offered to peers and laypersons for review 
and feedback. 
Face Validity  
Using the Intentions List, each of the seven behavior categories was expanded into 
one to four questions that addressed observable therapist behaviors. The resulting items were 
given to a panel of peers and layperson reviewers in two rounds, who gave feedback on the 
fit of items with their understanding of real-world therapist behaviors, on the clarity of the 
items, and on how the items could be improved for understandability. The first round of 
feedback was incorporated into a revision of the items, which were then revised a second 
time based on input from two AAMFT-Approved Supervisors on faculty at a major research 
university. There followed a second round of review, and the researcher used the feedback 
from this round for the final editing of the questions.  The instructions and the questions 
given to the reviewers in the first and second rounds of review are included in Appendices I 
and J, respectively. 
Summary of feedback from reviewers, round I. The feedback received from reviewers 
was most helpful in bringing greater focus and refinement to my items. To aid the reader, the 
full list of questions given to reviewers in the first round of review is included in Appendix I. 
The author expects it would be too exhausting (both to writer and reader) to give a full 
description of how feedback from reviewers was incorporated into the questions 
development process. However, below is provided a categorical summary of the author’s 
responses to feedback comments. Many of the feedback responses included here are 
summaries of actual responses. 
1. “If you are trying to ask about all therapist behaviors, your items need to be much 
more exhaustive. Perhaps instead you could focus in on the items that are most 
related to attachment.” The researcher found these comments refreshing, and they 
helped to tighten the direction of the project. The Intentions List of Hill and O’Grady 
(1985) helped to give a non-exhaustive focus to the questions, and the refinement by 
Hill et al. (1988) assisted in further narrowing of the focus. The researcher settled on 
a list that includes items that would not be analyzed in this study, but may be useful in 
future research; the author planned to narrowly focus on the attachment-related items 
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(those focusing on the challenge and support behaviors) in analyses in the current 
study. 
2. “The questions about the client (i.e., ‘I’) aren’t about therapist behaviors, and maybe 
don’t fit with your focus.” These comments suggested focusing exclusively on the 
therapist (not on the client). Reviewers also provided comments suggesting that the 
researcher include a balanced number of questions that were focused on the therapist 
and (conversely) on the client. The researcher elected to follow the first of these 
options, guided by the discovery of the therapist intentions literature. Although the 
second option, of balancing client and therapist behaviors in the questions, would 
have given a more complete picture of therapy events, this was judged to be outside 
the limits of the current study. 
3. “Need more negative questions, such as about unwanted behavior. Maybe one  
like ‘My therapist made me uncomfortable,’ or ‘My therapist freaked me out.’” In 
response to these comments, I included item 44 under Support, “My therapist did 
things that made me feel uncomfortable.” “Freaked me out” or “made my skin crawl” 
are very good descriptors of responses that clients sometimes get in therapy, but the 
researcher wanted questions that were general and behaviorally-focused. 
4. “Some of these seemed redundant. Maybe try to weed out the ones that ask  
about the same thing.” The researcher was able to clean up some redundancy in the 
items. He didn’t want to eliminate all overlap, however, because some items were 
needed to separately tap into closely related behaviors. If the loading of questions in 
the principal components analysis showed that some items were overly redundant, the 
items could be removed. 
5. “Item is unnecessarily vague. Be more specific.” The researcher ended up dropping 
one item to which this comment referred, both because it was problematic and 
because it didn’t fit into the focus that had been adopted following Hill et al. (1988). 
Other items, such as number 40 under Change, “My therapist brainstormed ideas with 
me,” were reworded with less jargon. In this case, the item became “My therapist 
encouraged me to think creatively about my problem.” Other jargon-related questions 
were later brought up about questions 26 and 27, under Change, by one member of 
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the faculty committee, who asked if these might include jargon particular to 12-Step 
recovery/addiction therapy programs. As these items didn’t get any criticism from the 
lay reviewers, the researcher surmised that the language used in them is probably 
colloquial enough for most clients to understand. 
6. “Do you need questions that are about family or couples therapy? Most of these seem 
geared toward therapy with an individual client.” The researcher kept the individual 
focus of the questions despite this comment, to allow all questions to apply to the 
different modalities of therapy that would be included in this study. 
7. “This seems like a great project. The questions are great. Let me know what you 
find.” These were very welcome comments. The researcher plans to share the results 
with the panel of lay reviewers. 
8. “Don’t forget to have a ‘does not apply’ option.” This category of feedback represents 
comments that may have stemmed from an inadequate review of the instructions and 
information provided to the reviewers. In the case of this example, the reviewer may 
have not noticed that a “does not apply” option was indeed provided as a response for 
the questions. The researcher realized early in the development of the questions that if 
he did not allow respondents to have the option of “does not apply,” the result could 
be more missing data, since many of the items represent behaviors that would clearly 
not be found in all therapy sessions. On the other hand, allowing respondents to use a 
“does not apply” option might lead to a set of data that was impossible to analyze 
unless this response had meaning on the scale. Therefore, it was decided to code 
“does not apply” as zero on the scale, immediately below the “1” response on the 
seven-point Likert scale, with one being “strongly disagree” (with the statement about 
the session), and seven being “strongly agree.” 
9. “Will the therapist see these? Maybe clients will be reluctant to answer if they 
thought the therapist knows what they are answering.” The researcher asked for 
clarification on this comment, and the person told the researcher he meant to say that 
maybe the therapists shouldn’t be told what the questions are, besides keeping 
answers anonymous. The researcher did not believe secrecy would be necessary or 
advisable, and would probably diminish therapist recruitment if it were 
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attempted.ieve to the contrary that full disclosure of the content of the questionnaire, 
in this case, will aid in therapist recruitment. The researcher hoped that the research 
would not be harmed by the transparent nature of the study design, with therapists 
fully aware of the nature of the questions asked to their clients. 
10. “I liked the questions about focusing on strengths, seeing the client as an equal, etc.” 
Also, “The questions seem directed more to some types of therapy and not others. 
Have you considered how well different therapies (Structural, MRI, Narrative, etc.) 
would compare on these questions? You don’t want to bias them for one type over 
others.” These comments helped the researcher to see how he had leaned toward the 
collaborative side of therapy and away from directive therapy in the questions. He 
didn’t want to make questions that asked what type of theoretical orientation the 
therapist used, nor was it intended that the theoretical orientations of the therapist 
would ever be indirectly uncovered by a question. So rather than expand the questions 
to accommodate these comments (making more theoretical orientations represented, 
rather than just the collaborative vs. directive orientation represented, the researcher 
chose simply to soften some of the collaborative/directive questions. 
11. “A lot of the mechanics of therapy (negotiating a fee agreement, filling out 
paperwork, creating a treatment plan) seem to be missing. Is there a reason for this?” 
The set originally included had a question about payment, and it was eliminated. This 
comment reminded the researcher that if the questionnaire asked about one aspect of 
the business side of therapy, it either needed to be general enough to include all 
aspects of that dimension, or more questions would be needed about the business side 
so that this aspect wouldn’t be reduced to a single question that tapped into a narrow 
piece of the aspect. The faculty advisors also gave a comment that the payment part 
of therapy isn’t handled in all sessions, and may not even be the responsibility of the 
therapist in some clinics. The researcher decided to eschew the business side of 
therapy entirely, especially since it isn’t included in the behaviors/intentions list of 
Hill and O’Grady (1985). Although the payment process is very much a part of 
therapy and can itself be therapeutic, the researcher eliminated the item to fit with a 
more narrow focus of the project. 
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12.      “This question doesn't seem to fit with the others. What are you trying to ask about 
here? Try reworking this question.” These comments were very welcome, and helped 
to identify some of the more problematic questions in the original list. Thankfully, 
some of the more difficult to refine questions were eliminated when it was decided to 
tightened the focus of the project using the refined list of therapist intentions (or 
behaviors, as they have been used in this study) generated by Hill et al. 
Summary of feedback from reviewers, round II. The second round of feedback helped 
to identify issues with the therapist behaviors questions that neither the researcher nor the 
first round of reviewers had noted, though some feedback was redundant with the first round. 
One change from the first round was that questions were grouped categorically, according to 
the Intentions List of Hill and O’Grady (1985). To aid the reader, the full list of questions 
given to reviewers in the first round of review is included in Appendix J. The feedback 
responses included here are, in most cases, summaries of actual responses. 
1.  “Some questions appear redundant.” This response sometimes included the concern 
that a long and redundant measure might exhaust participants. Some items were 
reworded so that the same key words weren’t repeated as often, but the researcher did 
not eliminate items based on similarity of concepts alone, as the presence of multiple 
items to assess a multidimensional concept is important for both content validity and 
reliability. 
2.  “Does support mean approval?” Some questions were raised about whether 
participants might misunderstand questions about support as asking whether the 
therapist approved of the client or approved of what the client is doing. These 
comments helped to identify the need to clarify what was mean by support. Although 
support may imply approval for some people, in therapy it is used in other ways, such 
as in the context of “support systems,” “support groups,” and “supports for progress” 
(as an antonym of “barriers to progress.” The American Heritage Dictionary (1983) 
gives six verb definitions of support and three noun definitions. Those that would 
apply to therapy follow:  
v. 1. To hold up or maintain in position. 2. To be capable of bearing; 
withstand. 3. To keep from failing during stress…. 6. To aid or promote the 
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cause of. –n. 1. The act of supporting or the condition of being supported. 2. 
One that supports. (683) 
The researcher has primarily used the third verb definition and the first and second 
noun definitions in the development of the Therapist Behavior Items. These do not 
correspond with approval, and these definitions are not unique to therapists, so it 
would follow that the use of the word does not need to be changed in order to avoid 
the confusing use of jargon. However, in the spirit of promoting clarity, the researcher 
has used phrases such as “help for change” and “resource for change” in place of 
support in some questions to rectify some of the potential ambiguity around this term. 
3.  “I’ve never been in therapy, so I can’t really answer these.” Despite receiving the 
instructions of the cover letter, many of my reviewers misunderstood the feedback 
request as a request for them to answer the questions themselves. In all cases, the 
researcher wrote back and explained in different terms the purpose of the feedback 
request, and gave an example of how feedback would be useful in the development of 
the measure. The researcher tried to keep this explanation short and concise, since a 
possible the reason that the cover letter was misunderstood might have been that the 
reviewer was too busy to read it thoroughly. From this response, the researcher 
learned that people do not always read a cover letter thoroughly, and that it is helpful 
to make someone available to explain the study further in the case that a respondent 
misunderstands instructions. 
4. “Does this question mean that this behavior should (or shouldn’t) be a part of 
therapy?” Many reviewers wondered whether a question implied that a therapist 
behavior should or should not be present in therapy. A more refined version of this 
concern was expressed by one reviewer, who noted that a client whose therapist 
doesn’t set goals might begin to wonder if their therapist is supposed to set goals after 
reading the questionnaire. The questions were reviewed again by the author and some 
were altered to avoid pejorative or prescriptive messages. Others were altered where 
the question had been identified by a reviewer as creating discomfort with the 
therapist where it might not already exist. For example, the first question, “This 
therapy session was guided by clearly defined therapy goals,” became “My therapist 
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helps me to know what to expect of therapy,” and “My therapist helped me to achieve 
my therapy goals.” Number two, “My therapy session began and ended on time” was 
removed completely, identified by reviewers as possibly leading to client 
dissatisfaction with therapy over a relatively trivial issue (if this item caused them to 
become aware of their therapist’s loose structuring of therapy). Some compensation 
for possible pejorative or prescriptive impressions from the measure was also 
incorporated in the cover letter to participants, which explains that no question should 
be understood to imply that something should or should not take place in therapy. 
Rather, the researcher is interested in a broad range of behaviors that might occur in 
therapy and aren’t necessarily “good” or “bad.” No behavior listed in the 
questionnaire is considered to be “right” in therapy, nor are any listed considered to 
be “wrong.” 
5.  Colloquialisms. The following items contained colloquialisms that were a focus of 
several reviewers’ comments: “My therapist called me on something, and didn’t just 
let it slide,” and “My therapist didn’t let me off the hook when I needed to be 
confronted.” Some reviewers praised the use of “down to earth” language in these 
items; however, others cautioned against using slang in the measure. The latter 
reviewers suggested some alternate language for these items. Since these items 
attempted to measure concepts that were among the most difficult to operationalize, 
the researcher welcomed this feedback especially. It was used to change the wording 
slightly on the two items so that they were less colloquial, but also still avoided 
therapeutic jargon that would confuse respondents. 
6.  Positive feedback. Most reviewers gave cursory positive feedback (such as “the 
questions look great,” but critical feedback was more detailed. This imbalance made 
more sense than the alternative: mentioning everything that was good about the items. 
7.  Suggested items. A few reviewers suggested new items for inclusion in the measure. 
These were carefully considered by the author, and some ideas were incorporated into 
the measure if they fit with the concepts identified by Hill et al. (1988). Some 
suggested items were not behavioral, and focused on therapy outcomes or therapist 
qualities (i.e., “My therapist seemed trustworthy,” a question addressed in the 
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Working Alliance Inventory; see Appendix C). Other suggested items were 
behavioral but too specific to apply to general therapy, such as, “My therapist used 
ink blotches and ask me about my mother.” The trustworthiness suggestion fit the 
author’s concept of important qualities of therapy, and did fit with Hill and O’Grady’s 
description of the Set Limits set of intentions (“…establish guidelines concerning 
the…parameters of the relationship”), so the researcher adapted it to behavioral 
terms: “My therapist acted in a way that seemed trustworthy.” 
8.  Typographical errors and corrections. Almost every reviewer caught the author’s 
inconsistent use of periods in the items and the omission of the word “of” in one item. 
Two reviewers only corrected typographical errors, and gave no other feedback. 
Another reviewer suggested expanding “s/he” and other split-gender pronouns into a 
more extended format (i.e., “she or he”). 
9.  A few reviewers gave humorous feedback. One favorite was a suggested item, “My 
therapist is going to have to help me even more because this questionnaire is messing 
with my mind!!” The researcher enjoyed reading these but did not include them in the 
measure. 
The feedback received in the second round of review resulted in the expansion of the 
Therapist Behavior Items measure by three items. 
Final items for the measure. As described earlier, the sixteen areas identified by Hill 
and O’Grady (1985) that survived the refinement of Hill et al. (1988) are preserved in the 
latter’s list of seven intentions, as subheadings within the seven. In Appendix H these 
questions are presented categorically. Each heading represents one of the seven areas of Hill 
et al.’s refined Intentions list, and subheadings break these headings down further into their 
components as conceptualized in Hill and O’Grady’s sixteen therapist intentions. All 
questions use a seven-point Likert scale for indicating how well the description matches 
therapist behaviors in the session, with options ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly 
disagree,” and including a “doesn’t apply” option that was coded as zero on the nominal 
scale. In the research instrument, questions were reordered, though not completely at random. 
Some care was taken to space out items that would provide difficulty for respondents (such 
as those about confrontation or unwanted therapist behaviors). Longer items (that spanned 
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multiple lines even in the horizontal (landscape) format used in the questionnaire) were 
strategically used to visually break up each page into three roughly equal sections; it was 
hypothesized that this would make the chunks of questions appear more manageable for 
participants who might feel discouraged by the length of the questionnaire. 
Content Validity  
A remaining concern with the measure involved content validity: the low number of 
items in each category may provide a limited view of the intended meanings within these 
concepts. The researcher found it necessary to limit the number to a few items for each 
category in order to avoid producing a measure that would be overly exhausting to 
participants. 
Focus: Supporting and Challenging Behaviors 
In discussions about these items with clients, other laypersons, and colleagues, the 
author came to see some of these groups of questions as more interesting than others. The 
items of interest were the seven Challenge items under the subheading of Restructure, and 
the eight Support items under the subheading of Support. These subheadings were identified 
as more salient to the attachment behaviors of creating security and distance, and were 
selected for inclusion in the analyses of the present study.  
After going through the work of creating the other items, the researcher was reluctant 
to drop them, and it was judged that they might have use as distracters in the questionnaire. It 
is hoped that they may also provide useful data that could be analyzed at a future date. 
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IV. PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS 
 Prior to reporting on the results of the study (see Results) this section will detail the 
preliminary analyses of data. These analyses dealt with the problems of missing data, 
response anomalies, skewness and kurtosis, other problems of non-normal distribution, and 
the reliability of the scales used. Given that the primary analyses of the data depended upon 
the normality and regularity of the database, and the reliability of the scales, the steps 
reported in this section were both lengthy and thorough. The rationale for the exhaustive tone 
of this section is that the quality of the final results depended in part on the quality of the data 
analyzed. 
Prior to final comparison of the measures, principal components analyses of the 
Therapist Behavior Items (TBI) were also conducted to reduce these items to reliable and 
useable scales. Readers wishing to examine the final makeup of the TBI scales may wish to 
skip through the early steps in the principal components analysis (PCA, which were 
characterized by some dead ends and reversals) and focus on the final headings of that 
section (see Principal Components Analysis of Therapist Behavior Items).  
The relative volume of this chapter should not distract readers from the primary focus 
of the study, which are the bivariate correlations and hierarchical regressions that are 
reported in the comparatively smaller Results section. The purpose of this section is to 
examine and establish the trustworthiness and quality of the data used in the primary 
analyses. 
Standards for Addressing Problems with Data 
Missing Data 
 Returned questionnaires were checked for completeness. All returned questionnaires 
were included in the initial dataset unless they contained absolutely no responses (none fit 
this description). Due to the low count of cases in the original database (N = 100), every 
effort was made to keep cases where possible. In cases where a response was omitted, the 
author made decisions on how to deal with the missing data according to the pattern of 
missing data observed. If missing data was minimal and relatively random, they were 
excluded on a pairwise basis in analyses. Originally the author had planned to substitute 
variable means for missing data if the pattern of missing data did not affect the entire 
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questionnaire. However, for the SEQ, WAI-S, and TBI measures, significant numbers of 
items in these measures were left blank by one or two participants who were kept in the 
dataset (see Table 8, Missing Data Summary), making this strategy less defensible. In one 
case the pattern of missing data was so pervasive (pages three through nine were left blank), 
that the case was dropped, reducing the dataset to 99 cases.  
 From Table 8 it can be seen that 96 cases contained minimal (n ≤ 3) and relatively 
random instances of missing responses. The eight instances of missing data on the ASQ, for 
example, were spread out over six different items. Both of the ASQ items with multiple 
missing responses (missing = 2 each) were elements of the “Relationships as Secondary” 
scale: item 9, “Doing your best is more important than getting on with others,” and item 36, 
“I am too busy with other activities to put much time into relationships.” Beside item 9, one 
respondent (who answered the item) wrote, “getting along with others?” (emphasis added). 
Other instances of missing data occurred in larger chunks, such as the respondent who 
did not answer half of the SEQ items (n = 6), and another respondent who left the entire 
measure blank. In both cases, other items answered on the same page give the impression  
 











0 76 76.0 n/a n/a 
1 15 15.0 ASQ (6), income (7), number of sessions 
(2)  
Keep  
2 4 4.0 SEQ (2), TBI (3), Race (1), Income (2) Keep 
3 1 1.0 WAI-S (2), TBI (1) Keep 
7 1 1.0 SEQ (6), Income (1) Keep 
12 1 1.0 All missing from page 3: WAI-S (12) Keep 
34 1 1.0 ASQ (2), SEQ (12), TBI (19), Income (1)  Keep 
77 1 1.0 All missing from page 3 to end:  WAI-S 
(12) TBI (56), Demographics (9)  
Remove 
case  
Total 100 100.0    
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that these respondents intentionally left the SEQ items blank. In contrast, the case where one 
respondent left the entire WAI-S measure unanswered involved an entire page being left 
blank; the pattern suggests the possibility that the respondent may have missed the page by 
accident. This conjecture is supported by the fact that the case occurred in the second printing 
run, which had printing problems that could have led to confusion about which page was next 
(see the section on Questionnaire Return Rates).  
The modal item left blank (n = 12) was the income question, “What is your 
approximate annual income?” The actual item question may have been left blank for a 
number of reasons, including privacy concerns, the difficulty of remembering or calculating 
the figure, or the lack of instructions about what to indicate for no income (nine respondents, 
or 9.1% of the total, did write “0” or “n/a,” but some missing responses may also fall into the 
category of no income). Another question requiring mathematical and/or memory feats 
appeared two questions later on the same page (p. 9), “How many sessions have you 
completed with this therapist, including this one?” contained many uncertain responses (i.e., 
“about 20,” which was entered as “20” in the database), but far fewer participants left it blank 
(n = 3).  
In computing scores for scales (of the ASQ, SEQ, WAI-S, and TBI), means were 
computed for scales using the number of valid responses to calculate the mean. This allowed 
for inclusion of some cases that would have been eliminated by a more traditional approach 
(e.g., for the WAI, the standard approach is to report overall scores rather than the average 
score for all items answered, requiring that cases with missing data be thrown out due to the 
incompatibility of scores based on fewer than the full 12 items of the scale). 
Response Anomalies 
In cases where a participant gave a non-integer response between two integer 
responses (i.e., 2.5 on a 7-point Likert scale), the response was considered valid if it was 
possible for the primary researcher to determine the nearest half integer to the mark made by 
the participant on the questionnaire. This occurred most frequently on the SEQ, where 
several participants made all their marks on the half-integer mark rather than the full-integer 
mark. (The author speculates that in these cases, the respondents may have misunderstood 
upon which line they were asked to make their mark (see Appendix F for the SEQ measure 
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and instructions to respondents); but whether or not this occurred is impossible to determine. 
Therefore, the policy of using half-integers to represent marks made between two regular 
response locations was applied to these cases also.) Half integers were also used by several 
participants on the ASQ and TBI, most commonly by circling two analogous responses in a 
single oval rather than by circling only one response.  
Non-integer responses were rounded to the nearest half integer. Responses beyond the 
scale provided (i.e., 7.5 on a 7-point Likert scale) would have been rounded to the nearest 
positive integer on the scale if such a response had been given, but no cases existed of this 
phenomenon. Any narrative responses written by participants on the questionnaires were 
recorded on a string variable in the dataset, and were useful in some cases.  
For the question regarding income (“What is your approximate annual income?”), 
figures given were rounded to the nearest thousand. Some respondents gave amounts that 
were more precise than others (i.e., $15,500), and rounding was used to even out some of this 
variability of precision.  
The therapy modality question (the last question in the instrument: “What type of 
therapy are you receiving?”) was the only item on the questionnaire for which post hoc 
categories were created. Options on the questionnaire included “Individual,” “Couple,” 
“Family,” “Group,” and “Other.” Participants who marked more than one option (i.e., 
“Individual” and “Couple”) were placed in a new category that included all options marked 
(i.e., “Individual & Couple”). Later this information was used to determine whether 
responses of participants varied depending on modality of therapy. 
Outlier Values 
In identifying outlier values for the present study, the standard measure of an outlier 
was ≥ ± 3 deviations from the expected value (Hutchison & Sofroniou, 1999). For all 
variables, expected values were calculated using detrended Q-Q plots (which graphically 
display each case’s magnitude of deviation from the expected z score for the given variable). 
Caution was taken in interpreting outlier indicators for individual items; in many cases, this 
criterion alone was insufficient to cause data to be thrown out. Other factors examined before 
deciding to throw out data were the importance of the data to the primary analyses (as in the 
case of city population for respondents, which was not central to the study’s questions), and 
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patterns in the measure as observed in other studies (i.e., if a measure has an established 
record of data distribution that did not fit a two-tailed normal curve, the established pattern 
was accepted as “normal,” and data from the present study which fit the established pattern 
were not eliminated as non-normal). This caution was employed due to the small sample size 
involved, in the interest of maintaining sufficient variability for all analyses.  
Skewness and Kurtosis 
Normality of distribution is one of the assumptions of correlational and regression 
analyses (SPSS, 1999). Where this assumption was violated with problems of skewness 
(extreme lean to one side of the distribution) or kurtosis (extreme peakedness or lack of 
peakedness), logarithmic transformation of data were used to provide the normalization 
needed for the primary analyses (as recommended in SPSS, 1999).  
The formal method of identifying extremes of skewness or kurtosis is to take the 
skewness or kurtosis statistic and divide it by its standard error. This provides a normalized 
ratio that may be compared to the standard of ±2 or 3 (depending on who is referenced as the 
standard; the standard of 3 distributions provided by SPSS, 1999, was applied for normal 
lean or peakedness). These ratios were run for selected variables for illustrative purposes 
(these were done by hand, as SPSS does not provide the ratios), but in most cases calculation 
of the ratios was unnecessary to establish the normality (or lack thereof) of the distribution in 
question (as described below).  
A simpler method of identifying non-normality was to use the Lilleforts Significance 
Correction of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic (Lillefors, 1967), which tests null 
hypothesis of normality. A caveat for use of this test, commonly identified as the S-K test, 
was that it is appropriate when the population mean and variance are unknown. Although 
this test does not identify whether skewness or kurtosis were the culprit in causing a rejection 
of the null hypothesis, it provided a quicker and simpler means of identifying problematic 
variables. Where p values were significant (α was set at .05) for a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, 
the null hypothesis was rejected, and a logarithmic transformation of the data (LG10 function 
in SPSS) was used to normalize the distribution. Histograms were also used to visually 
illustrate the normality or non-normality of many of the distributions of the variables. 
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For some variables, (i.e., client income, number of therapy sessions, several of the 
primary clinical measures), the population mean and variance were either known or 
estimable, meaning that the S-K tests would be less appropriate. In these cases, if the 
population mean and variance were expected to be skewed or peaked (i.e., skewness and/or 
kurtosis were “normal”), S-K analyses were sometimes reported but did not provide 
sufficient reason alone to log-transform the data. Examples include the WAI-S and SEQ 
measures, which were known from previous normative studies to have positive skews in the 
self-report data of clients (Reynolds et al., 1996; Heppner & Wei, 2005). 
Normality of Data 
Demographic Items 
 As discussed previously under the heading titled, “Procedure for Data Receipt and 
Recording,” data collected regarding participants included data not provided by respondents. 
This category of data includes the postmarked date on the return envelope, the site identifier 
on the questionnaire, and the sample and printing run numbers (extrapolated using the 
previous two variables and information personal notes regarding the sampling process that 
were kept by the author).  With the exception of the postmark date, frequencies of the other 
non-respondent provided data have been provided in Tables 5 and 6. The distribution of 
postmark dates was reported in Figure 1. 
 
Table 9: Demographics of Respondents—Frequencies for Dichotomous Variables 
  Response 1 Response 2 
Variable Valid (N) N % Label N % Label 
What is your sex? 99 72 72.7 Female 27 27.3 Male 
What is your race? 98 1 1.0 African-
American 
97 98.0 White/ 
European 
descent 
Are you currently in a committed 
relationship? 
99 75 75.8 Yes 24 24.2 No 
What is the sex of your therapist? 99 23 23.2 Female 76 76.8 Male 
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Responses to the dichotomous demographics questions (those with only two 
responses) are summarized in Table 9 and discussed below. It should be noted that one 
variable on the table, Race, had more than two possible responses on the questionnaire, but 
that only two response categories (“African-American” and “White/European descent”) were 
used by respondents.  
Respondent Sex 
The sample was imbalanced in the sex of respondents. Of the 99 participants, 72 
(72.7%) identified themselves as female, and all other participants identified themselves as 
male (there were no participants with missing responses). The researcher realizes that this 
dichotomous variable could have been improved with the inclusion an “other” line for 
unexpected responses.  
Race 
The majority of participants were white: of the 99 valid questionnaires returned, 97 
respondents indicated that they were of White/European descent. One participant self-
identified as African-American/Black, and one participant did not answer the race question. 
Other race categories in the sample were not utilized by participants. These categories 
contain the obvious mistake of leaving a gray area for whites of non-European descent, such 
as the North African and Middle-Eastern individuals who consider themselves “White.” The 
race question was perhaps the most difficult for the researcher to devise. The term 
“Caucasian” was not used but may have been helpful had it been included. There was an 
“Other” category for this variable with a blank provided for open responses. Only one  
 
Table 10: Crosstabulation of Respondent Sex by Relationship Status 
     Commited Relationship   
      Yes No Total  
Sex Female Count 50 22 72 
    Adjusted Residual -2.4 2.4   
  Male Count 25 2 27 
    Adjusted Residual 2.4 -2.4   
Total   Count 75 24 99 
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respondent wrote in a response for “Other”; he wrote “white/country boy” on the blank 
(recoded as White/European descent). 
Relationship Status 
Te majority of participants reported being in a committed relationship (n = 75; 
75.8%). The distribution of participants in relationships was skewed by gender (for the 
crosstabulation of  respondents’ sex and relationship status, see Table 7). Of respondents in a 
committed relationship, two-thirds were female (n = 50), and 33.3% were male (n = 25). 
Interestingly, nearly every male in the study (25 out of 27; 92.6%) reported being in a 
committed relationship, compared with 50 of the 72 female respondents in the sample 
(72.7%). This raises interesting questions about why the participants were in therapy, which 
is addressed below (modality of therapy was a demographic variable in the study).  
A Pearson chi-square test of independence demonstrated that the two variables were 
not independent (χ2(1, N = 99) = 5.73, p = .017). In the 2x2 crosstabulation, no cells (.0%) 
had expected count less than five (the minimum expected count was 6.55), indicating that the 
results are likely to be valid despite the extremely low observed count in one cell (SPSS, 
1999). In Table 5 it can be seen that the number of males not in a committed relationship was 
smaller than expected (adjusted residual = -2.4). Given the pattern of men being 
overwhelmingly in committed relationships, if the variables had been independent we would 
also expect to see more women in committed relationships (adjusted residual = -2.4). Given 
the results of the chi-square test, it would be well to be cautious about making analyses in the 
study involving the relationship status variable, as it is closely tied to the sex of respondents. 
Sex of Therapist 
One surprising pattern was the number of respondents who reported having a male 
therapist (n = 76 out of 99; no missing data). In examining the crosstabulation of respondent 
sex and sex of therapist (Table 11), it would appear that the number of females seeing male 
therapists is unusually high (n = 54; more than twice as high as the number seeing female 
therapists, n = 18). Yet the number of males seeing male therapists is even more imbalanced, 
more than four times the number of males seeing female therapists. A Pearson chi-squared 
test of independence provides evidence that we should accept the null hypothesis that the two 
variables are independent (χ2(1, N = 99) = 0.46, p = .496). The 2x2 crosstabulation had zero  
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Table 11: Crosstabulation of Sex of Therapist by Respondent Sex and Relationship Status 
     Sex of Therapist   
      Female Male Total 
Sex Female Count 18 54 72 
    Adjusted Residual .7 -.7   
  Male Count 5 22 27 
    Adjusted Residual -.7 .7   
Total   Count 23 76 99 
Relationship Status  Yes Count 17 58 75 
    Adjusted Residual -.2 .2  
  No  Count 6 18 24 
    Adjusted Residual .2 -.2  
Total   Count 23 76 99 
 
cells (.0%) with expected count less than five (the minimum expected count was 6.27). The 
adjusted residuals for each cell were well within the ±2 suggested standard for identifying 
“cells that depart markedly from the model of independence” (SPSS, 1999, p. 71). In this 
case, of course, acceptance of the null hypothesis (of independence) is a desired outcome. 
The purpose of this chi-squared test is to determine whether the sample contains relationships 
that would interfere with the main analyses of interest for this study; the fewer significant 
relationships we find at this stage, the better. 
The crosstabulation of relationship status and sex of therapist also showed what 
looked to be an imbalance toward male therapists. Female therapists saw seventeen of the 75 
respondents in committed relationships (22.7%); male therapists saw 58 of these respondents 
(77.3%). Despite the apparent imbalances in the distribution of respondents in the cells, the 
Pearson chi-squared test indicates that we should accept the null hypothesis that the two 
variables are independent (χ2(1, N = 99) = 0.05, p = .814).  The 2x2 crosstabulation had no 
cells (.0%) with expected count less than five (the minimum expected count is 5.58), which 
supports the validity of the test’s results. 
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Table 12: Demographics of Respondents for Continuous Variables—Descriptives 
Variable Valid (N) Mean Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum 
City Size (rounded) 99 42,930  20,110 10,000 120,000 
Age 99 42.48  12.94 18 83 
Incomea 88 $45,620 $31,950 $0 $150,000 
Sessions of Therapy a 97 15.81  27.53 1 180 
Valid (listwise) 86     
aVariable distribution was subsequently normalized using logarithmic transformation. 
 
City Size 
City sizes given for respondents are based on the size of the city where the therapist is 
located, and was not reported by participants. Sizes were rounded to the nearest 10,000 
inhabitants to obscure the identities of the cities involved in the study. The variable range 
was 10,000 to 120,000 inhabitants, with a mean size of 42,930 (SD = 20,110) and mean of 
30,000 (see Table 12). Frequencies for the city sizes in the sample are displayed in Table 13 
(Frequencies for City Size) and Figure 2 (Histogram of City Size). It is obvious from the 
histogram that the distribution was not normal. A logarithmic transformation was not applied 
to the data, because the data were not going to be used in the primary analyses. 
 
Table 13: Frequencies for City Size 
City Size (rounded)  Frequency % Cumulative % 
10,000 2 2.0 2.0 
30,000 49 49.5 51.5 
40,000 3 3.0 54.5 
50,000 37 37.4 91.9 
70,000 1 1.0 92.9 
90,000 4 4.0 97.0 
120,000 3 3.0 100.0 
Total 99 100.0   
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Figure 3: Histogram of Respondent Age 






















The sample had a mean age of 42.48 years and a median age of 43 years (SD = 12.94; 
see Table 12). Ages were fairly normally distributed across the 65-year range of 18 to 83 
(Figure 3, Histogram of Ages of Participants). The distribution was satisfactorily 
symmetrical for a normal population; the ratio of skewness (.34) to its standard error (.24) is 
1.41, which is inside the standard range of ±3 for accepting normality (SPSS, 1999). As has 
been mentioned, minors under the age of 18 were excluded from the sample. The sample 
contained outliers (see the Q-Q Plots, Figures 4 and 5). The respondents with the highest 
three ages in the sample stood out in the detrended normal Q-Q plot (which graphically 
displays each respondent’s magnitude of deviation from the expected z-score for the given 
variable, age).  
 





















































   
 
The ratio of kurtosis (peakedness, .64) to its standard error (.48) was 1.34, indicating 
that the central tendency and length of tails were within the range expected of a normal 
distribution. The Lilleforts Significance Correction of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic 
(subsequently referred to here as the K-S test statistic) was .07 (99 degrees of freedom, p = 
.200), indicating that the null hypothesis of normality should be accepted for the respondent 
age variable.  
Income 
The income variable had the most missing responses (n = 11; see Table 8, Missing 
Data Summary). As mentioned previously (under the section titled, “Dealing with Response 
Anomalies”), all responses for this item were rounded by the primary researcher to the 
nearest thousand. Values entered in the database are in thousands of dollars, such that 25 = 
$25,000. The mean value for income was $45,620, with a standard deviation of $31,950. The 
median was $43,000, and the modal value was zero (nine cases), with a range of $0 to 
$150,000. The distribution of incomes is represented graphically in Figure 6 (Histogram of 
Income). Figures 7 and 8 show the Q-Q plots (normal and detrended, 
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respectively) for the income variable. Note that although one value at the high end of the 
distribution stood out from the rest, it was within the range of ±3 deviations from the 
expected value, and would not be classed as an outlier. 
The skewness of income (.89) divided by its standard error (.26) is 3.46, outside the 
range of ±3 for symmetrical distributions (SPSS, 1999). The kurtosis (1.19) divided by its 
standard error (.51) was 2.34, indicating that the distribution is not more peaked than what 
should be found in normal distributions. The K-S test statistic was .12 (88 degrees of 
freedom, p < .01), indicating that the null hypothesis of normality should be rejected for the 
income variable. Non-normality of the income variable resulted in a logarithmic 
transformation of the income variable for use with the primary analyses of the study (Figure 
9). The responses for “zero” income appeared to stand out from the rest of the distribution 
after the transformation. However, the detrended Q-Q plot of the distribution (Figure 10) 
shows that none of the values for the variable exceeded ±1 deviation from the expected z-
scores, well within the limits for non-outlier values. 
 





















Table 14: Frequencies for Number of Sessions of Therapy 
Sessions of Therapy  Frequency % Cumulative % 
1 13 13.1 13.4 
2 9 9.1 22.7 
3 8 8.1 30.9 
4 6 6.1 37.1 
5 6 6.1 43.3 
6 7 7.1 50.5 
7 2 2.0 52.6 
8 3 3.0 55.7 
9 2 2.0 57.7 
10 9 9.1 67.0 
11 2 2.0 69.1 
12 4 4.0 73.2 
15 3 3.0 76.3 
16 1 1.0 77.3 
20 3 3.0 80.4 
21 2 2.0 82.5 
24 4 4.0 86.6 
28 1 1.0 87.6 
Total  85 87.6   
 
Sessions of Therapy 
Respondents who had completed at least one session of therapy were eligible for the 
study; therefore, the absolute lower limit for the variable of sessions of therapy was the 
integer “1.” For this item, responses ranged from 1 to 180 sessions, with a mean of 15.81 (SD 
= 27.53), and a median of six sessions (Tables 14-15).  
Even without looking at the skewness (3.88, SE = .245) and kurtosis (17.56, SE = .49) 
of the distribution for sessions of therapy, it is apparent from the histogram (Figure 11) that 
the distribution was extremely peaked and had an asymmetrical spread. Although the  
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Table 15: Frequencies for Number of Sessions of Therapy (Continued) 
Sessions of Therapy  Frequency % Cumulative % 
40 3 3.0 90.7 
43 1 1.0 91.8 
48 1 1.0 92.8 
49 1 1.0 93.8 
50 1 1.0 94.8 
60 1 1.0 95.9 
75 1 1.0 96.9 
120 1 1.0 97.9 
135 1 1.0 99.0 
180a 1 1.0 100.0 
Total 12 12.8   
Missing 2 2.0   
Total  14 14.4   
aOutlier marked for removal. 
 
K-S test of normality was extremely high, .30 (97 degrees of freedom, p < .0005), indicating 
that the null hypothesis of normality should be rejected, this test is not entirely appropriate 
for the population of sessions of therapy, which does not fit the normality assumption of a 
two-tailed curve. Numbers of therapy sessions were expected to be case-heavy at the lower 
end of the distribution due to the price of the service received, limitations placed on the 
service by third-party payers, the tendency of clients to drop from therapy early if they are 
going to drop out at all, and the cross-sectional nature of the study. This expectation for few 
sessions with a one-tailed distribution was confirmed.  
However, this did not mean that the distribution was accepted as entirely normal. Q-Q 
plots of the variable (see Figures 12 and 13) indicated that one case at the upper end of the 
distribution had a value (180 sessions) that was more than 3 deviations above the expected z-
score. As an outlier, this value was removed from the dataset and replaced with the code for 
missing values (in this case, zero).Comparison with a normal distribution of sessions of  
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Table 16: Comparison of Number of Sessions of Therapy with Normal Distribution 
 N Range Mean SD Variance 
Sessions of Therapya 96 135 13.96 21.82 475.98 
Corning & Malofeeva, 2004 739 38 6.08 6.71 45.02b 
Log of Sessions of Therapy 96 2.13 .82 .530 .28 
aExtreme cases removed. 
bNot reported; estimated as s2. 
 
therapy (Corning and Malofeeva, 2004) indicated that even with the outlier case removed, 
the present study had a higher mean number of sessions and a wider standard deviation than 
would be expected (Table 16). 
A logarithmic transformation of the variable was used to normalize the distribution of 
sessions of therapy (Figure 14), although data in Table 16 would indicate that this 




Figure 14: Log10 of Number of Sessions of Therapy 

































Table 17: Types of Therapy Received by Respondents 
Type of Therapya  Frequency % Cumulative % 
Individual 35 35.4 35.4 
Couple 31 31.3 66.7 
Family 16 16.2 82.8 
Group 1 1.0 83.8 
Individual and Couple 8 8.1 91.9 
Individual and Family 5 5.1 97.0 
Couple and Family 1 1.0 98.0 
Individual, Couple, and Family 1 1.0 99.0 
Individual and Group 1 1.0 100.0 
Total 99 100.0   
aThe therapy categories are mutually exclusive; i.e., participants counted for “individual” received 
only individual therapy, and so forth. 
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Type of Therapy  
Frequencies for the four types of therapy received by participants in the study 
(Individual, Couple, Family, and Group) and their various combinations are presented in 
Table 17. In Table 18, frequencies for dichotomous variables that summarize the types of 
therapy are presented. From these it can be seen that although 35 of the 99 cases had only 
individual therapy, just over half of the participants (n = 50) reported having had some 
individual therapy, meaning also that group therapy (2.0%) and relational therapy (couple 
and family) make up the remaining half of  the sample. 
Given the nominal level of the variable, the normality of this distribution could not be 
statistically analyzed. The therapists sampled in the present study primarily identified 
themselves as marital and family therapists (MFTs), though a few mental health counselors 
(MHCs) and clinical psychologists were included in the sample. Among marital and family 
therapists it is common for clinicians to see clients for both individual and relational 
complaints; these professionals have training in both therapy modalities and regularly 
practice a mixture of several therapy modalities (Doherty & Simmons, 1996).  
 
Table 18: Summaries of Types of Therapy 
Summary Variables Frequency % 
Some individual therapy 50 50.5 
Some relational therapy 62 62.6 
Some couple therapy  41 41.4 
Some family therapy 23 23.2 
Some group therapy  2 2.0 
Individual therapy only 35 35.4 
Relational therapy only 48 48.5 
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Attachment Style Questionnaire 
As mentioned above (under Missing Data), only six Attachment Style Questionnaire 
(ASQ) items had missing data; two of these, items 9 and 36, each had two missing responses. 
In accordance with instructions from the developers of the measure (Feeney et al., 1994), 
values were reversed for items 20, 21, and 33 (see Appendix E). Data were checked for the 
possibility of response sets for particular respondents, using the reverse-coded items to 
identify potential instances where a respondent may not have answered all items with equal 
care. No obvious occurrences of the response set phenomenon were discovered. 
None of the individual ASQ scale items contained values that were ± 3 deviations or 
more beyond the expected z-scores for the variable (to be precise, all were within 1.5 
deviations). The Q-Q plots for these 40 variables are be displayed, in the interest of limiting 
unnecessary graphs.  
 
Table 19: ASQ Subscale Descriptives 
ASQ Subscale Mean SD Min. Max. 
Confidence 4.10 0.89 1.63 5.88 
Discomfort with Closeness 3.75 0.88 1.70 5.90 
Need for Approval 3.45 0.98 1.00 5.57 
Preoccupation with Relationships 3.59 0.89 1.13 5.63 
Relationships as Secondary 2.50 0.73 1.00 4.86 
 
Table 20: ASQ Subscale Tests of Normality 
ASQ Subscale Kolmogorov-Smirnova df Sig. 
Confidence .09 99 .032 
Discomfort with Closeness .08 99 .156 
Need for Approval .07 99 .065 
Preoccupation with Relationships .08 99 .149 
Relationships as Secondary .08 99 .095 
aLilliefors Significance Correction 
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Figure 16: Histogram of ASQ Discomfort with Closeness Subscale 
















































Figure 17: Histogram of ASQ Need for Approval Subscale 















































Figure 18: Histogram of ASQ Preoccupation with Relationships Subscale 
















































Figure 19: Histogram of ASQ Relationships as Secondary Subscale 















































Subscale means, standard deviations, minimum and maximum values are presented in 
Table 19. Each of the ASQ subscales had normal distributions as indicated by the K-S test of 
normality, with the exception of the Confidence subscale. These statistics are listed in Table 
20.  It is likely that the indication of the K-S test, that the null hypothesis of normality should 
be rejected for the Confidence subscale, was due to the skewness of the distribution, whose 
ratio of the statistic (-0.54) to its standard error (.24) was -2.23, well within the ± 3 deviations 
allowable. Histograms of the five subscales are displayed in Figures 15-19. Notice that 
although the distributions vary markedly, all five are within the expected parameters of a 
normal distribution.  
Means and standard deviations were within expectations as established by previous 
studies. For example, Rönnlund and Karlsson’s (2006) study of attachment patterns using the 
ASQ showed Confidence to have the highest mean scores (M = 4.41, SD = 0.87) and 
Relationships as Secondary to have the lowest (M = 2.39, SD = 0.82), with the remaining 
subscale means Discomfort with Closeness (M = 3.02, SD = 0.79), Need for Approval (M = 
3.04, SD = 0.92), and Preoccupation with Relationships (M 3.16, SD = 0.78) in the middle  
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range. Like the present study, Need for Approval had the widest standard deviation in 
Rönnlund and Karlsson’s research. 
All Q-Q plots indicated that scores were within the expected range, with no outlier 
values. These plots are displayed as Figures 20 through 24. In the interest of conserving 
space, only the detrended Q-Q plots, displaying deviations from expected z-scores, are 
presented. All values were within ± 3 deviations from the expected value. 
Session Evaluation Questionnaire 
 Two respondents in the sample appeared to have had some difficulty completing the 
Session Evaluation Questionnaire (SEQ) measure. As noted earlier under the section titled 
Missing Data, one respondent left the entire measure blank, and another completed only half 
of the measure. With the exception of these two respondents, only two instances of missing 
data affected the SEQ.  
Subscale means, standard deviations, minimum and maximum values are presented in 
Table 21. Neither of the SEQ subscales had a normal distribution as defined by the K-S test 
of normality (Table 22). However, some issues of skewness and kurtosis should be 
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considered normative for the SEQ form used in the present study, as reported by Reynolds 
and colleagues (1996).  
Comparing the means and standard deviations of the SEQ subscales in the present 
study, with those of normative studies (Table 21) indicates that they are not far removed from 
expected distributions. Stiles and Snow, the first study reporting the SEQ, Form 3 (the same 
used in the present study) reported means somewhat lower than those found in the current 
sample. Gelso et al. (2005) conducted research not unlike the present study—validation of a 
new measure of the therapy relationship, with a sample consisting primarily of professional 
(as opposed to student) therapists, who were predominantly white (96.0%) and male (59.0%),  
 
Table 21: SEQ Subscales Descriptives and Comparison with Normative Distributions 
Study and Subscale N Mean Median SD Min. Max. 
Current Sample       
    Smoothness 98 5.39 5.67 1.20 2.50 7.00 
    Depth 98 5.39 5.50 0.96 2.17 7.00 
Stiles & Snow (1984)       
    Smoothness ≥913a 4.21  1.43   
    Depth ≥913a 5.06  1.00   
Gelso et al. (2005)       
    Smoothness 89 5.22  0.76   
    Depth 88 4.45  1.25   
aN varied between 913 and 926 from one scale to another; these were not reported with specificity. 
 
Table 22: SEQ Subscales Tests of Normality 
SEQ Subscale  Kolmogorov-Smirnova df Sig. 
SEQ Smoothness Subscale .11 98 .004 
SEQ Depth Subscale .11 98 .008 
aLilliefors significance correction 
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with 88.0% of the therapists working in an independent practice setting. Means for the study 
of Gelso and colleagues were lower than those found in the present study, and standard 
deviations were smaller for the Smoothness scale and larger for the Depth scale. In all, these 
two examples of normative results suggest that the upwardly-skewed distributions found in 
the present study are not grossly anomalous. 
The histograms for the distributions (Figures 25 and 26) show the variables having 
visually normal distributions, save for consistently strong skews to the right. Skewness 
values for the Smoothness and Depth subscales (-.60 and -.58, respectively), divided by their 
standard deviations (.24 and .24), were -2.45 and -2.38 respectively, both inside the expected 
range (± 3, as per Hutchison & Sofroniou, 1999), but outside the more stringent standard of ± 
2 for normal distributions. Kurtosis values were within expectations, further lending support 
the conclusion that skewness may account for much of the K-S test results (Table 22). The 
normal Q-Q plots for the subscales (Figures 27 and 28) show that the distribution of z-scores 
for the values did not deviate far from the expected values (by holding close to the upward 
diagonal indicating expected values in a normal distribution),  
 








































































































































































































and detrended Q-Q plots (Figures 29 and 30) of the subscales show that all of the z-scores 
were within ± .9 deviations of the expected values, and that most were very close to the 
expected values. 
As per the instructions of Stiles (1980), all evenly numbered items were reverse-
coded. In examining the data, no instances of response sets were found, where respondents 
gave a set of responses (i.e., all high, or all low) regardless of the direction of the question.  
Detrended Q-Q plots of the individual items showed that no item had responses with values 
±3 deviations from the expected z-values (in fact, none exceeded 1.5 deviations). Q-Q plots 
are not displayed for individual items in the interest of space. 
Working Alliance Inventory—Short Form 
 As noted previously (see Missing Values), only one respondent failed to complete the 
Working Alliance Inventory—Short Form (WAI-S), and the case appears to have been 
accidental (see the section entitled the Upside-Down Pages Phenomenon). The measure 
contains three subscales (Task, Bond, and Goal), each with only four items (see Appendix 
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G). The minimum and maximum values, mean, standard deviation, and variance for each 
item are given in Table 23. 
Two items were reverse-coded, items four and ten, both of which were elements of 
the Goal subscale. In examining Table 23 it becomes apparent that the standard deviations 
and variances of these two items differ noticeably from those of the other items in the 
dataset. This alerts one to the possibility of a response-set problem.  
 
Table 23: Descriptives for WAI-S Items and Scales 
WAI Item/Scale   Valid (N) Minimum Maximum Mean SD Variance 
1 98 2.0 7.0 5.69 1.02 1.04 
2 98 2.0 7.0 5.87 1.00 1.00 
3 97 3.0 7.0 6.12 1.05 1.11 
4Ra 98 1.0 7.0 5.68 1.56 2.43 
5 98 1.0 7.0 6.06 1.20 1.44 
6 98 2.0 7.0 5.94 1.22 1.48 
7 97 2.0 7.0 5.87 1.26 1.60 
8 98 2.0 7.0 6.01 1.09 1.19 
9 98 2.0 7.0 6.01 1.21 1.45 
10Ra 98 2.0 7.0 5.56 1.43 2.05 
11 98 2.0 7.0 5.80 1.23 1.50 
12 98 2.0 7.0 6.06 1.03 1.05 
Task Subscale 98 3.25  7.00  5.91  .89  .79  
Bond Subscale 98 2.75 7.00 6.02 .98 .97 
Goal Subscale 98 2.50 7.00 5.74 1.05 1.10 
Goal Subscaleb 98 2.50 7.00 5.89 1.03 1.06 
WAI Scale 98 3.17 7.00 5.89 .90 .81 
WAI Scaleb 98 3.17 7.00 5.94 .91 .83 
aItem is reverse-coded. 
bWith response set anomalies thrown out, Solution 2 
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Table 24: Possible Cases of Response Sets for the WAI Measure 
Case  Item            Throw Out… 
Numbera 1 2 3 4R 5 6 7 8 9 10R 11 12 Solution 1 Solution 2 
1 6 5 5 1 6 7 7 6 7 7 6 6 4 4 
20 7 7 7 5 6 6 6 6 6 3 6 6   
23 5 6 5 2 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 4 4 
31 3 5 5 3 6 3 3 4 3 2 4 3   
32 6 4 4 2 6 6 4 5 4 6 5 6 4 4 
35 5 6 7 4 6 5 6 6 7 3 5 5   
38 7 7 7 2 7 7 7 7 7 2 7 7 4 4, 10 
39 5 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 6 3 6 6  10 
57 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 4 4 
58 6 7 6 7 7 5 5 7 6 2 7 7  10 
61 6 6 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 3 6 6  10 
66 5 7 7 2 7 7 7 7 7 2 6 6 4 4, 10 
71 5 5 4 2 6 6 4 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 
78 6 6 6 7 6 7 6 6 6 2 6 6  10 
aCase number in the dataset when cases are sorted by postmark date (n = 99).  
 
Data were checked for response-sets using the reverse-coded items, to identify 
respondents who may not have answered all items with care. Fourteen cases possibly having 
a response set were found; these are detailed in Table 24. Cases identified as possibly having 
a response set were defined as cases in which the reverse-coded items (four and ten) 
represented the highest or lowest values given by the respondent on the WAI-S measure 
(after recoding). No cases were found of the reverse-coded items having an anomalous high 
value; in all cases, the reverse coded items were either within the range of all other responses, 
or below the range.  
 Outside of these fourteen possibly anomalous cases, the minimum value chosen by all 
other respondents for item four was “3,” and the minimum value chosen for item ten was “2.” 
By this, it is meant that there were cases in which respondents chose “3” for item four, or “2” 
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for item ten, and also gave responses this low on other items that were not reverse-coded. To 
avoid the possibility of falsely identifying a response set, in Solution 1 these limits (≥ 3 for 
item four; ≥ 2 for item ten) were used to protect cases from being thrown out whose 
responses to the reverse-coded items may truly fall within the normal range of responses. 
These admittedly conservative criteria failed to throw out two responses that appear very 
clearly to be members of a response set (cases 38 and 66 in Table 24; responses to item ten). 
Using the criteria of Solution 1, only five of the above-represented responses (Table 
24) were thrown out of the dataset. The responses in question were re-coded as “missing,” 
but all other responses to the measure were kept, and the cases themselves were not thrown 
out. The decision not to throw out entire cases was made in the interest of protecting the size 
of the dataset. 
Solution 2 is more difficult to defend statistically—to determine the cutoff point 
identifying anomalies, instead of using the lowest response on the item (four or ten) that was 
also found on other items in the same scale (the rationale for Solution 1), it used a more 
intuitive approach. This approach also threw out responses to item 10 that were far outside 
the range of all other responses, regardless of whether or not they were below the “normal” 
range of non-anomalous responses for that item. Under these criteria, six responses to item 
10 were thrown out also, for a total of eleven cases removed. 
The support for this approach will be demonstrated in the section below that 
examines reliability for the subscales (dimensions) of the WAI and the WAI overall. As the 
section demonstrates, Solution 1 significantly improves the reliability of the Goal dimension, 
and brings the standard deviation of item 4 within the range of all other items in the WAI. 
However, under Solution 1, item ten stands out as a clear anomaly, with an abnormal 
standard deviation and a negative pull on the dimension’s reliability. Under Solution 2, these 
problems for item ten and the subscale were virtually eliminated, but at the cost of several 
cases in an already limited sample. 
With these corrections, item four of the WAI-S had a minimum value of 3, maximum 
value of 7, mean of 5.99, standard deviation of 1.13, and variance of 1.28 (compare with 
Table 19). Item ten, with the corrections, had a minimum value of 2, maximum value of 7, 
mean of 5.81, standard deviation of 1.14, and variance of 1.30. Both items’ means and 
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Table 25: Tests of Normality for WAI Scale and Subscales 
Scale  Kolmogorov-Smirnova df Sig. 
Task Subscale .18 98 .000 
Bond Subscale .17 98 .000 
Goal Subscale .16 98 .000 
WAI Scale .16 98 .000 
aLilliefors significance correction 
 
standard deviations fell within the range of other items in the scale. Histograms of the 
distribution of scores for the three subscales and the overall scale, along with a corrected 
histogram for the Goal subscale and overall scale (Solution 2), appear as Figures 31 to 36. 
K-S tests of normality (used when the population mean and variance are not known) 
for the subscales and overall scale indicated that the values did not fit the expectations of a 
normal two-tailed distribution, and that the null hypothesis of normality should be rejected 
(Table 25). All the distributions had an abnormal skew to the upper range of scores, and with 
the exception of the Goal subscale (corrected) all had significant features of kurtosis. Both of 
these features of the distributions were evident in the histograms. 
Rather than rely on the K-S statistic to determine the normality of the scores, which 
would be more appropriate were the mean and variance of the population not known, the 
author sampled several studies that reported means, standard deviations, and scale alphas for 
the WAI-S, to compare whether the distribution of scores in the present study fell within the 
range found in other populations (Table 26). The studies chosen for comparison of WAI-S 
scores represent a diverse range of populations.  
 The study on racial microaggression (small acts of racism) by Constantine (2007) 
involved African-American clients seeing white counselors at three university counseling 
centers in the northeastern U.S. for no more than eight sessions. This study had the lowest 
mean WAI scores among the comparison group, as could be expected in a study on counselor 
racism. The study by Heppner et al. (2004) involved a Midwestern U.S. population in 
university-provided career counseling at three sessions; the WAI overall scores for this study 
were above those found in the present study. The Heppner and Wei (2005) study involved a 
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Taiwanese population at two non-profit counseling centers and two college counseling 
centers and were conducted at the first session; this average overall WAI score most closely 
matches the present sample. These three samples suggest some of the variability that can be 
expected among WAI scores. Among these, the results of the present study had a wider than 
average standard deviation, but the estimated lower bound for Chronbach’s alpha was higher 
(α = .94, with the response set anomalies removed), and the mean for the scale (given here as 
a cumulative score for comparison purposes) was within the observed range. Based on these 
analyses, WAI-S scores in the present study were not transformed to normalize the scores. 
 In addition to these assurances regarding the normality of the present study’s scores, 
Q-Q plots for the data were calculated to examine whether outliers may have been present in 
the data. These are presented in Figures 37 through 40 and include both the original data 
before the response set anomalies were remedied, and Q-Q plots of the relevant scale (Goal) 
and the overall WAI-S scale using Solution 2 to the response set problem. In the interest of 
space, only the detrended Q-Q plots are provided, which report deviations from expected z-
scores for each data point. None of the participants’ scores for any of the subscales 
(dimensions) or the overall scale fall outside the range of ± 3 deviations. 
 
Table 26: Comparison of WAI-S Total Scores among Several Studies 
Samplea N Mean Std. Deviation Scale Alpha 
Current sample 97 70.62 10.86 .93 
     Solution 1b 91 70.68 11.01 .94 
     Solution 2c 87 70.86 11.21 .95 
Constantine (2007) 40 57.89 6.97 .84 
Heppner et al. (2004) 151 78.48  8.99 .88 
Heppner & Wei (2005) 31 69.03 10.53 .88 
aAll data reported involve the WAI-S. Current sample has 2 variants (Solutions 1 and 2) which 
explore the removal of response-set anomalies. See text for explanations. 
bWith response-set anomalies removed from item 4. 
cWith response-set anomalies removed from items 4 and 10. 
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Reliability of Established Measures 
Reliability of Attachment Style Questionnaire 
ASQ Confidence Subscale 
The eight items of the ASQ Confidence subscale had a fair degree of variability; item 
means ranged from a low of 3.62 (item nineteen; SD = 1.24) to a high of 5.16 (item one; SD 
= 1.07). The mean for item one (“Overall, I am a worthwhile person”) was almost a full scale 
point above the means of all other scale items; this item also had the highest mean of the 
entire ASQ scale, and the second-narrowest standard deviation (rivaled only by the item with 
the lowest mean on the ASQ, item ten). The bottom of Table 27 compares these values for 
the items. The top half of the same table gives the correlation matrix for the items. Pearson 
correlation coefficients for the items were not particularly high (highest r in the matrix was  
 
Table 27: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for ASQ Confidence Subscale 
Item  1 2 3 19 31 33Ra 37 38 
1 1.00        
2 .41** 1.00       
3 .53** .43** 1.00      
19 .41** .51** .43** 1.00     
31 .50** .43** .53** .53** 1.00    
33Ra .51** .37** .52** .47** .46** 1.00   
37 .05 .26** .24* .35** .37** .17 1.00  
38 .56** .49** .59** .63** .65** .53** .34** 1.00 
Mean 5.16 4.27 4.19 3.62 4.17 3.70 3.66 3.99 
SD 1.07 1.27 1.24 1.26 1.21 1.49 1.29 1.18 
N 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 
Scale Alphab .84 .84 .84 .83 .83 .84 .87 .82 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aItem reverse-coded. 
bScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .86 
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Table 28: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for ASQ Discomfort with Closeness 
Subscale 
 Item 4 5 16 17 20Ra 21Ra 23 25 26 34 
4 1.00          
5 .20* 1.00         
16 .17 .34** 1.00        
17 .24* .33** .73** 1.00       
20Ra .26** .43** .67** .49** 1.00      
21Ra .31** .23* .57** .53** .68** 1.00     
23 .03 .33** .44** .30** .45** .32** 1.00    
25 -.03 .34** .54** .43** .51** .36** .68** 1.00   
26 .04 .30** .56** .45** .48** .37** .66** .78** 1.00  
34 .22* .41** .26** .33** .27** .29** .34** .24* .27** 1.00 
Mean 4.82 3.687 3.77 3.84 3.71 4.03 2.96 3.57 3.52 3.61 
SD 1.14 1.259 1.41 1.20 1.36 1.19 1.39 1.37 1.51 1.23 
 N 99 99 99 99 98 99 99 99 99 99 
Scale Alphab .88 .86 .84 .85 .84 .85 .85 .84 .84 .86 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aItem reverse-coded. 
bScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .86 
 
.63, p < .0005, for items 19 and 38), but most were statistically significant at the .05 level or 
beyond (and flagged as such on the matrix). The estimated reliability coefficient (Cronbach’s 
alpha, lower bound) for the subscale was .86. Item 38 (“I am confident that other people will 
like and respect me”) had the greatest positive influence on the reliability of the subscale; if it 
was removed from the Confidence subscale, alpha would drop to .82. Only one item was 
marked as lowering the reliability of the scale: if item 37 were removed, estimated alpha 
would improve to .87.  
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ASQ Discomfort with Closeness Subscale 
 The ten items of the Discomfort with Closeness subscale had means that ranged from 
4.82 (item four, SD = 1.14) to 2.96 (item 23, SD = 1.39). Item one (“I prefer to depend on 
myself rather than other people”) particularly stands out, with its mean more than a full scale 
point above that of most item means, and fewer statistically significant inter-item correlations 
than any other item on the scale (n = 5). Most items on the scale were fairly well correlated 
(see Table 28), with most being statistically significant at the .01 level or greater. The highest 
correlation was between items sixteen (“I find it hard to trust other people”) and seventeen  
(“I find it difficult to depend on others”), with a Pearson correlation of .725 (p < .0005). 
Chronbach’s alpha for the scale is estimated to have a lower bound of .86. The removal of 
item sixteen (“I find it hard to trust other people”) would have the greatest negative impact 
the subscale’s reliability, reducing alpha to .84. 
 
Table 29: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for ASQ Need for Approval Subscale 
Item  11 12 13 15 24 27 35 
11 1.00       
12 .54** 1.00      
13 .42** .58** 1.00     
15 .08 .10 .32** 1.00    
24 .48** .48** .54** .39** 1.00   
27 .01 .21* .44** .62** .45** 1.00  
35 .07 .28** .41** .48** .39** .45** 1.00 
Mean 4.41 3.64 3.26 3.22 3.53 2.92 3.14 
SD 1.20 1.23 1.42 1.72 1.55 1.57 1.43 
 N 99 99 99 99 98 99 99 
Scale Alphaa .81 .79 .76 .79 .75 .77 .78 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .80 
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ASQ Need for Approval Subscale 
 The seven-item Need for Approval Subscale had item means than ranged from 4.41 
(item eleven, SD = 1.20) to 2.92 (item 27; SD = 1.57). No item means stand out from the 
others statistically. Most inter-item correlations (see matrix, Table 29) were significant at the 
.01 level or smaller. Item eleven (“It’s important to me that others like me”) had the highest 
mean and the lowest number of correlations with other items (n = 3), and was the only item 
that would improve the reliability of the scale if it were deleted (the lower bound of 
Cronbach’s alpha would be .81, rather than the estimated .80 with all seven items). Item 24 
(“I worry that I won’t measure up to other people”) had the greatest positive impact on the 
subscale’s reliability; if it were removed from the scale, alpha would be the lowest among the 
items (α =  .75). 
 
Table 30: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for ASQ Preoccupation with 
Relationships Subscale 
 Item 18 22 28 29 30 32 39 40 
18 1.00        
22 .49** 1.00       
28 .19 .21* 1.00      
29 .40** .39** .28** 1.00     
30 .30** .46** .36** .46** 1.00    
32 .50** .49** -.03 .41** .48** 1.00   
39 .46** .30** .29** .28** .17 .19 1.00  
40 .27** .36** .07 .19 .13 .34* .40** 1.00 
Mean 3.14 3.44 4.73 3.70 3.67 3.49 3.29 3.29 
SD 1.24 1.41 1.38 1.50 1.64 1.56 1.17 1.36 
N 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 
Scale Alphaa .75 .74 .79 .75 .75 .75 .77 .78 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .78 
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ASQ Preoccupation with Relationships Subscale 
 Means for the eight items of the Preoccupation with Relationships Subscale of the 
ASQ (Table 30) broke the curious trend seen in the previous three subscales of the measure, 
which is that the first item of the subscale has the highest mean of the subscale. In this case, 
the first item on the subscale (item eighteen) had the lowest mean score (M = 3.14, SD = 
1.24), and item 28 had the highest (M = 4.23, SD = 1.38). The mean for item 28 (“It's very 
important to me to have a close relationship”) was more than one scale point higher than the 
means for all other items in the subscale; the item was also the only one that would improve 
the reliability of the subscale with its deletion, which would raise the estimated lower bound 
of Cronbach’s alpha for the subscale to .79 (from its estimate with all items, α = .78). The 
item that improved reliability of the scale the most was item 22 (“I worry that others won't 
care about me as much as I care about them”), with which all other items of the subscale 
were significantly correlated. This item, if dropped would lower the estimated lower bound 
of the true alpha to .74. 
ASQ Relationships as Secondary Subscale 
 Besides having the most missing responses among the ASQ subscales, the 
Relationships as Secondary subscale also had the lowest reliability (α = .63), an unacceptable 
level. Reliability guidelines for clinical significance suggested by Cicchetti (1994) dictate 
that values smaller than .70 (70.0% reliable) are unacceptable; .70 to .80 are “fair,” .80 to .90 
are “good,” and .90 and above are “excellent.” The most important item for the subscale’s 
reliability, item eight (“Achieving things is more important than building relationships”) 
would reduce the estimated lower bound of Cronbach’s alpha to .54 (see Table 31). Removal 
of item fourteen (“My relationships with others are generally superficial”) from the subscale 
would have the greatest improvement on reliability (α would be .65).  
It can be argued that the construct this subscale attempts to measure is very difficult 
to approximate conceptually and even harder to study without encountering the social 
desirability problem. An item such as fourteen is presumed to have a considerable negative 
factor (people don’t want to admit being superficial, especially in relationships) that 
generally elicits a strongly disagreeing response, even from study participants whose 
relationships may truly have secondary (or even tertiary) importance in their lives. 
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Adding to this argument is the fact that the ASQ item with the lowest mean (M = 
1.78) and narrowest standard deviation (SD = 0.96) appears in this subscale, item ten (“If 
you've got a job to do, you should do it no matter who gets hurt”), which was also one that a 
respondent chose not to answer. The highest item mean for the subscale was for item nine 
(“Doing your best is more important than getting on with others”; M = 3.29; SD = 1.42), 
which incidentally (or perhaps not) had two missing responses.  
Items for this subscale had the fewest number of inter-item correlations, with only 13 
of 21 possible statistically significant relationships. The highest Pearson correlation was 
found between items eight, “Achieving things is more important than building relationships,” 
and ten, “If you've got a job to do, you should do it no matter who gets hurt” (r = .49, p < 
.0005). 
 
Table 31: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for ASQ Relationships as Secondary 
Subscale 
  Item 6 7 8 9 10 14 36 
6 1.00       
7 .24* 1.00      
8 .17 .48** 1.00     
9 .24* .20* .39** 1.00    
10  .15 .26** .49** .31** 1.00   
 .13 .23* .03 -.06 -.03 1.00  
36 .18* .38** .24* .17 .17 .24* 1.00 
Mean 2.54 2.60 2.05 3.29 1.78 2.60 2.68 
SD 1.49 1.37 1.14 1.42 .96 1.25 1.26 
N 98 99 99 97 98 99 97 
Scale Alphaa .60 .56 .54 .58 .59 .65 .60 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .63 
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Reliability of Session Evaluation Questionnaire 
SEQ Smoothness Subscale 
 Means for the Smoothness subscale items ranged from a low of 4.59 (SD = 1.78) for 
item three (difficult-easy) to a high of 6.29 (SD = 1.20) for item two (safe-dangerous). 
Interestingly, these items also had the widest and narrowest (respectively) standard 
deviations among Smoothness subscale items. Most Pearson correlations between subscale 
items were greater than .40. The highest correlation (r = .64, p < .000) was between items 
seven (unpleasant-pleasant) and eleven (rough-smooth). All inter-item relationships were 
significant at the .01 level or beyond, and almost all p values were smaller than .0005 (SPSS 
gave the values as .000, which, with rounding, could not be larger than .00049). The 
estimated lower bound of Cronbach’s alpha was .86. Item two had the strongest negative pull 
on the subscale’s reliability (though the scale α if the item were deleted would still round to 
.86). The item with the strongest positive impact on reliability was item seven; the 
Cronbach’s alpha for the scale would be .82 without the “unpleasant-pleasant” item. 
 
Table 32: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for SEQ Smoothness Subscale 
Item  2Ra 3 6Ra 7 11Ra 12 
2R Safe-Dangerousa 1.00      
3 Difficult-Easy .27** 1.00     
6R Relaxed-Tensea .42** .46** 1.00    
7 Unpleasant-Pleasant .46** .52** .62** 1.00   
11 Rough-Smooth .36** .63** .48** .64** 1.00  
12R Comfortable-Uncomfortablea .50** .46** .62** .61** .56** 1.00 
Mean 6.29 4.59 5.47 5.49 5.01 5.47 
SD 1.20 1.78 1.66 1.50 1.55 1.66 
N 97 98 98 98 98 98 
Scale Alphab .86 .85 .83 .82 .83 .82 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aItem is reverse-coded. 
bScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .86 
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SEQ Depth Subscale 
 Means for the SEQ Depth subscale range from a low of 4.28 (item ten, SD = 1.57) to 
a high of 6.21 (item one, SD = 0.99). Item ten (special-ordinary) had the widest standard 
deviation among the subscale items. Only one Pearson correlation between items was not 
statistically significant, between item one (good-bad) and item ten (special-ordinary). All 
other relationships were statistically significant at the .002 level or smaller. The strongest 
correlation was between item four (valuable-worthless) and item nine (weak-powerful; 
Pearson’s r = .68, p < .0005).  
 
Table 33: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for SEQ Depth Subscale 
Item 1 4Ra 5 8Ra 9 10Ra 
1 Bad-Good 1.00      
4R Valuable-Worthlessa .54** 1.00     
5 Shallow-Deep .32** .49** 1.00    
8R Full-Emptya .50** .68** .52** 1.00   
9 Weak-Powerful .48** .68** .56** .69** 1.00  
10R Special-Ordinarya .15 .48** .45** .32** .52** 1.00 
Mean 6.21 6.08 5.04 5.51 5.08 4.28 
SD .99 1.16 1.30 1.24 1.20 1.57 
N 98 97 96 97 97 96 
Scale Alphab .84 .79 .82 .80 .79 .86 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aItem is reverse-coded. 
bScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .84 
 
Reliability of Working Alliance Inventory—Short Form 
WAI-S Task Dimension 
 Mean item scores for the WAI Task dimension ranged from 5.87 to 6.06, with 
standard deviations ranging 1.00 to 1.09. Means and standard deviations were all fairly close 
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to one another. All four items in the dimension were highly correlated, with r values between 
.57 and .76. All correlations were significant at the .0005 level or beyond for the dimension, 
and the reliability coefficient, or the lower bound of the true alpha for the dimension, was 
estimated to be .88. The author admits that he had to recheck these numbers twice, because 
he have never before seen a scale Chronbach’s alpha that could not be improved by removing 
one or more items. In this case, however, the removal of any of the items would result in a 
lower estimate of the lower bound of alpha. Item twelve, “I believe the way we are working 
with my problems is correct,” would affect it the most (Chronbach’s α for the scale would be 
.82 with the item removed), and item one, “My therapist and I agree about the things I will 
need to do in therapy to help improve my situation,” would affect the estimate of alpha the 
least (α would be .87). 
 
Table 34: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for WAI Task Dimension 
Item  1 2 8 12 
1 1.00    
2  .57** 1.00   
8  .60** .64** 1.00  
12 .64** .69** .76** 1.00 
Mean 5.69 5.87 6.01 6.06 
SD 1.02 1.00 1.09 1.03 
N 98 98 98 98 
Scale Alphaa .87 .86 .84 .82 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .88 
 
WAI-S Bond Dimension 
 Individual item means for the Task dimension were very similar in range to those of 
the Task dimension, ranging from 5.87 to 6.12, with no unusual means in the group, but the 
standard deviations were wider than those seen in the Task dimension, ranging from 1.05 to 
1.26. Although the means are very similar, it is interesting to note that respondents tended to 
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perceive their therapists as “liking” them (item three, M = 6.12, SD = 1.05) more than 
“appreciating” them as clients (item seven, M = 5.87, SD = 1.26). Even though these two 
items had the most disparate means, they were also highly correlated (Pearson’s r = .74, p < 
.0005). Perceiving one’s therapist as “appreciating” oneself, and feeling that there is “trust” 
between oneself and one’s therapist (item twelve), were the two most highly correlated 
responses (Pearson’s r = .82, p < .0005). All item correlations were highly significant (p < 
.0005). One item, five, stands out in the correlation matrix because all of its correlations are 
in the .43 to .45 range, well below those of all others in the matrix. This item, “I am confident 
in my therapist's ability to help me,” is also the only whose removal from the scale would 
improve the lower bound of the scale’s estimated reliability (Chronbach’s α, which is 
estimated to be .85 for the scale, would be .90 with the item removed). The item contributing 
the most to the scale’s reliability is item seven, “I feel that my therapist appreciates me”; 
removal of it would reduce the lower bound of the estimate of the true alpha to .76. 
 
Table 35: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for WAI Bond Dimension 
Items 3 5 7 9 
3  1.00    
5  .44** 1.00   
7 .74** .45** 1.00  
9  .70** .43** .82** 1.00 
Mean 6.124 6.06 5.87 6.01 
SD 1.053 1.20 1.26 1.21 
N 97 98 97 98 
Scale Alphaa .80 .90 .76 .78 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .85 
 
WAI-S Goal Dimension 
 Table 36, which gives the correlations, descriptives, and reliability alphas for the 
WAI Goal dimension, is constructed in an unusual fashion—I have included all values given 
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by respondents to item 4 (“My therapist does not understand what I am trying to accomplish 
in therapy”) and also the corrected values in the next column, with the response set anomalies 
removed. This represents Solution 1, mentioned earlier, to the response set anomalies found 
in the Goal dimension through the reverse-coded items 4 and 10. Solution 2 involves the 
corrections for item 4 as well as those for item 10 (“My therapist and I have different ideas 
on what my problems are”). 
Means for the items in the Bond dimension were lower than those for other 
dimensions in the WAI scale; means ranged from 5.56 to 5.94, with standard deviations 
noticeably wider, 1.22 to 1.56. Notice that before the response-set anomaly correction, items 
4R (where “R” stands for “reverse-coded) and 10R had similarly wide standard deviations 
(the only ones for the entire WAI scale that were above 1.26), but that the correction that I 
have called Solution 1 brought the variance in item 4RC (where “C” stands for “corrected”) 
within the range of values calculated for other items in the overall WAI scale, and that the 
correction that I have called Solution 2 did the same for item 10RC. 
Upon examining the differences between Solution 1 and no action regarding the 
response-set anomalies, one immediately notices that the scale estimated alpha (lower bound) 
improved from .77 to .86 with the anomalies removed from item 4, but that the estimated 
improvement to the scale alpha if the item were removed was better for the un-corrected item 
(4R) than it was for the corrected item (4RC). Also note that with the anomaly corrections in 
Solution 1, item 10R (which also had questions about response set anomalies) became the 
item with the greatest negative impact on the estimated lower bound of the scale alpha 
(Chronbach’s α would be very slightly improved to .88 with the removal of the item), which 
may suggest that there were anomalies in item 10 which lowered the scale’s reliability. 
Interestingly, for both calculations, item 6, “My therapist and I are working towards mutually 
agreed upon goals,” had the greatest positive influence on the scale’s reliability: without item 
6, Chronbach’s alpha would have been .69 without the response-set anomalies in item 4R 
removed, and .78 with them removed. 
Solution 2 provided a further refinement of the dimension’s reliability as a scale, 
improving Chronbach’s alpha to .89. With this configuration, the removal of none of the 
items could improve the subscale’s reliability. Surprisingly, item 4RC in this configuration 
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was the item that most positively impacted the scale’s reliability (Chronbach’s α would = 
.8356 with the item removed), though the impact was virtually indistinguishable from the 
result with item 6 removed (Chronbach’s α would = .8363), as alpha would need to be 
calculated to four decimal places to differentiate the two results. 
The improvement to the subscale’s reliability and the normality of the individual item 
variances with Solution 2 suggested that this was the most logical choice for dealing with the 
response-set anomalies discovered in items 4R and 10R. Despite the heavy impact on the size 
of the dataset (8.0% loss), the correction should give us greater confidence in the final results 
of the study, upon which WAI scores had a considerable impact, as the dependent variable 
for the study. 
 
Table 36: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for WAI Goal Dimension 
Items  4Ra 4RCab 6 10Ra 10Rab 11 
4Ra 1.00 --     
4RCab -- 1.00     
6 .40** .74** 1.00    
10Ra .45** .55** .44** 1.00   
10RCa  .47** .68** .60** -- 1.00  
11 .44** .69** .71** .38** .55** 1.00 
Mean 5.68 5.99 5.94 5.56 5.81 5.80 
SD 1.56 1.13 1.22 1.43 1.14 1.23 
N 98 91 98 98 91 98 
Scale Alphac .75 -- .69 .74 -- .69 
Scale Alpha, Solution 1d -- .79 .78 .88 -- .81 
Scale Alpha, Solution 2e -- .84 .84 -- .88 .86 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aItem is reverse-coded. 
bItem corrected of response set anomalies. 
cScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .77 
dScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included, Solution 1 = .86 
eScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included, Solution 2 = .89 
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WAI-S Scale (Overall) 
 The correlation matrix for all items in the WAI Scale (n = 12) will not be displayed 
due to size considerations. It is considered sufficient to note that all items were correlated, 
and that correlations were all significant at the .0005 level or beyond. The most highly 
correlated items were the last two on the scale, even though they were from different 
subscales or dimensions (Pearson’s r = .82, p < .0005). The author speculates whether the 
position of the two items in the scale may have affected this observed correlation (i.e., if 
respondents were eager to finish the measure and go on to the next page, they may have 
quickly answered the last two items as a response set). Reordering the items in the scale 
would be a simple way to test the conjecture. 
 As has been noted previously, the two reverse-coded items in the scale caused some 
trouble with the scale results. Response-set anomalies were observed that made some 
responses invalid. The author finds it interesting that the SEQ, which had every other item 
reverse-coded, was able to avoid a discernable response set, and that the ASQ, which had 
more than three times as many items, but also only two reverse-coded items, was able to 
avoid the phenomenon (in the case of the ASQ, the two reverse-coded items appeared 
consecutively, which may have better alerted respondents to the change in direction for the 
two questions). It would be interesting to observe whether grouping together the two reverse-
coded items in the WAI scale could more successfully avoid this issue. 
 As a scale, the WAI-S showed excellent reliability. With all twelve items, the 
estimated lower bound of the true alpha (Cronbach’s α) was .95. Table 37 gives the estimated 
values for alpha if items were to be deleted. No item’s removal would have raised the scale 
alpha (even with α calculated to four decimal places, there would be no improvement with 
any item’s removal; unfortunately, this is not evident from the table). The item whose 
removal would most damage the scale’s reliability is item 11, “We have established a good 
understanding of the kind of changes that would be good for me.” With it removed, the 




Table 37: Reliability for WAI-S 
Item 1 2 3 4RCab 5 6 7 8 9 10 RCab 11 12 
Scale Alphac .95 .95 .95 .94 .95 .94 .94 .94 .94 .95 .94 .94 
aItem is reverse-coded. 
bItem corrected of response set anomalies. 
cScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .95 
 
Exploratory Principal Components Analysis of Therapist Behavior Items 
Principal components analysis (PCA) of the Therapist Behavior Items followed a 
circuitous route. The presentation of the process is given in mostly chronological format, 
with the final component solution described at the end, complete with missteps and 
backtracking. The decision to include all of the material contained in this section was not 
taken lightly, and fulfills an important purpose. It is hoped that the description of the process 
will show how the researcher arrived at the final makeup of the Therapist Behavior Items 
scale. The process was neither simple or direct, nor haphazard or random. Despite the 
complicated route, the final product followed logically from the steps (and theoretical goals) 
of the process. Those desiring to examine the final product can move ahead to the end of the 
section. It is likely that only a reader with an unusual interest in critiquing, replicating, or 
learning from the process will find every step noteworthy. 
To aid the reader, the structure of the exploratory PCA (specifically, principal 
components analysis, or PCA) is displayed in Table 41. Labels of process steps in the table 
(i.e., rounds of PCA, leveled “Round 1.1,” “Round 1.2,” and so forth) correspond with major 
headings in this section.  
Limiting Item Numbers According to Rules of Thumb 
The analysis of the Therapist Behavior Items, which has 56 total items, was limited to 
two conceptual areas, listed in the original measure as Restructure (items 21 through 30) and 
Support (items 43 through 50). This limitation was adopted for two reasons: first, to simplify 
the task to a manageable number of concepts (in order to avoid confusion and principal 
components solutions which might be conceptually difficult to explain); and second, to limit 
the analyses to the recommended number of components as dictated by the sample size. 
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Table 38: Structure of Principal Components Analysis Process 
 TBI Area 
 Restructure Support 
Process Step Items Changea Components Items Changea Components 
Conceptual Analysis I 10  2 13  3 
Data Screening I 10 -1  13 -3  
PCAb Round 1 (Part A) (Part B) 
1.1 9 -1  10 -1  
1.2 8 -2 3 9 -2 2 
1.3 6 -2, +2 2 7  2 
1.4 6 -2 2    
1.5 4  1    
PCA Round 2  (Combined) 
2.1 4 -1 1 7  2 
2.2 3  1 7  2 
Conceptual Analysis IIc       
Statistical Analysis Id       
Data Screening II 10 -1  13 -8  
PCA Round 3  (Combined) 
3.1 9 -3 3 5  1 
3.2 6  2 5 -1 1 
3.3 6  2 4  1 
Conceptual Analysis IIIe       
Statistical Analysis IIf       
aChange is the difference between the number of items in the current step, and the next step. 
bPCA is an abbreviation of Principal Components Analysis. 
cAnalysis resulted in conceptual labels for three components: Support, Attentive, and Restructure. 
dPoor reliability of two scales resulted in return to data screening with improved standards. 
eAnalysis resulted in conceptual labels for three components: Support, Challenge, and Confront. 
fMarginal reliability of Confront scale was not sufficient to discard the scales. Reliability issue 
remedied by dropping first session cases. 
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With regard to the second reason for limiting the PCA to two conceptual areas, rules 
of thumb reported by Pedhazur and Schmelkin (1991), gave 50 participants per factor or 
component as a minimum sample size, which would only allow two components in the 
present study (with 99 participants). Comrey and Lee (1992), giving a more general rule of 
thumb without relation to the number of components involved, suggested that 100 
participants is a poor but acceptable sample size for factor analysis and principal components 
analysis, a number echoed in Russell’s (2002) review of factor analysis recommendations. 
Guadagnoli and Velicer (1988) indicated that fewer cases are needed than required by typical 
rules of thumb, when factor or component solutions include several variables with loadings 
greater than .80. As will later be shown, in the present study high loadings typified the final 
component solutions for the Support and Restructure items. Goadagnoli and Velicer’s 
findings give some optimism regarding the number of items involved (eleven and ten items, 
respectively) in the two three-component solutions generated by this process. For Russell 
(2002), what appeared to be more important was that the number of cases were at least 100, 
and that the measures (i.e., variables) per factor or component be at least three in number. 
Conceptual Analysis I: Initial Solution 
Before engaging in statistical analysis, the seventeen questions (ten from Restructure, 
seven from Support) were examined for items that could introduce conceptual ambiguity into 
the analysis.  
Restructure 
 The ten items from the Restructure area of therapist behaviors were divided 
conceptually in the TBI into two areas: “resistance” (items 21-23), and “challenge” (items 
24-29). A further analysis of these items suggested, however, that these two categories might 
not have perfectly fit the items as intended. This reconceptualization of the categories was 
driven by a close examination of the questions during the data entry process. It was noticed 
that some questions seemed to receive an unexpectedly high number of “N/A” (doesn’t 
apply) responses, and the primary researcher began to wonder whether these items contained 
concepts to which respondents reacted more strongly than expected. To aid in the preliminary 
steps of the PCA, items in the target areas were divided based on the social acceptability of 
the behaviors described.  
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Where there was a clear difference in the Restructure items was in the item that 
specifically mentioned a socially aversive behavior, interruptions. “Disrespectful 
Confrontation” was expected to include a Restructure item that described behaviors 
considered rude and socially aversive. The primary component of this conceptual area was 
item 28, “My therapist cut me off or interrupted me although I was speaking,” where 
interruption and cutting a person off are widely recognized as a sign of disrespect. Although 
it was expected that some of the harsher Restructure items might load with the interruptions 
item, it was not conceptually clear which ones might. What was clear, however, was that 
there would be high negative cross-loadings between this item and the “Respectful and 
Considerate” Support items, which would make that analysis more complicated and stress the 
limits of the sample size to differentiate between two similar concepts with an expected small 
effect. Based on this expectation, it was decided to do the initial PCA of the Support and 
Restructure items separately. 
It was unclear whether to expect any of the “Therapeutic Confrontation” items to load 
with the “Disrespectful Confrontation” items. These had less obviously abrasive 
connotations, but still some implied that the client had done something wrong, perhaps 
unintentionally, that needed to be corrected or addressed. Most of these confrontational or 
challenging items had little or no connotation that the client was the cause of the need for 
confrontation—it could be because of the therapist creating communication gaps in the 
relationship, for example, and could be a necessary component of “good therapy.”  
Items, 26 and 25, for example, which touch on the therapist challenging the client, 
could be viewed as a positive therapy element, similarly to how challenges might be viewed 
as positive elements of a fitness program. Because these items might be seen as positive or 
necessary elements of therapy, it was expected that a PCA including these items and the 
support items together could have some problematic cross-loadings.  
Support 
 The Support items seemed to have a great deal of conceptual diversity. Some items, 
such as 43, 44, 46, and 47 seemed to be about the therapist being respectful and considerate, 
and to have much in common with item nine from the Get Information items (“My therapist 
seemed genuinely interested in me as a person”).  
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Table 39: Expected Components of Restructure 
Disrespectful Confrontation 
28.a My therapist cut me off or interrupted me although I was speaking. 
Therapeutic Confrontation 
21. My therapist talked to me about communication gaps that had arisen in my 
therapy. 
22. My therapist talked to me about things that needed to change in our therapy 
relationship. 
23. My therapist expressed disagreement with me about something. 
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. 
25. My therapist challenged me about something. 
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or done. 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I have made.  
29. My therapist didn’t let me ignore an issue when I needed to be confronted. 
30. My therapist corrected me during our session. 
a Items are identified by their order in the TBI measure. 
 
Items 45, 49, and 50, on the other hand, seemed to be more about being helpful and 
encouraging (in the direction of change). These seemed to have much in common 
conceptually with the Reinforce Change items (55 and 56).  
Item 48, “My therapist took a listening role in our session,” appeared to be 
conceptually different from the other Support items, but to have much in common with other 
items in the measure that represented a “collaborative or non-directive” approach to therapy, 
represented by item four (“My therapist let me set the agenda for our conversation”) and item 
five (“My therapist worked with me as an equal”). It was expected that most of these 
“collaborative and non-directive” items would load separately from other Support items (into 
a smaller third component) and have low communalities after extraction (i.e., below .50, see 




Table 40: Expected Components of Support 
Respectful and Considerate 
9. a My therapist seemed genuinely interested in me as a person. 
43. I knew my therapist understood me by the things she or he said or did. 
44. My therapist treated me like a valued person. 
46. My therapist did things that made me feel uncomfortable. 
47. My therapist showed respect for what I think and say. 
Helpful and Encouraging 
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. 
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I’m working toward. 
50. My therapist encouraged me when I needed it. 
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I’ve made. 
Collaborative and Non-Directive 
4. My therapist let me set the agenda for our conversation. 
5. My therapist worked with me as an equal. 
48. My therapist took a listening role in our session. 
a Items are identified by their order in the TBI measure. 
 
Data Screening I: Initial Solution 
Restructure Items Screening  
Prior to running the principal components analyses (PCA), the items of interest for 
this study (identified in Tables 38 and 39) needed to be examined for normality of 
distributions. This included ten items for the Restructure analysis and thirteen for the Support 
analysis. Means, standard deviations, and other descriptives for the Restructure items are 
presented in Table 41. 
Item 28 was flagged for possible exclusion based on the pattern of respondent values. 




Table 41: Descriptives for TBI Restructure Items 
TBI Item  N Range Mean SD Problem 
21 99 6.0 2.36 2.43  
22 97 6.0 1.77 2.16  
23 99 6.0 2.49 1.90  
24 99 6.0 4.54 1.80  
25 99 6.0 4.17 2.06  
26 98 6.0 3.33 2.28  
27 98 6.0 4.39 2.09  
28 99 6.0 1.38 1.29 Lack of variance 
29 99 6.0 4.04 2.29  
30 99 6.0 1.91 1.79  
Valid N (listwise) 97        
 
 












































observed values were 3 or more deviations beyond the expected values, the boxplot for the 
item (Figure 42) revealed that almost all of the responses share the same value (1), such that 
the boxplot did not even display an hspread (box), nor any whiskers, or hinges of the box, 
which represent the 25th and 75th percentiles of the distribution. Due to the extreme 
abnormality of this distribution, the item was dropped. Note that for the boxplots, the criteria 
for outliers is different than for the Q-Q plots—whereas a boxplot will flag values that are 
three or more hspreads beyond the edges of the whiskers as “extreme values,” the Q-Q plots 
have been favored in the present study because they are more conservative about identifying 
outliers, and are more precise about how many deviations an observed value has strayed from 
its expected value. 
Support Items Screening 
 The thirteen items of interest for Support were examined for outliers and other 
distribution anomalies (Table 42). Item nine (“My therapist seemed genuinely interested in 
me as a person”) had a distribution that was skewed heavily to the upper values—almost all 
participants indicated that they “totally agree” with this statement, resulting in the value of 
zero (“doesn’t apply”) becoming an outlier (Figures 43 and 44). Although it is unclear from  
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Table 42: Descriptives for TBI Support Items 
 N Range Mean SD Problem 
4 99 6.0 4.39 1.76  
5 99 6.0 5.35 1.23  
9 99 6.0 5.51 .98 Outlier values 
43 99 5.0 5.30 1.01  
44 99 3.0 5.73 .59 Lack of variance 
45 99 6.0 4.60 2.05  
46 98 5.0 1.43 1.08  
47 99 4.0 5.65 .69 Outlier values 
48 98 6.0 4.98 1.32  
49 99 6.0 5.02 1.70  
50 98 6.0 5.22 1.30  
55 97 6.0 4.23 2.30  
56 99 6.0 4.34 2.10  
Valid N (listwise) 97        
 
the data, it seems likely that this item, though conceptually important to understanding 
therapeutic support, either was not specific enough to be of use, or elicited too strongly of a 
social desirability response. A similar but more extreme pattern was observed for item 47 
(“My therapist showed respect for what I think and say,” Figures 47 and 48), which had an 
even narrower distribution, with all responses below the value of “2” being outliers. Both of 
these items were dropped from the analyses rather than only dropping the outlier values, due 
to the extreme skewness of the distributions and the lack of variance. 
 The distribution of values for item 44 (“My therapist treated me like a valued 
person”) imitated the problem seen in item nine of the Restructure items. Although the Q-Q 
plot (Figure 45) did not identify any of the observed values for this item as outliers, the 
boxplot (Figure 46) showed that the distribution of values was so extremely narrow that a 
normal boxplot, with hspreads and whiskers, could not be drawn. This item was also dropped 
from the analyses. 
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Principal Components Analysis, Round 1, Part A: Restructure 
Round 1.1A 
Correlation matrix. In the first step of the Restructure PCA, a correlation matrix of 
the nine remaining items (with item 28 dropped) was calculated and checked for high 
correlations. Any items having correlations above .9 with several items would have been 
flagged for exclusion before proceeding further, to avoid extreme multicollinearity (Field, 
2005; SPSS, 1999). According to Field, the determinant of the matrix is useful for identifying 
multicollinearity; if the determinant of the R-matrix is less than .00001, it is an indication that 
this may be an issue. Also, any items not correlating with other items would also have needed 
to be dropped, had this phenomenon occurred.  
As demonstrated in Table 43, none of the correlations between these items were 
excessively high, and the determinant of the matrix, found at the bottom of the table, is 
acceptable (.107). Item 22 (“My therapist talked to me about things that needed to change in 
our therapy relationship”) had the fewest significant correlations (n = 3), whereas item 26 
(“My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or done”) had the most, with 
eight (items 21, 23, 25, and 29 each had seven significant correlations). Based on the 
correlation matrix, none of the items needed to be excluded at this step in the PCA, though 
item 22 had few enough correlations to warrant added scrutiny in further steps of the 
analysis. 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin and Bartlett’s. According to Field (2005), the Kaiser-Meyer-
Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy, which tests whether the partial correlations 
among variables of the correlation matrix are small, should have a value greater than 0.5. The 
closer a KMO value is to 1, the more the pattern of correlations is relatively compact. This 
gives greater confidence that PCA should yield clear and reliable components. Values 
between .5 and .7 are considered mediocre, between .7 and .8 are considered good, .8 and .9 
are great, and above .9 are superb (Hutcheson & Sofroniou, 1999, as cited in Field, 2005).  
The correlation matrix for the Restructure items had a KMO value of .70 (Table 44). 
Bartlett’s test of sphericity, also reported in Table 44, tests whether the correlation matrix 
was an identify matrix, in which case principal components analysis would not be  
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Table 43: Correlation Matrixa for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.1A 
  Significance (1-tailed) 
 Item  21 22 23 24 25 26 27 29 30 
21 1.00         
22 .41** 1.00        
23 .22* .11 1.00       
24 .03 .02 .22* 1.00      
25 .15 .01 .41** .48** 1.00     
26 .26** .23* .49** .18* .36** 1.00    
27 .34** .07 .25** .37** .42** .45** 1.00   








30 .19* .37** .53** .10 .21* .45** .12 .24** 1.00 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aDeterminant = .107 
 
Table 44: KMO and Bartlett's Test for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.1A 
Test Unit Value 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy   .70 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 205.80 
  df 36 
  Sig. .000 
 
appropriate. For the examined matrix, Bartlett’s test of sphericity showed that the Chi-square 
value was significant (χ2(36, N = 99) = 205.80, p < .0005), indicating that the null hypothesis 
of an identity matrix should be rejected. 
Communalities. The second step of the PCA was to examine communalities after 
component extraction. Garson (2006a) defines communality, or h2, as  
the squared multiple correlation for the variable as dependent using the factors as 
predictors. The communality measures the percent of variance in a given variable 
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explained by all the factors jointly and may be interpreted as the reliability of the 
indicator (Communalities section, ¶ 1). 
Garson continues in his explanation: 
For full orthogonal PCA [Principal Components Analysis], the initial communality 
will be 1.0 for all variables and all of the variance in the variables will be explained 
by all of the components, which will be as many as there are variables. The 
"extracted" communality is the percent of variance in a given variable explained by 
the factors which are extracted, which will usually be fewer than all the possible 
factors, resulting in coefficients less than 1.0 (Communalities section, ¶ 4). 
Field (2005) lists .50 as a desired minimum h2 value, which Garson (2006a) disputes. 
According to Garson, items with low communalities after extraction could be retained in a 
factor solution (or, in the case of the present study, principal components solution), so long 
as the items contribute meaningfully and interpretably to a well-defined factor (or 
component). Thus, the communalities coefficient itself is not as important as what role it 
plays in interpretation of a component, though this role is more often greater when an item’s 
communality is high. Although Garson does a convincing job of explaining how a 
communality of .75 could be factorially meaningless, and that a communality of .25 could be 
meaningful, the analyses conducted in this study mostly adhered to the rule of thumb 
reported by Field, although bearing Garson’s more moderate advice in mind when deciding 
whether to throw out an item that was near the .50 threshold for communalities. 
For this step a PCA was run with the nine items previously identified as of interest for 
the theorized Restructure component. PCA was chosen over principal axis factoring (the 
latter being recommended by Russell, 2002) based on the greater availability to the author of 
authorities explaining the former method of analysis. However, as Russell (2002) noted, both 
methods yield very similar component/factor loadings and in most cases the resulting 
components are equivalent. Using the SPSS 10.0 statistics software, components were 
extracted with Eigenvalues over 1, a widely accepted criterion (Kaiser’s criterion) for 
determining the ideal number of components to extract from a set of data, and usually the 
default setting at early or exploratory stages in PCA (Field, 2005; Kaiser, 1960). According 
to Garson (2006a), Eigenvalues are  
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[a]lso called characteristic roots. The eigenvalue for a given factor measures the 
variance in all the variables which is accounted for by that factor (Eigenvalues 
section, ¶ 1). 
The larger the Eigenvalue is for a factor/component, the larger the percentage of the total 
variance in a set of variables that is accounted for by that factor/component.  
Usually the largest Eigenvalue for the components extracted is double or more the 
size of the next component, and the magnitude by which that component is larger than the 
next, is often less than the magnitude by which the first component was larger than the 
second. These Eigenvalues, when plotted on a graph, generally produce a slope that is very 
steep at one end, and levels off toward the right end. These plots, first proposed by Cattell 
(1966), and known as “scree” plots, after the geological term for the scattered debris at the 
bottom of a steep slope, also provide a criterion for determining the ideal number of 
components for a given set of data (Hakstian, Rogers, & Cattell, 1982; StarSoft, 2006a). 
Both an unrotated component solution, and a Varimax rotated component solution 
(Kaiser, 1958) were calculated. Field (2005) recommends that if there are theoretical grounds 
for expecting that the components will be correlated, then an oblique rotation should be 
selected. In this case, components were examined within one conceptual area of the TBI, 
Restructure, and it was not expected that there would be correlations between the 
components. However, the goal at this stage was to seek a single primary component that 
excluded minor components within the Restructure items that would muddy the concept (and 
then to subsequently eliminate the items responsible for these minor components). In 
essence, the goal was to narrow down Restructure to one component, which could then be 
compared with the Support component. Because oblique rotations such as the Promax 
rotation would yield correlated components, potentially with high cross-loadings, it was 
advantageous to avoid this route. Because this component needed to be as singular as 
possible, Varimax was selected for rotated solutions, which identifies uncorrelated 
components. 
 In the calculations using SPSS, cases were excluded pairwise where there were 
missing data, items were arranged by the weight of their component loadings, component 
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loadings smaller than .30 were ignored (as recommended by SPSS, 1999; note that Field, 
2004 recommends hiding loadings smaller than .40).  
The table of communalities for the nine Restructure items, after extraction, is 
displayed as Table 45. Here, item 29 (“My therapist didn’t let me ignore an issue when I 
needed to be confronted”) stood out as having very low communality (h2 = .26), a sharp 
contrast given that all other communality values exceeded the critical value of .50. On its 
face, this item appears have an element of wrongdoing on the client’s part, something that 
may have turned off clients and may have made it conceptually distinct from other items in 
the component. In the component solution for this initial run, the item did not load with 
another item that also potentially touches on client wrongdoing (item 30, “My therapist 
corrected me during our session”). Furthermore, it did not contribute meaningfully to the 
component on which it loaded (containing items 24, 27, 25, and 29, in that order), and had a  
 
Table 45: Communalities for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.1A 
TBI Itema Initial Extractionb 
21. My therapist talked to me about communication gaps that had 
arisen in my therapy. 
1.00 .74 
22. My therapist talked to me about things that needed to change in our 
therapy relationship. 
1.00 .67 
23. My therapist expressed disagreement with me about something. 1.00 .72 
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. 1.00 .58 
25. My therapist challenged me about something. 1.00 .62 
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or did. 1.00 .58 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I 
have made. 
1.00 .68 
28. My therapist didn't let me ignore an issue when I needed to be 
confronted. 
1.00 .26 
30. My therapist corrected me during our session. 1.00 .77 
aFull text of item questions is listed here for clarity, but will not be listed in all tables. 
bExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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relatively low weight for the component (.47, the lowest on the component). Because of this 
combination of low communality and poor theoretical fit for the component where it loaded, 
I did not hesitate to exclude it from the analyses. 
Round 1.2A 
Principal components. After excluding item 28 (“My therapist didn't let me ignore an 
issue when I needed to be confronted”), a second run of the Restructure analysis was made. 
The communalities table of this second run is presented in Table 46. It should be noted that 
this revised list of variables resulted in a KMO statistic that was slightly lower (.69) but 
would still be considered adequate, and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity still indicated that the 
null hypothesis of an identity correlation matrix should be rejected (χ2(28, N = 99) = 191.44, 
p < .0005). 
 
Table 46: Communalities for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.2A 
TBI Item  Initial Extractiona 
21 1.00 .75 
22 1.00 .67 
23 1.00 .72 
24 1.00 .58 
25 1.00 .66 
26 1.00 .59 
27 1.00 .70 
30 1.00 .78 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
 There were a total of three components having Eigenvalues greater than 1 extracted 
from the eight items. These are presented in Table 47. The three components explained 
68.1% of the variance in the eight items. The Varimax solution, represented at the far right of 
the table, distributed the variance more evenly between the three components (the percentage 
of variance explained by the unrotated components, table not shown, was 36.6, 18.1, and 
13.3%, respectively). 
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Table 47: Total Variance Explained for TBI Support Items, Round 1.2A 
  
Initial Eigenvalues 
















1 2.93 36.64 36.64  1.98 24.69 24.69 
2 1.45 18.09 54.73  1.95 24.36 49.05 
3 1.07 13.34 68.07  1.52 19.02 68.07 
4 .77 9.63 77.70        
5 .59 7.41 85.11        
6 .47 5.81 90.92        
7 .39 4.83 95.75        
8 .34 4.25 100.00        
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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Bearing in mind the goal of excluding minor components and narrowing the 
component to one principal component, the scree plot for the extracted components was 
examined to determine whether this assumption (of a singular concept) could be supported 
by the data. The scree plot for this component solution is found as Figure 49. A scree plot 
may indicate the ideal number of components supported by the data; this number is indicated 
by the point where the slope begins to level off; i.e., if the slope levels off after two 
component components, then two components may be more appropriate for the sample 
(Field, 2005). Interpreting a scree plot can be more of an art than a science because the 
“elbow” or point of inflection in the curve may not always be distinct, and there may be more 
than one point of leveling. There is also a recognized tendency when using scree plots as the 
criteria for the number of components to retain, to retain too few (whereas the Kaiser 
criterion of retaining all components with Eigenvalues of 1 or greater has a tendency to retain  
 
Table 48: Rotated Component Matrixa for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.2A 
 Component 
TBI Items  1 2 3 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I have 
made. 
.76   .34 
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. .75     
25. My therapist challenged me about something. .75 .32   
30. My therapist corrected me during our session.   .86   
23. My therapist expressed disagreement with me about something.   .80   
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or did. .36 .62   
21. My therapist talked to me about communication gaps that had arisen in 
my therapy. 
    .84 
22. My therapist talked to me about things that needed to change in our 
therapy relationship. 
    .76 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.    
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Rotation converged in 6 iterations. 
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too many) (Cattell & Jaspers, 1967; Hakstian, Rogers, & Cattell, 1982). To avoid either over- 
or under-estimation of the number of components in the data, theoretical examination of the 
extracted components (i.e., examining interpretability) is necessary.  
In the present scree plot, the Eigenvalues associated with each component drops 
substantially after the first component, with a noticeable bend at the second point on the 
graph. Because the second and third points are above the 1 Eigenvalue threshold (Kaiser, 
1960), these are displayed in the rotated component solution. But the scree plot (Figure 49) 
suggested that little may be gained by using more than two components. 
Component matrix. The Rotated Component Matrix (Table 48) for the Restructure 
items of the TBI contained one principal component (labeled “Component 1”), a secondary 
component containing two items that cross-load with component one, and two that do not, 
and a tertiary component with only two items. It is immediately noticeable when examining 
the items in the loadings that the second component relies heavily on items 23 and 30 for its 
uniqueness, two items dealing with corrective confrontation. It is also noteworthy that item 
30 had the highest loading of all the items in the matrix (.86). 
Normally, when items with high cross-loadings are evident in a component solution, 
these items are more likely to be marked for exclusion from the analysis (Field, 2005; SPSS, 
1999). In this case, however, it was likely that the items with high cross-loadings (25 and 26) 
might load more neatly with the first component, reducing the number of extractable 
components to two, if items 23 and 30 were eliminated from the analysis. In the interest of 
eliminating items that would increase the number of components identified in the PCA, these 
two items were marked for exclusion in the next run. 
 The last two items listed in the rotated component matrix, items 21 (“My therapist 
talked to me about communication gaps that had arisen in my therapy”) and 22 (“My 
therapist talked to me about things that needed to change in our therapy relationship”), were 
also flagged for possible removal from future analyses. The conceptual similarity between 
these items is easily noticed, as both regard the therapist talking to the client about something 
that needed addressing in the therapeutic relationship. Although it will not be argued here 
that these may not represent important components of the Restructure concept, the smaller 
sample size of this study dictates that the fewest possible components will need to be 
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identified from Restructure and Support each, so any items contributing to a split in the 
Restructure component were undesirable for retention. The scree plot results also contributed 
to the decision to exclude these items, as they formed an “unrecommended” third component. 
 The next two runs of the PCA of Restructure involved excluding first items 23 and 30 
(Round 1.3A), and then items 21 and 22 (Round 1.4A). The goal of these systematic 
exclusions was to observe whether the resultant component(s) exhibited (a) theoretical 
comprehensibility, (b) no high cross-loadings, (c) a number of components equal to the ideal 
number indicated by the scree plot, and (d) component parsimony, or the least number of 
components possible (Garson, 2006a). A fifth run (Round 1.5A), excluding all four of these 
variables, was then conducted. 
Round 1.3A 
The results of the third run, with items 23 and 30 excluded, are represented in Tables 
49 and 50, and Figure 51. The KMO statistic (.64) indicated that this was a slightly poorer 
solution, with greater concerns for the density of correlations with regard to the sample size 
(.50 to .70 for a KMO value is considered barely adequate by many researchers, according to 
Garson, 2006a). Bartlett’s test of sphericity still indicated that the null hypothesis of an 
identity correlation matrix for the data should be rejected (χ2(15, N = 99) = 108.00, p < 
.0005). The communalities after extraction of the principal components (Table 49) showed 
some potential problems with item 26, though the value (h2 = .498) was close enough to .50 
to overlook. In the rotated component matrix (Table 50) two components were identified as  
 
Table 49: Communalities for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.3A 
TBI Items  Initial Extractiona 
21 1.000 .67 
22 1.000 .65 
24 1.000 .59 
25 1.000 .66 
26 1.000 .50 
27 1.000 .62 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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Table 50: Rotated Component Matrixa for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.3A 
  Component 
  
TBI Items  1 2 
25. My therapist challenged me about something. .81   
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. .76   
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I have 
made. 
.73   
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or did. .54 .46 
22. My therapist talked to me about things that needed to change in our therapy 
relationship. 
  .80 
21. My therapist talked to me about communication gaps that had arisen in my 
therapy. 
  .80 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.    
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Rotation converged in 3 iterations. 
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Table 51: Communalities for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.4A 
TBI Item  Initial Extractiona 
23 1.00 .69 
24 1.00 .65 
25 1.00 .64 
26 1.00 .62 
27 1.00 .58 
30 1.00 .74 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 


















having Eigenvalues greater than 1, and item 26 was seen to be cross loading with both 
components 1 and 2. Noteworthy was the change in the scree plot, which now clearly 
indicated the presence of two principal components (Figure 51). This two-component 
solution explained 61.3% of the variance observed in the six variables. The scree plot 
suggested the two-component solution was supported by the data, and a theoretical 
examination of the component matrix second component had some (though not great) 
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theoretical distinction from the first component, being more concerned with the therapeutic 
relationship. In order for this solution to work, item 26 (“My therapist asked me to reconsider 
something I have said or did”) would need to be discarded. 
The two items that were considered for deletion in the following run of analysis, 
items 21 and 22, showed up again as a separate component, indicating that a four-item 
solution with only items 24, 25, 26, and 27 may yield a one-component solution, the 
parsimonious goal for the concept of Restructure. Looking at the wording of these four items, 
and comparing them to the wording of items 23 and 30, it appeared that they would represent 
a set of “challenging” questions that would be more subtle and related to therapeutic 
progress, without the confounding addition of correction and disagreement that might 
indicate conflict between therapist and client. 
Round 1.4A 
  In this iteration of the TBI Restructure PCA, items 21 and 22, which had loaded 
separately from other components on all previous runs, were removed from the analysis, and 
items 23 and 30 were reintroduced. The KMO value for this solution was .73, better than the 
previous two solutions, and the Bartlett’s test of sphrericity value also improved (χ2(15, N =  
 
Table 52: Rotated Component Matrixa for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.4A 
  Component 
 TBI Item 1 2 
30. My therapist corrected me during our session. .86   
23. My therapist expressed disagreement with me about something. .79   
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or did. .72 .33 
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking.   .81 
25. My therapist challenged me about something.   .75 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I have 
made. 
  .74 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.    
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Rotation converged in 3 iterations. 
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99) = 146.36, p < .0005), and still indicated that the null hypothesis of an identity matrix 
should be rejected. 
 Table 51 gives the communalities for the six items after extraction. None of the items 
had communalities after extraction below .50. With components having Eigenvalues greater 
than 1 selected as the component solution, two components emerged which accounted for 
65.3% of the variance in the six items. In the Varimax rotation of the two principal 
components, the two components accounted for a nearly equal proportion of the variance: 
33.2 and 32.0% respectively. 
 The scree plot of this solution (Figure 52) was more ambiguous than results from the 
previous two runs in regards to whether a one or two-component solution was most 
appropriate for the data. The rotated component matrix, represented in Table 52, showed that 
once again item 26 had visible cross-loadings on more than one component. The emergence 
of two strong components which were incompletely supported with the scree plot was 
disappointing, but the plan to make a final run of the Restructure items with 21, 22, 23, and 
30 removed was pursued to observe whether the solution would load one a single component 
as predicted. 
Round 1.5A 
Based on the previous attempted solutions to the Restructure component, a fifth 
solution was tried, in which both the item 21 and 22, and the item 23 and 30 pairs of 
components were removed from the analysis. The determinant of the correlation matrix, .461, 
relieved any concern about multicollinearity (values larger than 0.00001 are acceptable; 
Field, 2005).  
 
Table 53: KMO and Bartlett's Test for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.5A 
Test Unit Value 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.   .68 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 73.41 
  df 6 
  Sig. .000 
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Table 54: Communalities for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.5A 
TBI Item Initial Extractiona 
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. 1.00 .48 
25. My therapist challenged me about something. 1.00 .62 
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or did. 1.00 .44 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I 
have made. 
1.00 .61 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
Incidentally, no pairs had correlations larger than .48, and the only pair that did not have a 
correlation that was significant beyond the .0005 level was the pair of items 24 and 26 (p = 
.039). As indicated in Table 53, the KMO value was acceptable (.68). 
 The four-item solution had two items with communalities of .50 or lower (item 24, h2 
= .475; and item 26, h2 = .439). As noted previously about these values, Garson advised that 
.50 not be relied upon as an absolute threshold, but rather that the interpretability of the 
resultant components should also be used to determine whether the items should stay in the 
analysis. 
 
Table 55: Total Variance Explained for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.5A 
  
Initial Eigenvalues 
 Extraction Sums of 
Squared Loadings 








1 2.14 53.38 53.38  2.14 53.38 53.38 
2 .86 21.43 74.82        
3 .55 13.66 88.47        
4 .46 11.53 100.00        





















Table 56: Rotated Component Matrixa for TBI Restructure Items, Round 1.5A 
 Componenta 
TBI Item  1 
25. My therapist challenged me about something. .78 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I have 
made. 
.78 
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. .69 
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or did. .66 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
1 component extracted. 
 
Principal Components Analysis, Round 1, Part B: Support 
Round 1.1B 
 In the PCA of the Support items of the TBI, the goal was not one of arriving at a 
single component, unlike the analysis of Restructure. As noted earlier in Table 40, the 
Support items had been conceptually divided into at least three areas, which were expected to 
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play out in the PCA. Given the constraints of the sample size, if these concepts had all been 
evident as principal components, some culling would have been necessary. Among the rules 
of thumb given for factor analysis and PCA, the 50-observations-per-factor standard would 
require a single Support Component (Field, 2005; VanVoorhis & Morgan, 2001). The more 
lenient standard of 10-observations-per-item might allow two or even three components, but 
only if the components had an increasingly miniscule number of items apiece. Given the four 
items arrived at for the Restructure component, there was some pressure to narrow Support 
down to about five to seven items, in order to stay within the limits of these rules of thumb. 
Fortunately, it was not necessary to explore whether fewer than three items per component 
would be statistically supportable. Although there are authorities in factor analysis and PCA 
that allow as few as one item per factor or component (Garson, 2006a), there was no need or 
desire to approach this limit. 
Correlation matrix. In examining the correlation matrix for the ten Support items it was 
immediately evident that correlations were not dangerously high. The determinant of the  
 
Table 57: Correlation Matrixa for TBI Support Items, Round 1.1B 
Item  4 5 43 45 46 48 49 50 55 56 
4 1.00          
5 .25** 1.00         
43 .22* .42** 1.00        
45 .22* .28** .14 1.00       
46 -.24** -.18* -.55** -.08 1.00      
48 .19* .23* .46** .16 -.29** 1.00     
49 .26** .44** .30** .57** -.16 .23* 1.00    
50 .24** .47** .50** .42** -.23* .19* .59** 1.00   
55 .22* .26** .17* .62** .02 .13 .47** .45** 1.00  
56 .28** .29** .17* .64** .01 .13 .65** .50** .75** 1.00 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aDeterminant = .001731 
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Table 58: KMO and Bartlett's Test for TBI Support Items, Round 1.1B 
Test Unit Value 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy   .80 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 372.53 
  df 45 
  Sig. .000 
 
Table 59: Communalities for TBI Support Items, Round 1.1B 
TBI Item  Initial Extractiona 
4. My therapist let me set the agenda for our conversation. 1.00 .23 
5. My therapist worked with me as an equal. 1.00 .42 
43. I knew my therapist understood me by the things she or he said or 
did. 
1.00 .74 
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. 1.00 .65 
46. My therapist did things that made me feel uncomfortable. 1.00 .59 
48. My therapist took a listening role in our session. 1.00 .40 
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I'm working 
toward. 
1.00 .66 
50. My therapist encouraged me when I needed it. 1.00 .59 
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. 1.00 .70 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I've made. 1.00 .81 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
matrix was 0.001731, well above the threshold of 0.00001; at that point, according to Field 
(2005), any items with correlations above .80 would be suspect as sources of 
multicollinearity or singularity. Items 56 and 45 had the highest correlations, but did not have 
correlations above .50 with even the majority of items. Item 48 had the lowest correlation in 
the matrix ( r  = .018 with item 55 and r = .010 with item 56), but it had other correlations 
above .20 with other items, as did items 55 and 56 also. All items were correlated with at 
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least five other items in the matrix (item 46, “My therapist did things that made me feel 
uncomfortable,” had the fewest, with only five significant correlations). 
 KMO and Bartlett’s test. The KMO measure of sampling adequacy yielded a value of 
.80, which would be interpreted as meaning that the density of correlations was very good 
and the sample was adequate for PCA. Bartlett’s test of sphericity also yielded good results 
(χ2(45, N = 99) = 372.53, p < .0005). These are reported in Table 57, but for all subsequent 
principal components analysis runs in the refinement of the Support component (except the 
final run), the correlation matrix is reported without the full table. 
Communalities. Communalities after extraction of the components ranged from .81 
(item 56, “My therapist helped me build on the progress I've made”) to .23 (item 4, “My 
therapist let me set the agenda for our conversation”). Because the h2 value for item 4 was so 
far below the rule-of-thumb standard (.50; reported in Field (2005) and Garson (2006a)), it 
was immediately flagged for removal. Though the component matrix is not displayed here, it 
should be noted that item 4 loaded with the other “Collaborative and Non-Directive” items (5 
and 48; see Table 40) at the bottom of a shared component with the “Respectful and 
Considerate” items. Item 4 was the lowest-loading of all items in the matrix (with a loading 
of .34). The scree plot (also not shown) indicated that a third component would be supported 
by the data (the scree plot curve inflected at the third point), but because a third component 
did not have an Eigenvalue greater than 1, it did not show up on the component matrix. This 
indicated that the conjecture regarding the three-way split of the Support items was partially 
confirmed (in an exploratory three-component solution that ignored Eigenvalues, items 4, 48, 
and 46 (this last item with a negative loading) loaded together on the third component). 
However, this solution was not meaningful to the end result of the PCA due to the low 
communality of item 4). 
After examining the communality table for the initial run (Table 59), item 4 was 
dropped from further analyses, and a second PCA of the Support items was run. 
Round 1.2B 
Correlation matrix, KMO, and Bartlett’s.  For the second run of the Support items PCA, the 
determinant of the correlation matrix was a safe value, .002064, indicating that there were no 
concerns regarding multicollinearity or singularity. The KMO measure of 
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Table 60: Communalities for TBI Support Items, Round 1.2B 
 TBI Item Initial Extractiona 
5 1.00 .42 
43 1.00 .77 
45 1.00 .65 
46 1.00 .59 
48 1.00 .41 
49 1.00 .66 
50 1.00 .61 
55 1.00 .71 
56 1.00 .81 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
sampling adequacy statistic was .79, a very good value, and the Chi-square for Bartlett’s test 
of sphericity was χ2(36, N = 99) = 357.64, p < .0005, 
 Communalities. In this run (Table 60), items 5 and 48 (conceptually linked as 
“Collaborative and Non-Directive” Support) again showed low communalities (h2 = .42 and 
.41, respectively), but were not dropped due to Garson’s (2006a) advice that the conceptual 
meaning of the loadings should be taken into consideration when communalities violate the 
.50 cut-off point for h2 statistics. 
Principal components. Table 61 gives the initial Eigenvalues of the eight components 
that could have been extracted from the nine items. Only two were extracted however, due to 
the low Eigenvalues of the remaining six. With the Varimax rotation the percentage of 
variance within each component was equalized from 42.7 and 19.7% for the two components 
before the rotation, to 37.0 and 25.4% with the rotation. The two components together 
accounted for 62.4% of the variance observed in the nine items. The scree plot for this run 
(Figure 54) had a distinct elbow at the three-component point. However, since the third 
component had an Eigenvalue less than 1, it was not included in the component matrix. 
Component matrix. The rotated component matrix for the second run had two 
components consisting of all of the “Helpful and Encouraging” Support items (45, 49, 50, 55, 
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Table 61: Total Variance Explained for TBI Support Items, Round 1.2B 
   
Initial Eigenvalues 














1 3.84 42.71 42.71  3.33 37.03 37.03 
2 1.78 19.73 62.44  2.29 25.41 62.44 
3 .81 9.02 71.46        
4 .71 7.94 79.40        
5 .52 5.82 85.21        
6 .48 5.38 90.59        
7 .36 4.02 94.62        
8 .29 3.18 97.79        
9 .20 2.21 100.00        
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 

















and 56) that were matched conceptually together in Table 62, loading together in component 
one. Component two consisted of all the “Respectful and Considerate” Support items (43 and 
46; 9, 44, and 47 were dropped in preliminary data screening) along with the remaining 
“Collaborative and Non-Directive” Support items (5 and 48). Item 50 (“My therapist 
encouraged me when I needed it”) and item 5 (“My therapist worked with me as an equal”) 
were noteworthy for high-cross loadings. These high cross-loading marked items 50 and 5 
for removal in the next PCA run.  
In all other respects (besides the cross-loadings), this result from the principal 
components analysis represented a satisfactory solution for the Support items. The 
combination of the “Respectful and Considerate” and “Collaborative and Non-Directive” 
items into a single component was less worrisome conceptually than the reverse would have 
been (a joining of the “Helpful and Encouraging” conceptual items with one of the other two 
areas). Collaborative and non-directive approaches to therapy aim to be respectful and 
considerate, and subsuming this aspect of support within the “Respectful and Considerate” 
component is conceptually interpretable, a key criterion for factor analysis and PCA (Garson, 
2006a). Although some therapists might argue that important element might be lost in this 
blending—the egalitarian quasi-political stance of collaborative approaches, perhaps best 
summarized in the dropped item 5, “My therapist worked with me as an equal” (Anderson, 
1999; Minuchin, 1999)—it could also be argued that respect and consideration for one’s 
client mean something similar to equality in collaborative and non-directive therapy.  
Round 1.3B 
The third principal components analysis ran on the Support items had only seven items due 
to the elimination of items 5 and 50 for high cross-loadings in the previous run of analysis. 
The correlation matrix for this run had a determinant of .006138 (better than the previous two 
runs), and the KMO measure of sampling adequacy had a statistic of .74, which is considered 
good. Bartlett’s test of sphericity yielded a Chi-square of χ2(21, N = 99) = 259.07, p < .0005, 
indicating that the correlation matrix was not an identity matrix, and the data was appropriate 
for PCA. The communalities table, reproduced in Table 63, showed strong improvement over 
previous runs, with only one item’s communality under .50, and that barely so (item 48, h2 = 
.49).  
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Table 62: Rotated Component Matrixa for TBI Support Items, Round 1.2B 
 Componenta  
TBI Item 1 2 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I've made. .90   
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. .84   
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. .81   
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I'm working 
toward. 
.76   
50. My therapist encouraged me when I needed it. .63 .47 
43. I knew my therapist understood me by the things she or he said or 
did. 
  .86 
46. My therapist did things that made me feel uncomfortable.   -.76 
48. My therapist took a listening role in our session.   .63 
5. My therapist worked with me as an equal. .41 .51 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.    
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Rotation converged in 3 iterations. 
  
Table 63: Communalities for TBI Support Items, Round 1.3B 
TBI Item  Initial Extractiona 
43 1.00 .74 
45 1.00 .69 
46 1.00 .65 
48 1.00 .49 
49 1.00 .64 
55 1.00 .73 
56 1.00 .83 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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The resultant two-component solution explained 68.2% of the variance in the seven items, 
with 40.8% accounted for by the first component, and 27.4% in the rotated component 
solution (Varimax rotation). The scree plot for the run, displayed as Figure 55, showed that 
the first and second components had strong support from the data, with a nearly 45-degree 
slope connecting the first, second, and third components, and a sharp leveling off after the 
third component. It should be mentioned that this was very close to the type of slope that a 
researcher would desire to see for a three-component solution, especially with the high 
component loadings seen in this solution (most were above .80, a threshold identified by 
some statisticians as allowing for a smaller sample size, according to Garson, 2006a).  
Given that the data very strongly supported a two-component solution for the Support 
items, and that the conceptual preliminary analysis anticipated the majority of the loadings, 
this two-component solution was accepted. The only task remaining for the TBI PCA was to 
combine the 11 remaining Restructure and Support items and check whether they loaded 
separately from each other. 
 





















Table 64: Rotated Component Matrixa for TBI Support Items, Round 1.3B 
 Componenta 
 TBI Item 1 2 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I've made. .91   
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. .85   
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. .83   
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I'm working 
toward. 
.76   
43. I knew my therapist understood me by the things she or he said or 
did. 
  .85 
46. My therapist did things that made me feel uncomfortable.   -.80 
48. My therapist took a listening role in our session.   .69 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.    
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Rotation converged in 3 iterations. 
 
Principal Components Analysis, Round 2: Restructure and Support Combined 
Round 2.1 
Having separately culled the Restructure and Support items down to a parsimonious 
set that best represented each conceptual area (PCA Round 1, Parts A and B), the final task in 
the PCA of the TBI remained to confirm that the four Restructure items and the seven 
Support items would load separately in a combined principal components analysis. The 
limited sample size of 99 items dictated that the ideal number of items in the final component 
solution would be around 10 items (Garson, 2006a, VanVoorhis & Morgan, 2001), though 
some leniency in rules of thumb for factor analysis and PCA have been noted—for example, 
when component loadings are above .80 for many of the variables. The researcher was very 
much aware at this point that one rule of thumb dictated that there should be only two 
components in the final component solution if 50 observations were required per component 
(VanVoorhis & Morgan, 2001).  
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Table 65: Communalities for TBI Combined Items, Round 2.1 
TBI Item Initial Extractiona 
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. 1.00 .44 
25. My therapist challenged me about something. 1.00 .65 
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or did. 1.00 .52 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I 
have made. 
1.00 .60 
43. I knew my therapist understood me by the things she or he said or 
did. 
1.00 .76 
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. 1.00 .69 
46. My therapist did things that made me feel uncomfortable. 1.00 .65 
48. My therapist took a listening role in our session. 1.00 .52 
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I'm working 
toward. 
1.00 .65 
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. 1.00 .72 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I've made. 1.00 .82 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
Conceptually, however, the expected distinction between two aspects of Support 
borne out in the principal components analyses (PCA) was both comprehensible and 
defensible. The one aspect, encouraging and helpful toward progress, was clearly distinct 
from the other, which was respectful and considerate of the client as a person. Perhaps the 
second component also represented collaboration, but most of the overtly collaborative items 
having been dropped from the component, what was left with the three remaining items for 
this component might also be described as attentiveness, whether it be by listening to the 
client, understanding the client, or showing enough care and understanding to not do 
something that would make the client uncomfortable. 
Even though the three-component solution was conceptually interpretable, there were 
still rules of thumb rallied against finding so many components using so few observations. 
The statistical defense for the three-component solution, should the combined analysis of the 
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Table 66: Total Variance Explained for TBI Combined Items, Round 2.1 
  
Initial Eigenvalues 
















1 3.87 35.22 35.22  2.94 26.77 26.77 
2 2.00 18.16 53.37  2.15 19.50 46.27 
3 1.14 10.39 63.77  1.93 17.50 63.77 
4 .86 7.78 71.55        
5 .75 6.80 78.35        
6 .57 5.14 83.48        
7 .49 4.43 87.92        
8 .46 4.21 92.12        
9 .39 3.52 95.64        
10 .29 2.62 98.25        
11 .19 1.75 100.00        
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
Restructure and Support items bear it out, was that the high component loadings (.80 and 
above) indicated that a smaller sample size would be allowable than usually dictated by the 
rules of thumb (VanVoorhis & Morgan, 2001). 
Correlation matrix. The correlation matrix for the combined items, not shown, had a 
determinant of  .001542, which was smaller than some of the determinants in the preceding 
analyses, but still larger than the .00001 threshold identified by Field (2005) for concerns 
about multicollinearity (extremely high correlations between variables) or singularity (perfect 
correlation between variables). The KMO measure of sampling adequacy was good, with a 
value of .759, and Bartlett’s test of sphericity had a high Chi-square, χ2(55, N = 99) = 381.73, 
p < .0005, indicating that the null hypothesis that the R-matrix was an identity matrix should 
be rejected, and that there are some relationships between the variables that might be 
appropriate for examination with PCA. 
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Communalities. The communalities for the variables are simply the sum of squared 
component loadings for that variable, or in other words the percent of the variance in that 
variable that is explained by the components extracted (Garson, 2006a). Communalities after 
extraction of the components are displayed as Table 65. Only one variable, item 24, had an h2 
value below .50. 
Principal components and component matrix. Using the Kaiser criterion of only examining 
components with Eigenvalues greater than 1, three components were extracted that explained 
63.8% of the variance in the eleven items. The variance explained by these components is 
shown in Table 66. In the interest of space, the unrotated component solution was not 
displayed. In the unrotated solution, the three components accounted for 35.2, 18.2, and 
10.3% of the variance, respectively. The scree plot of the extraction (Figure 56) showed 
noticeable leveling after the third component. In the Rotated Components Matrix (Table 67), 
the loadings were mostly clean and acceptable except for item 24 (loadings were .41 for 
component one and .52 for component two). Due to high cross-loadings, this item was 
flagged for elimination in the next run of analyses.  
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Table 67: Rotated Component Matrix for TBI Combined Items, Round 2.1 
 Componenta 
TBI Item  1 2 3 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I've made. .88     
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. .84     
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. .78     
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I'm 
working toward. 
.75     
25. My therapist challenged me about something.   .80   
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments 
I have made. 
  .72   
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or 
did. 
 .71  
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. .41 .52   
43. I knew my therapist understood me by the things she or he said 
or did. 
    .86 
46. My therapist did things that made me feel uncomfortable.     -.77 
48. My therapist took a listening role in our session.     .71 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.    
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Rotation converged in 5 iterations. 
 
Round 2.2 
The final run of PCA for the combined three-component solution involved the same 
eleven Restructure and Support items of the TBI used in the previous run, with the exception 
of item 24 (“My therapist challenged my way of thinking”), which was removed due to high 
cross-loadings. The ten-item run yielded acceptable results. The correlation matrix had an 
acceptable determinant (.002419), the KMO measure of sampling adequacy was good (.75), 
and Bartlett’s test of sphericity indicated that the null hypothesis of an identity matrix should  
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Table 68: Communalities for TBI Combined Items, Round 2.2 
TBI Item Initial Extractiona 
25. My therapist challenged me about something. 1.00 .59 
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or did. 1.00 .62 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I 
have made. 
1.00 .62 
43. I knew my therapist understood me by the things she or he said or 
did. 
1.00 .76 
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. 1.00 .70 
46. My therapist did things that made me feel uncomfortable. 1.00 .66 
48. My therapist took a listening role in our session. 1.00 .52 
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I'm working 
toward. 
1.00 .64 
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. 1.00 .73 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I've made. 1.00 .83 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
be rejected (χ2(45, N = 99), p < .0005). The Communalities table showed no h2 values lower 
than .50 (Table 68). 
The three components extracted accounted for 66.7% of the variance in the ten items. 
The scree plot (Figure 57) showed that the Eigenvalues of components would level off after 
four components rather than three, but because only three components had Eigenvalues 
greater than 1, only three components were extracted, in keeping with Kaiser’s standard 
(Field, 2005; Garson, 2006a).  
The three components had only one cross-loading above .30, for item 27 (“My 
therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I have made”), which loaded 
primarily on the third component (Restructure) but had a marginal cross-loading with 
component one (“Helpful and Encouraging” Support). The item was not flagged for removal 
because the loading was close to .30 standard used in most of the cross-loading decisions in 
this study, and it fell below the alternative standard given by Field (2005), which is .40. 
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Table 69: Total Variance Explained for TBI Combined Items, Round 2.2 
  
Initial Eigenvalues 
















1 3.57 35.72 35.72  2.84 28.42 28.42 
2 1.96 19.57 55.30  1.92 19.19 47.61 
3 1.14 11.38 66.68  1.91 19.07 66.68 
4 .75 7.48 74.16        
5 .67 6.66 80.82        
6 .50 4.96 85.78        
7 .49 4.87 90.65        
8 .45 4.53 95.18        
9 .29 2.90 98.08        
10 .19 1.92 100.00        
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 

















Table 70: Rotated Component Matrix for TBI Combined Items, Round 2.2 
 Componenta 
TBI Item  1 2 3 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I've made. .89     
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. .85     
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. .79     
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I'm 
working toward. 
.75     
43. I knew my therapist understood me by the things she or he 
said or did. 
  .86   
46. My therapist did things that made me feel uncomfortable.   -.77   
48. My therapist took a listening role in our session.   .71   
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or 
did. 
    .77 
25. My therapist challenged me about something.     .75 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with 
commitments I have made. 
.31   .72 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.    
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Rotation converged in 5 iterations. 
 
Ultimately, the decision to keep the item was based on the theoretical comprehensibility of 
the resultant component and the desire to maintain sufficient items for reliability of the scale. 
Conceptual Analysis II: Initial Solution 
Based on the PCA results, three components had been extracted from the Restructure 
and Support items of the TBI. The first component involved Support items 45 and 49, and 
also the Reinforce Change items 55 and 56, which had been identified in conceptual analysis 
as theoretically similar to the Support items centered around the concepts of a therapist being 
“Helpful and Considerate.” A more expanded definition of the items’ shared concepts might 
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include the words “toward Change,” because all four of the items focus on the progress of the 
client and represent support in that direction. In subsequent analyses, this component is 
referred simply as “Support.” 
The second component also involved Support items, but drew from items that had 
been conceptually identified as representing “Respectful and Considerate” therapist 
supportive behaviors (item 43 and item 46 after reverse-coding), and also “Collaborative and 
Non-Directive” supportive behaviors (item 48). With this mix of items from different areas, 
the conceptual flavor needed to be redefined. One summary concept identified in common 
between the items was therapist “attentiveness and consideration,” which would include both 
the listening stance described in item 48, the therapist showing that s/he understood the client 
(item 43), and the therapist not making the client uncomfortable (item 46), which requires 
some consideration and attention to what the needs and preferences of the client might be. In 
subsequent analyses this component is referred to as “Attentive.” 
The third component involved Restructure items 25, 26, and 27. It involved 
challenging and confronting behaviors that were respectful and therapeutic (such as item 27, 
about the therapist expecting the client to follow through with commitments made) rather 
than abrasive or worded with a focus on client wrongdoing. This component is referred to 
simply as “Restructure.” Each of these components are referred to as a “scale.” All ten items 
were also used together in analyses such as reliability, treating them together as a 
Restructure-Support scale, which is labeled as “TBI Overall,” though it actually only 
involves these two areas of the TBI (not the full 56-items scale). 
Statistical Analysis I: Initial Solution 
Descriptives 
Ordinarily, the descriptives of the TBI scales (i.e., means, standard deviations) would have 
been reported at this point, graphs given of their distributions, their normality analyzed, and 
then reliability data presented on the scales. However, most of these data analyses are not 
presented (with the exception of the descriptives table, see Table 71), in favor of skipping to 
the reliability data, the reason being that the reliability tests showed these scales to have fatal 
problems. Of the three, only the Support scale (comprising TBI items 45, 49, 55, and 56) 
showed adequate reliability. After presenting these results (in truncated form, since most of 
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the results do not describe the final state of the TBI scales), the shortcomings of the scales 
that lead to the poor reliability is examined, and a final round of PCA is presented that 
overcame these problems. In short, the researcher had to throw out most of these results and 
perform a new principal components analysis. Fortunately, there were clear reasons for why 
the scales did not work, and the author was able to find a solution that did work. 
 
Table 71: Descriptives for TBI Scales, Initial Solution 
Scale N Minimum Maximum Mean SD Variance 
TBI Support  99 .00 6.00 4.55 1.73 2.98 
TBI Attentive  99 2.33 6.00 4.96 .89 .80 
TBI Restructure  99 .00 6.00 3.98 1.67 2.80 
TBI Overall  99 1.60 6.00 4.50 1.08 1.17 
 
Reliability 
TBI Support scale. Reliability data for the TBI Support scale was promising (and as 
will be shown later, this scale was eventually a feature of the final three-component solution). 
Here, the data on its reliability is given in brief, and then commented on further when the 
final TBI component solution is reported. 
 Chronbach’s alpha for the scale was good (α = .86). The four items (45, 49, 56, and 
55) together contributed to the scale’s reliability, and the removal of any of them would have 
lowered the lower bound of the estimate of the true alpha, from .78 if item 56 (“My therapist 
helped me build on the progress I've made”) were removed, to .86 if item 49 (“My therapist 
helped give me support for the changes I'm working toward”) were removed (which appears 
to be the same as the scale alpha due to rounding, but taken to three decimal places, the 
values are .862 with the item, and .858 without). 
TBI Attentive scale. The Support scale that was labeled “Attentive” had only three 
items, which doubtless contributed to its poor reliability. But as will be discussed further, the 
items themselves that comprised this scale also had distribution issues that the researcher had 
failed to recognize earlier. 
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 The three items together had a Chronbach’s alpha of .68, which is just below 
acceptable by the standards of most social scientists (.70 is widely viewed as the acceptable 
minimum) (Cicchetti, 1994; Field, 2005; SPSS, 1999). The three TBI items comprising the 
scale (43, 46 (recoded), and 48), if dropped, would have resulted in alphas of .44, .61, and 
.70, respectively. One solution to the scale’s poor reliability would have been to drop item 
48, which also had the lowest loading on the component (.71 on the final rotated component 
matrix).  
Another attempted solution, which had some conceptual grounds but was not 
supported by the component loadings, would have been to combine the Support and 
Attentive items into one Support scale. The possible results of this action, if it had been 
pursued, are presented in Table 72. Reliability would have been .78 for the scale. 
As the table shows, removal of any of the Attentive items from this hypothetical combined 
Support + Attentive scale would contribute to the scale’s reliability, meaning that all of the 
Attentive items lowered the scale below the .86 alpha found for the Support items alone. 
Given the fact that the PCA of the TBI items showed clear differences between the items 
labeled as “Support” and “Attentive,” it was not considered to be conceptually defensible to 
attempt to combine the items thusly into an overall Support scale. 
 
Table 72: Reliability for Combined Support Scale (Support + Attentive) 
Item 43 45 46Ra 48 49 55 56 
Alphab  .78 .72 .80 .79 .72 .73 .70 
aItem has been recoded. 
bScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .78. 
 
TBI Restructure scale. The three-item Restructure scale also showed unacceptable 
reliability—Chronbach’s alpha for the scale was .67. With the removal of any of the three 
items (25, 26, and 27), Chronbach’s alpha for the scale would have been even lower (to .62, 
.59, or .52, respectively). As an experiment, the primary researcher tried reintroducing item 
24 into the scale, which was flagged for removal in the last run of the principal components 
analyses (PCA) that lead to the scale’s production, but which did not violate the standards for 
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high cross-loadings given by Field (2005). This analysis yielded improved results: with item 
24 restored to the scale, Chronbach’s alpha became .70, a barely acceptable level of 
reliability. 
Data Screening II: Final Component Solution 
 Through these experiments with the scales (combining Support and Attentive, 
reintroducing item 24), it became apparent to the author that he had inadequately applied the 
steps for developing a reliable scale. If seemed that some crucial step may have been missed, 
given that the applied method had resulted in a poor product. The researcher went back and 
reexamined the data, the steps of the analyses, and reread the literature on factor analysis, 
PCA, and reliability. 
 A search on reliability provided the key to understanding what had gone wrong, and 
the problem could be resolved. The answer came in the online textbook published by 
StarSoft (2006a), which referenced Carmines and Zeller (1980), De Gruitjer and Van Der 
Kamp (1976), Kline (1979, 1986), and Nunally (1970) for its direction on designing a 
reliable scale. It should be mentioned that StarSoft, like SPSS, produces an analytic software 
package (STATISTICA) and the online statistics guide it publishes, referred to here, is 
superior in depth and academic rigor to the SPSS statistics guide that has been referenced 
previously in this document. One crucial step that had not been properly followed in the 
aforementioned process was that of identifying items of “optimal difficulty.” From the 
chapter on reliability: 
we would look at various characteristics of the items…in order to identify floor or 
ceiling effects. If all respondents agree or disagree with an item, then it obviously 
does not help us discriminate between respondents, and thus, it is useless for the 
design of a reliable scale. In test construction, the proportion of respondents who 
agree or disagree with an item, or who answer a test item correctly, is often referred 
to as the item difficulty. In essence, we would look at the item means and standard 
deviations and eliminate those items that show extreme means, and zero or nearly 
zero variances (StarSoft, 2006b, Designing a Reliable Scale Section, ¶ 3). 
This information prompted the author to reexamine the standard deviations of the TBI items, 
which had been reported previously on Tables 41 and 42. In data screening, the author had 
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only used the presence of outliers (identified with Q-Q plots) and the lack of variance 
(identified with boxplots, tagging only those without hspreads) to identify items that lacked 
sufficiently normal distributions. A post hoc examination of the standard deviations of the 
items that the principal components analyses (PCA) picked out for inclusion in the three-
component solution revealed that none of these ten items had standard deviations smaller 
than 1.32 (item 48). Interestingly, one of the items that the researcher had flagged for 
removal based on “lack of variance” (item 28) had a standard deviation as small as 1.29.  
According to the above quote from StarSoft, standard deviation width plays an 
important role in identifying the “difficulty” of an item—those items that were better crafted 
result in consistent and wider spreads of responses (following a normal or near-normal 
curve), whereas those that were more poorly crafted have a narrower distribution of 
responses, and/or results that are bunched at the bottom or top end of the response limits. 
This latter description, what StarSoft referred to as “ceiling” or “floor” effects, described all 
too well some of the items on the Attentive scale that had fared poorly in the reliability test. 
Additional searches on the topic did not yield any rules of thumb regarding the 
recommended minimum width of a standard deviation when choosing items for inclusion in a 
scale, for the obvious reason that standard deviation width varies according to the unit of 
measurement and the phenomenon measured. An examination of which items fared well in 
the reliability tests and which did not, and which items loaded higher in the principal 
components analyses (PCA), and which did not, yielded a cut-off point for the current study.  
Items with standard deviations of 1.70 or greater had higher loadings on the principal 
components analyses (PCA), and had also loaded on scales with greater reliability, whereas 
those with standard deviations below this point had not fared as well. Interestingly, items 
with standard deviations smaller than this number also tended to avoid extremes in means. 
The author re-ran the principal components analyses (PCA) using only items that had 
a standard deviation of 1.70 or higher. Table 73 compares the standard deviations of those 
items that were dropped from the first round of principal components analyses (PCA) 




Table 73: Descriptives for TBI Restructure and Support Items 
     Removed from Analyses for  
Distribution Non-normality 
TBI Item  N Range Mean SD Data Screening I Data Screening II 
21 99 6.0 2.36 2.43   
22 97 6.0 1.77 2.16   
23 99 6.0 2.49 1.90   
24 99 6.0 4.54 1.80   
25 99 6.0 4.17 2.06   
26 98 6.0 3.33 2.28   
27 98 6.0 4.39 2.09   
28 99 6.0 1.38 1.29 x x 
29 99 6.0 4.04 2.29   
30 99 6.0 1.91 1.79   
4 99 6.0 4.39 1.76   
5 99 6.0 5.35 1.23  x 
9 99 6.0 5.51 .98 x x 
43 99 5.0 5.30 1.01  x 
44 99 3.0 5.73 .59 x x 
45 99 6.0 4.60 2.05   
46 98 5.0 1.43 1.08  x 
47 99 4.0 5.65 .69 x x 
48 98 6.0 4.98 1.32  x 
49 99 6.0 5.02 1.70   
50 98 6.0 5.22 1.30  x 
55 97 6.0 4.23 2.30   
56 99 6.0 4.34 2.10   
Valid N (listwise) 97         
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Principal Components Analysis, Round 3 
Round 3.1 
Correlation matrix. Rather than examine the Restructure and Support items 
separately as had been done previously, the researcher performed the second round of 
analyses on all fourteen items simultaneously from the two conceptual areas. The correlation 
matrix for the items does not appear here. The matrix for the final components may be  
 
Table 74: Communalities for TBI Items, Round 3.1 
TBI Item  Initial Extractiona 
21. My therapist talked to me about communication gaps that had 
arisen in my therapy 
1.00 .73 
22. My therapist talked to me about things that needed to change in our 
therapy relationship. 
1.00 .66 
23. My therapist expressed disagreement with me about something. 1.00 .70 
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. 1.00 .59 
25. My therapist challenged me about something. 1.00 .61 
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or did. 1.00 .55 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I 
have made. 
1.00 .58 
29. My therapist didn't let me ignore an issue when I needed to be 
confronted. 
1.00 .30 
30. My therapist corrected me during our session. 1.00 .69 
4.b My therapist let me set the agenda for our conversation. 1.00 .58 
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. 1.00 .67 
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I'm working 
toward. 
1.00 .64 
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. 1.00 .74 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I've made. 1.00 .83 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
bItem 4 has been moved to appear beside the other support items. 
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Table 75: Total Variance Explained for TBI Items, Round 3.1 
  
Initial Eigenvalues  
 Rotation Sums of 
Squared Loadings   








1 4.42 31.57 31.57  3.08 21.98 21.98 
2 2.06 14.71 46.28  2.40 17.16 39.14 
3 1.37 9.76 56.04  1.76 12.55 51.68 
4 1.03 7.32 63.36  1.64 11.68 63.36 
5 .92 6.58 69.94        
6 .80 5.71 75.65        
7 .69 4.91 80.56        
8 .67 4.80 85.36        
9 .46 3.25 88.61        
10 .43 3.06 91.66        
11 .38 2.70 94.36        
12 .33 2.35 96.72        
13 .27 1.93 98.65        
14 .19 1.36 100.00        
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
viewed as Table 80. The matrix had a very low determinant (.0005382)—not low enough to 
suggest multicollinearity (Field gave .00001 as the threshold for these concerns), but 
certainly the lowest that had been seen thus far in the analyses. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 
(KMO) measure of sampling adequacy had a value of .77, considered good (.50 to .70 is 
adequate; .70 to .80 is good; Hutcheson & Sofroniou, 1999, as cited in Field, 2005). 
Bartlett’s test of sphericity yielded a Chi-square of χ2(91, N = 99) = 467.61, p < .0005. These 
statistics suggested that the correlation matrix did not need to be scrutinized too closely, and 
that the density of correlations and the size of the sample were adequate for principal 
components analyses (PCA). 
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Communalities. The communalities table revealed a problem with a large portion of 
the variance in item 29 (“My therapist didn't let me ignore an issue when I needed to be 
confronted”) not falling within any of the components extracted (h2 = .30). This item was 
flagged for removal from subsequent runs of the principal components analyses. 
Principal components. Using Eigenvalues of 1 as the minimum required for 
components to be extracted, SPSS extracted four components that accounted for 63.4% of the 
variance in the fourteen TBI items (Table 75). The scree plot of the extraction (Figure 58) 
was not completely clear regarding the ideal number of components supported by the data. 
Some leveling off may be apparent in the graph after the fourth component (just above an 
Eigenvalue of 1), but there are other minor leveling points at seven and nine components. 
Component matrix. The rotated component matrix for the fourteen items (Table 76), 
as mentioned previously, had four components. As noted in previous principal components 
analysis runs, items 21 and 22 loaded together and separately from all other items on a 
component by themselves. Given that these were not viable as a stand-alone scale (a test on 
the potential reliability of such as scale yielded a Chronbach’s alpha of .58), both of these 
items were marked for removal from the next run of analysis. The high cross-loadings in this  
 

















Table 76: Rotated Component Matrix for TBI Items, Round 3.1 
  Componenta 
TBI Item  1 2 3 4 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I've 
made. 
.88       
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. .84       
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes 
I'm working toward. 
.79       
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my 
progress. 
.76       
25. My therapist challenged me about something.   .74     
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with 
commitments I have made. 
  .68     
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. .38 .64     
29. My therapist didn't let me ignore an issue when I 
needed to be confronted. 
  .53     
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have 
said or did. 
  .51 .41 .33 
30. My therapist corrected me during our session.     .75 .30 
23. My therapist expressed disagreement with me about 
something. 
  .40 .72   
4. My therapist let me set the agenda for our conversation.     -.63   
21. My therapist talked to me about communication gaps 
that had arisen in my therapy 
      .81 
22. My therapist talked to me about things that needed to 
change in our therapy relationship. 
      .78 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
4 components extracted. 
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run were discouraging, but it was hoped that after removing items 29 (for low 
communalities) and 21 and 22 (for always loading together on their own separate component 
and not correlating well with other items), the cross-loadings would diminish. 
Round 3.2 
 Correlation matrix. The second run of the combined TBI items was identical to the 
first, except that items 21, 22, and 29 had been removed. The determinant of the correlation 
matrix was .001298, which showed an acceptable lack of multicollinearity. The value for the 
KMO measure sampling adequacy was .80, also good, and the Chi-square for Bartlett’s test 
of sphericity was χ2(55, N = 99) = 357.53, p < .0005. 
 Communalities. Communalities for the eleven items after extraction of three 
components appear in Table 77. All communalities were within the desired range (above 
.50). 
 Principal components. The three components extracted with Eigenvalues over 1 
represented 64.7% of the variance observed in the eleven items (Table 78). The scree plot 
 
Table 77: Communalities for TBI Items, Round 3.2 
TBI Item  Initial Extractiona 
23 1.00 .71 
24 1.00 .60 
25 1.00 .67 
26 1.00 .58 
27 1.00 .51 
30 1.00 .66 
4b 1.00 .51 
45 1.00 .69 
49 1.00 .64 
55 1.00 .73 
56 1.00 .82 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
bItem 4 has been moved to appear beside the other support items. 
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Table 78: Total Variance Explained for TBI Items, Round 3.2 
  
Initial Eigenvalues  
 Rotation Sums of 















1 4.10 37.31 37.31  2.93 26.66 26.66 
2 1.93 17.52 54.82  2.13 19.32 45.98 
3 1.08 9.85 64.67  2.06 18.69 64.67 
4 .79 7.16 71.83        
5 .77 6.96 78.79        
6 .59 5.33 84.12        
7 .46 4.13 88.25        
8 .40 3.65 91.90        
9 .37 3.35 95.25        
10 .33 2.99 98.23        
11 .19 1.77 100.00        
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 

















(Figure 59) of the Eigenvalues extracted from the items had some ambiguity—it was not 
clear whether the inflection in the graph should be interpreted as appearing after the third or 
after the fourth component, but a second smaller inflection also appeared at seven 
components. 
 Component matrix. The component matrix on the second run of the principal 
components analysis (Table 79) was surprisingly interpretable in the loadings, with the 
Support components fitting very well with the conceptual expectations outlined previously in 
Table 40. Component one consisted entirely of Support items from the “Helpful and 
Encouraging” subset. Items loading on component two fit items associated with “Therapeutic 
Confrontation”—particularly those items that emphasized the need for the client to be 
corrected in some way. Component three fit with the more neutral to positive items among 
the “Therapeutic Confrontation” items—those emphasizing a helpful challenge to the client  
 
Table 79: Rotated Component Matrix for TBI Items, Round 3.2 
  Componenta 
TBI Item  1 2 3 
56 .86     
55 .83     
45 .79     
49 .78     
30   .81   
23   .81   
26   .64 .37 
25   .33 .75 
24     .72 
27     .61 
4   -.44 .51 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.    
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Rotation converged in 5 iterations. 
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or a confrontation for the client’s good. The exception here was item four (“My therapist let 
me set the agenda for our conversation,”) a non-directive, collaborative item from the 
Support pool, which conceptually did not fit with this component. Given that it also had 
significant (negative) cross-loadings with component two, this item was flagged for removal 
in the next run of analyses.  
These loadings for item four were not completely unintelligible, however. It would 
make theoretical sense for this collaborative and non-directive item to have a negative 
loading with the “client wrongdoing” Restructure items. This would seem to confirm the 
conceptual analysis that had emerged regarding these items in the course of the PCA process, 
specifically the conceptual separation that was identified for them, as one group (the “client 
wrongdoing” set) being more negative in its focus or message, and the second set (the more 
neutral to positive set) having a more therapeutic and beneficial tone. Unfortunately, the high 
cross-loadings for this item made it inadvisable to include the item in the final scales  
 
Table 80: Correlation Matrixa for TBI Items, Round 3.3 
Item  23 24 25 26 27 30 45 49 55 56 
23 1.00          
24 .22* 1.00         
25 .41** .48** 1.00        
26 .49** .18* .36** 1.00       
27  .25** .37** .42** .45** 1.00      
30 .53** .10 .21* .45** .12 1.00     
45 .17* .37** .27** .29** .45** .07 1.00    
49 .05 .37** .18* .20* .30** .06 .57** 1.00   
55 .28** .32** .24** .21* .29** .15 .62** .47** 1.00  
56 .19* .42** .32** .25** .40** .10 .64** .65** .75** 1.00 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aDeterminant = .001652 
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developed from these items, given the need for the scales to be mutually exclusive in the 
items that they included. 
Round 3.3 
 Correlation matrix, KMO measure, and Bartlett’s test. The third run of the TBI 
combined items’ PCA, third round, was the one that resulted in the final product of scales 
from the Restructure and Support items. The run included ten items (item four having been  
 
Table 81: KMO and Bartlett's Test for TBI Items, Round 3.3 
Measure Unit Value 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.   .80 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 376.80 
  df 45 
  Sig. .000 
 
Table 82: Communalities for TBI Items, Round 3.3 
TBI Item Initial Extractiona 
23. My therapist expressed disagreement with me about something. 1.00 .70 
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. 1.00 .63 
25. My therapist challenged me about something. 1.00 .71 
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or did. 1.00 .61 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I 
have made. 
1.00 .56 
30. My therapist corrected me during our session. 1.00 .74 
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. 1.00 .70 
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I'm working 
toward. 
1.00 .64 
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. 1.00 .73 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I've made. 1.00 .82 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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dropped after the previous run). The correlation matrix (Table 80) had a determinant of 
.001652, indicating that the correlations did not show problems of multicollinearity. 
 The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO; Table 81) measure of sampling adequacy had a 
good level (.80), indicating that the density of correlations was good and the sample size 
adequate. Bartlett’s test of sphericity yielded a Chi-square of χ2(45, N = 99) = 376.80, p < 
.0005, meaning that the correlation matrix was not an identity matrix and that it was 
appropriate for PCA. 
 Communalities. The communalities for the ten items (Table 82) contained no h2 
values below .50 (the lowest was .56 for item 27, “My therapist expected me to follow 
through with commitments I have made”). These higher communalities meant that the 
components extracted for the principal components analysis contained the majority of the 
variance found in the variables, giving further weight to the final three-component solution. 
 
Table 83: Total Variance Explained for TBI Items, Round 3.3 
  
Initial Eigenvalues 
















1 4.03 40.29 40.29  2.88 28.75 28.75 
2 1.79 17.85 58.13  2.03 20.27 49.01 
3 1.02 10.15 68.28  1.93 19.27 68.28 
4 .79 7.87 76.15        
5 .60 5.97 82.12        
6 .46 4.56 86.68        
7 .40 4.02 90.70        
8 .37 3.73 94.43        
9 .36 3.62 98.05        
10 .20 1.95 100.00        
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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 Principal components and component matrix. The three components extracted (based 
on Kaiser’s criterion of selecting components with Eigenvalues greater than 1; Kaiser, 1960) 
accounted for 68.3% of the variance in the ten items. As shown in Table 83, with the 
Varimax rotation the first component accounted for 28.8% of the variance, and the second 
and third components each represented about twenty percent of the variance. 
 The appropriateness of a three-component solution was illustrated with the scree plot 
(Table 84) of the ten extracted components’ Eigenvalues. Note how the downward slope 
diminished slightly at two components, but more noticeably at three. The appropriateness of 
the three-component solution was also seen in the rotated component matrix (Table 85). 
Another test analysis run (tables not shown) that attempted to force a two-component 
solution resulted in a mixture of Restructure and Support items on the two components, 
which would make little theoretical sense, lending support to the three-component model. 
The theoretical interpretability of the three-component solution lends it credibility.  
 




















Conceptual Analysis III: Final Component Solution 
Support. The first component contained all the Support items: items 45, 49, and also 
the two Reinforce Change items (55 and 56) that were identified in Table 40 as being 
theoretically similar to the Support items focusing positively toward change. A conceptual 
summary of the flavor of support behaviors contained in these items might be “Helpful and 
Encouraging Support toward Progress,” but since there was not a second component with 
Support items in the final component solution, it was simply labeled the “Support” scale. 
Confront. The second and third components fit the semi-differentiated concepts of 
“confront” and “challenge” that the researcher had used from the outset of the study to 
identify a primary area of theoretical interest, and challenged him to identify more clearly the 
distinguishing components between these two concepts. Differences between these two  
 
Table 85: Component Matrix for TBI Items, Round 3.3 
 Componenta 
TBI Item  1 2 3 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I've made. .87     
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. .83     
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. .79     
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I'm working 
toward. 
.78     
30. My therapist corrected me during our session.   .86   
23. My therapist expressed disagreement with me about something.   .80   
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or did.   .70 .31 
25. My therapist challenged me about something.     .79 
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. .30   .73 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I have 
made. 
    .67 
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.    
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Rotation converged in 5 iterations. 
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concepts, in the mind of the principal researcher, rested primarily on the element of 
wrongdoing or correction present in the “confront” component, absent in the challenge 
component. 
There was no concern about the slight cross-loadings evident in the rotated 
component matrix. These loadings showed that item 26 (“My therapist asked me to 
reconsider something I have said or did”), with a component loading of .70 on the second 
component, also had a loading of .31 on the third component. With values below .30 
suppressed on the table. This cross-loading was barely noticeable, and the standard of 
ignoring loadings smaller than .40, advocated by Field (2005), would have missed the cross 
loading entirely. 
 Challenge. Unlike the Confront component, items in the third component lacked a 
theme that the client needed to be corrected; rather, the items reflected the idea that 
challenges do not necessarily imply deficits, but generally are directed toward growth, as in 
the case of a therapist’s challenge to a client to following through with commitments 
 Like the second component, the third component also had a lesser cross-loading that 
peeked above the .30 floor imposed on the visibility of visible minor loadings. Item 24 had a 
slight loading with the Support component (.303). The fact that it was a positive loading gave 
credence to the expectation that these items in component three represented a neutral-to-
positive set of therapeutic behaviors. The researcher was unconcerned about this minor case 
of cross-loading, for the same reasons that the component two borderline cross-loading on 
the Confront subscale did not raise concerns. 
Statistical Analysis II: Final Component Solution 
Scale Calculation for the TBI Scales, Final Component Solution 
 The three components identified in the second round of principal components 
analyses (PCA) were used to construct three scales (or more appropriately, subscales) of 
therapist behaviors, named Support, Challenge, and Confront. Item values were totaled for 
each scale, and the totals were divided by the number of items in the component (minus the 
number of missing values). Thus the equation for Support, in which nmiss means the number 
missing for an item, and “tbi_#” is the TBI item number, was 
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Support =   tbi_45 + tbi_49 + tbi_55 + tbi_56 
 
 4-(nmisstbi_45 + nmisstbi_49 + nmisstbi_55 + nmisstbi_56) 
 
This same standard of using the available values to calculate mean values for scales (rather 
than disqualifying a case with any missing values) had been applied consistently to the ASQ, 
SEQ, and WAI data as well.  
Descriptives for the TBI Scales, Final Component Solution 
 Descriptive statistics for the three scales (Table 86) showed the Support and 
Challenge scales having remarkable similarity in means (4.55 and 4.37, respectively), which 
are also skewed toward the high end of the seven-point range of the scales. The Confront 
scale has a more normal distribution, as evidenced by the less extreme mean (2.56, SD = 
1.63), but the K-S statistic (Table 87), which tests for a normal distribution when the 
population mean and variance are unknown, indicated that null hypothesis of a normal 
distribution should be rejected (in fact, the same conclusion was reached for all three scales). 
 
Table 86: Descriptive Statistics for TBI Scales, Final Component Solution 
Scale  N Minimum Maximum Mean SD Variance 
TBI Support 99 .00 6.00 4.55 1.73 2.98 
TBI Confront 99 .00 6.00 2.56 1.63 2.64 
TBI Challenge 99 .00 6.00 4.37 1.56 2.43 
 
Table 87: Tests of Normality for the TBI Scales, Final Component Solution 
Scale  Kolmogorov-Smirnova df Sig. 
TBI Support .24 99 .000 
TBI Confront .11 99 .010 
TBI Challenge .15 99 .000 




















































































 The histogram of the scale reveals that Support (Figure 60) had a fairly even-sloped 
one-tailed distribution, with the majority of scores bunched together at the extreme end of the 
scale. The normal Q-Q plot of Support (Figure 61) showed deficits in the middle of the 
distribution, with higher-than expected frequencies at both of the extremes of the scale. The 
detrended Q-Q plot (Figure 62) indicated that none of the values in the distribution exceeded 
±.8 deviations from the expected z-scores for the values, well within the criteria for outliers. 
The Confront scale had a distribution that registered as surprisingly flat on the 
histogram (Figure 63). The ends of the distribution also had higher values than would be 
expected of a normal distribution, as evidenced by the distance between the bottom of the 
graph and the tails of the “normal curve” superimposed over the distribution. For an 
alternative view on the normality of the extreme ends of the distribution, see the Normal Q-Q 
plot, Figure 64; there the upper values of the distribution were showed as remarkably close to 
the line of expected values for a normal distribution, with the lower-end values deviating far 
more from expectations. Notice, however, in the detrended Q-Q plot of Confront (Figure 65), 
that none of the observed values of the distribution exceeded ±.3 deviations from the 
expected z-scores for the values, indicating the absence of outliers. 
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 The TBI Challenge scale had a distribution similar to that of the Support scale, but 
with less skewness (a little less lean to the left) and less kurtosis (the high end of the scale 
was less over-represented in a peaked distribution, and moderate, middle-of-the-scale values 
were observed more frequently), as demonstrated in the histogram (Figure 66). The normal 
Q-Q plot (Figure 67) of the Challenge data showed that both the high and low ends of the 
scale had higher than expected frequencies for a normal distribution, but the detrended Q-Q 
plot (Figure 68) showed that none of these frequencies exceeded ±1 deviation from the 
expected z-scores for the values, indicating the absence of extreme outlier values in the scale.  
Reliability of the TBI Scales, Final Component Solution 
Support. The Support scale in this iteration of the principal components analyses 
(PCA) was identical to the scale reported in the previous three-component solution. It 
contained items 45, 49, 55, and 56, which were previously reported together as having a scale 
alpha of .86. Each of the four items increased the scale’s reliability, and the removal of any 
of them would have lowered it. The matrix of correlations between the items is presented as 
Table 88, with the scale alpha if any of the items had been removed listed at the bottom of 
the table.   
Examination of the standard deviations of the items revealed that the weakest link in 
the scale (the one that would least damage the scale by its removal), item 49, had the 
narrowest standard deviation. This appeared to confirm the advice regarding reliable scale 
construction given by StarSoft (2006a) with regard to choosing items having broader, rather 
than narrower, standard deviations. 
 Confront. The three Confront items from the TBI Restructure category of therapist 
behaviors in therapy showed acceptable levels of reliability as a scale. Pearson correlations 
between all items were statistically significant at the .0005 level or beyond (SPSS, which 
only displayed three percentage points for r values, showed all correlation coefficients as 
“.000”, meaning that the unrounded coefficients could not have been larger than .0005). 
 With all items included, Chronbach’s alpha for the scale (an estimate of the lower 
bound of the true alpha) was .73. All of the items in the scale contributed positively to the 
scale’s reliability, with item 23 contributing the most (α would be .61 without the item). 
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Table 88: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for TBI Support Scale 
 Item 45 49 55 56 
45 1.00    
49 .57** 1.00   
55 .62** .47** 1.00  
56 .64** .65** .750** 1.00 
Mean 4.60 5.02 4.23 4.34 
SD 2.05 1.70 2.30 2.10 
N 99 99 97 99 
Scale Alphaa  .82 .86 .83 .78 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .86 
 
Table 89: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for TBI Confront Scale 
Item  23 26 30 
23 1.00   
26 .49** 1.00  
30 .53** .45** 1.00 
Mean  1.77 3.33 1.91 
SD 1.90 2.28 1.79 
N  99 98 99 
Scale Alphaa .61 .69 .64 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .73 
 
 Challenge. The lack of adequate reliability for the Challenge scale was the primary 
researcher’s greatest regret of this study (Table 90). When reliability was recalculated using 
standardized scores for the items, alpha improved slightly to .69. 
 It has been mentioned previously under the analyses for the initial three-component 
solution that a two-component solution to the Restructure and Support items could have been 
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utilized, which loaded items 45, 49, 55, and 56 on the Support component, and items 24, 25, 
26, and 27 on the Restructure component. The resultant Restructure component would be 
identical to the current Challenge scale, with the exception that item 26 would be moved here 
from the Confront scale, and the author would no longer be able to test the differences 
between two types of Restructure in therapy. Reliability of this four-item scale (Restructure) 
would be .70, squeaking by the standard for minimum adequacy for reliability. In other 
words, if reliability was the primary goal, the researcher could stack the deck differently to 
achieve it, but at the loss of some conceptual questions that he was interested in answering. 
 Another interesting solution to the reliability issues could have been to combine all of 
the Restructure items (23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 29) into a two-dimensional scale (with 
subscales Confront and Challenge), ignoring the PCA results that showed there to be two 
distinct components among the items. Chronbach’s alpha for the combined scale would be 
.76, or in other words, comfortably adequate. Scale alphas with any of the items deleted 
ranged from .69 for item 26, to .75 for item 24. Despite the attraction of thusly achieving 
respectable reliability for each of the TBI scales, the combination of the two scales simply 
was not supported by the component loadings, which show clear differences between the two 
components. 
 
Table 90: Correlations, Descriptives, and Reliability for TBI Challenge Scale 
Item 24 25 27 
24 1.00   
25 .48** 1.00  
27 .37** .420** 1.00 
Mean  4.54 4.17 4.39 
SD 1.80 2.06 2.09 
N  98 98 98 
Scale Alphaa .59 .53 .65 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
aScale alpha if item deleted; scale alpha with all items included = .68 
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Improved Reliability with First Sessions Dropped 
 Concerns about the reliability of the Challenge scale were allayed by a discovery 
during the examination of correlation results of the primary measures and demographics 
items. Although the discovery was made later in the course of the study, it is reported here 
with the other reliability results for the scale, to place all reliability data for the scale in the 
same section. 
 Although running correlation matrices for the TBI scales, it was found that Support (r 
= .48, p < .000), Confront (r = .33, p = .001) and Challenge (r = .29, p = .004) were all 
strongly correlated with the number of sessions of therapy. The fact that all correlations were 
positive suggested that greater familiarity between therapist and client may have lead to 
higher reports of all of these behaviors in cases with greater sessions. Whether longer 
therapeutic relationships resulted in the behaviors being observed more frequently, or if 
respondents were based their reports over a range of sessions besides the current one 
(contrary to instructions given with the measure) was unclear.  
In reporting the development of the WAI-S (Tracey & Kokotovic, 1989) the authors 
suggested that the first session may be too early for clients to reliably evaluate the working 
alliance (see Table 91 for a comparison of Chronbach’s alpha for the WAI-S data in the 
present study, with the first and with the first and second session cases removed from the 
dataset).  
The findings of high correlations between sessions of therapy and TBI scores 
suggested that some scrutiny should also be given to the TBI regarding the appropriateness of 
including early sessions. To test whether inclusion of early sessions affected the scales’ 
reliability, cases in the database involving the first session of therapy were removed (n = 13). 
The resulting 86 cases gave improved reliability results for two of the scales (Table 92). 
Support (α = .87) improved from .86 with first sessions removed, and Challenge (α = .73) 
improved from .68, a most welcome result. The reliability of the Confront scale (α = .73) 
remained essentially the same after rounding. 
In contrast, with the second session cases also removed (n = 9), resulting in a dataset 
of 77 cases, the estimated Chronbach’s alphas for the three TBI scales were .83 (Support), 
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Table 91: Reliability of the WAI-S Scales with Early Sessions Removed 
  Dimensions  
Scale Alpha Cases Task Bond Goal WAI-S 
    All cases 99 .88 .85 .89 .95 
    First session removed 86 .86 .89 .89 .95 
    First and second sessions removed 77 .87 .86 .89 .95 
 
Table 92: Reliability of the TBI Scales with Early Sessions Removed 
  TBI Scales 
Scale Alpha Cases Support Confront Challenge 
    All cases 99 .86 .73 .68 
    First session removed 86 .87 .73 .73 
    First and second sessions removed 77 .83 .71 .63 
 
.72 (Confront), and .63 (Challenge), even poorer results than those originally obtained with 
first and second sessions included. These results led to the primary researcher considering the 
removal of first sessions from the database, especially in light of recommendations that the 
WAI-S analyses also be limited to later sessions of therapy. 
 In examining the results of removing the first sessions, and then the first and second 
sessions from the database, it became clear that the TBI would benefit most from removal of 
only the first session, although WAI reliability would remain nearly the same, regardless of 
which sessions were included (overall scores did not change, but tradeoffs in alpha occurred 
between the various dimensions, variations which essentially cancelled one another out in 
terms of overall effect on the scale’s reliability; see Table 91). Based on these results, the 




 The basic demographics questions given to respondents in the present study provided 
some opportunities to explore relationships among common variables encountered by 
individual and relational therapists. In the correlation matrix displayed in Table 93, all 
demographics variables were included with the exception of the site code (a categorical 
variable) and most of the dummy-coded therapy modality variables, given that these 
numbered more than a half-dozen.  
 























1 1.00         
2 .11 1.00        
3 -.12 .05 1.00       
4 -.08 .10 .24* 1.00      
5 -.01 .20 .08 .19 1.00     
6 .16 -.06 .07 .02 -.01 1.00    
7 .34** .27** -.08 -.45** -.14 -.13 1.00   
8 .20* .02 -.26** -.12 -.33** -.04 .12 1.00  
9 -.24* -.03 .22* .27** .21 .06 -.25* -.72** 1.00 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
The variables that appear in Table 93 were coded as follows: 
1. Postmark date (1 = January 1, 2006) 
2. Age; outliers removed 
3. Sex (0 = female; 1 = male) 
4. Relationship status (0 = no; 1 = yes) 
5. Income; outliers removed; with logarithmic transformation 
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6. Sex of therapist (0 = female; 1 = male) 
7. Number of sessions of therapy (including the current session); with logarithmic 
transformation 
8. Individual therapy only (0 = no; 1 = yes) 
9. Relational therapy only (0 = no; 1 = yes) 
Probably the only instance where the values for the variables would need further 
explanation was sex. Biologically speaking, a human zygote is female by default and must be 
differentiated through the introduction of androgens at a critical stage in order to become 
male (Huffman, 2007). So for this variable the default value (“0”) was female and the 
differentiated (“1”) value was male. In other words, a positive correlation between sex and 
another variable would mean that males were more likely than females to have higher values 
on the variable (and women were more likely to have lower values). 
The strongest correlation in the table was a classic example of multicollinearity (r = -
.717, p < .000) between two mutually exclusive variables: clients having individual therapy 
only and clients having relational therapy only. In that case, the only barriers to perfect 
(though negative) singularity were the handful of cases that either did not provide therapy 
modality data, or had group therapy only. No other correlations were suspected of 
multicollinearity. 
In looking at the correlation matrix, some general patterns were evident. Number of 
sessions and session modality (i.e., individual or relational therapy) had the most correlations 
with other variables. The presence of any significant relationships with the postmark date 
variable were not expected, given that this variable should have been fairly random (which 
suggests that postmark dates were not randomly distributed). Correlations of interest in the 
matrix are discussed in the Discussion section of this document. 
Demographics and Primary Measures 
The dataset presented many potential opportunities to explore tangential relationships 
between the data variables. An entire dissertation could be written on the gender-related 
relationships found among the variables of the ASQ, SEQ, WAI-S, and TBI. However, only 
a small portion of these were relevant to the primary analyses of the present study. The  
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Table 94: Partial Correlation Matrix Highlighting Demographics and ASQ 









as Secondary  
Age -.01 -.07 -.04 .02 .08 
Sex .20* -.06 -.20* .04 .31** 
Relationship 
Status 
.31** -.27** -.11 .05 .04 
Log of 
Income 
.01 -.11 -.18 -.11 .10 
Sex of 
Therapist 




-.29** .29** .06 .13 -.03 
Individual 
Therapy Only 
-.31** .41** .32** .21* .11 
Relational 
Therapy Only 




.35** -.44** -.36** -.25* -.15 
Some Couple 
Therapy 
.19 -.22* -.19 -.01 .06 
Some Family 
Therapy 
.24* -.29** -.20* -.30** -.24* 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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results are presented in correlation matrixes here, and many of the significant relationships 
are examined further in the Discussion section. 
The following tables were also used to identify variables with few or no correlations 
with other variables for possible exclusion from the regression analyses. In order to 
maximize the power of the primary analyses, it was desirable to identify marginally relevant 
variables through correlational analyses, because inclusion of excessive variables in the 
regression analyses could unnecessarily dilute power of the analyses with little return. For 
example, complete absence of any correlation between age of participant and any of the other 
variable except postmark date lead to the exclusion of this variable from the regression 
analyses.  
 


































.24* -.29** -.20** -.30** -.24* 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 96: Partial Correlation Matrix Highlighting Demographics and SEQ 
Variable  Smoothness  Depth  
Age -.05 .10 
Sex -.03 -.04 
Relationship Status -.06 -.04 
Log of Income -.08 .05 
Sex of Therapist .10 .23* 
Log of Sessions of Therapy -.01 -.08 
Individual Therapy Only .03 -.14 
Relational Therapy Only -.04 .04 
Some Relational Therapy .03 .16 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 
Attachment Style Questionnaire 
 In Tables 94 and 95, demographic variables of interest (i.e., sex, number of sessions) 
were examined for correlations with the Attachment Style Questionnaire. The left and bottom 
sections of the correlation table, where the demographic variables would intersect with one 
another, and where the ASQ variables would intersect one another, were removed to avoid 
redundancy with correlations in other tables. It was observed from the matrices that the 
Confidence and Discomfort with Closeness had the most correlations with demographics 
variables, that income and age had no relationship with attachment style, and that the 
presence of some couple therapy had almost no relationship to the measure. 
Session Evaluation Questionnaire 
In Table 96, the correlation matrix for selected demographics variables and the SEQ 
Smoothness and Depth subscales is presented. Only one of the demographics variables had 
any relation to the SEQ variables: sex of therapist was positively related to perceived depth 
of the session, a surprising result. Sex of therapist was positively related to the perceived 
depth of the session (r = .229, p = .023), where “1” being coded for male therapists meant 
that perceptions of greater depth were associated with therapists being male. Possible 
implications of the result are explored in the Discussion section. 
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Working Alliance Inventory—Short Form 
 In Table 97, relationships between demographics variables of interest and the WAI-S 
scale and subscales are presented. It was noteworthy how few of the demographics variables 
had any relation to the WAI-S—the respondents’ age, sex, relationship status, number of 
sessions, and type of therapy received were uncorrelated with working alliance. Implications 
of the observed correlations are examined in the Discussion section of this document. The 
income variable, one of the only two demographics items with a relationship to the working 
alliance, had no relation to the other primary measures. The strength of the correlation, 
however, would have merited its inclusion in the regression analyses, had it not been for the 
large number of missing responses (n = 11) for this item. For the sake of illustration, the 
Income variable correlation with WAI is also shown without logarithmic transformations, 
which showed even stronger relationships between the variables. 
 
Table 97: Correlation Matrix Highlighting Demographics and WAI-S 
Variable Task  Bond  Goal WAI-S Overall 
Age -.02 -.03 -.08 -.04 
Sex -.01 -.01 -.05 -.02 
Relationship Status -.07 -.14 -.14 -.12 
Income -.27* -.35** -.34** -.33** 
Log of Income -.18 -.29** -.21 -.24* 
Sex of Therapist .19 .20 .23* .22* 
Log of Sessions of Therapy .07 .18 .09 .13 
Individual Therapy Only .06 -.06 -.07 -.03 
Relational Therapy Only -.08 -.02 .02 -.03 
Some Relational Therapy -.07 .07 .06 .02 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 




Therapist Behavior Items 
In Table 98, the correlation matrix is presented of the TBI subscales of Support, 
Confront, and Challenge and the selected demographics variables of interest. It is noteworthy 
that almost none of the demographic variables had correlations with the TBI, but that 
sessions of therapy had a very strong relationship with all of the TBI scales.  
It was the calculation of this table that first hinted at the possible role of first session 
cases in lowering the reliability of the TBI scales. The correlation matrix for demographics 
and the TBI was rerun without the cases in which participants reported on the first session of 
therapy (n = 13), or a total of 86 cases included. The results are displayed in the last three 
columns of Table 98. Exclusion of the thirteen cases gathered from first sessions softened the 
correlation between number of sessions and the TBI, but did not eliminate it. However, the 
 
Table 98: Partial Correlation Matrix Highlighting Demographics and TBI 
 All Sessions  
(N = 99) 
 First Session Excluded  
(N = 86) 
Variable  Support Confront Challenge  Support Confront Challenge 
Age .03 -.10 -.02  .04 -.11 .01 
Sex .05 .17 .09  .08 .18 .10 
Relationship Status -.15 -.01 -.07  -.05 .03 -.04 
Income -.06 -.06 -.02  .00 -.04 -.01 
Sex of Therapist .06 .00 .11  .14 .00 .09 
Sessions of Therapy .48** .33** .29**  .26* .29** .26* 
Individual Therapy 
Only 
-.01 .09 .10  .02 .06 .07 
Relational Therapy 
Only 
-.05 -.14 -.21*  -.07 -.12 -.19 
Some Relational 
Therapy 
-.01 -.15 -.10  -.04 -.13 -.07 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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change did result in the disappearance of the correlation initially observed between TBI and 
receiving exclusively relational therapy (r = -.211, p = .036). As noted in the final section 
describing the development of the TBI, it was decided to drop the first sessions because it 
improved the reliability of the TBI scales, and because the WAI-S also has been reported as 
possibly unreliable for first sessions (Tracey & Kokotovic, 1989). 
 
Table 99: Correlation Matrix for Primary Measures, Part I 
Variable ASQ1 ASQ2 ASQ3 ASQ4 ASQ5 SEQ1 SEQ2 
ASQ1: Confidence 1.00       
ASQ2: Discomfort -.74** 1.00      
ASQ3: Need for Approval -.58** .55** 1.00     
ASQ4: Preoccupation -.42** .41** .64** 1.00    
ASQ5: Secondary -.30** .44** .27* .23* 1.00   
SEQ1: Smoothness .28** -.12 -.23* -.15 -.11 1.00  
SEQ2: Depth .16 -.12 -.25* -.10 .01 .31* 1.00 
WAI1: Task .26* .02 -.06 -.04 -.05 .34** .49** 
WAI2: Bond .36** -.06 -.13 -.15 -.11 .28** .42** 
WAI3: Goal .23* .01 -.07 -.08 -.05 .26* .47** 
WAI Overall .30** -.01 -.09 -.10 -.07 .31** .48** 
TBI1: Support .04 .03 -.07 .04 .07 .26* .39** 
TBI2: Confront -.22* .12 .13 .28** .19 -.17 -.22* 
TBI3: Challenge -.18 .16 .13 .13 .16 -.04 .21* 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 
Correlations between the Primary Measures 
 Correlations between the primary measures (ASQ, SEQ, WAI, and TBI) were 
examined for clues regarding any measures that might be irrelevant to the WAI regression 
analyses. The matrix was run using 86 cases (excluding first sessions) and is represented in 
Tables 99 and 100, which are separate sections of the same table, with Table 99 representing  
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Table 100: Correlation Matrix for Primary Measures, Part II 
Variable WAI1 WAI2 WAI3 WAI TBI1 TBI2 TBI3 
WAI1: Task 1.00       
WAI2: Bond .86** 1.00      
WAI3: Goal .88** .84** 1.00     
WAI Overall .96** .95** .95** 1.00    
TBI1: Support .51** .40** .43** .48** 1.00   
TBI2: Confront -.20 -.23* -.24* -.23* .13 1.00  
TBI3: Challenge .21 .14 .22* .19 .48** .38** 1.00 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 
the left half of the full table, and Table 100 representing the lower right quadrant of the full 
table. ASQ variables in the table have abbreviated names, which are given in full below: 
ASQ1: Confidence Subscale 
ASQ2:  Discomfort with Closeness Subscale 
ASQ3:  Need for Approval Subscale 
ASQ4:  Preoccupation with Relationships Subscale 
ASQ5: Relationships as Secondary Subscale 
Noteworthy in the matrix are the lack of relationships between the ASQ subscales 
(with the exception of Confidence) with most other measures, and the scarcity of 
relationships between the TBI Confront and Challenge scales and other measures in the 
study. Implications of the significant relationships observed between the primary variables of 
interest are explored in the Discussion section. 
Hierarchical Regression 
The demographic variables were expected to have small to moderate relationships 
with the dependent variable (therapy working alliance), and controlling for these was also 
important to understanding the unique contributions of the adult attachment (ASQ), therapist 
behaviors (TBI), and quality of session (SEQ) variables on working alliance. Although it was 
valuable to control for as many relevant demographic variables as possible, each of the 
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variables entered in the demographic block reduced the power of the analysis, so these were 
chosen with care. As noted by Hutcheson and Sofroniou (1999), in hierarchical regression it 
is important to not include extraneous variables just for the sake of including them. It is 
possible in multiple regression to artificially inflate R2 (the statistic measuring the strength of 
the relationship between the predictor variables and the dependent variable) by including a 
large number of independent variables, with each contributing a relatively insignificant 
portion of predictive power. The adjusted R2 accounts for this problem with larger numbers 
of predictor variables, and is favored over the raw R2 statistic in the present study. Each 
independent variable included in the regression model has a diminishing effect on the size of 
the adjusted R2, such that it only becomes advantageous to include more independent 
variables if they contribute significantly to the predictive value of the model.  
Race would have been included as a control variable, but was excluded because of the 
lack of cases in non-white categories (n = 1). Age was excluded because it had no 
relationship to any of the scales used in the study (see Tables 94 and 96-98). Income was 
cautiously included (for having a relationship with the WAI-S, though it showed no 
relationship to any of the other variables in the study), but was removed from later 
regressions because of its high number of missing responses. Although type of therapy had 
relevance to some of the demographic and predictor variables, the number of dummy-coded 
variables which would be necessary to adequately account for all of the variability 
represented in this variable would have an undesirable effect on the adjusted R2. As a 
compromise, only the variable “relational therapy only” was included. Roughly half of the 
respondents received only relational therapy (n = 50), which was coded as mutually exclusive 
with two other modality codes, “some individual therapy” (n = 48), and “only group therapy” 
(n = 1). Because of the high number of correlations between “relational therapy only” and 
other variables of interest, and the importance of this variable to interpreting the data in 
relation to the field of marital and family therapy (which specializes in relational therapy), 
the “relational therapy only” variable was chosen as a representative variable for the therapy 
modality data.  
In hierarchical regression, it was recommended by Cohen, Cohen, West, and Aiken 
(2003) that “each variable in the investigation should be entered only after other variables 
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that may be a source of spurious relationship have been entered. This leads to an ordering of 
the variables that reflects their presumed causal priority...” (p. 158). Although some of the 
demographics variables were predicted to come after attachment pattern in causal priority 
(i.e., age, number of sessions, therapy modality, postmark date), these were expected to have 
spurious relationships with the dependent variable. Consequently, they were entered together 
in a block before the main variables of interest (ASQ, TBI, and SEQ). 
Predictive Value of Demographic Variables for Working Alliance 
The demographic variables controlled for in the first two hierarchical regressions 
(Tables 101 and 102) were organized by theorized causal priority (as recommended by 
Cohen et al., 2003). All were expected to have spurious relationships with the dependent 
variable (see list of Research Questions). Only in the first regression were these separated 
into separate steps (in order of causal priority) in order to examine whether a single class of 
demographic variables had significant predictive value for working alliance. In subsequent 
regressions (see below) they were entered as a single block (not separately).  
Block 1 of the analysis (primary demographics) contained one variable, Sex. This 
variable preceded all others in causal priority (sex is a characteristic acquired at conception) 
and therefore was placed before all others. Block 2 (secondary demographics) contained the 
variables Income and Relationship Status (Income was later excluded (see Table 102) due to 
the limitation it placed on the power of the analyses). These were variables representing 
characteristics acquired after birth, but before entering therapy. Block 3 (clinical 
demographics) contained the variables Therapy Modality (Relational Therapy Only), Sex of 
Therapist, and Number of Sessions. They represented variables acquired by respondents  
 
Table 101: Hierarchical Regression of Demographic Variables with Incomea 
Model R2  Adj. R2  R2 Change F Change df p 
1 (Primary Demographics) .00 -.01 .00 .14 1, 72 .709 
2 (+ Secondary Demographics) .07 .03 .07 2.48 2, 70 .091 
3 (+ Clinical Demographics) .11 .03 .04 1.01 3, 67 .396 
4 (+ Postmark Date) .12 .02 .01 .73 1, 66 .396 
aDependent Variable: WAI Scale 
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Table 102: Hierarchical Regression of Demographic Variables without Incomea 
Model R2  Adj. R2  R2 Change F Change df p 
1 (Primary Demographics) .00 -.01 .00 .16 1,80 .694 
2 (+ Secondary Demographics) .02 -.01 .02 1.40 1,79 .242 
3 (+ Clinical Demographics) .06 -.00 .04 1.09 3,76 .358 
4 (+ Postmark Date) .07 .00 .01 1.05 1,75 .310 
aDependent Variable: WAI Scale 
 
Table 103: Regression Coefficients for Demographics, Full Model, without Incomea 
Step Variables  β Std. Error t-ratio  p  
 β0 (Constant) 5.55 .43 12.97 .000 
1 Sex .08 .24 .32 .748 
2 Relationship Status -.13 .26 -.52 .608 
3 Therapy Modalityb -.03 .22 -.13 .895 
 Sex of Therapist .45 .24 1.90 .061 
 Log of Sessions of Therapy .29 .27 1.05 .299 
4 Postmark Date -.00 .00 -1.02 .310 
aDependent Variable: WAI Scale 
bTo conserve statistical power, only the dichotomous “Relational Therapy Only” variable was used 
among the therapy modality variables. It split respondents into two roughly equal groups. 
 
through their participation in therapy. Block 4 contained the variable Postmark Date, which 
had shown some surprising correlations with therapy variables. 
In Table 102, Income was excluded from the regression model. In comparing the 
results in tables 101 and 102, it may be observed that although Income had a large impact on 
the adjusted R2 compared to other variables in the model, the category of Secondary 
Demographics (Block 2) of which it was a part still did not make a statistically significant 
contribution to the prediction of working alliance. Inclusion of Income in the regression 
model also reduced the degrees of freedom for the model from 75 to 67, due to missing 
responses in the Income variable. 
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In Table 103, only the unstandardized regression coefficients (beta values; β) and 
their corresponding t-ratios are displayed for the full model (Model 4), with Income 
excluded. The multiple correlation (R2) for each model was nonsignificant, indicating that no 
single class of demographic variables had significant predictive value for working alliance. 
In the table, the p-values for the individual variable t-ratios are identical to the p-values that 
would correspond to the change in F for the variable if it appeared alone in the final block of 
the regression. None of the individual variables had a significant influence on working 
alliance inventory scores. 
The remaining regressions varied depending on the predictor variable of interest, and 
all demographics variables were entered in a single block (with income excluded). Six 
regressions were run, each with a different variable or set of variables in the final block, to 
determine the individual influence of the variable on the working alliance, although 
controlling for the remaining predictor variables. The first three regressions focused on 
separating out the percentage of variance in working alliance accounted for by (successively) 
adult attachment pattern (ASQ), quality of session (SEQ), and therapist behavior (TBI). The 
remaining three regressions focused on separating out the percentage of variance in working 
alliance accounted for by (successively) the TBI subscales of Support, Confront, and 
Challenge, although controlling for the other variables in the study, including the other TBI 
subscales. 
Predictive Value of Adult Attachment for Working Alliance 
 A hierarchical regression was performed to explore the predictive value of adult 
attachment patterns for client-reported working alliance. The results are presented in Table 
104. The first block of the regression contained all the demographics variables listed in Table 
103 (but in a single block), with the TBI, SEQ, and ASQ subscales added in each successive 
block. The full model explored the ability to predict working alliance scores using adult 
attachment as measured by the ASQ, although controlling for five demographics variables 
(and postmark date, which was not really a demographics variable but has been treated as one 
in this study to partially control for any error resulting from the sampling design), three TBI 
subscales, and the two SEQ subscales. Fifty-three percent of the variance in the WAI-S was 
accounted for with the full model (R2 = .53, F(5, 65) = 3.44, p = .008). The adjusted R2, 
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which takes into account the large number of predictor variables in the model, gives a more 
modest estimate of the variance in the dependent variable predicted (41.2%). The 
demographics variables, as predicted, accounted for a minimal portion of the variance in 
working alliance (R2 = .07, F(6, 75) = .98, p = .446). Both the TBI and the SEQ contributed 
significantly to the prediction of working alliance, providing a rationale for running separate 
regressions with these measures in the final block of predictor variables, to assess the portion 
of variance in working alliance explained by them although controlling for all other 
variables. 
 
Table 104: Hierarchical Regression for ASQ Predicting Working Alliance 
Model R2  Adjusted R2  R2 Change F Change df p 
1 (Demographics) .07 -.00 .07 .98 6, 75 .446 
2 (+ TBI) .35 .27 .28 10.14 3, 72 .000 
3 ( + SEQ) .40 .31 .06 3.22 2, 70 .046 
4 ( + ASQ) .53 .41 .13 3.44 5, 65 .008 
 
 Tables 105 through 107 provide additional information on the relative impact of the 
subscales within each block, in each of the four models (model 1 containing only the 
demographics variables, and each subsequent model adding another step in the regression, 
until the full model containing all variables used to predict working alliance). The 
significance of each subscale on working alliance was determined by a t-test of the 
unstandardized regression coefficient (β) for the subscale. The values of the coefficients 
could be used to predict new values of working alliance with the equation: 
 
y = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + … + βnXn 
 
where the value of y is the predicted value of the working alliance.  
The values in Table 104 remain the same for each variable regardless of the order in 
which they are entered in the full model, as long as only these variables are entered. (The p 
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values reported in this table are identical to the p values that would be obtained for the 
change in F-ratio for the individual subscale if it were entered by itself in the final step of the  
 
Table 105: Hierarchical Regression Coefficients for ASQ Predicting Working Alliance, 
Partial Modelsa 
Model Step Variables  β Std. Error t-ratio  p  
1  β0 (Constant) 5.55 .43 12.99 .000 
  1 Sex .01 .24 .32 .748 
   Relationship Status -.13 .26 -.52 .608 
   Therapy Modalityb -.00 .22 -.13 .895 
   Sex of Therapist .45 .24 1.90 .061 
   Session of Therapy (Log) .29 .27 1.05 .299 
   Postmark Date -.00 .00 -1.02 .310 
2  β0 (Constant) 4.69 .44 10.63 .000 
  1 Sex .13 .21 .62 .539 
   Relationship Status -.13 .22 -.57 .572 
   Therapy Modalityb -.00 .19 -.15 .883 
   Sex of Therapist .28 .21 1.37 .175 
   Session of Therapy (Log) .16 .25 .65 .515 
   Postmark Date -.00 .00 -.64 .523 
  2 Support .27 .07 3.83 .000 
   Confront -.19 .06 -3.12 .003 
   Challenge .00 .07 .69 .490 
aDependent Variable: WAI Scale 
bTo conserve statistical power, only the dichotomous “Relational Therapy Only” variable was used 
among the therapy modality variables. It split respondents into two roughly equal groups. 
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Table 106: Hierarchical Regression Coefficients for ASQ Predicting Working Alliance, 
Partial Modela 
Model Step Variables  β Std. Error t-ratio  p  
3  β0 (Constant) 3.38 .67 5.01 .000 
  1 Sex .14 .21 .66 .512 
   Relationship Status -.01 .22 -.35 .728 
   Therapy Modalityb -.01 .19 -.31 .761 
   Sex of Therapist .21 .20 1.05 .297 
   Session of Therapy (Log) .20 .24 .81 .422 
   Postmark Date -.00 .00 -.40 .692 
  2 Support .20 .07 2.68 .009 
   Confront -.14 .06 -2.33 .023 
   Challenge .00 .07 .43 .667 
  3 Smoothness .01 .07 .99 .326 
   Depth .22 .11 2.07 .043 
aDependent Variable: WAI Scale 
bTo conserve statistical power, only the dichotomous “Relational Therapy Only” variable was used 
among the therapy modality variables. It split respondents into two roughly equal groups. 
 
hierarchical regression.) The values represent the significance of the individual variable on 
the dependent variable although controlling for all other variables in the full model. 
In examining the significance of the coefficients (unstandardized) for each individual 
variable in the full model (Table 107), much can be determined regarding the significance of 
the predictors. Therapist behaviors of support, as reported by clients, had a significant 
positive impact on working alliance (t(81) = 2.621, p = .011), whereas confronting behaviors 
(t(81) = -1.45, p = .152) and challenging behaviors (t(81) = .54, p = .594) had no impact at all 
when controlling for demographics, SEQ, and ASQ contributions to WAI-S scores. 
Interestingly, the Confront subscale did make a negative impact on WAI-S scores before 
SEQ scores were added to the model (t(81) = -3.12, p = .003; Table 105), and even with SEQ  
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Table 107: Hierarchical Regression Coefficients for ASQ Predicting Working Alliance, Full 
Modela 
Model Step Variables  β Std. Error t-ratio  p  
4  β0 (Constant) -.52 1.28 -.40 .688 
 1  Sex .07 .22 .29 .770 
   Relationship Status -.18 .21 -.84 .406 
  Therapy Modalityb .12 .19 .61 .547 
   Sex of Therapist .16 .20 .81 .420 
   Session of Therapy (Log) .17 .23 .73 .468 
   Postmark Date .00 .00 .21 .206 
 2  Support .19 .07 2.79 .007 
   Confront -.09 .06 -1.45 .152 
   Challenge .04 .07 .54 .594 
 3  Smoothness .02 .07 .28 .778 
   Depth .27 .10 2.55 .013 
 4  Confidence .56 .15 3.82 .000 
   Discomfort with Closeness .41 .15 2.71 .009 
   Need for Approval .21 .13 1.63 .109 
   Preoccupation with Relationships -.09 .13 -.726 .471 
   Relationships as Secondary -.15 .14 -1.02 .313 
aDependent Variable: WAI Scale 
bTo conserve statistical power, only the dichotomous “Relational Therapy Only” variable was used 
among the therapy modality variables. It split respondents into two roughly equal groups. 
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scores in the model but before ASQ scales were added (t(81) = -2.33, p = .023; Table 106). 
Challenge scores, on the other hand, never showed a significant effect on WAI-S, even 
without SEQ or ASQ responses added to the regression model. 
The changes in TBI Confront’s impact on WAI-S scores as additional measures were 
added to the model would suggest that perceptions of a therapist being confrontational can 
seem to have a negative impact on working alliance, but that this effect is mediated by the 
client’s adult attachment pattern, given that the connection between TBI Confront and WAI-
S disappears when the ASQ responses are controlled for (for a discussion of mediating 
effects, see Baron & Kenny, 1986). This could mean that negative responses to confrontation 
by a therapist could be largely a function of attachment style. It could also mean that 
Challenges from a therapist had neither a positive nor negative effect on working alliance (or 
perhaps a mixed effect that is not apparent in the current findings). Given that Challenge did 
not have a correlation with any of the WAI dimensions except Goal (and had no relationship 
with the overall WAI-S score), this result was not surprising.  
Surprisingly, the smoothness of the session also had no effect on working alliance 
although controlling for other variables in the regression (and still had no effect when other 
therapeutic variables, namely the ASQ and TBI, were not held constant in additional 
analyses). However, client reports of the depth of the session did contribute significantly to 
working alliance (t(81) = 2.55, p = .013). Among the adult attachment subscales, both 
increases in Confidence (t(81) = 3.82, p = .0005) and Discomfort with Closeness (t(81) = 
2.71, p = .009), but not the remaining subscales, significantly contributed to increases in 
working alliance. The direction of the effect is interesting, in that discomfort with closeness, 
rather than decreasing working alliance, actually incremented positively together with the 
working alliance measure. 
Using the size of the t-statistics to judge the relative weights of the variables, one can 
observe that among the variables in the full model, Confidence as measured by the ASQ had 
the greatest individual impact on working alliance. The mixed directional values of the t-
statistics for the other ASQ subscales indicated that as far as working alliance is concerned, it 
would not be appropriate to aggregate the remaining ASQ variables into a single “insecurity” 
variable in order to obtain more significant results.  
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Table 108: ANOVA for Hierarchical Regression Predicting Working Alliance 
Model   Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Regression 4.78 6 .80 .98 .446a 
Residual 61.01 75 .81     
1 
Total 65.79 81       
Regression 22.90 9 2.55 4.27 .000b 
Residual 42.89 72 .60     
2 
Total 65.79 81       
Regression 26.51 11 2.41 4.30 .000c 
Residual 39.28 70 .56     
3 
Total 65.79 81       
Regression 34.72 16 2.17 4.54 .000d 
Residual 31.07 65 .48     
4 
Total 65.79 81       
aPredictors: (Constant), Postmark Date (1 Jan 2006 = 1), Committed Relationship, Sex of Therapist, 
Sex, Relational Therapy Only, Log of Sessions of Therapy 
bPredictors: (Constant), Postmark Date (1 Jan 2006 = 1), Committed Relationship, Sex of Therapist, 
Sex, Relational Therapy Only, Log of Sessions of Therapy, TBI Support, TBI Confront, TBI 
Challenge 
cPredictors: (Constant), Postmark Date (1 Jan 2006 = 1), Committed Relationship, Sex of Therapist, 
Sex, Relational Therapy Only, Log of Sessions of Therapy, TBI Support, TBI Confront, TBI 
Challenge, SEQ Smoothness Subscale, SEQ Depth Subscale 
dPredictors: (Constant), Postmark Date (1 Jan 2006 = 1), Committed Relationship, Sex of Therapist, 
Sex, Relational Therapy Only, Log of Sessions of Therapy, TBI Support, TBI Confront, TBI 
Challenge, SEQ Smoothness Subscale, SEQ Depth Subscale, ASQ Preoccupation with Relationships 
Subscale, ASQ Relationships as Secondary Subscale, ASQ Confidence Subscale, ASQ Need for 






Table 109: Residual Statistics for the Full Model Predicting Working Alliance 
 Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N 
Predicted Value 3.59 7.03 5.94 .66 82 
Residual -1.74 1.41 -.00 .63 81 
Standardized. Predicted Value -3.62 1.59 -.04 1.00 82 
Standardized Residual -2.51 2.07 -.02 .90 81 
 
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) results displayed in Table 108 report the test of 
whether the full model was significantly better than chance (50-50) at predicting the value of 
working alliance. If the value of F was greater than 1, then the improvement in the model at 
that step (with the variables in that step) was greater than the inaccuracy within the model for 
predicting working alliance. The ANOVA results indicated that the full model, F(16, 65) =  
4.54, p < .0005, significantly improved the ability to predict scores of working alliance over 
partial models.    
The reliability of the model can be assessed by examining the standardized residuals 
for the model (see Table 109). The histogram displaying the distribution of the residuals 
(Figure 68) was also helpful in assessing how well the model fit the data. Field (2005) 
advised that in an average sample, 95% of the standardized residuals are expected to fall 
between ±2—or in other words, the unstandardized residuals should fall within two standard 
deviations of the mean of the residuals. Taking the mean of the standard residual as -.02 and 
using twice the standard deviation (SD = .90) above and below this, it was expected that 95% 
of the standard residuals should fall between and -1.82 and 1.78. In the histogram displayed 
as Figure 68, 77 of the 81 cases fell inside these parameters, or 95.1%. Field (2005) also 
reported that 99% of the standardized residuals should fall within ±2.5 deviations of the 
mean, but it appeared that in the present study no values were outside this limit. There were 
no outlier values in the distribution, defined as ±3 standard deviations.  
 Figure 69, graphing the intersection of the expected versus the predicted cumulative 
probability for the standardized residuals for the full model, was also useful for assessing the 
normality of the errors. Points on the graph were expected to adhere closely to the diagonal; 
marked and consistent deviations from the line indicated that one of the assumption of  
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normality of errors had been violated. This not being the case, confidence was greater in 
generalizing the model to the population.  
Predictive Value of Quality of Session for Working Alliance 
 Although the beta slopes, t-statistics, and individual p values for the variables would 
remain the same regardless of the order in which they were entered in the full model (see 
Table 107), reconfiguring the model to place different variables of interest in the final step 
yielded new information not available from the previous iterations of the model—namely the 
significance of the entire step (in this case, the scale) for predicting working alliance when 
controlling for all other variables in the model. Little space is needed to report these results; 
the coefficients in the final model of the coefficient table were identical for each of the the 
regressions (as long as the same variables were used, regardless of order entered), as were all 
the values in the final model reported in the ANOVA table; all the residuals were the same, 
and therefore the residual graphs were not reproduced for each of the regressions. 
 
Table 110: Hierarchical Regression for SEQ Predicting Working Alliance 
Model R2  Adjusted R2  R2 Change F Change df p 
1 (Demographics) .07 -.00 .07 .98 6, 75 .446 
2 (+ TBI) .35 .27 .28 10.14 3, 72 .000 
3 ( + ASQ) .48 .37 .13 3.29 5, 67 .010 
4 ( + SEQ) .53 .41 .05 3.53 2, 65 .035 
 
With the SEQ variables (Smoothness and Depth) entered last in the regression (Table 
110), the change in the F-statistic was significant over partial models (R2 = .53, F(2, 65) = 
3.53, p = .035). Alone, although controlling for other variables in the model, the SEQ 
subscales accounted for 5.1% of the variance in working alliance. As mentioned previously, 
the Depth subscale made a significant contribution to the prediction of working alliance 
(t(81) = 2.55, p = .013), whereas Smoothness had no significant individual impact on the 
dependent variable (after controlling for all other measures in the model; see Table 107). Nor 
did Smoothness have any impact on Working Alliance in model 3, before attachment 
variables were entered (Table 106). The remaining question, whether Smoothness had an 
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impact on WAI overall scores when only controlling for demographics (without ASQ or TBI 
variables in the regression model) is answered in Table 111: the finding was negative. 
 
Table 111: Hierarchical Regression Coefficients for SEQ Predicting Working Alliance, 
Partial Modela 
Model Step Variables  β Std. Error t-ratio  p  
2  β0 (Constant) 2.87 .68 4.20 .000 
  1 Sex .10 .22 .47 .642 
   Relationship Status -.00 .23 -.21 .831 
   Therapy Modalityb -.01 .20 -.37 .713 
   Sex of Therapist .25 .22 1.17 .246 
   Session of Therapy (Log) .27 .24 1.12 .266 
   Postmark Date -.00 .00 -.50 .622 
  2 Smoothness .12 .08 1.61 .111 
   Depth .39 .10 3.76 .000 
aDependent Variable: WAI Scale 
bTo conserve statistical power, only the dichotomous “Relational Therapy Only” variable was used 
among the therapy modality variables. It split respondents into two roughly equal groups. 
 
Predictive Value of Therapist Behaviors for Working Alliance 
With TBI subscales entered last in the full model predicting working alliance (Table 
112), the change in the multiple correlation was observed to be .08 for the final step of the 
model, indicating that the therapist behaviors of support, confrontation, and challenge 
predicted 8.3% of the variance in working alliance when controlling for demographics, adult 
attachment, and session quality (R2 = .53, F(3, 65) = 3.83, p = .014). Support accounted for 
all of the significant predictive value of the TBI measure—Confront and Challenge had no 
significant contribution to predicting working alliance not already provided by other 




Individual Predictive Value of Therapist Support, Confront, and Challenge 
 The phenomenon of p values in the coefficients table (Table 107) for individual 
variables being reproduced in the regression table when these variables are placed separately 
in the final step of the model can be observed in Table 113. Note that although the R2 change 
and F change in the table yield new information, all other values have already been produced 
 
Table 112: Hierarchical Regression for TBI Predicting Working Alliance 
Model R2  Adjusted R2  R2 Change F Change df p 
1 (Demographics) .07 -.00 .07 .98 6, 75 .446 
2 ( + ASQ) .27 .15 .19 3.66 5, 70 .005 
3 ( + SEQ) .44 .34 .18 11.00 2, 68 .000 
4 ( + TBI) .53 .41 .08 3.83 3, 65 .014 
 
Table 113: Hierarchical Regression for TBI Support Predicting Working Alliance 
Model R2  Adjusted R2  R2 Change F Change df p 
1 (Demographics) .07 -.00 .07 .98 6, 75 .446 
2 ( + ASQ)  .27 .15 .19 3.66 5, 70 .005 
3 ( + SEQ) .44 .34 .18 11.00 2, 68 .000 
4 (+ TBI Confront, Challenge) .47 .35 .03 1.69 2, 66 .193 
5 (+ TBI Support) .53 .41 .06 7.76 1, 65 .007 
 
in previous calculations. The table could be summarized as showing that TBI Support, when 
controlling for the other sixteen variables in the study, accounted for 5.6% of the variance in 
the dependent variable, working alliance (R2 = .53, F(1, 65) = 7.76, p = .007). 
Also noteworthy in the table (observable also in the previous table) was that inclusion 
of the SEQ offered a large improvement in the prediction of working alliance over models 
that only include demographics and the ASQ measure (change in F(2, 68) = 11.00, p < 
.0005), though 50.0% of the variance in working alliance accounted for by the SEQ (after 
controlling for ASQ scores and demographics variables) was redundant with the TBI scale 
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Table 114: Hierarchical Regression for TBI Confront Predicting Working Alliance 
Model R2  Adjusted R2  R2 Change F Change df p 
1 (Demographics) .07 -.00 .07 .98 6, 75 .446 
2 ( + ASQ)  .27 .15 .19 3.66 5, 70 .005 
3 ( + SEQ) .44 .34 .18 11.00 2, 68 .000 
4 (+ TBI Support, Challenge) .51 .40 .07 4.61 2, 66 .013 
5 (+ TBI Confront) .53 .41 .02 2.10 1, 65 .152 
 
Table 115: Hierarchical Regression for TBI Confront Predicting Working Alliance 
Model R2  Adjusted R2  R2 Change F Change df p 
1 (Demographics) .07 -.00 .07 .98 6, 75 .446 
2 ( + ASQ)  .27 .15 .19 3.66 5, 70 .005 
3 ( + SEQ) .44 .34 .18 11.00 2, 68 .000 
4 (+ TBI Support, Confront) .53 .42 .08 5.66 2, 66 .005 
5 (+ TBI Challenge) .53 .41 .00 .29 1, 65 .594 
 
(calculated by the change in R2 accounted for by both the SEQ alone, .18, divided by the 
change in R2 accounted for both measures combined, .36). 
 Table 114 shows the lack of individual contribution of the TBI Confront variable to 
the prediction of working alliance, accounting for 1.5% of the variance in working alliance 
(R2 = .53, F(1, 6) = 2.10, p = .152). Table 115 shows that the TBI Challenge subscale had no 
significant individual contribution to predicting working alliance, when controlling for 




In the current study, it was theorized that client reports could offer a reliable source of 
information about therapist behaviors, or at least about their perceptions of such behaviors, 
which presumably had an important impact on working alliance. Specifically, it was expected 
that: 
A.a Therapist behaviors have distinct underlying concepts that separate into stable 
components. 
1. Behaviors representing therapist support of clients are identifiable and share a 
common underlying component. 
2. Behaviors representing therapist challenging/confronting are identifiable and 
share a common underlying component. 
3. The two components are distinct from one another. 
 
The first expectations (A1-3) were partially confirmed with the principal components 
analysis (PCA) of the TBI measure. Only ten of the TBI items (six from Restructure and four 
from Support; see Table 38) were used to create the TBI scales. Also, two of the items in the 
“Support” items used were not originally listed under support, but rather under Reinforce 
Change (items 55 and 56). If the final scales had included all items, and the items had split 
into two components, this would have been a stronger result. However, rules of thumb 
governing PCA dictated that a smaller number of items be used in the final scales, given the 
limited number of observed cases in the dataset (VanVoorhis & Morgan, 2001). Specifically, 
about ten items were allowed given the 100 cases in the dataset, and about two or three 
components, though some latitude was allowed by some authorities, notably Guadagnoli and 
Velicer (1988), given higher component loadings. Also, it should be noted that Russell 
(2002) recommended that the scales derived from PCA have sufficient measures (items) per 
component: at least three, and preferably four or more. It was necessary in the PCA to 
                                                 
a
 Letters used here, outlining the hypotheses in order, correspond with the original list of stated hypotheses from 
the this document. Therefore, a hypothesis labeled “E” is the fifth hypothesis listed in the original set. 
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include only items with solidly normal distributions and making strong, focused 
contributions to the resulting components (Field, 2005; Garson, 2006a; SPSS, 1999; StarSoft, 
2006b); these standards helped narrow the items used to the requisite ten, resulting in a pool 
of high-quality, relevant and distinct items. At no point was it ever necessary to eliminate 
items from the pool for the sole purpose of conforming to a numerical goal. 
After narrowing the number of items examined in the principal components analysis 
(PCA), one underlying component for Support was identified, and two for Restructure, 
labeled Confront and Challenge. The three components extracted accounted for 68.2% of the 
variance in the ten items (Table 83). Question A3 was fully confirmed with the PCA—the 
final Support and Restructure (challenge/confront) components identified were distinct from 
one another, with no cross-loadings above .31 (Table 85).  
Support: Difficulties with Operationalization 
The items loading on the Support component did not load entirely as expected, as 
shown in the section on the principal components analyses (PCA). Many of the items that 
represented support to the researcher showed poorly in the preliminary analyses, when the 
items’ distributions were vetted for inclusion in the PCA, and in the actual PCA.  
It is possible that the support items that represented a breakdown in traditional 
therapist-client boundaries (e.g., away from hierarchy and toward collaboration) did not load 
well with the other support items because these represented negative versions of support to 
clients, or versions support with which a client would not identify positively. Despite 
therapists’ training in collaborative approaches (Anderson, 1999) to therapy that emphasize 
moving away from some traditional boundaries constitutes progress from more restrictive 
conceptualizations of clinical behavior, clients may not see this collaboration as uniformly 
positive, perhaps balking at simplified descriptions of the collaborative process. In the 
current study, TBI items that were designed to represent collaborative behaviors (such as TBI 
item 4, “My therapist let me set the agenda for our conversation,” item 5, “My therapist 
worked with me as an equal,” and item 6, “My therapist shared personal information about 
herself or himself”) had had poor loadings with Support items. Here the problem may have 
been one of operationalization: although clients may benefit from more client-oriented and 
client-directed therapy, they may not resonate positively with descriptions of the workings of 
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such therapy.  Collaboration may be a phenomenon that is assessed more positively by 
clients when it is experienced by them than when it is described to them.  
On the other hand, many of the Support items were worded too positively, so that 
they generated nearly universal positive responses (see Table 73). Again, the problem may be 
one of operationalization. Examples of items with this difficulty include item 9, “My 
therapist seemed genuinely interested in me as a person,” and item 47, “My therapist showed 
respect for what I think and say.” As a result of the need to weed out items that had such 
strongly positive reactions from respondents, the Support component was more oriented 
toward progress and change than to the encouragement, respect, and openness to client 
direction in therapy that the researcher had expected to find in the Support component. 
Additional research is needed to determine whether items of higher quality may be able to 
avoid response homogeneity and differentiate better between different therapy sessions. 
Challenging/Confronting  
The Unexpected Third Component 
In the course of attempting to create a measure that would adequately capture the 
concepts of support and confront/challenge in therapy, this study explored the possibility that 
confrontation in therapy may not be unidimensional. The emergence of two separate 
components from the Restructure items of the original 56-item TBI posed a conceptual 
challenge to define confrontation in greater detail.  
Arrival at the distinction between challenging and confronting in therapy came as a 
result of the PCA in the present study, rather than from a theoretical distinction that drove the 
final makeup of the TBI scale. Indeed, the bias of the researcher was to arrive at a singular 
Restructure dimension, so as to have two simple dichotomous measures of therapist 
behavior: Support (which was supposed to represent collaboration, but the collaborative 
behaviors in the TBI did not load well with this component), and Confrontation (which was 
supposed to represent non-collaborative restructuring in therapy). Fortunately, the 
exploratory PCA yielded a result that was not only surprising but also interpretable. 
Upon examination of the second component in the final principal components 
analysis, in looking at similarities between the items in the component, what emerged for the 
researcher as a theme was confrontation that was corrective. This theme suggested that 
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although restructuring behaviors in therapy may have inherent conflict, some of these are 
more laced with conflict than others, and that although some confrontation may be corrective 
or imply that there is something wrong that needs to be fixed through confrontation, this is 
not always the case. Confrontation could be viewed as a positive or a negative element of 
therapy—for example, a therapist who would not confront an issue when something had gone 
wrong or needed to be addressed might be seen as having neglected the role as a therapist 
from some perspectives. Indeed, some clients might expect this of a therapist.  
The emergence of a second component within Restructure, labeled “Challenge” by 
the researcher, presented a welcome opportunity to explore whether some confrontation 
might harm the working alliance (as originally anticipated), and whether, on the other hand, 
some restructuring behaviors might have a more neutral to positive impact on working 
alliance. This post hoc hypothesis was prompted by the similarities between the positively-
skewed histograms of Support (Figure 59) and Challenge (Figure 65), whereas Confront 
(Figure 62) had a flatter distribution that leaned toward the low end of the scale. 
Based on the observed split in Restructure items into two separate components, the 
researcher conjectured that challenges from a therapist may have a positive reception from 
clients, especially those who are interested in progress and growth. The comparison could be 
made between a challenging therapist, within certain limits, and a challenging hike, a 
challenging game, or any other challenging task. Challenges are often recognized as a source 
of growth, though challenges could also carry a hint of threat for individuals who are less 
secure, or from sources that are less benign. Certainly a therapist with healthy expectations of 
a client (i.e., item 27, “My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I have 
made”) could appear threatening to some clients, but the general feel of the three items of the 
Challenge scale (24, 25, and 27) were that the challenges were neutral at worst (item 24, “My 
therapist challenged my way of thinking,” is perhaps the one that contained the greatest hint 
of conflict). 
The negative or positive meaning of a confrontation may be partially determined by 
components within the recipient of the confrontation. For example, a client who has negative 
expectations about conflict may perceive confrontation more negatively. A client entering 
therapy who has negative feelings toward authority figures, for example, and who wants 
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therapy that is nondirective and collaborative, may see it as a breach of the understood goals 
or tasks of therapy if her therapist challenges her to make changes in her life. On the other 
hand, another client may see the same therapist behavior as simply an expected component of 
therapy, and may even see it as a breach in the agreed tasks and goals if the therapist is not 
confrontational or challenging toward the client. In examining differences such as these, the 
possible impact of preexisting variables, such as attachment style, becomes highly 
interesting. Yet, although client components undoubtedly have bearing on the impact of 
therapist behaviors on working alliance, it is understood that the behaviors themselves, not 
just the clients’ perceptions of them, are also important. It is understood that a therapist’s 
approach to confrontation, the purpose and content of the confrontation, and its place in a 
shared history with the client can also contribute to a negative or positive impact. A therapist 
who confronts more harshly and more often will undoubtedly see a deleterious effect on her 
or his alliances with clients.  
Confrontation in Other Literature 
The concept of confrontation has been approached as both a positive and negative 
force in clinical work in other literature. Anderson (1969) explored the effects of 
confrontation on client self-exploration, and found that the effects were more positive when 
coming from high-functioning therapists, than from low-functioning therapists, suggesting 
that the differences in confrontation may be related to the clinical abilities of the therapist. In 
an earlier article, Anderson theorized that confrontation “signals to the client a measure of 
respect for his increasing capacity for self-determination” (Anderson, 1968, p. 416), a 
message that would presumably have positive connotations for therapeutic alliance and 
outcome. In the early literature on confrontation it was recognized that even though 
confrontation may have positive effects in therapy, it was not easy to accomplish, requiring 
finesse, tact, and experience. Tracey, Hayes, Malone, and Herman (1986) also found that 
confrontation was not something that all therapists did well—they noted that in their 
research, therapists performed the tasks of confrontation better as they become more 
experienced.  
Aside from the skill employed by therapists in confrontation, positive impacts of 
confrontation may also come from the purpose or content of the confrontation. Czopp, 
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Monteith, and Mark (2006) referred to positive effects of confronting client racial bias in 
therapy—though hostility and negative evaluations toward the therapist often resulted, clients 
also showed a decrease in statements of racial prejudice. Therapists have often seen 
themselves in the role of promoting positive change even if it was at the expense of the 
therapeutic relationship. The substance abuse literature, for example, long advocated the use 
of intense confrontation with problem drinkers, arguing that it was necessary in order to 
break through the wall of denial and other defense mechanisms believed to be common 
among malingering substance abusers.  
Recently it has been documented that more directive-confrontational styles of therapy 
both engender greater client resistance, thereby reducing therapist influence, and also predict 
poor outcomes for problem drinkers one year post-treatment (W. R. Miller, Benefield, & 
Tonigan, 1993). Building on this research, W. R. Miller and Rollnick (2002) developed a 
non-confrontational approach to substance abuse therapy they called Motivational 
Interviewing, which they hypothesized would lead to improved working alliance through 
client empowerment and the avoidance of therapeutic alliance ruptures and tears endemic of 
confrontational treatment approaches. Working with smokers, Boardman, Catley, Grobe, 
Little, and Ahluwalia (2006) reported that this motivational interviewing, with high levels of 
collaboration, egalitarianism, and empathy were associated positively with client engagement 
in therapy and reports of working alliance, whereas confrontation had moderate negative 
effects on working alliance.  
This emphasis on collaboration versus confrontation was shared by the solution-
focused approach of Berg and S. R. Miller (1992) who presented an alternative to 
“traditional” treatment of problem drinkers—which they described as often highly 
confrontational, long-term, aimed at getting to the “deep issues” surrounding the behavior, 
and oriented toward seeing clients as “resistant” to therapy. In contrast to this, the approach 
advocated by Berg and Miller was supportive, collaborative, positively focused, and 
demonstrated considerable success in treating problem drinking in a short period of time—an 
average of 4.6 sessions.   
On a similar vein, in working with disruptive behavior-disordered adolescents, this 
researcher encountered training (Arbinger, 2001; Warner, 2001) that deemphasized 
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confrontation, following logic similar to that found in revised substance abuse treatment 
models. This logic posits that sometimes confrontation, despite producing temporary 
desirable client results, can interfere with long-term therapist efficacy with the client, 
particularly when done for the therapist’s satisfaction with a frustrating or oppositional client, 
and not out of a motivation for what is truly best for the client. This emphasis echoes 
predictions found in Newell and Stutman’s model of social confrontation (1991), which 
suggested that people anticipating a confrontational conversation engage in an evaluation of 
whether or not they have the social legitimacy and sufficient intimacy with the recipient to 
afford the confrontation, and whether or not the relationship fallout from the confrontation 
may be worth whatever benefits could be gained by the confrontation. Malis and Roloff 
(2007), in applying Newell and Stutman’s model, found support for the prediction that 
acquaintances of alcoholics would be more likely to have effective confrontations about 
problem drinking when they had higher levels of intimacy with the drinker and greater 
perceived legitimacy in broaching the topic. In relation to the current study, this finding 
suggests that those engaging in confrontation are often aware of how it could damage the 
alliance in the relationship, and must make careful evaluations of the potential impact of 
confronting and challenging behaviors.  
The observed component structure in the TBI measures confirms the descriptions of 
diversity within the concept of confrontation found in other literature; namely, a side that can 
be potentially damaging to working alliance, and a side that is more positively-oriented and 
less disruptive of desired outcomes. What remained to be seen was whether or not these 
components were associated with working alliance in the expected directions. 
Demographics 
 In the stated research questions of the current study, demographics were expected to 
have moderate to small relationships with the predictor variables. Demographics were 
theoretically divided by causal priority in the questions, and the first hierarchical regression, 
examining the relationship of demographics to the outcome measure, also divided them into 
ordered steps. Thereafter however in the main regression analyses, demograhics were entered 
as a single block. In the original statement of research quesitons, it was projected that: 
B. Demographics variables moderately contribute to working alliance. 
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1. Primary demographic variables (acquired at birth) such as race and gender of 
client have moderate to small relationships with predictor variables and 
working alliance. 
2. Secondary demographic variables (acquired after birth and prior to therapy) 
such as age of client, income, and relationship status have moderate to small 
relationships with predictor variables and working alliance. 
3.  Clinical demographic variables (describing therapy itself) such as therapy 
modality, sex of therapist, and number of sessions have moderate to small 
relationships with predictor variables and working alliance. 
4. Study variables (functions of inclusion in the study) such as the postmark date 
of the questionnaire have little to no relationship with predictor variables and 
working alliance. 
5. Controlling for these demographics variables will not eliminate the value of 
the following variables for predicting working alliance: adult attachment 
patterns, therapist behaviors, and quality of session. 
ASQ and Demographics 
The relationship between the Attachment Style Questionnaire and demographics 
items was presented in Table 94 and are discussed here. 
Age and income had no relationship to attachment. The lack of correlation for age 
was surprising, given the finding by Zhang and Labouvie-Vief (2004) that older adults tend 
toward greater security (ASQ Confidence subscale), more dismissing attitudes (conceptually 
related to ASQ Relationships as Secondary attachment subscale) and less preoccupied 
attachment styles (related to the ASQ Preoccupation with Relationships subscale). 
Sex and Confidence 
Males were associated with higher confidence (r = .230, p = .022), females with 
higher need for approval (r = -.197, p = .050), and males were more likely to view 
relationships as secondary (r = .313, p = .002). Each of these was in line with traditional 
gender-role stereotypes. There was neither a relationship between sex and discomfort with 
closeness, nor with preoccupation with relationships. 
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Committed Relationship and Confidence and Discomfort with Closeness 
The only significant correlations between relationship status and attachment variables 
were with the first two scales. Respondents in committed relationships were more confident 
(r = .338, p = .001) and had lower scores on the Discomfort with Closeness subscale (r = -
.270, p = .007). It is unclear from the data whether these are benefits of relationships—that is, 
positive effects that come from being in close relationships, which have been documented as 
being abundant (Ross, Mirowsky, & Goldsteen, 1990; Wilson & Oswald, 2005)—or whether 
there may be a selection effect (e.g., persons who are more confident and comfortable with 
closeness have more success in entering and maintaining committed relationships. Wilson 
and Oswald’s (2005) review of longitudinal research on marriage benefits, however, did 
identify many of the benefits of that form of committed relationship as transcending selection 
effects, including mental and emotional health benefits. 
Sex of Therapist and Confidence and Discomfort with Closeness
 
Interestingly, sex of therapist also had correlations with the same two variables: 
greater confidence was associated with having a male therapist (r = .297, p = .003), and 
greater discomfort with closeness was associated with having a female therapist (r = -.303, p 
= .002). If therapists were randomly assigned to clients, a correlation would be assumed to be 
the result of either sampling error or an effect of the therapist sex. However, clients do often 
play a role in the selection of their therapists’ sex, both by seeking out a therapist of the sex 
with whom they would feel more comfortable, and by remaining in therapy with a therapist 
with whom they were more comfortable. Given these opportunities for client-selection of 
therapist sex, it would appear that clients who were more confident sought and/or remained 
with male therapists, and clients who were uncomfortable with closeness sought and/or 
remained with female therapists. This researcher was initially confused by this finding, and 
consulted his wife. Her comment (quoted below) assumed that respondents had some 
freedom to choose their therapists and that those respondents whose “choice” of therapist 
reflected the observed correlations had adopted some gender-role stereotypes:  
Males can be intimidating, and you have to be more confident in yourself to self-
disclose to a male. If you are uncomfortable with closeness, you would be more 
comfortable with a female therapist. Male figures are often experienced as less open 
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to talking about relationships, so it feels like a less natural role [for a therapist to be 
male] if that is your expectation of men (S. L. Bair, personal communication, April 
27, 2007). 
This researcher cannot take credit for these comments, but has included them because they 
illustrate how easily sex-role stereotypes are resorted to when explaining gendered findings. 
In interpreting these and other sex-related findings, it should be remembered that the use of 
gender stereotypes, so prevalent in Western civilization, has been criticized as distorting 
reality and serving to perpetuate and legitimize gendered inequality (Guimond et al., 2007). 
At the same time, these perceptions have cultural currency and real effects, and ignoring their 
possible implications for the present findings would represent a failure to fully understand 
their impact. 
Sessions of Therapy and Confidence and Discomfort with Closeness 
Respondents with more confidence had fewer sessions of therapy at the time they 
completed the questionnaire (r = -.320, p = .001), whereas clients with more discomfort with 
closeness had more sessions (r = .288, p = .004). It should be remembered that the number of 
sessions variable represents the then-current number of sessions that clients had completed, 
rather than the number of sessions at the termination of services. Still, it may be reasonable to 
assume that clients with a greater number of sessions have some traits that not all clients with 
fewer sessions share. It would appear that discomfort with closeness and lack of confidence 
lead to a person staying in therapy longer, whereas confidence and comfort with closeness 
leads to exiting therapy earlier. These possible relationships are outside the focus of the 
present study but will remain available for future investigations. 
Therapy Modality and ASQ 
Receiving only individual therapy was associated with having lower confidence (r = -
.266, p = .008), greater discomfort with closeness (r = .411, p < .000), greater need for 
approval (r = .323, p = .001), and greater preoccupation with relationships (r = .210, p = 
.037). Receiving individual therapy only was associated with greater confidence (r = .287, p 
= .004), less discomfort with closeness (r = -.405, p < .000), and less need for approval (r = -
.355, p < .000). Receiving some relational therapy (a variable which included some 
respondents who received multiple modalities, as well as those receiving only relational 
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therapy) had significant correlations with the same ASQ subscales as the exclusively 
relational therapy variable, and also a negative correlation with the Preoccupation with 
Relationships subscale (r = -.245, p = .015). It was surprising to this researcher how 
normative in attachment styles the respondents were who received relational therapy. These 
findings would suggest that the reasons for which clients seek relational therapy may not be 
the products of individual attachment deficits, though the particular mix of attachment 
patterns in a couple or family may still play a factor in seeking therapy. At least as far as 
attachment variables are concerned, individual issues may be less important to the problems 
faced in relationships than systemic issues that cannot be easily attributed to one person. 
Looking at these correlations alongside those between the ASQ and WAI yields an 
interesting finding: that although more confident people tended to have higher WAI scores, 
they also were more likely to be in relational therapy. 
This researcher had not intended to examine the ASQ variables by couple and family 
therapy, but the above-mentioned correlations with relational therapy gave a compelling 
reason to do so (see Table 95).  
Some Couple and Some Family Therapy and ASQ 
Respondents who received some couple therapy (meaning that they may have 
received other modalities also; n = 41) were more confident (r = .198, p = .050) and less 
uncomfortable with closeness (r = -.223, p = .027). Need for approval barely missed the 
cutoff for significance (r = -.194, p = .055). On the other hand, respondents who received 
some family therapy (n = 23) had no pattern of confidence, but were less uncomfortable with 
closeness (r = -.288, p = .004), had less need for approval (r = -.203, p = .044), had less 
preoccupation with relationships (r = -.297, p = .003), and were less likely to see 
relationships as secondary (r = -.235, p = .019). Although there was a small overlap between 
the two groups (n = 2 respondents in both groups), these findings suggested that markedly 
different profiles of adult attachment patterns were associated with persons seeking couple 
versus family therapy, with the group seeking family therapy being the most secure (though 
having no pattern with regard to confidence). 
Couple and Family Therapy Only and Need for Approval 
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When respondents who exclusively received couple therapy were examined, the 
confidence pattern disappeared, suggesting that it may have been a relic of the overlap with 
other therapy modality groups. Interestingly, the marginal, negative correlation with the Need 
for Approval subscale strengthened and became statistically significant (r = -.207, p = .040). 
When respondents who received exclusively family therapy were examined, the same 
relationships were seen (though with different correlation weights) as reported previously for 
those receiving some family therapy, with the exception of Need for Approval (r = -.193, p = 
.056). This further suggested that couple and family therapy clients have qualitative 
differences with regard to adult attachment patterns. 
Demographics and SEQ 
Only one of the demographics variables had any relation to the SEQ variables: sex of 
therapist was positively related to perceived depth of the session (r = .229, p = .023), which 
was quite unexpected (Table 96). Given that sex of therapist was coded positively for male 
therapists (0 = female, 1 = male), this correlation appeared to mean that having a male 
therapist resulted in respondents perceiving the session as having greater depth (in 
comparison to having a female therapist).  
A closer look at the Depth items of the SEQ might shed some light on how to 
interpret the correlation. Specifically, the “low” depth responses for the SEQ items were 
“bad” (item 1), “worthless” (item 4), “shallow” (item 5), “empty” (item 8), “weak” (item 9), 
and “ordinary” (item 10). The items represent client subjective perceptions—not necessarily 
objective measures of quality. But, as WAI research has shown, client perceptions can be 
powerful predictors of therapy outcomes, so perceptions should not be dismissed casually. If 
one asks what could possibly be “bad, worthless, ordinary,” and so forth about receiving 
therapy from a female counselor, some thorny gender issues arise. The question is not 
whether the perception is accurate, but what the causes of such perceptions, and the 
consequences of such perceptions, could be. What could contribute to the perception of there 
being something bad, worthless, or ordinary about receiving therapy from the participating 
female therapists (or, conversely, that there was something good, worthwhile, and special 
about receiving therapy from the participating male therapists)? 
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Given (a) the greater status afforded men in a patriarchal society (Wharton, 2005), (b) 
the relative scarcity of men compared to women in counseling professions today (Kim, 2007; 
Northey, 2004, reports that 60% of marriage and family therapists are women), and (c) the 
possible perception that men are not traditionally socialized for doing relationship work, 
receiving services from a male therapist, especially one that is skilled and competent, may be 
perceived by clients as receiving something special or valued.  
The third assertion (c, above) may require additional explanation. There may be a 
stereotyped perception that females have more emotional intelligence and are more equipped 
for doing emotion work (Erickson, 2005; Hochschild, 1983; Opengart, 2005), and have 
greater depth in emotional communication (Tannen, 2001; see Vogel et al., 2006 for a 
challenge to gender stereotyped perceptions in mental health trainees). According to some 
constructions of social role theory (Eagley, 1987) and social evolutionary theory (Geary, 
1999), spheres of work traditionally and evolutionarily associated with women (domestic and 
child-care work spheres), have modern counterparts in nurturing and caring professions, and 
may explain widespread preferences for women in these professions (Archer, 2006). These 
components could work in favor of culturally and/or evolutionarily preparing female 
therapists for the emotion work of therapy, with a presumable result in high-quality services 
rendered by female therapists. Could it be that these components lead to higher client 
expectations for female therapists, expectations that would be difficult for female therapists 
to always fulfill?  
Tannen’s (2001) non-empirical examination of gender differences in male and female 
communication styles claims that men tend to engage in “problem talk” with the purpose of 
solving problems, whereas women engage in “problem” talk to connect relationally. Despite 
the lack of empirical support for Tannen’s assertions, they tap into widely-held cultural 
stereotypes that may contribute to the perception of therapy with a female as lacking 
problem-solving depth (though perhaps not relational depth). If male therapists are perceived 
as “problem-solvers,” and women as “problem-connectors,” client expectations about the 
goals, purposes, and tasks of therapy may lead to skewed perceptions of the depth or quality 
of services received.  
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The observed correlation could also mean that although men have not been 
traditionally socialized to engage in emotion work, the services men provide in this type of 
emotion work may have the gravity or depth desired by clients. It may also be that male 
therapists take the emotion work of therapy very seriously and come across to clients as 
engaging in the task with appropriate weight and depth. Violations of traditional gender 
norms (e.g., a male therapist engaging competently in emotion work) may also grant a male 
therapist an extra amount of credit when the violation is identified by clients as exceptional 
or surprising. 
The correlation in question reminds the writer of his research on housework 
allocation in dual-earner couples (Bair, 2001) that showed that when men performed 
housework they received more credit for it than their wives did; particularly that husbands 
who contributed less than a 50/50 share of the housework (by their own report) were 
perceived by their wives as doing more housework than they claimed to have actually 
performed. Daily logs over ten weeks of husbands’ and wives’ self-reported household labor, 
and logs of each respondent’s perceptions of her or his spouse’s allocation of labor, were 
used to analyze the discrepancies between self-report and credit received. A similar 
attribution error based on violations of traditional gender norms may also be at work in the 
present correlation, with women therapists receiving less credit for the depth of their sessions 
than men.  
In his seminal article on the SEQ, Stiles (1980) noted that clients tended to report 
feeling more emotionally positive after a session that they rated as smooth and easy, whereas 
therapists tended to report their affective state as more positive after a session they rated as 
deeper and more valuable. Thus, although a therapist may view depth as the goal in a therapy 
session, clients probably would not interpret lack of depth as negatively as would a therapist. 
Strangely, though Stiles and others publishing research using the SEQ (Dill-Standiford, 
Stiles, & Rorer, 1988; Reynolds, Stiles, Barkham, & Shapiro, 1996; Stiles, 1980; Stiles & 
Snow, 1984) generally reported the sex distribution of their samples (both for therapists and 
clients), they did not report their results using sex, as if trying to avoid a hot issue. Instead, 
they focused on measurement reliability and validity issues such as whether they could find 
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therapist-client agreement with the instrument. Unfortunately, this means that it is difficult to 
determine whether the present results are anomalous or consistent with past research. 
Clearly, additional research would be needed to confirm or disconfirm and further 
elucidate this finding. This researcher was uncomfortable with reporting the finding based on 
the questions of gender and power that it raises, but it is noteworthy especially given the fact 
that this was the only correlation between the SEQ subscales and the demographics measures. 
Demographics and WAI-S 
Among the demographic variables reported in Table 97, only income and sex of 
therapist had significant relationships with the working alliance. The lack of significant direct 
relationships between most of the demographics items and working alliance, however, did 
not preclude them from the hierarchical analyses, due to the number of relationships 
observed between these variables and the other primary measures (ASQ, SEQ, and TBI; see 
Tables 94, 95, 96, 98), which in turn had correlations with the WAI-S (Tables 99 and 100). 
Therefore, controlling for these items in the hierarchical analyses was necessary to tease out 
the unique contributions of these measures to working alliance.  
Income (-) 
Income was negatively correlated to the Bond dimension of working alliance (r = -
.29, p = .007) and the overall scale (r = -.24, p = .028). The untransformed income variable 
had significant relationships with all dimensions of the WAI-S. The negative correlation 
between WAI-S and income was surprising, and differed from findings by Taft, Murphy, 
Musser, and Remington (2004), who found that income predicted higher working alliance 
ratings (rather than lower, as found in the present study), along with marital status, age, and 
whether or not a client was self-referred, though the sample was limited to men who had 
battered a partner. The current finding could be interpreted as suggesting that clients who 
have higher incomes are harder to sell on therapy, and are more demanding of therapists. It is 
unclear whether they are harder to please, whether they are more discerning, or have higher 
expectations in general. Perhaps therapists have greater difficulty relating to clients as they 
become more affluent. Perhaps less awed by the educated professional, clients with higher 
incomes could be more cynical and less quick to rate a therapist at the highest levels. 
Although the current study did not gather information on the education levels of participants, 
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it would be interesting to see if education of clients would have had a similar relationship 
with working alliance, with those who were more educated being more discerning (or 
difficult to please, depending on one’s interpretation) in their assessments of the therapeutic 
relationship. 
Sex of Therapist 
The relationship between sex of therapist and the Goal dimension of the working 
alliance (r = .215, p = .048) was also surprising. With women represented in the dataset as 
zeros and men as ones, the direction of the correlation should be interpreted as the Goal 
dimension of working alliance being higher for male therapists in the sample than for female 
therapists. Although the strength of the correlation is small enough that it would disappear 
with alpha divided among the number of correlations analyzed, it should also be noted that 
the correlation would have been stronger if all 99 cases had been included in the dataset (r = 
.23, p = .023), and would have also extended to a correlation between the overall WAI scale 
and sex of therapist (r = .22, p = .030).  
The author was unable to find comparable findings in other literature, and views the 
result as possibly spurious. However, it could reflect genuine gender differences in goal 
orientations in male and female therapists, it could reflect the privileged status of men in the 
general culture (who could possibly get more credit for a goal orientation than women 
therapists do), and/or the finding could reflect clients’ culturally-bound expectations of 
gender differences in men and women in the culture (such as that men are more goal-driven 
and results-oriented than women).  
It should be noted that the WAI Goal dimension items do not ask whether or not a 
therapist has a goal-oriented approach, but rather whether the client perceives that s/he and 
the therapist share the same goals for therapy. A second look at the items within the WAI 
Goal dimension could shed some light on the findings (Table 116). The items focus on 
mutual agreement and understanding in the formulation of goals, problems, and desired 









4 My therapist does not understand what I am trying to accomplish in therapy. 
6 My therapist and I are working towards mutually agreed upon goals. 
10 My therapist and I have different ideas on what my problems are. 
11 We have established a good understanding of the kind of changes that would 
be good for me. 
 
Anecdotally, the author of this study can report that he has often had clients react with 
pleased surprise when he develops (with the client(s)) a written treatment plan with goals and 
action steps to guide therapy. Recently several have remarked that this is a contrast from their 
experience with former therapists. Although it is highly likely that these clients’ previous 
therapists had goals in therapy, the lack of a formal written plan (or the absence of 
collaborative formulation of that plan in the presence of the client) may have hidden this 
aspect of therapy from the clients, which could result in a client’s sense of ambiguity about 
the therapist’s goals for therapy (and uncertainty about whether or not the goals matched 
those of the client). 
 One question to consider, besides the possibility that the therapists’ goals were 
unknown to the participants or not clearly defined, is that their therapists’ goals were known, 
or at least suspected, by the participants, and that they simply disagreed with them. In their 
work therapists are sometimes asked to provide services to clients whose goals, although not 
necessarily unethical, may not align with the therapists’ personal beliefs or preferences. 
Although many possible examples of this could be cited, the one that comes most readily to 
mind for the author, since gender is involved in the present correlation of interest, is the 
politics of gender.  
To give another personal example, the author recalls an early couple therapy case 
where the less experienced author aligned with a wife against her husband, based on the 
author’s orientation toward a feminist standpoint. The wife’s complaints in the marriage were 
focused on traditional male privilege and double standards for men that marginalized and 
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subjugated women, and the author supported her contention that she needed more respect 
from her husband, and less infidelity from him (they agreed that his activities constituted 
infidelity, but he wanted more acknowledgement from her that his stress, workload, and 
professional status afforded him some leeway in pursuing a little vice on the side). After 
revealing his personal bias on these issues, the author found it very difficult to reforge a 
working alliance with the husband, who saw the intrusion of the author’s personal political 
orientation into the professional relationship as a betrayal of the intended purpose of therapy. 
For the husband, therapy was supposed to be about him and his wife patching up their 
relationship and moving past the current problems, rather than him facing an unbalancing 
alliance between his wife and an outsider who supported her demand of substantive change, 
and probably fueled her budding feminist awareness. Although the couple did stay with the 
author until the infidelity had ended, the relationship between the husband and the author was 
always somewhat uneasy, and this unease probably led to premature termination for the 
couple before the relational fallout from the infidelity had been adequately repaired. 
 Although this example serves as an illustration of the difficulty therapists can 
encounter when personal beliefs or preferences clash with those of clients within the context 
of gender, it also highlights how the author has found the need to take greater care in 
choosing whether and how to support or redirect client’s goals of therapy, particularly where 
they intersect with the politics of gender. It is not clear from the data whether female 
therapists might encounter such an issue more often than male therapists, but therapists’ 
political orientations on gender issues certainly provides ample and common opportunity for 
therapist-client disparity on clinical goals, particularly in a Midwestern agricultural state such 
as Iowa, where college-educated therapists may be more likely to have political values that 
lean to the left of those of their clients. Although much has been written about using therapy 
as a vehicle for activism (Altman, Benjamin, Jacobs, Wachtel, & Geffner, 2006; Enns, 1992, 
2004; Evans, Kincade, Marbley, & Seem, 2005; Lee, 2005; Lopez et al., 1989; Porter, 1995; 
Szymanski, Baird, & Kornman, 2002; Worell & Remer, 2003), such as resisting and 
deconstructing the dominant discourses of sexism, racism, homophobia, and colonialism, it 
hardly needs pointing out that such practices can be damaging of working alliance inasmuch 
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as a therapist’s activism runs contrary to the goals of the client(s). It would be interesting to 
examine whether this finding could be replicated and elucidated in other populations. 
Demographics and TBI 
Sessions of Therapy 
In Table 98 the correlations were reported between the sample characteristics and the 
TBI scales. The most striking feature of the table is the confirmation of the null hypothesis 
that there would be little to no relationship between the TBI and the demographics variables. 
However, the strong positive correlations between all scales of the TBI and the number of 
sessions that clients had received prompted the researcher to examine whether early sessions 
might be inappropriate to include in the analyses. Although exclusion of the first sessions did 
not eliminate any of the correlations between TBI and number of sessions, it did tone down 
all of the correlations, most especially that between Support and number of sessions, and 
resulted in improved reliability of the TBI measure.  
The uniformly positive correlations between all TBI scales and number of sessions 
suggested to the author that the effect was not necessarily one of therapists becoming more 
supportive, more confrontational, or more challenging as therapy progressed. Rather, it 
seemed more likely that clients were becoming more familiar with their therapists and 
becoming better informants of the range of behaviors used by the therapists. It cannot be 
ruled out that clients were actually violating the instructions of the TBI (which asked 
respondents to base their responses only on the current session of therapy) and were drawing 
upon their global knowledge of the therapist, to include past experiences as well. If this were 
the case, it would explain the uniform increase in both behaviors positively associated with 
working alliance (Support and Challenge) and negatively associated with the construct 
(Confront). It is unclear how such a phenomenon of past experience contamination could be 
eliminated in this type of research, other than to sample only first sessions, but as has been 
stated, these provided less reliable reports of therapist behaviors. Likely this decreased 
reliability was due to the necessity of first sessions to focus on paperwork, legal, and 
assessment tasks to the detriment of the bread-and-butter of therapy elements famously 
referred to as “common factors” by Hubble, Duncan, and S. D. Miller (1999). Although 
much emphasis has been placed on the first interview as a pivotal moment by proponents of 
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most models of therapy, the present exigencies of managed mental health and perhaps poor 
planning and skillfulness often relegate the first session to a stand-out anomaly in the overall 
tone and content of a therapy case, rather than a snapshot of the trademark practices and 
talents of the mental health practitioner. 
Relational Therapy Only and Challenge 
Although the negative correlation observed between receiving exclusively relational 
therapy and the Challenge scale of the TBI (r = -.211, p = .036) disappeared when the first 
sessions of therapy were dropped, some attempt to account for the unusual finding should be 
attempted. The finding seems to suggest that relational therapy (when received exclusively) 
lacks the positive, therapeutic side of confrontation that the author has termed Challenge in 
the TBI component matrix. It is unclear why this would be observed without a corresponding 
finding for Support or Confrontation. Given the lack of corroborating correlations in 
Individual therapy in the sample, this correlation appears likely to be either related to 
elements influencing Challenge that the author did not detect in his analysis of the content of 
the component, or the result of Type I error (false positive). 
Correlations among Demographics Variables 
Correlations between key demographics variables were presented in Table 93 and are 
discussed here. Relationships observed included the following: 
Sex and Committed Relationship 
Being male was associated with being in a committed relationship (and with the 
opposite—that is, with not being in a committed relationship—for females; r = .241, p = 
.016). As was discussed in the preliminary data analysis, men in the sample tended to be in 
committed relationships (25 of the 27 males sampled were in committed relationships); 
although relationship status was more evenly distributed for women (50 of the 72 females 
sampled were in committed relationships). Given the degree to which this proportion is not 
reflective of the general population, this finding would lend caution to the interpretation of 
some gender- or relationship- dependent correlations in the study. However, it may suggest 
something about which men (or why men) go to therapy, and which women (and why 
women) go to therapy. As a therapist who sees both individual and relational therapy clients, 
the primary researcher was not surprised by this finding (in his practice, the author has seen 
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more women than men going to therapy, and more single women than single men going to 
therapy). One interpretation could be that although men may be less likely to attend therapy, 
relational therapy is one modality that they are more likely to attend. Or, more cynically, it 
could be stated that it takes a relationship problem to get a man into therapy. Traditionally, 
men are more likely to have a do-it-yourself, pull-yourself-up-by-your-own-bootstraps (e.g., 
“you don’t need to talk about it to deal with it”) approach to solving personal problems 
(though Wathen & Harris, 2007, have found these attitudes of pragmatic self-reliance are 
also common among rural women). Although gender roles have shifted considerably in the 
past decades, gendered norms about pragmatic versus talking approaches to solving 
difficulties still affect and inform many men’s decisions. However, caution should be taken 
in using gender stereotypes to explain findings, especially given the tendency among mental 
health trainees to overestimate gender differences in clients’ emotional expressiveness 
(Vogel, Wester, Heesacker, Boysen, & Seeman, 2006). 
Number of Sessions and Postmark Date 
Higher sessions of therapy were associated with lower postmark date (r = .344, p = 
.001). This may have been partially attributable to the fact that the first site in the sample 
(which returned its questionnaires earliest in the study) operated under a brief therapy model. 
When the author approached the site about participating in the second wave of the research, 
he cautioned the site director that participants who had previously filled out the questionnaire 
should be excluded—to which the director replied (paraphrasing) that they will all have 
moved on by now. If accurate, this statement implies an impressive three-month (maximum) 
100% turnaround time for the clinic. 
Number of Sessions and Committed Relationship 
Higher sessions of therapy were also associated with clients not being in a committed 
relationship (r = -.452, p < .000). There could be several possible explanations for this 
relationship. One is that therapy provides for some of the social needs of people in therapy, 
and that clients without a significant other might stay longer in therapy for these social 
benefits, or feel less motivated to end therapy. Another possibility could be that a spouse or 
romantic partner might be jealous of longer-lasting therapy relationships and work to curtail 
the length of therapy. Additionally, a third person in a therapeutic relationship means another 
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person to whom the length of therapy might need to be justified—single clients can make 
these decisions on their own and would presumably have fewer logistical barriers to long-
term therapy. Money could also be an issue—a person in a committed relationship might 
have to answer to his/her spouse or partner about the rising cost of long-term therapy, 
although a single individual might be able to pursue a longer therapeutic relationship without 
someone else second-guessing their financial priorities. Finally, there are inherent benefits to 
being in committed relationships that might run counter to the reasons people seek therapy. 
Committed relationships have well-established emotional and health benefits for those 
engaged in them (Ross, Mirowsky, & Goldsteen, 1990; Wilson & Oswald, 2005), and these 
could decrease the initial incidence of problems that lead to long-term therapy. Committed 
relationships might lessen the duration of some issues focused on in therapy—for example, 
having a person to bounce ideas off of, who is aware of your needs and wants, and who loves 
and cares about you, all might contribute to therapy moving along faster. 
Individual Therapy Only and Postmark Date 
Receiving only individual therapy (and no other modalities) was associated with 
having a later postmark date on the returned questionnaire (r = .202, p = .404). In contrast, 
receiving exclusively relational therapy had a negative correlation with postmark date (r = -
.236, p = .018). Each of these findings appeared to be the result of sampling anomalies and 
may reflect differences in the treatment approaches favored by the first site (Site Zero). 
Sex and Individual Therapy Only 
Being male had a negative relationship with receiving individual therapy only (r = -
.263, p = .009). Or, put differently, females were more likely to receive only individual 
therapy than were men. In contrast, men were more likely to receive relational therapy only 
(r = .223, p = .027). Many interpretations of this correlation could be provided. 
Unfortunately, it seemed to support a stereotype of males and therapy—there were fewer 
males than females in the sample, and those that were in therapy were there to work on a 
relationship, not necessarily on themselves. A cynical interpretation might be that it takes a 
woman threatening to leave a relationship to get a man to go to therapy. A more positive 
explanation is that men may see therapy’s greatest utility as a help for relationship problems, 
rather than individual problems (which would fit traditional masculine gender-role identities 
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of taking a no-nonsense, minimalist approach to tackling (or avoiding) individual emotional 
issues; O’Donohue & Crouch, 1996; Tannen, 2001). 
Individual Therapy Only and Income 
Receiving only individual therapy was negatively correlated with income (r = -.292, p 
= .006)—meaning that persons receiving only individual therapy tended to have lower 
incomes than those who did not. A consistent correlation between “relational therapy only” 
and income showed an effect in the opposite direction (r = .213, p = .047). Note that this 
second relationship was only detectable with the logarithmic transformation of the income 
variable; a bivariate correlation calculated without the transformation was barely non-
significant (r = .211, p = .051). One explanation for these correlations could be the effect of 
third-party payer policies. Medicaid, the federal health insurance for the poor, currently does 
not pay for relational therapy services in the state of Iowa (Substance Abuse and Mental 
Health Services Administration, 2003), and many other third party payers refuse or resist 
paying for relational therapy, though some headway is being made in this area. Relational 
therapy may a luxury available more to those with the money to pay for it themselves (or 
with one of the uncommon private health insurance policies that pays for relational therapy). 
Relational Therapy Only and Committed Relationship 
It was no surprise that receiving exclusively relational therapy was positively 
correlated with being in a committed relationship (r = .266, p = .008). Reasons for this 
finding appeared obvious: those persons not in a committed relationship were less likely to 
receive relational therapy, with relational therapy being sought more by people in 
relationships. 
Relational Therapy Only and Number of Sessions 
The number of sessions was negatively correlated with having exclusively relational 
therapy (r = -.247, p = .015). This finding confirmed the anecdotal experience of the primary 
researcher, who, in providing individual, couple, and family therapy had noticed that when 
two or more persons are included as clients together, therapy has seemed to move along 
faster, with goals accomplished earlier, and clients less likely to remain in therapy with a new 
set of goals after the first have been accomplished. It was unclear from the data whether 
third-party payment limitations on relational therapy may have played a role in the survey 
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data (given that relational therapy often does not receive third-party payment in Iowa, as 
already mentioned, this would mean that relational therapy was more likely to be paid out of 
pocket, which would have a dampening effect on the number of sessions). However, this 
researcher has observed anecdotally that even when relational therapy receives fairly 
unlimited third party payment, it still has had a generally shorter duration than individual 
therapy. 
More research to explore these relationships could prove valuable to understanding 
the meaning of these observed associations. Caution should also be used in interpreting 
smaller correlations, as alpha was not divided by the number of correlations analyzed. 
Evaluation of Research Questions 
The questions associated with demographics (B1 through B4) expected fewer and 
smaller relationships with predictor variables than were observed. Ideally, demographics 
would have had little impact on the primary measures, and would have contributed little 
more than background “noise” to the hierarchical regressions. Also, fewer correlations 
between the demographics variables and the predictor variables could have justified 
excluding more of these as control variables from the regressions, which would have 
increased statistical power. Although working alliance and the SEQ had few significant 
relationships with the demographics items, those that were significant necessitated including 
the demographic variables in question in the regressions, to account for possible mediating 
effects. Many of these correlations posed difficult questions that were not easily answered.  
The attachment style data on the other hand presented many intersections with 
attributes of the study participants, and relationships between the demographics variables 
themselves were also found in abundance. Although the meaning of all of these relationships 
was not entirely clear, they provided many opportunities for understanding how attachment 
interacts with other variables in a clinical population.  
Not all of the demographics variables of interest were available for use in the analyses 
to the degree that the researcher desired. Some problems with sampling, such as the paucity 
of non-white respondents for the race variable, and the high number of missing values for the 
income variable, led to their unfortunate exclusion from the main regression analyses of the 
study.  
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Question B5, that controlling for demographics variables would not eliminate the 
value of the predictor variables in the regression model for working alliance, was not fully 
confirmed. Although some variables, such as TBI Support and ASQ Confidence, had strong 
relationships with working alliance in spite of the large number of variables included in the 
full model, some had relationships that were clearly diminished or perhaps even 
unnecessarily watered down by the inclusion of so many control variables in the regression. 
TBI Challenge was a variable whose relationship with working alliance was significant in 
bivariate correlations, but disappeared when its relationship with working alliance was 
examined although controlling for demographic variables, but in that case the bivariate 
correlation was only with one dimension of working alliance (Task), and not the overall 
scale, upon which the regression analysis focused. Regressions were not run using individual 
dimensions of the WAI as the dependent variable, because the question of which dimensions 
of the WAI were related to the predictor variables was not a question of interest in the 
research, and pursuing this question would have added unnecessary length to the present 
study. This is a question that will be left to future investigations. In this case of TBI 
Challenge and WAI Goal, however, it is doubtless that with a bivariate correlation as close to 
nonsignificance as was found for this pair (r = .22, p = .048), the loss of power associated 
with controlling for six demographics variables (see Table 103 for a list) would have been 
more than sufficient to eliminate any statistically detectable connection between the predictor 
and dependent variable. 
ASQ and Working Alliance 
 In the statement of research questions for this study, it was offered as a question that: 
C. Adult attachment patterns predict working alliance. 
1.  Greater attachment security is associated with stronger working alliance. 
2.  Greater discomfort with closeness is associated with weaker working alliance. 
3.  Greater need for approval is associated with weaker working alliance. 
4.  Greater preoccupation with relationships is associated with weaker working 
alliance. 
5. Stronger attitudes that relationships are of secondary importance is associated 
with weaker working alliance. 
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6. Adult attachment patterns predict working alliance even after controlling for 
demographics, therapist behaviors, and the quality of the session. 
In this list, questions C1 through C5 were answered with bivariate correlations 
between the ASQ and WAI. In the correlation matrix reported in Tables 99 and 100, these 
correlations are reported in addition to relationships between the primary measures, which 
shall be discussed here also. 
Correlations between the primary measures of interest in the study (Tables 99 and 
100) were affected significantly by the exclusion of the thirteen cases with first sessions, a 
decision that was reached based on the strong correlations between the TBI subscales and 
sessions of therapy (Table 98), the only correlations of note between a demographics item 
and the new measure created in the current study.  
The impact of the removal of first-session cases from the database was noticeable. 
Correlations between the ASQ Confidence subscale (ASQ1), and the Preoccupation with 
Relationships (ASQ4) and Discomfort with Closeness (ASQ5) subscales were detectable 
with the 86-case database that were not significant with the 99-case database. By dropping 
the thirteen first session cases, but one additional correlation between the WAI and ASQ was 
detectable: between the Goal dimension (WAI3) and the ASQ Confidence subscale (ASQ1). 
These effects on the ASQ Confidence data, caused by dropping the first session cases, 
raise some interesting questions about first-session-only cases. Given that the modal number 
of sessions is one for many clinical populations (O’Hanlon, 1991)—not only in cross-
sectional research such as the present study but also for total sessions before termination of 
services—and eliminating these cases resulted in stronger correlations between the ASQ 
Confidence subscale and other measures, it seems plausible that there may be significant 
differences in terms of adult attachment confidence between clients who come for just one 
session and don’t return, and clients who continue with therapy beyond the first session. This 
question cannot be examined adequately with the present data, where only thirteen 
respondents would fill the first session cell, and it is unclear whether these clients continued 
with therapy or not.  
Some of the significant relationships observed in the correlation matrix include the 
following: All of the ASQ subscales were correlated with one another, and the correlations 
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were in the expected directions. Confidence was theorized to represent attachment security, 
although the other subscales were dimensions of insecurity, and the Confidence subscale was 
in fact negatively correlated with the other subscales, although the other subscales were 
positively correlated with one another. The ASQ Confidence subscale was positively related 
to all of the WAI dimensions (and the overall scale; r = .30, p = .006), but none of the other 
adult attachment subscales had any relation to the working alliance measure. Surprisingly, 
there were almost no correlations between the ASQ and the TBI scales—only Preoccupation 
with Relationships and TBI Confront had a relationship with one another (r = .28, p = .009). 
The correlation was in the expected direction and provided gave support for the convergent 
validity of the TBI construct of confrontation. 
Among the adult attachment subscales, only increases in Confidence significantly 
contributed to increases in working alliance (t(81) = -2.137, p = .002; Table 107). Using the 
size of the t-statistics to judge the relative weights of the variables, one can observe that 
among the variables in the full model, Confidence as measured by the ASQ had the greatest 
individual impact on working alliance. The mixed directional values of the t-statistics for the 
other ASQ subscales indicate that as far as working alliance is concerned, it would not be 
appropriate to aggregate the remaining ASQ variables into a single “insecurity” variable in 
order to obtain more significant results. 
On a side note, the question of whether the ASQ data would best be represented using 
three or five subscales had mixed results in the data. As was noted in the Methods section, 
under the heading describing the Attachment Style Questionnaire, the scale authors (Feeney 
et al., 1994) argued that the Discomfort with Closeness and Relationships as Secondary 
subscales could be collapsed into an Avoidance scale in the three-factor model, and that the 
Need for Approval and Preoccupation with Relationships subscales could be collapsed into 
an Anxiety subscale. The third scale was meant to be Security (a simple renaming of 
Confidence). The collapsing of scales would presumably combine related elements to 
simplify the structure of the measure, and was based on factor analysis. However, in the 
current study, although there was found strong similarity (in Mean, Standard Deviation, and 
shape of distribution) between Need for Approval and Preoccupation with Relationships, the 
Discomfort with Closeness and Relationships as Secondary subscales had greater difference 
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in Means, Standard Deviations, and shape of distribution, suggesting a poorer candidacy for 
amalgamation (see Table 19). In Table 99, bivariate correlations between the scales 
supported this simple reading of the descriptives, with the Anxiety subscales being much 
more highly correlated than the Avoidance subscales. 
On a final note, observed in the subscale data is the tendency of respondents to 
identify with the confidence items (a socially desirable construct), to choose what this 
researcher would call a “safe middle ground” when answering the Discomfort with Closeness 
items (the frequency spike in the center of the distribution), and to express stronger 
disagreement with the Relationships as Secondary items than with items of any other scale, 
perhaps the least socially desirable construct in the measure. The amount of variability 
observed in the less socially desirable and less normative subscales (e.g., the four non-
confidence subscales) provides positive evidence for the honesty and forthrightness of the 
respondents. 
SEQ and Working Alliance 
 With regard to the Session Evaluation Questionnaire, the following research 
questions were presented: 
D.  Client perceptions of the quality of the session predict working alliance. 
1. Greater smoothness of session is associated with stronger working alliance. 
2. Greater depth of session is associated with stronger working alliance. 
3. Quality of session predicts working alliance even after controlling for 
demographics, adult attachment patterns, and therapist behaviors. 
The SEQ subscales were positively correlated with all of the WAI dimensions and the 
overall scale. Perceptions of smoothness in the session were also positively correlated with 
attachment Confidence (r = .23, p = .033) and negatively related to need for approval (r = -
.23, p = .033). A positive correlation (r = .26, p = .016) between TBI Support and session 
smoothness was in the expected direction. Not surprisingly, the Smoothness and Depth 
subscales for the SEQ were correlated (r = .31, p = .003). Like the Smoothness subscale, the 
SEQ Depth subscale was also correlated with ASQ Need for Approval (r = -.25, p = .021), 
but not Confidence. The Depth subscale also had a positive correlation with TBI Support (r = 
.39, p < .000), was inversely related to TBI Confront (r = -.22, p = .042), and positively 
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related to TBI Challenge (r = .21, p = .050); all of these correlations were in the expected 
direction and provide additional convergent validity for the constructs in the TBI. 
Surprisingly, the smoothness of the session had no effect on working alliance although 
controlling for other variables in the regression, though client reports of the depth of the 
session did contribute significantly to working alliance (t(81) = 3.173, p = .007; see Table 
107). The full model of the hierarchical regression (Table 104) showed the SEQ contributing 
to 6% of the variance in working alliance, even after controlling for demographic variables, 
therapist behaviors, and adult attachment. 
Unlike other measures in the questionnaire which used Likert scales for measuring 
responses, the SEQ authors favored a semi-dichotomous format, in which two polar concepts 
(one positive and one negative) were presented. Respondents were asked to choose which of 
the two concepts best fit their experience of the therapy session, or one of five unspecified 
gradations between the two concepts. Two factors which plausibly may have contributed to 
the skewness of the distribution are the desirability of characterizing one’s session as 
positive, and the conceptual ambiguity of the middle ground between the dichotomized 
concepts. Whereas other measures gave explicit labels for each of the options attached to 
response values, the SEQ did not afford respondents this same element of clarity. 
These conjectural explanations for the skewness of the distributions are not without 
support in the data. The dichotomous variables of the SEQ elicited a stronger tendency for 
absolute, positive responses than most other variables used in the study. An examination of 
the frequencies for responses on the SEQ items shows that fully half of all respondents (50 of 
99) used the extreme positive value on the first item of the measure (bad-good). Other items 
with 25 or more counts for extreme responses include safe-dangerous (n = 60 for safe), 
unpleasant-pleasant (n = 31 for pleasant), valuable-worthless (n = 46 for valuable), relaxed-
tense (n = 37 for relaxed), full-empty (n = 25 for full), and comfortable-uncomfortable (n = 
35 for comfortable). In contrast, only four of the twelve SEQ item elicited any extreme 
negative responses from study participants, with “uncomfortable” receiving the highest 
number of these responses (n = 5). 
TBI and Working Alliance 
In relation to the measure of therapist behaviors (the TBI), it was further expected that: 
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E.  Client reports of therapist behaviors predict working alliance. 
1. Therapist support is associated with stronger working alliance. 
2. Therapist confrontation is associated with weaker working alliance. 
3.  Therapist behaviors predict working alliance even after controlling for 
demographics, adult attachment patterns, and the quality of the session. 
Support and the WAI 
The second set of questions relevant to therapist behaviors included predictions about 
the direction of the relationships between therapist behaviors and working alliance (questions 
E1 and E2). These predictions were encouraged by research by Patterson and Forgatch 
(1985)—that supportive behaviors from therapists would lead to more desired outcomes, and 
that confronting or challenging behaviors would lead to undesired outcomes in therapy. An 
examination of the histograms of Support (Figure 59) and WAI-S overall scores (Figure 36) 
showed that both had similar skews to the high end of the scale, indicating that participants in 
the study tended to agree strongly with the positively-worded statements. Correlations 
between the WAI-S overall scale and TBI Support were strong as predicted (r = .48), with 
the strongest correlations being between Support and the WAI Task (r = .51), and then the 
Goal (r = .43), and Bond (r = .40) dimensions of working alliance (all WAI-S correlations 
with Support had significance levels beyond .0005). This finding is consistent with literature 
on support in therapy, which suggests that a positive, client-oriented approach can help even 
the toughest clients achieve progress toward their desired goals (O’Hanlon & Rowan, 1999; 
Satir, Banmen, Gerber, & Gomori, 1991). The operative word in the four support items 
extracted in the PCA seemed to be “progress” (see Table 117). Although “progress” is not a 
therapist behavior, providing support for desired progress toward change is very much a part 
of therapy, and would naturally be expected to have a strong positive relationship with 
working alliance. Although lacking complete collinearity with the WAI, this component 
captured dimensions of therapy that resonated positively with clients’ perception of having a 
strong working alliance.  
 Research question E3 involved hierarchical regression examining the relative weights 
of the TBI measures after controlling for other components. With regard to Support, the 
results were positive: therapist behaviors of support, as reported by clients, had a significant 
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Table 117: Emphasis on Progress in TBI Support Items 
TBI Item # Item Wording 
45 My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. 
49 My therapist helped give me support for the changes I’m working toward. 
55 My therapist talked with me about my progress. 
56 My therapist helped me build on the progress I’ve made. 
 
positive impact on working alliance (t(81) = 2.62, p = .011) after controlling for 
demographics, client perceptions of the smoothness and depth of the session (SEQ), and the 
client’s self-reported pattern of adult attachment. This finding suggested that client 
perceptions of support (particularly in the form of helping the client move toward desired 
change) had a significant impact on working alliance beyond any relationship that could be 
accounted for by demographics, attachment, and client perceptions of the quality of the 
session.  
Negative Support 
Although Support was shown to have a positive relationship with working alliance, it 
would be interesting to examine in future research whether Support could have a negative 
impact at high levels, or a curvilinear relationship with working alliance. Although support in 
therapy has received wide acclaim in empirical research as a contributor to positive 
therapeutic outcomes (for summaries, see Hubble et al., 1999), like confrontation it would 
likely have a deleterious effect on therapy if taken to an extreme, though levels high enough 
to have a negative impact may not have been captured in the limited sample of the present 
study. 
Ainsworth (1967) and other attachment researchers have documented the negative 
effects of over-involved, “anxiously” engaged parenting, associated with attachment 
insecurity and analogous to the ASQ dimensions of “need for approval” and “preoccupation 
with relationships.” A parent who appropriately encourages increased independence as the 
child gains in competence contributes to the greater security of the child’s internal working 
model. In parallel, therapy has been likened to a parent-child relationship in its power 
structure (Butler & Zelen, 1977), where power imbalances require greater accountability of 
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therapist than client, and where exercise of authority must be undertaken with wisdom and 
care. In such a context, therapist support, taken to an extreme, like over-involved parenting 
could be harmful to client outcomes.  
Therapist support in the component identified in the present study includes elements 
of encouraging progress toward desired change, which would presumably be counter to 
behaviors that would hold clients in a dependent state or discourage client independence 
through overfunctioning for a client (Bowen, 1960), when the client has the potential to act 
for him or herself. The potential immediate impact on a single session score of working 
alliance of such over-supportive behavior is unclear, but clients are assumed to be aware and 
intelligent enough to detect extreme incompetence in clinical behaviors (even those of a 
“good” therapy behavior such as support) and respond to them negatively. In the present 
sample, however, there was no evidence for extremely high levels of support having a 
negative impact on working alliance as reported by clients.  
Correlation between Restructure and WAI-S 
As reported in Tables 99 and 100, neither the Confront nor Challenge scales had 
significant correlations with the task dimensions of the WAI-S (the relationship between 
Challenge and Task was marginally nonsignificant: r = .21, p = .052). The Challenge scale 
also had no relationship with the Bond dimension, though the direction of the correlation was 
still in the expected positive direction (r = .14, p = .216). Confront, on the other hand, had a 
negative correlation with Bond (r = -.23, p = .038). This was consistent with expectations and 
other literature that suggested confrontation could be damaging to a relationship.  
Confront was also negatively correlated with the Goal dimension of the WAI-S (r = -
.24, p = .029), suggesting that correction by a therapist not only can harm the perceived 
closeness or liking in a therapeutic relationship, but also the perception that the client and 
therapist are headed in the same direction and share the same purposes for treatment. 
Conversely, Challenges here finally showed a significant correlation with an aspect of 
working alliance, and it was in the expected direction. Although confrontation impacted the 
Goal dimension negatively, Challenges impacted it positively (r = .22, p = .048). Granted, 
this correlation skirted close to non-significance and should be interpreted with caution. But 
perhaps the most significant finding for Challenge was that challenges from a therapist did 
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not negatively impact any of the dimensions of working alliance. The positive correlation 
between Challenge and the Goal dimension could indicate that clients interpreted these 
challenges and helping therapy to go in the desired direction. This would be consistent with 
other literature on aspects of confrontation that suggest that aspects of this behavior can be 
positive for treatment.  
The Confront scale had negative r values with all of the WAI measures, although 
only the relationships with the Bond and Goal dimensions, and the overall scale, were 
significant. This seemed to fit the theorized content of the Confront scale, as tapping negative 
aspects of confrontation. In contrast, all of the r values for the Challenge scale were positive 
in relation to the WAI dimensions and scale. Although only WAI Goal had a significant 
relationship with the TBI Challenge scale (r = .215, p = .048), the Task dimension also had a 
near-miss (r = .212, p = .052) that may provide encouragement for future research. 
Interestingly, the Challenge scale, which this researcher has theorized to represent the more 
positive side of confrontation, did not come even close to a significant correlation with the 
WAI Bond dimension, perhaps indicating that although Challenges can possibly have 
positive effects on therapeutic alliance, it still at best does neither harm nor help to the Bond 
dimension, which would be consistent with literature indicating that confrontation, even in its 
positive aspects, is difficult to do well in therapy (see below).  
Also interesting was the lack of correlation between the Confront scale and the 
Support scale. Although much could be made of this by way of interpretation, the lack of 
correlation was due primarily to the type of rotation chosen in the PCA. Although an oblique 
rotation, such as Promax, was recommended by Russell (2002) and by Finch (2006) as more 
likely to uncover a simple structure in the components when it is present, the author took the 
recommendation of Field (2005) in choosing an orthogonal rotation method, Varimax. This 
resulted in components that were uncorrelated, which was desired to reduce cross-loadings. It 
could be argued that the Support and Confront (and probably the Challenge) components 
could be theoretically linked, such that Confront could be expected to correlate negatively 
with Support, and Challenge could be expected to correlate positively with each of the other 
two components under different circumstances. It would be interesting to examine in future 
research whether an oblique rotation would yield more interpretable results. 
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In looking at the overall WAI-S scores (which have been identified by Horvath and 
Greenberg (1989) and Kokotovic and Tracey (1990) as having greater reliability and closer 
relation to therapy outcomes), Confront again had a negative correlation (r = -.23, p = .034), 
although Challenge had no relation to the overall scale (r = .19, p = .077).  Effort can be 
made to not overestimate the meaning of non-significant findings, but here the lack of 
significance can be easily interpreted as indicating that challenging forms of confrontation or 
restructuring have at least no negative impact on therapy. This seems consistent with the 
work of Anderson (1968, 1969) and Tracey, Hayes, Malone, and Herman (1986) that 
suggested some confrontation was not damaging to treatment, but that it was difficult to do 
well and required tact, care, and skill. On the other hand, confrontation that is more overtly 
corrective (i.e., item 30, “My therapist corrected me during our session”) can have a more 
negative impact on therapy outcomes. 
Hierarchical Regression with Restructure and WAI-S 
In examining the significance of the coefficients for each individual variable (Table 
107), much can be determined regarding the significance of the predictors. Therapist 
behaviors of confronting behaviors (t(81) = -1.45, p = .152) and challenging behaviors (t(81) 
= .54, p = .594) had no impact at all when controlling for demographics, SEQ, and ASQ 
contributions to WAI-S scores. The coefficients also may be examined at successive steps in 
the hierarchical regression to see whether Confront and Challenge had observable impacts on 
WAI before the introduction of certain independent variables into the model. Although 
Challenge scores never showed a significant effect on WAI-S, even without SEQ or ASQ 
responses added to the regression model (i.e., when only controlling for demographics, this 
was not the case with Confront).  
Confront. Interestingly, the Confront subscale did show a negative impact on WAI-S 
scores before certain variables in the full model were added in the hierarchical regression. At 
an early step in the model, when only controlling for demographics, the Confront scale was 
shown to have an negative influence on WAI-S (t(81) = -3.12, p = .003; Table 105). Even 
with the SEQ added to the model (but before the addition of the ASQ scales), Confront still 
had a significant negative impact on WAI-S (t(81) = -2.33, p = .023; Table 106). This 
relationship disappeared when adult attachment was added to the equation (t(81) = -1.45, p = 
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.152; Table 107). Adult attachment accounted for enough of the relationship between 
therapist confrontation and working alliance to make the connection between the two 
variables no longer significant when adult attachment was added to the model. This suggests 
that adult attachment (particularly confidence/security, the attachment subscale with the 
largest single impact in the model) had a mediating effect on the negative relationship 
between confrontation and working alliance.  
The negative relationship between confrontation and working alliance disappeared 
when variations in adult attachment were accounted for in the model. This provocative 
finding suggests that although it appeared that the researcher was measuring perceptions of 
confrontation in participants, what he may actually have been measuring was their 
attachment reaction to confrontation. Put differently, the finding suggests that participants 
who are less secure may react more strongly to confrontation, may perceive confrontation 
more readily, and/or may even imagine confrontation where there was none. Again, this 
measure was not referring to mere challenges from therapists, but rather the more corrective 
confrontation that suggests disagreement with the client or that the client has done something 
wrong that needed to be addressed or changed. 
This finding brings to mind for the author a client in group therapy in the author’s 
practice as a marital and family therapist (who did not participate in the study) who reacted 
very negatively whenever he needed to be redirected by his therapist because he was not 
focused on the task at hand. Although all of the group members needed encouragement or 
redirecting at some point, this client’s response in comparison was astonishingly noteworthy. 
Although other group members would take redirection in stride and take little note of it, this 
particular client would become withdrawn or oppositional when asked to change a behavior. 
Although it is possible that the author treated the client differently than the other group 
members, family members of the client validated the therapist’s experience—that the client 
found it particularly difficult to receive direction from authority figures, and that any 
communication that hinted at restructuring (whether from a parent, teacher, or any other 
authoritative source) tended to trigger this response (emotional withdrawal, resistance). 
Could it be that this client had attachment insecurity that lead him to take more note 
of, and react more strongly to, therapeutic confrontation when it was presented? An 
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application of the current finding suggests this possibility. This finding would certainly be 
consistent with popular understandings of attachment, which often posit attachment patterns 
as a force that underlies all interpersonal dynamics and has explanatory relevance to most 
interpersonal behavior. If adult attachment constrains or guides whether an individual sees a 
conflict situation as either threatening versus challenging, then certainly it would be expected 
that client perceptions of confrontation in therapy would be colored by attachment patterns. 
This finding reaffirms literature positing that attachment is a crucial ingredient in 
perception—less secure individuals see the world very differently from those who are more 
securely attached, and as a result they also respond to the world much differently. 
Specifically, we find in the present research that a client’s perceptions of therapist 
confrontation seems to be very important to understanding the client’s rating of the working 
alliance with that therapist (i.e., less confrontation leads to greater working alliance). Even 
when factoring in whether the therapy session was rough or deep, dangerous or meaningful, 
perceptions of therapist behaviors still seem to be very important to understanding working 
alliance. Until the client’s pattern of adult attachment is examined—then we find that the 
client’s perceptions of the therapist’s behaviors mean relatively little to working alliance. In 
fact, we could possibly say that the important question is no longer so much about what the 
therapist actually did, but rather about the qualities of the perceiver that lead to that particular 
perception of the events in the therapy session. 
Such an interpretation obviously fails to account for important therapist factors. What 
about the therapist’s level of attachment, or level of skill, or even whether the therapist would 
be rated by an observer as having been confrontational or not? Unfortunately, the present 
research is limited from being able to address these questions. Yet the findings confirm 
anecdotal wisdom about conflict—for example, that people’s reactions in conflict are often 
more about themselves than about whatever the other party is doing.  
Challenge. The results of the multivariate analyses (Tables 104 through 107, and 
Table 115) showed that Challenge had no significant predictive value for working alliance, 
even before introducing attachment and session depth or smoothness into the model, but also 
with the full model). This finding left open the question of whether the sample was too small 
to detect a weak effect, whether the conceptualization was flawed, or whether the inherent 
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mixed nature of the concept—as one that is both potentially helpful and potentially off-
putting to clients—may have limited the subscale’s applicability to working alliance. The 
only bivariate correlations between Challenge and working alliance was found in the Goal 
dimension (r = .22, p = .048; Table 100), with no relationship found between Challenge and 
the overall WAI-S scale (and consequently none was found in the regression analyses either; 
t(81) = .69, p = .490; see Table 105). However, in the full 99-case dataset (that included first 
sessions and showed unacceptable reliability for the Challenge scale, Challenge was 
correlated with Task (r = .26, p = .009), Bond (r = .21, p = .037), Goal (r = .22, p = .030),  
and the overall WAI scale (r = .24, p = .017). It could be reasonable to state that in the 
current research, significant findings between Working Alliance and the TBI (and probably 
other variables as well) was sacrificed in favor of reliability for the TBI Challenge scale. 
Also, in the full 99-item dataset, Confront had no significant relationship with any dimension 
of the WAI-S (whereas there was a relationship found with the first sessions eliminated), 
meaning that the session number moderated whether or not confrontation was reported by the 
participant. Whether or not the tradeoff (losing power, losing some relationships detected, in 
return for detecting some previously hidden relationship, and gaining greater reliability) was 
worth the gains remains unanswered. However, the result is that the relationship between 
Challenge and Working Alliance with the reduced dataset is less clear than for the Support 
and Confront scales of Therapist Behavior. 
The reported findings of Anderson (1968, 1969) and Tracey et al. (1986) that higher 
skilled therapists did better at therapeutic confrontation may also provide a clue to the 
meaning of the findings: if therapist skillfulness mediated the relationship between Challenge 
and working alliance, there would be a mixed relationship between the two variables which 
would not be discernible without a therapist skillfulness variable in the study. Such a finding 
would be consistent with research reported by Beutler, Machado, & Allstetter Neufeldt 
(1994), which found that interventions such as advice-giving, directiveness, reflection, open-
ended questioning, and supportive encouragement had mixed associations with outcome 
measures, perhaps mediated by various client or therapist variables. 
 Certainly respondents in the sample seemed to recognize that confrontation and other 
interventions, when taken to an extreme, can be harmful to working alliance. The results of 
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the present study reflected those of Creed and Kendall (2005), who found that more 
aggressive therapist behaviors, such as pushing a client to talk, predicted lower working 
alliance, although “collaboration” and “not being overly formal” were associated with higher 
working alliance. One surprising finding was that “finding common ground” in the Creed and 
Kendall study, supposedly a bond-forming behavior, related negatively with working 
alliance. It must be remembered, however, that this was a pre-adolescent therapy sample, and 
an adult attempting to find common ground with a child may have come across as 
incongruent. What this would suggest to the present author is that like confrontation, support 
can be taken too far, and must be gauged according to client comfort, needs, and 
expectations. This was consistent with findings by Kivlighan (1990) that support, exploration 
of thoughts and feelings, and assessment (obtaining information) were negatively associated 
with the early working alliance. Kivlighan’s study suggested that there is a time and a place 
for support in therapy, and that in the early stages clients might have less tolerance for 
reassurance and encouragement. This study could cast some light on the finding in the 
present study that the Confront and Challenge subscales of the TBI had greater reliability 
when the first sessions were eliminated from the dataset. Although it is possible that the early 
sessions might not provide reliable information on these therapist behaviors, it is also 
possible that clients may perceive early restructuring differently than the restructuring that 
therapists offer later in the therapeutic relationship. 
Limitations of the TBI 
As a predictor of working alliance, therapist behaviors, especially those that are 
supportive and confrontational, were shown to have some predictive value. Some cautions 
regarding these findings must be examined, however. The scores from the TBI scales had 
poorer reliability when results from first sessions were included. Fortunately, working 
alliance also relies on a minimally established relationship for reliable results (Tracey & 
Kokotovic, 1989), so the only concerns about dropping first sessions from the dataset were 
losses of statistical power and variability. It should also be noted that the TBI components 
were extracted using the full dataset that included first sessions, and additional analyses are 
needed to examine whether the components found in the full dataset remain stable with the 
reduced sample.  
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The small number of items (3-4) in each of the TBI scales also poses concerns for the 
stability of responses generated by the scales. Although this is within the minimum number 
of items recommended by Russell (2002), the weeding process in the PCA eliminated many 
concepts that the author assumed would load well with Support and Restructure, such as 
collaborative listening and therapist interruptions. The large number of Support and 
Restructure items included in the original dataset that were found to load poorly with the 
final components represented by the measures raises questions about the quality of the items, 
but also about the quality of the study. Additional research is needed to determine whether 
refining of the wording of both the dropped and retained items, and generation of new items 
that express more fully the concepts presumed to have been captured by these scales, may 
yield more useful and reliable measures. For example, a large number of items that the author 
desired to include in the PCA had to be dropped due to the lack of variance and poor 
distribution of responses for the items. This could have been the result of several factors, 
including response fatigue (due to the size of the questionnaire), poor wording, or inadequate 
use of negatively-worded items (to avoid response sets). The constraints imposed by the size 
of the data set also limited the number of items that could be adequately analyzed in the 
PCA. It would be important to examine whether a larger sample size would provide greater 
variance and stronger support for including the items that had to be eliminated in the current 
study. 
As with all of the results of the present study, the applicability of the TBI to other 
populations is limited by the sample from which it was derived. For a mostly white, 
Midwestern, middle-class population of clients in a mix of relational and individual therapy, 
the measure may have good generalizability, but given the unexpected correlation between a 
supposedly random factor in the sample (postmark date) and other variables in the study (see 
Table 93), even within the sampled population the dataset may represent an anomalous set of 
data points. Replication and refinement of the current research are needed to confirm and 
extend the generalizability of the findings. The present study was hampered by problems 
with response rates (both from solicited clinicians and clients) and suffered from over-
reliance on a single site for half of the questionnaires.  
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Full Model Predicting WAI 
Although the TBI has dominated much of the discussion of results, the primary focus 
of the present research was the prediction of working alliance scores through a combination 
of measures. The full model, as stated in the original presentation of research questions, was 
as follows: 
F. Working alliance is predicted by the following model: adult attachment patterns, 
client reports of therapist behaviors, and the client perceptions of the quality of the 
session. 
1. The causal priority of the variables in the model predicting working alliance is 
understood as being: primary demographics (gender, race), adult attachment, 
secondary demographics (age, income, and relationship status), clinical 
demographics (therapy modality, gender of therapist, number of sessions), 
therapist behaviors, and quality of the session. 
Although demographic elements of the full model, such as race and age were found 
through preliminary and correlational analyses of the data to be irrelevant to the full model, 
the hierarchical regression reported in Tables 104 through 107 established the relevance of 
each of the primary measures to the full model. Specifically, in the final model, the TBI 
accounted for 28% (R2 = .34, F(3, 72) = 10.14, p < .0005) of the variance in working alliance 
scores, although the SEQ and ASQ accounted for 6% (R2 = .40, F(2, 70) = 3.22, p = .046) 
and 13% (R2 = .53, F(5, 65) = 3.44, p = .008), respectively (Table 104), with the full model 
accounting for 53% of the variance in overall working alliance scores (41% when adjusted 
for the large number (16) of variables in the full model). Demographics variables accounted 
for a non-significant 7% (R2 = .07, F(6, 75) = .98, p = .446) of the variance in WAI-S 
scores—more than the amount covered by session depth and smoothness, but with three 
times as many variables than the SEQ subscales, which were each counted as a single 
variable, rather than the six variables that made up each of the SEQ subscales. 
These results suggest that differences in working alliance scores depend highly on the 
clients’ perceptions of what the therapists do in session, most especially the sense of support 
that clients feel from therapists for moving toward desired progress, but also the degree to 
which they do not face confrontation by therapists, which has been identified elsewhere (e.g., 
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W. R. Miller & Rollnick, 2002) as resulting in ruptures or tears in the working alliance. 
Although the SEQ appears from these results to represent a rather minor piece of the working 
alliance variability, this is due largely to the great amount of overlap between it and the TBI, 
both tapping into clients’ perceptions of elements in the therapy session that would affect 
their sense of therapy going in the desired direction (Stiles, 1980; Stiles & Snow, 1984). A 
hint of the overlap may be viewed in the correlations observed between the TBI scales and 
the SEQ, particularly the Depth subscale (Table 99), when observed together with the high 
correlations between the SEQ and WAI (also Table 99); these would suggest that the 
contribution of the SEQ to the dependent variable would have been much higher if not for the 
presence of the TBI in the model.  
TBI Convergent Validity 
The pattern of correlations with the TBI scales and the other clinical measures, where 
significant, supported the constructs or meanings ascribed to the components derived from 
the principal components analysis (PCA). The three constructs of the TBI—Support, 
Confront, and Challenge, were theorized to have a relationship with the WAI-S, as follows: 
G. Client reports of therapist behaviors predict working alliance. 
7. Therapist support is associated with stronger working alliance. 
8. Therapist confrontation is associated with weaker working alliance. 
9. Therapist behaviors predict working alliance even after controlling for 
demographics, adult attachment patterns, and the quality of the session. 
(Statement of Research Questions, G) 
Support was theorized to contribute to positive outcomes (G2), although negative 
confrontation (Confront) was theorized to contribute to negative outcomes (G3). Given that 
the Challenge scale was conceptualized as representing positive confrontation, it was 
expected that these, like Support, would be associated positively with working alliance, 
though to a lesser degree than observed with Support. 
It is especially interesting that Challenge had more in common with the Task and 
Goal dimensions of the WAI-S, and none with the Bond dimension. This finding seems to 
confirm that expectation that some constructive confrontation is necessary or helpful in 
therapy, but that it is something that is difficult to do well, requiring skill, tact, and finesse, 
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due to its potential to alienate clients and rupture the working alliance. The strong positive 
correlation between Challenge and Support (but not between Confront and Support) 
suggested that clients can view positive confrontation as supportive toward change, although 
other negative forms of confrontation may undermine a client’s sense of support toward 
desired goals.  
The correlation between attachment-related Need for Approval and Confrontation 
was especially interesting. Given the makeup of the scale, the most that can be said is that the 
more that clients strongly self-identify with statements indicating need for approval in 
relationships, the more strongly they also agree that confrontation occurred in the therapy 
session. Some work is needed on the scale to make it clearer whether this means they 
perceived more confrontation, perceived it more negatively, or agreed more strongly that it 
was present. 
The correlations with SEQ Depth and Smoothness also provided support for the 
convergent validity of the TBI constructs. Support, theorized to contribute the most 
unambiguously to positive therapy outcomes, was positively correlated with both measures, 
which also had positive correlations with the WAI-S. Confront had a negative correlation 
with the Depth subscale only, but the r value for the intersection of Smoothness and Confront 
was also negative. It was most surprising not to find a significant negative correlation at this 
junction, given the rupture in the working alliance bond that is theorized to coincide with 
strong confrontation—it would be expected that this would show more strongly in the session 
smoothness measure.  
What was not surprising, and very pleasing, was to find support for the positive 
aspects of the TBI Challenge construct through convergence with SEQ results. Smoothness 
and Depth in the session are both theorized to represent desired traits of therapy (Stiles, 
1980). Stiles, Gordon, and Lani (2002), report that clients tend to equate greater Smoothness 
with a “good” session, although therapists tend to value Depth and Smoothness more equally. 
It seems plausible that a similar pattern could be true with Challenge (positive 
confrontation)—that therapists may value challenging behaviors more than do clients (further 
research would be needed to examine this possibility). What is clear is that though clients 
may not perceive challenging behaviors as contributing to the client-desired therapy trait of 
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Smoothness, therapists may be happy to see that it has a positive relationship with clients’ 
perceptions of increased Depth for the therapy session. 
Although it may not be possible from the data to assess the criterion-related, or 
predictive validity, of the Therapist Behavior Items to the full extent desired, confirmation of 
expected relationships with the WAI-S and SEQ measures in this study help provide a 
rudimentary assessment of the convergent validity. The observed correlations, mostly where 
predicted, provide some confirmation of expected relationships with external criteria. 
Attachment 
In examining the significance of the coefficients for each individual variable (Table 
105), much can be determined regarding the significance of the predictors. Therapist 
behaviors of support, as reported by clients, had a significant positive impact on working 
alliance (t(81) = 2.621, p = .011), although confronting behaviors (t(81) = -1.45, p = .152) 
and challenging behaviors (t(81) = .54, p = .594) had no impact at all when controlling for 
demographics, SEQ, and ASQ contributions to WAI-S scores. Interestingly, the Confront 
subscale did make a negative impact on WAI-S scores before SEQ scores were added to the 
model (t(81) = -3.12, p = .003), and even with SEQ scores in the model but before ASQ 
scales were added (t(81) = -2.33, p = .023). Challenge scores, on the other hand, never 
showed a significant effect on WAI-S, even without SEQ or ASQ responses added to the 
regression model. The changes in TBI Confront’s impact on WAI-S scores as additional 
measures were added to the model would suggest that perceptions of a therapist being 
confrontational can seem to have a negative impact on working alliance, but that this effect is 
mediated by the client’s adult attachment pattern, given that the connection between TBI 
Confront and WAI-S disappears when the ASQ responses are controlled for (for a discussion 
of mediating effects, see Baron & Kenny, 1986). This could mean that negative responses to 
confrontation by a therapist could be largely a function of attachment style. It could also 
mean that Challenges from a therapist had neither a positive nor negative effect on working 
alliance (or perhaps a mixed effect that is not apparent in the current findings). Given that 
Challenge did not have a correlation with any of the WAI dimensions except Goal (and had 
no relationship with the overall WAI-S score), this result was not surprising.  
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 With TBI subscales entered last in the full model predicting working alliance (Table 
109), the change in the multiple correlation was observed to be .08 for the final step of the 
model, indicating that the therapist behaviors of support, confrontation, and challenge 
predicted 8.3% of the variance in working alliance when controlling for demographics, adult 
attachment, and session quality (R2 = .53, F(3, 65) = 3.83, p = .014). Support accounted for 
all of the significant predictive value of the TBI measure—Confront and Challenge had no 
significant contribution to predicting working alliance not already provided by other 
variables in the model. This lack of significant contribution perhaps could be explained 
partially by the correlations between Confront, Challenge and Support; in other words, 
Support may summarize the impact of confronting and challenging behaviors in regards to 
working alliance. As has been noted, however, it was observed that Confront did contributed 
significantly to predicting WAI-S scores before the introduction of ASQ scores into the 
model, suggesting a possible mediating effect of adult attachment between Confront and 
Working Alliance.  
The author was left, therefore, with the task of explaining how Challenge would not 
have any relationship with Working Alliance, for it was observed in the earlier levels of the 
coefficient table (Table 105) to have no significant impact on WAI, regardless of whether or 
not clinical variables were entered into the model. Conceptually, challenging behaviors seem 
to be a combination of the other two types of behavior. It may also be that Challenge 
represents a group of behaviors that have mixed impact on working alliance—correlations 
between working alliance and TBI Challenge were positive, but weaker than those for TBI 
Support, and although it is expected that Challenge could represent helpful aspects of 
therapeutic practice, they may also produce ambivalence with regard to working alliance. 
Discussion of Additional Findings 
Sex of Therapist 
One surprising pattern was the number of respondents who reported having a male 
therapist (n = 76 out of 99; no missing data). This is especially surprising given that there 
were more female than male therapists who agreed to participate in the study (63.1%; see 
Table 6) and that the American Association of Marriage and Family Therapists (AAMFT), 
the professional body of the majority of the participating therapists has reported that female 
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therapists outnumber male therapists in the organization, at a 3:2 ratio (Northey, 2004; see 
also Northey, 2002). 
Note from Table 6 that although one site provided nearly half (n = 49 of 99) of the 
returned questionnaires, this site had both a male and female practicing therapist. The 
researcher does not know whether the male and female therapists at this side divide their 
caseloads evenly. But, if they did (which is a shaky assumption to make), it would mean that 
193 out of 357 questionnaires were given to male therapists to distribute (54.1% of the total), 
and that with 76 out of those 193 questionnaires being returned, questionnaires going to male 
therapists had a 39.4% chance of getting put in the hands of a client who would complete it 
and put it in the mail. If the assumption about Site Zero sharing cases evenly between the 
therapists is correct, female therapists, who were the majority of therapists in the sample, 
would have received slightly fewer than half of the questionnaires given to therapists to 
distribute (164 out of 357 questionnaires, or 45.9%), and only 14.0% of these (23 out of 164) 
questionnaires would have been passed on to clients who completed them and returned them 
in the mail.  
Part of this pattern may be due to the higher number of female than male therapists 
whose questionnaires were not returned at all. In the sample there were six female therapists 
with a zero-percent return rate, representing 50 unreturned questionnaires, compared to only 
two male therapists with a zero-percent return rate, representing 15 unreturned 
questionnaires. In the first round of follow-up telephone conversations the author made to 
therapy sites, two female therapists and one male therapist admitted to having forgotten to 
distribute their questionnaires at all, and later one of the female therapists was non-committal 
about making the effort when a second follow-up phone call was made. Most therapists in the 
sample reported that they had distributed their questionnaires when contacted with follow-up 
phone calls at one month and two months after receiving the questionnaire packets. 
Sessions of Therapy 
The one-tailed distribution of sessions of therapy, with a mode of one session, 
initially had and a relatively low average (15.81 sessions, with a median of 6), which was 
further lowered (to 13.96 sessions) when the outlier case (180 sessions) was removed. 
Proponents of brief therapy have been pointing out for years that the average number of 
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sessions for most therapy types is extremely low, and that with one session being the typical 
modal frequency, therapists should approach the first session as though it might be the last 
(O’Hanlon, 1991). Corning and Malofeeva (2004), for example, in a study of premature 
termination of therapy, reported that their sample of 739 cases had a mode of one session. 
Traditionally, therapists have tended to expect longer durations of treatment; one survey 
(Lowry & Ross, 1997) of psychotherapists reported clinicians expected that an average of 30 
to 40 sessions of treatment are needed to achieve clinical success across a range of presenting 
problems, with the lowest number (11-16 sessions) for work-related problems and phobias, 
and the high end of the scale dominated by chronic and severe mental illness (with 
Schizophrenia and Dissociative Identity Disorder ranking the highest, with 79-104 sessions 
expected). In the study, Depression, one of the presenting problems most commonly treated 
among today’s mental health professionals, ranked in the middle (30-40 sessions), and family 
and sexual problems ranked in the 17-29 session range. 
Despite such expectations of longer therapy, the exigencies of managed mental health 
care and the preferences of clients (not to mention early recovery) often moves therapy 
duration in the direction of fewer sessions. Kadera, Lambert, and Andrews (1996) found that 
one-fourth of clients in an outpatient clinic improved in the first session, and half improved 
within eight sessions. Sometimes theoretical orientation will lean therapy in the direction of 
fewer sessions, as with Fisch, Weakland, and Segal (1982), who recommend a time-limited 
approach of six to twenty sessions.  
In addition to the expectation that therapy sessions would be limited, the present 
study, being cross-sectional in nature, would also have a reported number of sessions below 
the expected average. It is expected that the eventual number of sessions for most 
respondents would be higher than the number reported for this study, since therapy for the 
respondents in most cases would not yet have been completed. Therefore, the number of 
sessions received by respondents should not be interpreted as representative of the number of 
sessions generally received in the population of clients in therapy. 
Therapy Modality 
Among marital and family therapists it is common for clinicians to see clients for 
both individual and relational complaints. The findings in the current study that roughly half 
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of all participants were seen for individual therapy are consistent with research reported by 
Northey (2002), which stated that 45% of the clinical work of the surveyed MFTs involved 
individual therapy with adults, with the remainder split between couple therapy, family 
therapy, group work, and individual therapy with children and adolescents. Despite 
perceptions that MFTs focus primarily on relational work, these professionals receive 
training in both individual and relational therapy modalities and regularly practice a mixture 
of the two (Doherty & Simmons, 1996), though their training in relational approaches often 
influences MFTs to use a relational lens even when addressing “individual” issues. 
Furthermore, MFTs are generally not constrained by the presenting problem of clients in 
finding the therapy modality—or multiple modalities—that best fit(s) a client’s needs. For 
example, a couple seeking an MFT for marital problems may have split individual sessions 
under appropriate circumstances, such as when violence or other safety issues are of concern, 
which often render cojoint therapy ineffective and even unsafe (Johnson, 2004). Clients 
originally seeing an MFT for relational therapy may find the need for some individual work, 
which may intersperse relational therapy or replace it, temporarily or permanently.  
Strong empirical support also exists for the helpfulness of relational therapy in 
addressing many clinical issues traditionally viewed as “individual,” such as affective, 
anxiety, and behavioral problems, substance abuse, sexual disorders, and schizophrenia 
(Sprenkle, 2002). Given this track record for effectively treating individual problems, and the 
well-rounded training typically given to MFTs in individual psychopathology, it is not 
surprising to find relational and individual therapy evenly distributed in the present sample. 
Summary of Findings and Clinical Implications 
The relationships between the measures in this study provide fertile ground for further 
research, to include the present dataset. Much work with mediating and moderating variable 
could illuminate the relationships found in the performed analyses. Examination of gender, 
income, and relationship status variables, among other demographics items, are a tantalizing 
opportunity for better understanding some of the processes that make relational therapy 
unique from individual therapy. Such questions remain outside the scope of the present 
study. The aims of the current study, to examine the relative weight of adult attachment and 
therapist behaviors on client-reported therapeutic alliance, to develop a reliable and valid 
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measure of therapist behaviors, and to define its place among some more established 
measures, have been fulfilled. 
 Adult attachment patterns, expected to impact working alliance, had mixed results. 
Although attachment security provided the strongest individual predictor of working alliance, 
other subscales of adult attachment fared poorly, with none having significant unique 
contributions to the prediction of working alliance. Perhaps one weakness of the present 
approach was the specificity of the selected measure of adult attachment—with five 
subscales, four of which covered variations of attachment insecurity, the precision of the 
analyses may not have been sufficient to find significant relationships between the insecurity 
measures and the target variable. On the other hand, interesting patterns were observed 
between adult attachment security and therapist behaviors, such as the tendency of clients 
with high need for approval to perceive greater confrontation by therapists, which would 
warrant further empirical investigation. 
 The strong relationship between attachment security and working alliance provides 
possible avenues for improving the quality of therapy. Although therapists might have 
reluctance toward adding attachment measures to the initial interview process, at the very 
least the results would suggest that familiarity of therapists with attachment concepts and the 
markers of attachment insecurity would alert them to the need for additional attention to 
working alliance when providing services to less secure individuals. The present findings 
might reassure therapists working with less secure individuals, who may tend to rate working 
alliance lower than the rest of therapists’ clinical populations, suggesting to therapists that the 
deficit may not lie entirely in their approach or skills. Inasmuch as such a realization could 
lead to therapists reaching out to these clients to help forge a stronger alliance, this 
knowledge could positively impact the direction, duration, and effectiveness of therapy. 
Lastly, in regards to attachment in therapy, although the present study does not examine the 
impact of attachment-focused therapies on working alliance, it seems plausible that therapy 
geared toward improving attachment security might improve working alliance, and thereby 
improve therapy outcomes. The direction of effects could be opposite, with greater alliance 
between therapist and client leading to greater attachment security, although research 
isolating possible effects of therapy on attachment could have design difficulty, given the 
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importance of attachment to all relationships in clients’ lives. Additional research in this area 
could provide promising results, if these effects could be isolated. 
At the outset of the current study, therapist behaviors were theorized to have an 
impact on therapy outcomes, a question with a long pedigree. Barrington, operating without 
the aid of computers in 1961, counted the number of words in taped clinical interviews, 
hypothesizing that concepts such as the “willingness to be known” by clients and therapist 
defensiveness seen in intellectualization (average number of syllables per word). Fortunately, 
therapy has moved away from enthroning purely observational-behavioral measures as the 
most reliable source of information about clinical processes. In the current study, it was 
theorized that client reports could offer a reliable source of information about therapist 
behaviors, or at least about their perceptions of such behaviors, which presumably have an 
important impact on working alliance. 
Specifically, it was theorized that supportive behaviors from therapists would lead to 
more desired outcomes, and confrontive or challenging behaviors would lead to undesired 
outcomes, a hypothesis supported by Patterson and Forgatch (1985). In the course of 
attempting to create a measure that would adequately capture the concepts of support and 
confront/challenge in therapy, this study explored the possibility that confrontation in therapy 
may not be unidimensional. Some support was found for confrontation having both positive 
and negative elements, or more specifically, components that would respectively detract from 
(Confront), or contribute to (Challenge) working alliance. In the hierarchical regression, in 
which six demographic variables, adult attachment patterns, and client evaluations of the 
smoothness and depth of the session were included as predictors of working alliance, any 
association between Challenge and working alliance became nonsignificant, and the rather 
strong negative connection observed in bivariate correlations between confrontation and 
working alliance also vanished, though it was possible to pinpoint adult attachment, 
particularly an absence of client confidence, as the primary culprit (or more properly, the 
mediating element in the negative connection between confrontation and working alliance). 
Confidence also happened to be the strongest predictor of working alliance among the five-
factor adult attachment scores, and within clients’ evaluation of the session smoothness or 
depth, session depth had by far the greatest impact. 
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In summary then with regard to the measure developed specifically for this study, as a 
predictor of working alliance, therapist behaviors, especially those that are supportive and 
confrontational, were shown to have good predictive value. Some cautions regarding these 
findings must be examined, however. The scores from the TBI scales had poorer reliability 
when results from first sessions were included. Fortunately, working alliance also relies on a 
minimally established relationship for reliable results (Tracey & Kokotovic, 1989), so the 
primary concerns about dropping first sessions from the dataset were losses of statistical 
power and variability, and the elimination of first sessions also serendipitously exposed 
significant correlations between Confront and Working Alliance, which before had been 
masked by the apparently less-reliable results from first session questionnaires. It should also 
be noted that the TBI components were extracted using the full dataset that included first 
sessions, and additional analyses are needed to examine whether the components found in the 
full dataset remain stable with the reduced sample.  
The small number of items in each of the TBI scales (3-4) also poses concerns for the 
stability of responses generated by the scales. Although Russell (2002) allows for three items 
in a factor or component, four was identified as closer to the ideal. Also, a Promax rotation 
using a principal axis factoring method was identified by Russell as preferable to the present 
approach (principal components analysis, Varimax rotation), though some acceptable latitude 
was acknowledged in the recommendation. In the principal components analyses, a large 
number of Support and Restructure items included in the original dataset were found to load 
poorly with the final components represented by the measures. Additional research is needed 
to determine whether refining of the wording of both the dropped and retained items, and 
generation of new items that express more fully the concepts presumed to have been captured 
by these scales, may yield more useful and reliable measures. 
Some of the most interesting preliminary results in the present study involved 
findings relating demographic variables to one another and to the primary measures of 
interest for the study. Gender, both of client and of therapist, was one that emerged as a 
consistent theme in the early results. Explanation of the relationships found posed some 
difficulty, and it became uncomfortably necessary in some instances to rely on stereotypes, 
though critiqued and deconstructed, to explain some of the correlations. The author found 
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few supports in the WAI, ASQ, or SEQ literature for the gender-related correlations found 
with these measures, though in most cases this was because no results based on gender were 
usually found, rather than conflicting results. This phenomenon led the researcher to often 
wonder whether this path of inquiry might have been deliberately avoided in the published 
literature, especially given the tensions that often accompany stated results that seem to 
support a polarized view of gender. Remarkably, none of the relationships with gender or any 
other demographic variable had any bearing on the full model predicting working alliance in 
the hierarchical regression. The primary variables of interest captured the vast majority of 
variance accounted for by the model in the outcome measure. 
 Initially quality of session, captured by the Session Evaluation Questionnaire (SEQ) 
was included in the study primarily as a validation measure for the developed TBI. However, 
it also explained a significant portion of the variance in working alliance, and helped to 
elucidate the patterns found in adult attachment. Of particular interest to the present 
researcher is the reported finding of Stiles et al. (2002) that clients tend to value session 
smoothness over session depth, particularly since smoothness was not found to substantially 
predict working alliance, even though responses to both measures were based on client 
perceptions. Session depth, which tends to be valued more equally by clients and therapists, 
had a large impact on working alliance reports, and closely outdistanced TBI Support for the 
position of second-strongest individual predictor of working alliance scores. Given that the 
current findings seem to run contrary to the SEQ author’s (Stiles et al., 2002) findings that 
clients felt greater positive affect after a session they rated as smooth or easy (rather than one 
that they rated as deep or meaningful—the latter being factors therapists seemed to value 
more greatly, it would seem from the findings in the present study that even if clients think 
they want and easy, non-deep session, getting to some real issues does have a relationship 
with feeling like the tasks, goals, and bond of therapy are in the right place. 
 To hearken back to Barrington’s word-counting study (1961), it would seem that 
research on therapist behaviors and therapy outcomes has moved a long way from purely 
observational measures, to studies that emphasize clients’ perceptions and preferences in 
uncovering the meaning and predicted success of clinical work. Still, in a purely self-report 
study such as the present research project, one can be left with a sense of having simply 
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sampled an echo chamber, especially when most of the constructs in the study are in some 
way related. The promise of observational studies to reveal some hidden knowledge 
unattainable by self-report methods—whether in the research of McCarron & Appel (1971) 
measuring client and therapist galvanic skin response during confrontational episodes, or the 
current work of Gottman and other researchers (1995) using biofeedback to measure 
parasympathetic responses in clinical settings—can be heard echoing in the SEQ result that 
Depth was more related to working alliance than was smoothness, despite clients’ reports in 
other research that they felt more positive after a smoothly-rated session than after a deeply-
rated one. It serves as a reminder again that respondents do not always have conscious access 
to all of the knowledge necessary for unraveling an empirical question.  
Yet even when observational measures are used, client reports of perceptions are still 
recognized as valuable to understanding observed responses. The client is presumed to have 
some insight or knowledge that can shed light on why therapy progressed in a certain 
direction, and whether or not therapy will be successful. This study contributes to the 
growing body of research that places client reports and perceptions at the heart of models of 
change (Hubble, Duncan, and Miller, 1999). This research recognizes that things perceived 
as real are real in their consequences, and that even if the client’s perceptions do not fit the 
so-called “objective” reality of a session (e.g., the therapist’s perception of the session, who 
is often presumed to have an expert point of view) the client’s perceptions of the session have 
real and important implications for the direction and success of therapy. 
Research on working alliance has contributed to this understanding of client 
perceptions as critical to predicting therapeutic outcomes (Horvath & Symonds, 1991; 
Martin, Garske, & Davis, 2000). Today, rather than assuming that the client has little 
knowledge of what makes therapy successful, therapists increasingly recognize that client-
oriented, client-informed, and client-driven therapy can be highly successful, especially for 
particular populations and presenting problems, and that clinical work that ignores the 
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APPENDIX A: LETTER TO RESEARCH SITES 
 
Note:  The following letter was single-spaced (with no indents and with double spacing 
between paragraphs). The letter was printed on two sides of a single sheet of paper when 
given to sites in paper form, but many sites received the letter in electronic form. 
 
Research on Client Attachment and Therapeutic Alliance 
Scott Bair, Iowa State University 
You have been selected as a potential research site for a study on Client Attachment 
and Therapeutic Alliance. Your help as a research site would help complete a valuable study 
on the components contributing to postive therapy outcomes.  
As a participating site, you would be able to receive a summary of the findings of the 
study. This study will help clinicians, educators, and researchers to better understand the 
factors clients bring to therapy that contribute to forming a therapeutic alliance or bond with 
their therapist. Clients at your site would fill out a questionnaire at the end of their therapy 
session and return it anonymously to the primary researcher.  
We only ask that the therapist(s) at your site agree to invite their clients for a period 
of time to participate in the study, and then give their clients the questionnaire packet (which 
will include a self-addressed, stamped envelope) at the end of their session. We hope that you 
will offer participation in this study long enough for a majority of your active clients to 
receive the invitation to fill out the questionnaire. This could be a week to a month, 
depending on how often most of your clientelle visits your site. 
The questionnaire asks for some demographic information from clients, such as their 
sex, ethnicity, income level, and employment status. There are four measures in the 
questionnaire. These are the Attachment Style Questionnaire (ASQ), the Session Evaluation 
Questionnaire (SEQ), the Therapy Behaviors Items (TBI), and the Working Alliance 
Inventory (WAI, short form). These measures will help us to understand the relationship 
between two primary variables: how clients’ attachment style affects the therapeutic working 
alliance. We will also look at how some mediating variables (client perceptions of the 
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smoothness and depth of session, and their perception of the events of therapy) interact with 
the hypothesized link between the two primary variables.  
Attachment style has been shown to have a profound impact on individuals’ 
relationships throughout life. Therapeutic alliance is a concept that describes the strength of 
the working bond between therapist and client, and has been shown in previous research to 
be predictive of positive therapy outcomes. We hypothesize that attachment style will have 
predictive value for therapeutic alliance. We also predict that clients’ perceptions of their 
therapy session will influence the link between these variables, so we’re including measures 
of those perceptions in our study. We think that this study could yield valuable data on what 
contributes to clients forming a bond or alliance with their therapists, and would have real 
practical value for clinicians, educators, and researchers. 
We would be grateful for your participation as a research site in the study. If you 
agree, we’ll send you a bundle of research packets based on your estimated number of unique 
clients who receive services at your site in a two-week period. The packets will contain a 
letter of introduction (containing the elements of infomed consent), the questionnaire, and a 
self-addressed, stamped envelope for returning the questionnaire anonymously. Therapists at 
your site would ask clients at the beginning of therapy sessions if they would be interested in 
participating in the study. Although introducing clients to the study, it must be emphasized to 
the clients that the research study is voluntary and that there is no direct benefit to the 
therapists or site for recruiting more participants. 
If clients agree to participate, they would be given a packet at the end of the session 
and asked to complete it as soon as possible and put it in the mail. Therapists would try to 
invite all their clients to participate, but would ask them to exclude themselves from the study 
if (a) they were under 18 years of age, (b) they had already participated in a previous week, 
or (c) would not have time to complete the questionnaire soon after the therapy session. 
Participants would be able to receive results of the study if they request them, but will not be 
offered any compensation for their participation in the study. 
We think that this study will have the potential to spark some interesting and helpful 
curiosity in clients about attachment style and working alliance, and perhaps will lead to 
clients being more mindful of their participation in therapy. Although this increased 
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mindfulness could change therapy outcomes, we see the potential benefits it offers as 
balancing of any potential risks it could pose. We expect that this study will generate positive 
interest also in therapists, but we don’t expect the measures to harm therapeutic outcomes. As 
mentioned earlier, if you are interested in receiving a report of the results of the study when it 
is complete, we would be happy to provide you with a summary of the findings. 
 Please let us know within two weeks whether you would be interested in participating 
as a research site. If you are still positively considering participation in two weeks but need 
more time to consider, please let us know. 
  If you have questions about the study, or need a copy of the human subjects review 
forms for this study, feel free to contact the primary researcher: 
 
Scott Bair, M.S. 
[address redacted] 




APPENDIX B: LETTER TO THERAPISTS 
 
Note:  The following letter was originally single-spaced (with no indents and with double 
spacing between paragraphs). The letter was printed on two sides of a single sheet of paper 






I am conducting an exciting study of attachment patterns in therapy, and I need your 
help. You may be aware of the growing body of research on attachment patterns, and how 
secure and insecure attachments affect relationships across the life cycle. I’m completing a 
Ph.D. in Marriage and Family Therapy at Iowa State University. As part of my doctoral 
studies, I’m conducting research on how clients’ attachment patterns affect their ability to 
form bonds (or therapeutic alliance) with their therapists. I’m also interested in how clients’ 
perceptions of the session might interact with the hypothesized relationship between client 
attachment and therapeutic alliance. 
My research is fairly unobtrusive. It consists entirely of a questionnaire (about 20 
minutes in length) that clients would complete after a therapy session. The questionnaire asks 
for some demographic information from clients, such as their sex, ethnicity, and age. There 
are four measures in the questionnaire. These are the Attachment Style Questionnaire (ASQ), 
the Session Evaluation Questionnaire (SEQ), the Therapy Behaviors Items (TBI), and the 
Working Alliance Inventory (WAI, short form). These measures will help me to understand 
the relationship between two primary variables: how clients’ attachment style affects the 
therapeutic working alliance. I will also look at how some possible mediating variables 
(client perceptions of the smoothness and depth of session, and their perception of the events 
of therapy).  
I would greatly appreciate your willingness to help with this research. Your level of 
participation would involve asking your clients if they would participate in the study. This 
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would be best accomplished at the beginning of a session, to give them time to consider it 
before receiving the questionnaire. Although introducing clients to the study, it must be 
emphasized to the clients that the research study is voluntary and that there is no direct 
benefit to the therapists or site for recruiting more participants.  
If clients agree to participate, at the end of the session you will give them a 
questionnaire packet, with a return envelope and a letter of introduction from me. The letter 
of introduction doubles as a document of informed consent; participants who wish to sign it 
may do so and mail it to me separate from their questionnaire. But informed consent is not 
required for this study, and clients can simply keep the document rather than mail it. 
I’ll have mailed you a bundle of research packets, enough to cover the majority of 
your clients that you would see in a typical 2- or 3-week period (excluding clients you would 
see more than once in this period). There won’t be identifying information collected from the 
clients, with the exception of the therapy site that the questionnaire originates from (your 
office), which I’ll use to test the hypothesis that the sample is similar to a random sample. 
There are many sites participating, and I’m confident that with a large number of participants 
the research will yield some very useful and interesting results. 
This research is aimed at answering questions about how clients can best be helped to 
bond with therapists, which has been found to be a strong predictor of success in therapy. I 
think that it has the potential to be very valuable to the field, and to offer insights into a 
number of therapeutic processes. I’ll be happy to make a summary of the research findings 
available to you after the data has been collected and analyzed, and to alert you when any 
articles based on this research have been accepted for publication. 
Thank you for your help and for your willingness to participate. If you have questions 
or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
[Signature] 
Scott Bair, M.S. 
[phone number redacted] 
segbair@[redacted] 
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APPENDIX C: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION AND INFORMED CONSENT 
DOCUMENT 
 
Note:  The following document was originally single-spaced (with no indents and with 
double spacing between paragraphs) and contained a mixture of  font styles (16-point Arial 
was used for headings, and the remainder was printed in 12-point Times New Roman). The 
letter was printed on two sides of a single sheet of paper and was given to participants along 
with the questionnaire.  
 
Title of Study: Therapy Behaviors and Relationships 
Investigators: Scott E. G. Bair, M.S., Megan J. Murphy, Ph.D., and Ronald 
Werner-Wilson, Ph.D. 
This is a research study.  Please take your time in deciding if you would like to 
participate.  Please feel free to ask questions at any time. The principal investigator may be 
contacted at segbair@[redacted]. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of the relationship between 
therapists and their clients. We are also looking at behaviors therapists do in therapy. We are 
also interested in how clients’ background and perceptions of therapy impact therapeutic 
relationships. We hope that this study will help us understand what factors make therapy 
successful, so that more people can get what they need out of therapy. You are being invited 
to participate in this study because you are a client receiving therapy in a clinic that has 
agreed to help with this study.  
DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES 
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be given a questionnaire to complete 
at the end of your therapy session. When the therapy session ends, you will be asked to 
complete the provided questionnaire as soon as possible. This is expected to take about 15 to 
20 minutes. You may skip any question that you do not wish to answer or that makes you 
feel uncomfortable. After completing the questionnaire, you will place it in the provided 
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envelope, seal it, and mail it. You can leave the sealed envelope at the therapy office to be 
mailed or mail it yourself. 
RISKS 
Although participating in this study you may experience the following risks: slight 
emotional or psychological stress similar to what you could experience although completing 
any routine psychological test. 
BENEFITS 
If you decide to participate in this study there may be a direct benefit to you. 
Completing the questionnaire could make you more aware of your own feelings and the 
process of therapy as you reflect on the questionnaire items. It is hoped that the information 
gained in this study will benefit society by helping us understand the factors that help make 
therapy successful. 
ALTERNATIVES TO PARTICIPATION 
You are not required to participate in the study. Even if you accept a questionnaire, 
your therapist will not know whether or not you complete the questionnaire. You are free to 
decline to participate. You may not participate in this study if you are younger than 18 years 
old. 
COSTS AND COMPENSATION 
There are no costs or compensation for participating in this study. 
PARTICIPANT RIGHTS 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you may refuse to 
participate or leave the study at any time.  If you decide not to participate in the study or do 
not fill out the questionnaire entirely, it will not result in any penalty or loss of benefits to 
which you are otherwise entitled. 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
There will be no information collected on your questionnaire that could be used to 
identify you individually. At the top of your questionnaire you will see a number: this 
identifies what clinic the questionnaire comes from, but could not be used to identify you 
personally. Records of this study will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by 
applicable laws and regulations and will not be made publicly available.  However, federal 
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government regulatory agencies, the Family and Consumer Sciences Research Institute, and 
the Institutional Review Board (a committee that reviews and approves human subject 
research studies) may inspect and/or copy research data for quality assurance and data 
analysis.  These records will contain your responses, but no individually identifying 
information.  
To ensure confidentiality to the extent permitted by law, the following measures will 
be taken. Your name will not be collected on the questionnaire, and your responses will be 
assigned a unique code instead. Only the researchers listed at the top of this form will have 
access to the study data, and data will be kept in password protected computer files. All 
questionnaires will be destroyed by December 2006. If the results are published, your 
identity will remain confidential and information about where the data was collected will be 
kept confidential. 
You have a right to sign a document of informed consent should you choose to do so, 
which would indicate your acknowledgment that you were given this document. The letter of 
introduction you are reading may serve as a document of informed consent. Signing this 
document and returning it to the researcher is not required and could result in a break of 
confidentiality. We have sought to protect your identity by not requiring this documentation 
from you. If you choose to sign this document, use the following procedure: (1) sign and date 
it at the bottom; (2) make a copy for your own records; (3) mail the signed original to the 
following address: [home address deleted] 
QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS 
You are encouraged to ask questions at any time during this study. You may also 
contact the researchers if you would like to receive a report on the results of the study (in 
correspondence, you do not need to provide your name or identify yourself as a participant in 
the study). 
• For further information about the study contact the researchers:  
Scott Bair [phone number and email address redacted] 
Megan J. Murphy [phone number and email address redacted] 
Ronald Werner-Wilson [phone number and email address redacted] 
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• If you have any questions about the rights of research subjects or research-related 
injury, please contact Ginny Austin Eason, IRB Administrator, [phone number and 
email address redacted], or Diane Ament, Research Compliance Officer [phone 
number and email address redacted].  
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APPENDIX D: DEMOGRAPHIC AND THERAPY INFORMATION ITEMS 
 
Note: these items appeared at the end of the questionnaire, on pages 8 and 9. 
 
For each item, please fill in the blank provided or mark the appropriate response. 
1. What is your age in years? ____________ 
2. What is your sex? □ Female □ Male  
3. What race do you most identify yourself as?  
□ African American/Black    □ White/European descent 
□ American Indian/Alaskan Native   □ Multiracial ____________ 
□ Asian, Hawaiian/Pacific Islander   □ Other _________________ 
□ Latino/Hispanic  
4. Are you currently in a committed relationship?  □ Yes □ No 
5. What is your approximate annual income?  $ ____________ 
6. What is the sex of your therapist?  □ Female □ Male 
7. How many sessions have you completed with this therapist, including this one? ____ 
8. What type of therapy are you receiving?  
□ Individual □ Couple □ Family □ Group □ Other ___________ 
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APPENDIX E: ATTACHMENT STYLE QUESTIONNAIRE (ASQ) 
 
Show how much you agree with each of the following items by rating them on this scale: 1 = 
totally disagree; 2 = strongly disagree; 3 = slightly disagree; 4 = slightly agree; 5 = strongly 
agree; or 6 = totally agree. 
 
Scale Item 
C 1. Overall, I am a worthwhile person. 
C 2. I am easier to get to know than most people. 
C 3. I feel confident that other people will be there for me when I need them. 
D 4. I prefer to depend on myself rather than other people. 
D 5. I prefer to keep to myself. 
R 6. To ask for help is to admit that you’re a failure. 
R 7. People’s worth should be judged by what they can achieve. 
R 8. Achieving things is more important than building relationships. 
R 9. Doing your best is more important than getting on with others. 
R 10. If you’ve got a job to do, you should do it no matter who gets hurt. 
N 11. It’s important to me that others like me. 
N 12. It’s important to me to avoid doing things that others won’t like. 
N 13. I find it hard to make a decision unless I know what other people think. 
R 14. My relationships with others are generally superficial. 
N 15. Sometimes I think I am no good at all. 
D 16. I find it hard to trust other people. 
D 17. I find it difficult to depend on others. 
P 18. I find that others are reluctant to get as close as I would like. 
C 19. I find it relatively easy to get close to other people. 
D 20. I find it easy to trust others. (R) 
D 21. I feel comfortable depending on other people. (R) 
P 22. I worry that others won’t care about me as much as I care about them. 
D 23. I worry about people getting too close. 
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N 24. I worry that I won’t measure up to other people. 
D 25. I have mixed feelings about being close to others. 
D 26. Although I want to get close to others, I feel uneasy about it. 
N 27. I wonder why people would want to be involved with me. 
P 28. It’s very important to me to have a close relationship. 
P 29. I worry a lot about my relationships. 
P 30. I wonder how I would cope without someone to love me. 
C 31. I feel confident about relating to others. 
P 32. I often feel left out or alone. 
C 33. I often worry that I do not really fit in with other people. (R) 
D 34. Other people have their own problems, so I don’t bother them with mine. 
N 35. When I talk over my problems with others, I generally feel ashamed or foolish. 
R 36. I am too busy with other activities to put much time into relationships. 
C 37. If something is bothering me, others are generally aware and concerned. 
C 38. I am confident that other people will like and respect me. 
P 39. I get frustrated when others are not available when I need them. 
P 40. Other people often disappoint me. 
Note. Items marked (R) need to be reverse-scored. Scale abbreviations show the five-scale 
model and are as follows: C, Confidence; D, Discomfort with Closeness; N, Need for 
Approval; P, Preoccupation with Relationships; R, Relationships as Secondary. In the three-
scale model, scale C comprises Security, scales N and P comprise Anxiety, and scales D and 
R comprise Avoidance. 
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APPENDIX F: SESSION EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE (SEQ) 
 
Please place an “X” on each line to show how you feel about this session. 
This session was: 
Bad  _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Good 
Safe  _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Dangerous 
Difficult _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Easy 
Valuable _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Worthless 
Shallow  _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Deep 
Relaxed  _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Tense 
Unpleasant  _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Pleasant 
Full   _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Empty 
Weak   _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Powerful 
Special  _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Ordinary 
Rough  _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Smooth 
Comfortable  _____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____:_____ Uncomfortable 
 
Scale  Items 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Smoothness 2*, 3, 6*, 7, 11, 12* 
Depth  1, 4*, 5, 8*, 9, 10* 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Note: * items are reverse-coded 
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APPENDIX G: WORKING ALLIANCE INVENTORY SHORT FORM (WAI-S) 
 
The following sentences describe some of the different ways a person might think or 
feel about his or her therapist (counselor).  
Beside each statement there is a seven point scale: 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = 
Occasionally, 4 = Sometimes, 5 = Often, 6 = Very Often, 7 = Always. 
If the statement describes the way you always feel (or think) circle the number 7; if it 
never applies to you circle the number 1. 
 
Never    Always 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 My therapist and I agree about the things I will need  
to do in therapy to help improve my situation. (1) 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 What I am doing in therapy gives me new ways of  
looking at my problem. (2) 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 I believe my therapist likes me. (3) 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 My therapist does not understand what I am trying  
to accomplish in therapy. (4) 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 I am confident in my therapist’s ability to help me.  
(5) 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 My therapist and I are working towards mutually  
agreed upon goals. (6) 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 I feel that my therapist appreciates me. (7) 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 We agree on what is important for me to work on.  
(8) 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 My therapist and I trust one another. (9) 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 My therapist and I have different ideas on what my  
problems are. (10) 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 We have established a good understanding of the  
kind of changes that would be good for me. (11) 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 I believe the way we are working with my problems  
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is correct. (12) 
TASK scale:  1, 2, 8, 12 
BOND scale:  3, 5, 7, 9 
GOAL scale: 4*, 6, 10*, 11 
* reverse-coded 
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APPENDIX H: THERAPIST BEHAVIOR ITEMS (TBI), GROUPED CATEGORICALLY 
 
The seven-point Likert scale for the TBI ranges from 1 = Strongly Agree to 7 = Strongly 
Disagree, and includes an eighth response, Doesn’t Apply. Respondents are instructed, 
Please indicate how much you would agree with the following statements about this session.” 
 
Strongly                               Strongly    Doesn't 
Agree                                  Disagree     Apply 
1 - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 3 - - - - - - 4 - - - - - - 5 - - - - - - 6 - - - - - - 7              8 
I. Set limits (structure or establish guidelines concerning the nature of counseling, goals of 
counseling, methods for attaining goals, expectations about treatment, or parameters 
of the relationship). 
1. My therapist helped me to know what to expect of therapy. 
2. My therapist helped me feel hopeful about my ability to achieve my therapy 
goals. 
3. My therapist followed our agreed plan for the direction of therapy. 
4. My therapist let me set the agenda for our conversation. 
5. My therapist worked with me as an equal. 
6. My therapist shared personal information about herself or himself. 
7. My therapist said or did something that I didn’t think was appropriate. 
8. My therapist acted in a way that seemed trustworthy. 
II. Assess (consisting of get information, focus, and clarify) 
A. Get Information (gather specific facts about the client, such as history, functioning, 
or plans) 
9. My therapist seemed genuinely interested in me as a person. 
10. My therapist showed me she or he wanted to know more about me. 
B. Focus (help the client get back on track or focus on the appropriate in-session task) 
11. My therapist helped me stay focused during our session. 
12. My therapist made it clear what our purpose would be for the session. 
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C. Clarify (provide or solicit continued explanation or more detailed explanation 
when the client or counselor has been vague) 
13. My therapist helped make things clearer for me. 
14. My therapist provided me with feedback. 
15. My therapist asked me to clarify something. 
III. Explore (consisting of cognitions, feelings, and behaviors) 
16. My therapist tried to help me to identify thoughts, feelings, or actions that 
could be changed. 
17. My therapist helped me to understand my thoughts, feelings, or behaviors. 
  A. Cognitions (identify maladaptive or irrational thoughts or beliefs) 
18. My therapist tried to help me change the way I think or see things. 
B. Feelings (identify, intensify, or promote the acceptance of feelings; to encourage 
the client to experience feelings at a deeper level) 
 19. My therapist tried to help me to explore or accept the feelings I have. 
C. Behaviors (identify or provide feedback concerning maladaptive client behaviors; 
to do a behavioral analysis) 
 20. My therapist helped me to identify things that I need to do differently. 
IV. Restructure (consisting of resistance, challenge, and insight) 
A. Resistance (work on overcoming obstacles to change or progress; for example, 
may discuss failure to adhere to the terms agreed upon for counseling; 
discussion may involve anticipated obstacles or current obstacles) 
21. My therapist talked to me about communication gaps that had arisen in my 
therapy. 
22. My therapist talked to me about things that needed to change in our 
therapy relationship. 
23. My therapist expressed disagreement with me about something. 
B. Challenge (confront the client to test the validity, reality, or appropriateness of 
client thoughts, feelings, beliefs, or behaviors; may be done to jolt or shake up 
the client) 
24. My therapist challenged my way of thinking. 
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25. My therapist challenged me about something. 
26. My therapist asked me to reconsider something I have said or done. 
27. My therapist expected me to follow through with commitments I have 
made. 
28. My therapist cut me off or interrupted me although I was speaking. 
29. My therapist didn’t let me ignore an issue when I needed to be confronted. 
30. My therapist corrected me during our session. 
C. Insight (aid in understanding of the underlying reasons, dynamics, or motivations 
for cognitions, behaviors, or feelings; for example, helping the client 
understand reactions to the behavior of others) 
31. My therapist provided me with new insights (understandings). 
32. My therapist provided me with new information. 
V. Educate (Give information: teach, give facts, or give reasons for specific counselor 
actions). 
33. My therapist had me try out something new in our session. 
34. My therapist taught me a new way of thinking. 
35. My therapist showed me how to use a skill. 
VI. Change (help the client develop new and more adaptive skills, behaviors, or cognitions in 
dealing with the self or others; helping to instill more adaptive models, explanations, 
or conceptualizations). 
36. My therapist and I worked on changing something about me (skills, 
behaviors, thoughts, or feelings). 
37. My therapist helped me improve. 
38. My therapist worked with me to find solutions to my problems. 
39. My therapist gave me things to work on after our session. 
40. My therapist took a teaching role in our session. 
41. My therapist helped me explore different options. 
42. My therapist encouraged me to think creatively about my problems. 
VII. Support (consisting of support, hope, and reinforce change) 
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A. Support (provide warmth, support, or empathy for the purpose of establishing or 
strengthening the relationship; to help the client feel accepted, validated, 
understood; to provide a nurturing environment) 
43. I knew my therapist understood me by the things she or he said or did. 
44. My therapist treated me like a valued person. 
45. My therapist served as a resource to support my progress. 
46. My therapist did things that made me feel uncomfortable. 
47. My therapist showed respect for what I think and say. 
48. My therapist took a listening role in our session. 
49. My therapist helped give me support for the changes I’m working toward. 
50. My therapist encouraged me when I needed it. 
B. Hope (let the client know that change is both possible and likely to occur; to let the 
client know that the counselor is able to help) 
51. My therapist helped me achieve my therapy goals. 
52. My therapist focused on my problems or weaknesses. 
53. My therapist helped me find solutions to my problem(s). 
54. My therapist gave me the impression that s/he thinks I can succeed. 
C. Reinforce change (provide positive reinforcement for client attempts at cognitive, 
behavioral, or affective change) 
55. My therapist talked with me about my progress. 
56. My therapist helped me build on the progress I’ve made. 
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APPENDIX I: QUESTIONS PROVIDED TO REVIEWERS, ROUND I 
 
 These are the questions given to layperson reviewers in the development of the 
Therapist Behavior Items. They are preceded by an example of the instructions that would 
accompany the questions when the questionnaire would be administered; these instructions 
were also provided to reviewers. 
 
I am developing a set of questions for a study of events in therapy, and how they 
relate to clients’ patterns of attachment (bonding). Please review the list of questions 
and provide me with feedback on their wording, clarity, appropriateness, content, and 
any other suggestions you may have, including any additional items you think might 
be helpful for my project. These questions will be randomly reordered. Here are the 
instructions a person answering the questions would receive, followed by the 
questions themselves: 
 
Please indicate how much you would agree with the following statements about  
this session. (7 point scale, strongly agree to strongly disagree + doesn’t  
apply) 
 
1. My therapist showed respect for what I think and say 
2. My therapist challenged my way thinking 
3. My therapist challenged the things I say or do. 
4. My therapist asked me to reconsider what I was saying. 
5. My therapist worked with me to find solutions to my problems. 
6. My therapist worked with me as an equal. 
7. My therapist tried to help me see things differently 
8. My therapist cut me off although I was speaking 
9. My therapist interrupted me although I was speaking 
10. My therapist let me set the agenda for our conversation 
11. My therapist shared personal information about him/herself 
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12. My therapist argued with me 
13. My therapist talked more than I did 
14. My therapist gave me homework/things to do after our session 
15. My therapist provided me with new insights 
16. My therapist provided me with new information 
17. My therapist raised issues that I wouldn’t have brought up on my own. 
18. My therapist put things in a way I hadn’t seen them before 
19. I was able to bring up ideas for discussion 
20. I contradicted something my therapist said or did 
21. My therapist called me on something, and didn’t just let it slide 
22. My therapist didn’t let me off the hook when I needed to be confronted 
23. My therapist took a teaching role in our session 
24. My therapist took a listening role in our session 
25. My therapist played an active part in our session 
26. My therapist took a passive role in our session 
27. I took an active role in our session 
28. My therapist gave me directions to follow 
29. My therapist corrected me or told me something I was doing wasn’t right 
30. My therapist accepted me for who I am 
31. My therapist provided me with feedback 
32. My therapist let me know what s/he thought about me 
33. My therapist helped me explore different options 
34. My therapist brainstormed ideas with me 
35. My therapist and I discussed my feelings 
36. My therapist was critical of me 
37. I shared things with my therapist that I wouldn’t usually share with  
other people 
38. I had a hard time getting a word in edgewise 
39. My therapy session ended on time 
40. My therapy session ended early 
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41. My therapy session went over our allotted time 
42. My therapist talked to me about payment for my session 
43. My therapist and I set goals for therapy 
44. I didn’t say very much in my session 
45. I had a hard time thinking of what to say in therapy 
46. My therapist gave me support when I needed it 
47. My therapist knew what to say at the right time 
48. My therapist suggested alternatives to the way I do things or see things 
49. My therapist followed our agreed plan for the direction of therapy 
50. My therapist treated me like an equal 
51. My therapist did or said something that I didn’t think was appropriate 
52. My therapist held me responsible for the things I did or said 
53. My therapist encouraged me when I needed it 
54. My therapist used words or phrases that I didn’t understand 
55. I wasn’t completely honest with my therapist 
56. I held back from sharing completely with my therapist 
57. I was very open with my therapist about what I thought or felt 
58. My therapist helped me build on my strengths 
59. My therapist focused on my problems or weaknesses 
60. My therapist helped me find solutions to my problem(s) 
61. My therapist had me try out something new in our session 
62. My therapist taught me a new skill or idea 
63. My therapist showed me how to use a skill 
64. My therapist gave me the impression that s/he thinks I can succeed 
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APPENDIX J: QUESTIONS PROVIDED TO REVIEWERS, ROUND II 
 
This is the letter given to the second round of reviewers in the development of the 
Therapist Behavior Items. It contains some background information and instructions that 
would accompany the questions when the questionnaire would be administered, followed by 
the questions listed categorically. 
 
Scott Bair, March 2005 
 
I am developing a set of questions for a study of events in therapy, and how they 
relate to clients’ patterns of attachment. The set of questions is not meant to exhaustively 
represent all possible clinician behaviors in therapy. Rather, they are theoretically focused on 
areas of therapist attention identified by Hill and O’Grady (1985). Their focus areas are: set 
limits, assess, explore, restructure, educate, change, and support (as refined by Hill et al., 
1988).  
Your review and feedback on these items would help me to further refine them and 
improve the quality of this research instrument. If you would be interested in helping, please 
review the list of questions and provide me with feedback on their wording, clarity, 
appropriateness, content, and any other suggestions you may have, including any additional 
items or concepts you think might be helpful for my project. Please be as honest and 
straightforward in your feedback as possible, negative feedback is just as important as 
positive. You can send your feedback in whatever form you prefer. Here is my contact 
information: 
[Contact information deleted.] 
The questions are arranged here categorically but will be randomly reordered. Here 
are the instructions a person answering the questions would receive, followed by the 
questions themselves: 
 
Please indicate how much you would agree with the following statements about this session. 
(7 point scale, strongly agree to strongly disagree + doesn’t  apply) 
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1. This therapy session was guided by clearly defined therapy goals. 
2. My therapy session began and ended on time. 
3. My therapist followed our agreed plan for the direction of therapy. 
4. My therapist gave me directions to follow. 
5. My therapist let me set the agenda for our conversation. 
6. My therapist worked with me as an equal. 
7. My therapist shared personal information about him/herself. 
8. My therapist did or said something that I didn’t think was appropriate 
9. My therapist seemed genuinely interested in me as a person. 
10. My therapist showed me s/he wanted to know more about me. 
11. My therapist helped me stay focused during our session. 
12. My therapist helped make things clearer for me. 
13. My therapist provided me with feedback 
14. My therapist asked me to clarify something I said. 
15. My therapist helped me change the way I think or see things. 
16. My therapist tried to help me see things differently. 
17. Part of our session was spent focused on feelings. 
18. My therapist would let me know if I needed to change. 
19. My therapist talked about problems that had arisen in our therapy. 
20. My therapist expressed disagreement with me about something. 
21. My therapist challenged my way thinking. 
22. My therapist challenged the things I say or do. 
23. My therapist asked me to reconsider what I was saying. 
24. My therapist cut me off although I was speaking. 
25. My therapist interrupted me although I was speaking. 
26. My therapist called me on something, and didn’t just let it slide. 
27. My therapist didn’t let me off the hook when I needed to be confronted. 
28. My therapist corrected me during our session. 
29. My therapist provided me with new insights (understandings) 
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30. My therapist provided me with new information 
31. My therapist had me try out something new in our session 
32. My therapist taught me a new skill or idea. 
33. My therapist showed me how to use a skill. 
34. My therapist and I worked on changing something about me (skills, behaviors, thoughts, 
or feelings) 
35. My therapist helped me improve. 
36. My therapist worked with me to find solutions to my problems. 
37. My therapist gave me homework/things to do after our session 
38. My therapist took a teaching role in our session 
39. My therapist helped me explore different options 
40. My therapist encouraged me to think creatively about my problems. 
41. My therapist showed understanding of me. 
42. My therapist treated me like a valued person. 
43. My therapist provided me with support. 
44. My therapist did things that made me feel uncomfortable. 
45. My therapist showed respect for what I think and say. 
46. My therapist took a listening role in our session. 
47. My therapist gave me support when I needed it. 
48. My therapist encouraged me when I needed it 
49. My therapist helped me build on my strengths 
50. My therapist focused on my problems or weaknesses 
51. My therapist helped me find solutions to my problem(s) 
52. My therapist gave me the impression that s/he thinks I can succeed  
53. My therapist helped strengthen the progress I’ve made. 
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APPENDIX K: PERMISSIONS FROM COPYRIGHT HOLDERS TO REPRODUCE 
COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL 
 
American Psychological Association (APA) 
 All APA-copyrighted material used in this dissertation falls under the APA “Limited 
Permission” policy (APA, 2005), reproduced below: 
Limited Permission 
APA will grant permission automatically and free of charge ONLY for the following material being re-
published in a journal or book. 
• a maximum of three figures or tables from any one journal article or book chapter  
• a maximum of five figures or tables from a whole book  
• single text extracts of less than 400 words  
• series of text extracts that total less than 800 words  
If your request falls into one of these categories, no formal request to APA is required. A measure, scale, or 
instrument is not covered in this limited permission. 
For limited permission:  
• Permission must be obtained from one author.  
• A credit line must be used.  
For all other permission requests, please contact the APA Permissions Office, using a form at 
http://www.apa.org/about/copyright.html.  
• If you wish to re-use a measure, scale, or instrument, you must request formal permission.  
• Other examples where you will need to ask formal permission  
• Permission for use in the electronic version  
Credit Line 
APA requires that full credit be given to the author(s) and APA of the material(s) re-used. That credit should 
include the following: 
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• For material republished from books: author, title, edition, publisher, city, copyright year, and "reprinted 
[or adapted] with permission."  
• For material republished from journal articles: author, title of article, title of journal, volume number, 
issue number (if relevant), page range, date, APA as publisher, and "reprinted [or adapted] with 
permission."  
Other examples where you will need to ask formal permission: 
• measures, scales, or instruments  
• full articles or book chapters  
• the re-use of amounts in excess of those listed above in Number 1  
• photos or other creative work  
This list is illustrative rather than exhaustive. 
Permission for electronic version 
If APA grants permission for the re-use of material in a print journal or book, it will also grant permission for the 
electronic version of the book or journal, provided that the following factors apply: 
• the material being re-used is incidental to the original work as a whole  
• the electronic version is essentially equivalent to or substitutes for the print version  
• embedded material (or a specific link to it) remains in situ and is not separately exploited as, for 
example, part of a database or some other use which might conflict with or prejudice the exploitation of 
the material by APA.  
For more information, see our Full Policy.  
© 2005 American Psychological Association 
APA Copyright and Permissions Office 
750 First Street, NE • Washington, DC • 20002-4242 
Phone: 800-374-2721; 202-336-5500 • TDD/TTY: 202-336-6123 
Fax: 202-336-5633 • Email: permissions@apa.org 
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Attachment Style Questionnaire (ASQ), Judith Feeney 
The following email was received from Dr. Judith Feeney on November 21, 2007. 
The author’s original email to Dr. Feeney follows. Contact information has been redacted 
from both emails. Additional correspondence ensued, but is not represented here, mostly 
regarding Dr. Feeney’s contributions to the study of attachment and the author’s gratitude for 
her work. 
 
From: “Judy Feeney” <judy@[redacted]> 
Subject: Re: Permission request to publish the SEQ in a dissertation appendix 




The ASQ is not copyright, so you do not need permission to use it in   
your research.  However, if your dissertation committee is concerned   
about permission issues, please use this email to indicate my   
approval.  I am no longer working in academia and am not very well at   









I am a doctoral student at Iowa State University. I am working on   
a dissertation examining possible mediating effect of therapist   
behaviors in session on the link between working alliance and adult   




I am writing to request permission to publish the ASQ. All of the   
items in the measure would appear in the published dissertation, as   
an appendix. The dissertation would be published electronically   
(through the usual dissertation abstracts source), and a printed   
copy would be held in the Iowa State University library. 
 
Below you will find a proposed introduction to the dissertation   
(for an overview). 
 
If you can agree and grant permission to publish the measure as   
an appendix in the dissertation, would you be willing to send me a   
signed letter or permission? 
 
Here is my address: 
 
Scott Bair 
 [address redacted] 
 [phone number redacted] 
 




[the overview of research has been deleted in the interest of brevity; it was identical to the 
description in the introduction to this dissertation] 
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Session Evaluation Questionnaire (SEQ), Bill Stiles 
The following email was received from Dr. Bill Stiles on November 26, 2007. The 
author’s original email to Dr. Stiles follows. Contact information has been redacted from 
both emails. 
 
Date: Mon, 26 Nov 2007 02:25:42 -0500 
To: <segbair@[redacted]> 
From: "Bill Stiles" <stileswb@[redacted]> 




Yes, it's fine with me if you include a copy of the SEQ in an appendix of your dissertation. 










I am a doctoral student at Iowa State University. I am working on a dissertation examining 
possible mediating effect of therapist behaviors in session on the link between working 
alliance and adult attachment style. I have used the SEQ as a measure in the dissertation. 
  
I am writing to request permission to publish the SEQ. All of the items in the measure would 
appear in the published dissertation, as an appendix. The dissertation would be published 
electronically (through the usual dissertation abstracts source), and a printed copy would be 
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held in the Iowa State University library. 
  
Below you will find a proposed introduction to the dissertation (for an overview). 
  
If you can agree and grant permission to publish the measure as an appendix in the 
dissertation, would you be willing to send me a signed letter or permission? 
  




[phone number redacted] 
  
Thank you for taking time from your important work to respond to this request, 
  
Scott 
[the overview of research has been deleted in the interest of brevity; it was identical to the 
description in the introduction to this dissertation] 
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Working Alliance Inventory (WAI), Adam Horvath 
The following letter was received from Dr. Adam Horvath on November 30, 2007.  
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 
[university seal] 
Burnaby British Columbia, Canada V5A 1S6 
Cricket does it again! 
 
 
Mr. Scott E. Bair 
Iowa State University 
[address redacted] 
November 30, 2007 
 
LIMITED COPYRIGHT LICENSE (ELECTRONIC) # 20073011.5 
 
Dear Mr. Bair 
You have permission to use the Working Alliance Inventory (WAI) for the investigation: 
‘’Predicting therapy working alliance through client adult attachment and client 
perceptions of therapist behaviors.’’ 
 
This limited copyright release extends to all forms of the WAI for which I hold copy right 
privileges, but limited to use of the inventory for not-for-profit research, and does not 
include the right to publish or distribute the instrument(s) in any form. 
 
I would appreciate if you shared the results of your research with me when your 
work is completed so I may share this information with other researchers who might 





Dr. Adam O. Horvath 
Professor 
Faculty of Education and 







Working Alliance Inventory-Short Form (WAI-S), Terence Tracey 
The following email was received from Dr. Terence Tracey on November 19, 2007. 
The author’s original email to Dr. Tracey follows. Contact information has been redacted 
from both emails. 
 
Subject: RE: Permission request to publish WAI-S in a dissertation appendix 
Date: Mon, 19 Nov 2007 16:28:08 -0700 
From: "Terence Tracey" <Terence.Tracey@[redacted]>   
To: segbair@[redacted] 
 
The original WAI was developed by Adam Horvath. The WAI-Short is just a selection of 12 




Terence J. G. Tracey, Ph.D. 
Professor and Program Leader 
Counseling and Counseling Psychology 
Arizona State University 
[address redacted] 





From: Scott E. G. Bair [mailto:segbair@[redacted]] 
Sent: Mon 11/19/2007 3:03 PM 
To: ttracey@[redacted] 






I am a doctoral student at Iowa State University. I am working on a dissertation examining 
possible mediating effect of therapist behaviors in session on the link between working 
alliance and adult attachment style. I have used the WAI-S as a measure in the dissertation. I 
would like to be able to include the WAI-S in an appendix of the dissertation. 
  
I am writing to request permission to publish the WAI-S (client form). All of the items in the 
measure would appear in the published dissertation, as an appendix. The dissertation would 
be published electronically (through the usual dissertation abstracts source), and a printed 
copy would be held in the Iowa State University library. 
  
Below you will find a proposed introduction to the dissertation (for an overview). 
  
If you can agree and grant permission to publish the measure as an appendix in the 
dissertation, would you be willing to send me a signed letter or permission? 
  




[phone number redacted] 
  
Thank you for your help, 
  
Scott 
[the overview of research has been deleted in the interest of brevity; it was identical to the 
description in the introduction to this dissertation] 
